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In the context of forest products, a cutting order is a list of dimension parts along
with demanded quantities. The cutting-order problem is to minimize the total cost of
filling the cutting order from a given lumber grade (or grades). Lumber of a given grade

is supplied to the production line in a random sequence, and each board is cut in a way
that maximizes the total value of dimension parts produced, based on a value (or price)
specified for each dimension part. Hence, the problem boils down to specifying suitable
dimension-part prices for each board to be cut.

The method we propose is adapted from Gilmore and Gomory's linear program-
ming approach to the cutting stock problem. The main differences are the use of a ran-
dom sample to construct the linear program and the use of prices rather than cutting pat-
terns to specify a solution. The primary result of this thesis is that the expected cost of
filling an order under the proposed method is approximately equal to the minimum pos-
sible expected cost, in the sense that the ratio (expected cost divided by the minimum
expected cost) approaches one as the size of the order (e.g., in board feet) and the size of
the random sample grow large.

A secondary result is a lower bound on the minimum possible expected cost. The
actual minimum is usually impractical to calculate, but the lower bound can be used in
computer simulations to provide an absolute standard against which to compare costs. It
applies only to independent sequences, whereas the convergence property above applies
to a large class of dependent sequences, called alpha-mixing sequences.
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Experimental results (in the form of computer simulations) suggest that the pro-
posed method is capable of attaining nearly minimal expected costs in moderately large
orders. The main drawbacks are that the method is computationally expensive and of
questionable value in smaller orders.
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A Linear Programming and Sampling Approach to the
Cutting-Order Problem

1. INTRODUCTION

The fundamental activity in wood processing is the cutting of raw material, obtained
from available wood stocks, into smaller finished pieces in the most favorable manner
possible. This applies to primary log processing, where logs are cut into dimension lum-
ber, as well as to secondary processing, where rough-cut boards are cut into smaller
pieces such as furniture parts or trim moldings.

This thesis focuses on the production of rectangular wood pieces, called blanks or
dimension parts, for the furniture industry. Dimension parts are produced in different
dimensions as specified in a cutting bill. A small cutting bill is shown in Table 1.1.

Cutting Bill Cutting Order

Description Price Description
15" x 2.00" Red Oak (C2F) $0.255 15" x 2.00" Red Oak (C2F)
18" x 1.50" Red Oak (C2F) $0.212 18" x 1.50" Red Oak (C2F)
25" x 2.25" Red Oak (C2F) $0.533 25" x 2.25" Red Oak (C2F)

Table 1.1. Format of Cutting Bills and Cutting Orders

Quantity
60
85
40

Cutting bills may specify dimension parts having only fixed lengths and widths, or they
may allow random lengths of a fixed width or random widths of a fixed length. Dimen-
sion parts may be further specified as clear one-face (C iF), clear two-face (C2F), or
sound two-face, depending on whether one or both of the two main wood faces are to be
free of defects, or just sound (sound knots, stains, worm holes, etc. are allowed). Dimen-
sion parts are cut from large, rectangular, rough-cut boards that contain knots and other
defects. The boards are cut so as to produce finished pieces that are free of unacceptable
defects, as described above. Rough-cut boards are available in various grades at different
costs; they may be of fixed dimensions or, more typically, random dimensions. The saw-
ing process is described in more detail in Section 1.2.
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The purpose of this thesis is to address the cutting-order problem. A cutting order is
a list of size specifications, in this case for dimension parts, along with the quantities to
be produced. Table 1.1 shows an example of a cutting order. The cutting-order problem
is to minimize the cost of producing the items specified in the cutting order. In the field
of operations research, the cutting-order problem is known as the cutting-stock problem,
although the latter term is somewhat ambiguous in that it is used not just for cost-mini-
mization problems, but occasionally for value-maximization problems as well.

In principle, the approach we use to address the cutting-order problem applies to
processing logs as well as to processing rough-cut boards. The focus of this thesis is lim-
ited, however, to the processing of rough-cut boards. The sawing process will be
described in some detail, even though it turns out that the details can be entirely encapsu-
lated in a placement algorithm, or optimizer, about which practically nothing need be
known except that, given a specified board and specified dimension-part values, it gener-
ates sawing instructions which maximize (or approximately maximize) the total value of
dimension parts produced. Optimizers representing different sawing processes can be
"plugged in" to the cutting-order framework without altering the fundamental approach.

1.1. Cutting to Order vs. Cutting to Inventory

A basic objective for any wood-processing operation is to maximize the difference
between the total value of its output and the total cost of its input. In the present context,
the output consists of dimension parts and the input consists of rough-cut boards. Of par-
ticular interest are the two special cases obtained by treating one of either the output or
the input as fixed. If the output is fixed, then the general objective reduces to that of min-
imizing the total input cost. This is called cutting to order, and the cutting-order problem
is its formal expression. If instead the input is fixed, then the general objective reduces to

Description Constraint on Dimension Parts Objective
Cutting to Order Need spe:ified quantities Minimize cost of boards
Cutting to Inventory Have specified values Maximize value of dimension parts

Table 1.2. Manufacturing Objectives
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that of maximizing the total output value. This is called cutting to inventory. The distinc-
tions are summarized in Table 1.2. In fact, most "real world" operations are a mixture of
the two.

There is a compelling logic in cutting to inventory. If a market price can be associ-
ated with each size in the cutting bill, then the total output value is determined by the
number of pieces and price of each size produced. Total output value is maximized by
individually maximizing the output value extracted from each rough-cut board. The
problem of maximizing the value for a single board is a knapsack problem and is dis-
cussed in more detail in Section 1.3.

The strategy of cutting to inventory makes sense when market prices are well estab-
lished and all output can be readily sold at those prices. In other cases, however, it is
more difficult to apply. For instance, if dimension parts are produced solely for use else-
where within the same organization, then demands are probably defined in terms of quan-
tities rather than prices. In this case, where market prices may not even exist, cutting to
order makes more sense than cutting to inventory.

Even when cutting to inventory seems appropriate, volatility or geographic varia-
tions in market prices may lead to inappropriate pricing, resulting in shortages or sur-
pluses of some sizes. In fact, wood processors operating under a nominal policy of cut-
ting to inventory may modify the "market prices" to increase or decrease the production
of certain sizes in an ad hoc form of order control. In cases such as these, cutting to order
should be considered as a possible alternative to cutting to inventory.

In the description so far, only the rough-cut boards have been considered as input
costs. Personnel costs and other operating costs are essentially treated as fixed costs,
even though they can fluctuate according to various factors, such as the quality of boards
being cut or the frequency with which machinery must be reconfigured. On the other
hand, raw material costs are a substantial variable cost, and it has been estimated that
lumber costs account for about 40 to 60 percent of the total cost in producing hardwood
furniture (Carmno and Foronda, 1990). Some related costs, such as saw maintenance, may
be roughly proportional to the volume (and hence the cost) of boards being processed;
these costs can be rolled into the raw material costs. While other costs will be occasion-
ally addressed in the following chapters, the main emphasis is on raw material costs.
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1.2. Cutting Dimension Parts from Rough-Cut Boards

Rough-cut boards on the production line pass through a sequence of rip saws, which
cut with the grain along the length of the board, and crosscut saws, which cut across the
grain (Figure 1.1). The cutting process yields end products in the form of rectangular
pieces of the same thickness as the original board, but free of unacceptable knots and
defects.

Stage 1: Multiple Rip Stage 2: Crosscut Stage 3: Salvage Rip

Figure 1.1. Rip-First, Three-Stage Production Line with Parallel Downstream Stages

A key feature of the sawing process is the use of orthogonal guillotine cuts, in which
cuts are parallel either to the length or width and slice completely through the board.
"Cookie-cutter" patterns, involving arbitrary changes in direction, are not allowed. In
Figure 1.2, four crosscuts run the entire width of the original board, yielding four usable
sections on which rip cuts run the entire length (this can be viewed as a two-stage, cross-
cut-first cutting pattern or a three-stage, rip-first cutting pattern with no first-stage cuts).

72x5

Figure 1.2; Orthogonal Guillotine Cuts
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Cuts are applied in stages involving either a set of crosscuts or a set of rips. First-
stage cuts are those on the original piece of raw material; second-stage cuts are those on
the pieces that result from the first stage cuts; and nth stage cuts are those on the pieces
that exist after n 1 stages. When the number of stages is fixed, as is usually the case,
the first stage must be specified as being either a rip stage or a crosscut stage. For exam-
ple, a three-stage, rip-first operation performs a set of parallel rip cuts along the length of
the original stock object, followed by parallel crosscuts on the ripped sections, and,
finally, a set of parallel rip cuts on the crosscut' pieces. Figure 1.2 shows a two-stage,
crosscut-first sawing method.

A given stage is not necessarily confined to a single machine station. Figure 1.1
shows the second-stage crosscuts and third-stage rips occurring on two parallel lines fed
by a single first-stage rip station.

Various restrictions may apply in a given stage. First-stage rips, for instance, may
be done by multiple-rip saws having several parallel blades for simultaneous cutting. On
a fixed-arbor multiple-rip saw, the blades are fixed with respect to the position of adjacent
blades; the only control over the cutting of an individual board is through the position of
the fence, which guides the board as it passes through the saw blades. On a movable-
arbor multiple-rip saw, the distances between the parallel blades are electro-mechanically
controlled, and may be varied on a board-by-board basis. Even here, allowable cuts are
restricted by the number of parallel saw blades and the minimum distance between
blades.

Crosscut stages may have different restrictions. Unlike the multiple-rip saws
described above, which have multiple blades each making one cut per board, a crosscut
"chop" saw has a single blade capable of making multiple cuts per board. As the board
passes underneath the saw, the blade is brought down (or up) across the width of the
board at various locations. Hence, the number of crosscuts is not limited to the number
of blades, as is the case with multiple-rip saws.

Cuts in any stage after the second are called salvage cuts. Except for the first stage
in a rip-first operation, rip stages are typically limited to a single cut. This is not the case
in Figure 1.2, because all but the right-most crosscut section require two more rip cuts to
complete.

In addition to limitations on the number and spacing of permissible cuts, sawing
decisions must make allowance for kerf, which is the amount of wood lost to the saw.
Any number of other restrictions may apply as well, depending on the physical configura-
tion of the production line and other operating policies. An example is the restriction to
elemental cuts, which produce either waste pieces or pieces where the length or width
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(depending on the stage) are equal to one of the sizes specified in the cutting bill. (Some
trimmings may be usable by machines that endjoin small pieces together using a "finger
joint." Trim used in this manner becomes a byproduct rather than waste.)

Machinery of the future is likely to reduce the restrictions described above. It is
conceivable that lasers and other technologies will eventually allow arbitrary patterns to
be cut from a board, with negligible kerf loss; the number of stages will not be restricted
and orthogonal guillotine cuts will not be required. Fortunately, potential advancements
such as these do not affect the general development of this thesis, because the details of
the cutting process can be isolated from the overall framework of the cutting-order prob-
lem.

1.3. Knapsack Problems and Maximum-Value Cutting Patterns

For a given rough-cut board, the placement and sequence of cuts gives rise to a cut-
ting pattern. Each cutting pattern, in turn, yields a combination of waste and a (possibly
empty) set of dimension parts. Among the vast number of feasible cutting patterns, those
which have the maximum possible total value are of particular interest. Given specified
dimension-part values, the problem of finding a cutting pattern that maximizes the total
value of dimension parts extracted from a single rough-cut board is a type of knapsack
problem.

A cutting bill specifies the value of each dimension-part size to be used in deterinin-
ing the total value of a cutting pattern. The left half of Table 1.1 shows a cutting bill con-
taining three sizes. This bill is an artificially small example; in practice, fifty entries
would not be exceptional, although it may be that not all sizes are processed simultane-
ously. The prices in the table have been normalized so that their total is 1.0. Multiplying
all prices by the same constant does not change the optimal cutting pattern(s), although it
does change the total value.

Though easy to define, a maximum-value cutting pattern is difficult to calculate, and
wood processors increasingly utilize scanners and optimizers for this purpose. The role
of the scanner (and associated software) is to provide the optimizer with a usable abstrac-
tion of the physical characteristics of the raw material. For cutting dimension parts from
rough-cut boards, the scanner needs to detect the board's dimensions as well as the loca-
tions and shapes of knots and other defects. In the top half of Figure 1.2, the scanned
image is reduced to a discrete grid (Y4" squares in this case), where the dark areas repre-
sent unusable defects and knots. In the lower half of Figure 1.2, the light areas represent
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97x10.25

is i

_I__

-- I1 I S-- _Ij, I 1P.

Totalvalue: 6.232=(.2559)+(.2l26)+(.5335)

Figure 1.3. Maximum-Value Cutting Pattern

usable dimension parts, the dark areas represent defects, and the gray areas represent the
remaining trim waste.

The role of the optimizer (or placement algorithm) is to determine a cutting pattern
that, compared to all other patterns allowed by the cutting machinery, maximizes the total
value of finished pieces cut from a given unit of raw material. While the locations and
shapes of knots and defects do not affect the feasibility of a particular cutting pattern,
they do affect its total value. For instance, a pattern that is optimal for generating C2F
pieces is probably not optimal for generating C1F pieces, because the area of the board
useful for C2F is a subset of the area useful for C iF. Hence, a cutting bill includes, per-
haps implicitly, characteristics other than dimension to fully specify the end product to
the optimizer. Using the cutting bill in Table 1.1, Figure 1.3 shows an example of a maxi-
mum-value cutting pattern (C2F) for a three-stage, rip-first configuration with zero kerf
and no limits on the number of cuts per stage.

1.4. Overview of the LP/Sampling Approach

To address the cutting-order problem, this thesis builds on the linear programming
approach described by Gilmore and Gomory (1961). Their work applies to uniform stock
materials such as paper rolls, glass sheets, and steel plates, where a relatively small num-
ber of different stock sizes are available for cutting, and all stock objects of a given size
are identical to each other. In the problem they formulate, a solution consists of a small
number of different cutting patterns that are applied to a relatively large number of stock
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objects. Since the stock objects are uniform, a given cutting pattern always produces the
same end products. But heterogeneous materials such as rough-cut boards require indi-
vidual cutting patterns, because the shapes and locations of defects vary. Hence, the stan-
dard approach is not immediately applicable.

To accommodate random variation in the rough-cut boards, the linear programming
approach is modified in two ways. First, for each available lumber grade, we use a ran-
dom sample of boards rather than a single object (e.g., a glass plate of a given stock size)
to generate columns for the linear program. The traditional approach can then be viewed
as the special case where the sample size equals one, which suffices when the stock
objects have no variation. Second, the solution is not stated in terms of fixed cutting pat-
terns that are to be applied to a specified number of stock objects, but rather in terms of a
value (or price) for each dimension part. These values are supplied to the production line,
which is assumed to cut up the next board so as to maximize the total value of the dimen-
sion parts produced. The values themselves are obtained from dual variables calculated
in the course of solving the linear program. The order quantities specified in the linear
program are updated in the course of filling the order, so the linear program is calculated
not just once but (ideally) after each board is cut.

The LP/sampling method is intended for use with large cutting orders. It can be
applied to small orders, but in that case it may not be very effective at minimizing
expected costs. It also is intended for use in applications where boards are processed in
sequence. In particular, we cannot skip over boards that we don't like - we must take the
good with the bad. This also holds when multiple lumber grades are available: we can
select among grades, but we cannot select within grades. The LP/sampling method
ignores fixed costs, such as setup costs and the cost of changing over from one lumber
grade to another, so it is intended to be used when the oniy cost is for the rough-cut
boards. Actually, it can also accommodate variable cutting costs (e.g., each cut adds a
small cost), but this requires practical algorithms for generating cutting patterns that find
not just the maximum value of dimension parts, but the maximum value net of cutting
costs.

To describe the LP/sampling method in detail, it makes sense to use the traditional
linear programming approach as a starting point. Hence, as part of a review of research
pertaining to the cutting-order problem, the next chapter places particular emphasis on
the traditional linear programming approach.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter reviews a variety of cutting problems and corresponding solution meth-
ods. The material that applies most directly to the development of this thesis is in Section
2.3, which describes the fonnulation of the cutting stock problem as a linear program.
This approach, due to Gilmore and Gomory, is especially well suited for applications
involving large order quantities and uniform stock materials such as paper rolls or glass
sheets. It has been more difficult to apply in wood processing, but two such applications
are described in Section 2.4.

The remaining cutting-order methodologies apply specifically to wood processing
and do not use the LP formulation of Gilmore and Gomory. In wood processing, the cut-
ting-order problem can be treated as the two complementary problems of what to cut and
how to cut it. The first problem is to select the least-expensive mix of lumber grades
from which the order can be produced. A solution to this problem also specifies the num-
ber of pieces of each dimension part to be obtained from each lumber grade. The second
problem is to determine how to actually extract the specified numbers (or proportions) of
dimension parts from boards of a given lumber grade. Most methods address either the
first or second problem, but not both.

Section 2.5 describes methods for finding an optimal mix of lumber grades. These
can be viewed as planning tools, and they are applicable even when production is not
highly automated. Section 2.6 describes methods for controlling the relative production
rates of dimension parts. These process-control methods supply price settings to an
external "black-box", called the placement algorithm (or optimizer), that generates the
actual cutting patterns. Section 2.7, in contrast, describes two applications where the cut-
ting-pauem algorithm is a built-in part of the procedure.

The material in Section 2.2 covers solution methods for various kinds of two-dimen-
sional knapsack problems. As already mentioned, we rely mainly on abstract properties
of knapsack problems, so that actual solution methods can be largely ignored. But actual
applications, including our computer simulations, require actual solutions, so various
methods are briefly described.
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2.1. Cutting and Packing Problems

The cutting-order problem is just one in a class of problems known as cutting and
packing problems. The distinction between a cutting problem and a packing problem is
often semantic, since many problems can be viewed either way. For instance, cutting a
large rectangle into smaller rectangles can also be viewed as packing small rectangles
into a large rectangle. Several examples of cutting and packing problems are listed below
(Dyckhoff, 1990):
- cutting stock and trim loss problems,
- bin packing, dual bin packing, strip packing, vector packing, and knapsack (pack-

ing) problems,
- vehicle loading, pallet loading, container loading, and car loading problems,
- assortment, depletion, design, dividing, layout, nesting, and partitioning problems,
- capital budgeting, change making, line balancing, memory allocation, and multi-

processor scheduling problems.
Cutting and packing problems tend to have problem-specific solution methods. For
example, solution methods for large cutting orders tend to give poor results for small cut-
ting orders, while solution methods for small cutting orders tend to be computationally
impractical for large cutting orders. In a proposed classification system (Dyckhoff,
1990), 96 cutting and packing problem types are constructed from 4 characteristics that
were "chosen in such a manner that most of the 96 combined types make sense and then
usually need individual solution methods applicable to the other types only with major

revisions if at al1.*

Absent general solution methodologies, the literature tends to organize itself around
specific problems, and we therefore restrict our attention primarily to cutting stock prob-
lems. The term cutting stock problem traditionally refers to cost-minimization problems,
but it has also been used to describe value-maximization problems (Viswanathan and
Bagchi, 1993; Cheng et al., 1994). Therefore, we use the less-ambiguous term cutting-
order problem when referring to the problem described in Chapter 1 (unfortunately, cut-
ting order could also refer to the sequencing of lumber grades to be processed).

Using Dyckhoff's classification scheme, the problem of cutting rough-cut boards into large orders of
dimension parts can be categorized as 2VDR, where 2 is the dimensionality, V (Verladeproblem) means that
the output quantities are fixed, D means there is an assortment of different stock objects, andR means that
relatively few dimension-part sizes will be produced in relatively large quantities.
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2.2. Two-Dimensional Knapsack Problems

Knapsack problems play an essential role in most solution methods for cutting stock
problems. Thus, a discussion of cutting stock problems is incomplete without a discus-
sion of knapsack problems.

Gilmore and Gomory (1966) described the general knapsack problem this way: "if a
portion of space is being cut into pieces of different values, the knapsack problem is to
find the most valuable way of cutting." The objective, namely to maximize value, is the
same as for cutting to inventory, as described in Chapter 1.

The term knapsack problem originates with this problem: given several types of
available objects, each having a weight and a value, find a combination of objects that has
the maximum possible total value but does not exceed the knapsack's given weight limit.
Murty (1976) defines the nonnegative integer knapsack problem essentially as follows:

maximize: V

subject to: wx, W
x,, i = 1,2,. . . , n, are nonnegative integers

where each is the value of the ith item, w, is its weight, W is the maximum weight
allowable in the knapsack, and V represents the total value.

The problem above is also known as the one-dimensional knapsack problem,
because it models the cutting of a stock length (e.g., a paper roll) into shorter lengths.
Our main focus is on two-dimensional knapsack problems in which larger rectangles
(rough-cut boards) are cut into smaller rectangles (dimension parts). These problems can
be broken down into two categories, depending on whether or not the stock material is
uniform or not. The next section addresses uniform materials such as flat glass and steel
plates, and the one after addresses non-uniform materials such as lumber products.

Knapsack problems pose intrinsic computational challenges: the "rectangle place-
ment problem is NP-complete" (Girkar et al., 1992), and the strip-packing problem
(packing rectangles into a rectangular strip) is "known to be NP-hard" (Coffman and
Shor, 1990). The terms are described by Vick and Ramamoorthy (1984):

"Informally, a problem is said to be NP-complete if there is no known optimal al-
gorithm to solve the problem with a computation time that increases polynomial-
ly with the size of the problem. The computation time for all known optimal al-
gorithms for this class of problems increases exponentially with the problem size,
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that is, if n represents the size of the problem, then the computation time goes up
as k" where k> 1. ... any decision problem that is not a member of NP, but is re-
ducible from an NP-complete problem ... is termed NP-hard, that is, it is as hard
as any other NP-complete problems."

Since finding exact solutions to knapsack problems is often impractical, heuristics
play an important role: "heuristics are fast (usually polynomial-time) algorithms that
solve the problem, and may or may not have a performance guarantee on the solution"
(Rarnamoorthy and Wah, 1984). "Analysis has shown that heuristic solutions often per-
form extremely well on average, and hence can be recommended in practice, even though
worst-case behavior can be quite poor" (Coffman, Johnson et al., 1993). The algorithms
discussed below employ a combination of exact methods and heuristics.

2.2.1. Stock Material without Defects

Outside of wood processing, the literature on two-dimensional cutting problems pre-
dominately applies to uniform stock materials, where defects are not a concern. In most
cases, attention is restricted to orthogonal guillotine cuts. An orthogonal cut is one that is
parallel to one of the edges of the rectangle being cut, and a guillotine cut is one that
passes in a straight line entirely through the rectangle being cut.

Guillotine cuts can be viewed as occurring in stages, as described in Chapter 1. If
the number of stages allowed is unlimited, then cutting is unstaged, otherwise it is staged.
In staged cutting, the direction of the first-stage cut must be specified.

Gilmore and Gomory (1965) described a dynamic programming algorithm for
unstaged cutting. The G&G algorithm first transforms the lengths of finished pieces into
integer multiples of a common divisor, then does likewise for the widths (suitable com-
mon divisors exist if the dimensions of the stock rectangle and the cut rectangles are
rational numbers). The algorithm recursively builds a table where the zjth entry gives the
best first cut for a piece of cutting stock having i units of length and j units of width. A
best first cut yields two smaller pieces whose best first cuts can also be obtained from the
table. In this manner, complete cutting patterns for any size in the table can be created by
tracing a sequence of optimal first cuts. The recursion is given as follows:
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G(x, y) = max (g(x, y), G(x0, y) + G(x x0, y), G(x, Yo) G(x, y Ye))
Ox0<x'2

g(x, y) = max{,r1}wix
ljy

where ir is the value of the ith finished piece and w, x 1, are its dimensions. G(x, y) is
the maximum value that can be obtained from an xxy rectangle using any succession of

guillotine cuts.

Brunner, VanLeeuwen, et al. (1989) described the algorithm in detail, including

modifications to accommodate kerf allowance. They also described the use of linked lists

to reduce memory requirements, which is otherwise consumed in large amounts. It has
been suggested that a desirable resolution for wood-processing applications is about

.005" (Brunner, Butler et al., 1990), which in the unmodified G&G algorithm leads to

tables requiring something on the order of 1 gigabyte of memory.

Herz (1972) described a different procedure for the unstaged problem. This method

recursively divides large rectangles into two smaller rectangles, using a calculated upper

bound to determine whether to continue with further subdivision. Herz' "recursive proce-

dure is better than the iterative procedure of Gilmore and Gomory ... from the viewpoint

of computation time and storage requirements" (Satin, 1983). On the other hand, Herz'

method relies on establishing certain upper bounds that are difficult to calculate when the

cost coefficients are not proportional to area (i.e., when the objective is other than mini-

mizing waste) (Beasley, 1985).

The procedures described above apply to unstaged cutting. Gilmore and Gomory

(1966) also described how their algorithm can be adapted to staged cutting. In addition,

they described a linear programming method that applies just to two-stage problems

(Gilmore and Gomory, 1965). Beasley (1985) described heuristic modifications to the

basic dynamic programming algorithm that can be used for solving staged and unstaged

problems.

A constrained problem arises when an upper limit is placed on the number of pieces

of a given size that can appear in a cutting pattern. Christofides and Whitlock (1977)

described a depth-first tree-search algorithm for constrained, unstaged problems. The

nodes of the tree represent rectangles resulting from guillotine cuts, with the top node

representing the original uncut rectangle; branches correspond to guillotine cuts. Beasley

(1985) described how their method can be adapted to staged cutting. Addressing the

same problem, Wang (1983) took the "opposite" approach to finding feasible cutting pat-

terns: "instead of enumerating all possible cuts that can be made on the stock sheet, our
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combinatoric algorithms will find guillotine cutting patterns by successively adding the
rectangles to each other." An interesting feature of Wang's algorithm is a parameter
allowing approximate solutions to be generated within known error bounds. The objec-
tive, however, is limited to minimizing waste; the rectangles being produced can only
take values proportional to their areas. More recently, Wang's algorithm has been modi-
fied so as to improve its performance (Vasko, 1989; Oliveira and Ferreira, 1990). Other
research indicates that the "algorithm by Christofides and Whitlock and Wang's algorithm
become computationally infeasible when solving larger problems" (Girkar et al., 1992).
Viswanathan and Bagchi (1993) have also solved the constrained problem, using a best-
first tree search method to find optimal solutions. In comparisons with the method of
Wang and the method of Christofides and Whitlock, they reported solution times that
range from slightly faster to several times faster.

Some additional constraints have also been addressed. For instance, Farley (1983)
has modified the two- and three-stage algorithms of Gilmore and Gomory for use when
the number of cutting knives and the distance between cutting knives is constrained
(Gilmore and Gomory (1963) showed how to do this for one-dimensional problems).
Farley's method does not guarantee optimal solutions, however.

There is a more limited body of research on cutting rectangles using non-guillotine
or non-orthogonal cutting. Beasley (1985) described a tree-search procedure for finding
the exact solution to problems with non-guillotine orthogonal cuts. The algorithm, which
can apparently accommodate defects in the stock object, "is capable of solving moder-
ately sized non-guillotine cutting problems." Diagrams by de Cani (1978) showed how
non-orthogonal cuttings can sometimes be more valuable than optimal orthogonal cut-
tings, though he proposed no solution methods. The simplest example places a skinny
rectangle, longer than either the width or the length of the stock rectangle, in the diagonal
of the stock rectangle. The skinny rectangle, of course, could never be included in an
orthogonal cutting pattern, and is inappropriate for an anisotropic material such as wood.
Sarin (1983) also provided interesting illustrations of cutting patterns based on non-guil-
lotine and non-orthogonal cuts. While non-guillotine cutting may eventually find use in
wood processing, due perhaps to laser-based technologies or other advancements, orthog-
onal cutting will remain as a typical requirement, owing to the fundamental importance of
fiber direction in wood products.

Compared to the problem of cutting rectangles, "there has not been much research"
on the problem of cutting irregular shapes (Cheng et al., 1994). Haims and Freeman
called this the template layout problem (1970). Their approach was to fit the irregular
shapes into rectangles (we are referred to Haim's thesis for actual methods), then pack
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these rectangles onto the stock sheet using the kinds of methods discussed above. Some-
what more recent work on clustering the irregular shapes into rectangles has focused on
packing polygons, which enclose irregular shapes, into rectangles (Adamowicz and
Albano, 1976; Albano and Sappupo, 1980). An alternative approach is to assist humans
in generating manual solutions. Farley described a CAD system for creating layouts of
cloth pieces on fabric bolts in the clothing industry (1988). The idea here is that the
human brain is actually quite adept at working with irregular shapes, and what it mainly
needs is more efficient ways to help it experiment with various combinations.

2.2.2. Stock Material with Defects

The algorithms described in the previous section make the crucial assumption that
the value of a given size of rectangle is independent of its location within the stock rect-
angle. The presence of defects invalidates that assumption.

Defects are generally defined in terms of a rectangular grid covering the surface of
the stock object, with each cell being either clear or defective in some way. This section
examines the problem of maximizing the total value of defect-free rectangles that can be
extracted from a stock rectangle having defects. It does not address more complicated
problems, such as permitting finished pieces to contain certain types of defects as long as
they are relatively small and not too close to the edge of the piece.

2.2.2.1. Hahn's Algorithm for Three-Stage Cutting

Hahn (1968) described a dynamic programming algorithm for three-stage cutting of glass
sheets having defects. The algorithm operates on sheets, sections and strips. The sheet is
the original glass plate to be cut; sections are the result of cuts (stage 1) on the sheet; and
strips are the result of cuts (stage 2) on the sections. The strips are cut (stage 3) into a
combination of waste pieces and finished pieces of either common length or common
width, depending on the direction of the first-stage cuts. The object is to pack finished
pieces into strips, strips into sections, and sections into sheets so that the total value of
finished pieces is maximized. The physical cuts involve only a negligible loss of mate-
rial, so no kerf allowance is required.
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Dimensions Price (Relative Units)
20" x 18" 24.21600
36" x 96" 250.30656
38" x 18" 46.37976
36" x 120" 319.10400
40" x 90" 261.60000
42" x 60" 178.58400
74" x 112" 667.01824

Table 2.1. Dimensions for Hahn's Cutting Bill

The proposed algorithm did not address all of the application-specific constraints.
The number of parallel cuts per stage was limited, and various heuristic methods were
used to reduce the price of the smaller pieces that were most prone to violating this con-
straint. There were also constraints in the latter stages regarding which finished pieces
could coexist on the same partially cut sheet. Finally, only elemental cuts were allowed
in the first stage: an elemental cut is one that produces either waste or a piece that is the

length or width (depending on the stage) of one of the sizes being produced.* This
restriction was not explicitly articulated, but is implicit in the solution algorithm.

A pre-calculated table of clear areas was used to improve speed. The author also
employed an optional heuristic that further limits the number of combinations to be
examined. It works from the premise that the right edges of defective areas are good can-
didates for placing a cut.

Table 2.1 shows dimensions and prices used in Hahn's example. The seven pieces
can be oriented horizontally or vertically, so there are effectively fourteen sizes. Figure
2.1 shows optimal cutting patterns for both crosscut-first and rip-first configurations. The
diagrams were produced with an algorithm based loosely on Hahn's but which ignores
the application-specific constraints of the original example.

* In the absence of defects, any given cutting pattern can be represented by a cutting pattern where the
cuts correspond to integer multiples of the length or width of one of the sizes (Sarin, 1983). These canoni-
cal patterns are similar to elemental cutting patterns but are less restrictive. Unfortunately, the presence of
defects limits the extent to which the set of possible cutting patterns can be systematically reduced while
still guaranteeing optimal solutions. Elemental cuts are one way to reduce the set of cutting patterns when
defects are present, but the cost is that solutions may be less than optimal.
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Optimal "Rip-First" Cutting Pattern (Total Value = 1682.50 Price Units)

I4<90 40x90 ' i___IIII

60x42 60x42 60x42 60x42 60x42

I
20x18

18x20 18x20 18x20 18x20 20x18 20x18

Optimal "Crosscut-First" Cutting Pattern (Total Value = 1709.25 Price Units)

20x18 20x18 20x18 20x18 20x18

42x60 I 42x60

20x18 20x18

2Ox182Ox18
42x60

74x112

2Ox182Ox182Ox18 18x38 18x20 _____________________________
I I

I I
I

20x18 2Ox18
18x20 18x20 18x20 18x20

Figure 2.1. Optimal Three-Stage Cutting Patterns for Hahn's Glass Sheet
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As it happens, the crosscut-first cutting pattern in Figure 2.1 is nearly identical to
one that appeared in another article on the cutting of defective boards (Scheithauer and
Terno, 1988). They also used a dynamic programming approach, but with greater empha-
sis on finding optimal solutions instead of approximations. A notable feature of their
algorithm is that defects near the edge of the board are viewed as being part of a step
function running along the length of the board, rather than simply as arbitrary rectangular
defects of the type used elsewhere on the board. Although their main emphasis was on
cutting lumber, they used Hahn's glass sheet as an example and obtained a cutting pattern
having the same total value as we did. The main difference between the cutting pattern
they obtained and the crosscut-first cutting pattern in Figure 2.1 is that some of the
20 x 18 pieces were rotated so as to be 18 x 20 pieces.

2.2.2.2. CORY

CORY (Computer Optimization of Recoverable Yield) is a set of programs designed
for cutting dimension parts from rough-cut boards (Brunner, 1984; Brunner, White et al.,
1989). CORY uses a heuristic decision model based on analyzing clear areas, where the
objective is to identify a set of clear areas having the largest total value. Since overlap-
ping clear areas cannot coexist in a given solution, methods of conflict resolution are used
to evaluate competing clear areas. Conflicts can also arise when the cuts used to extract
one clear area extend into another. In the case of rectangular clear areas, any three clear
areas can always be extracted by a three-stage process, so extended-keif-line conflicts
apply only when four or more clear areas are in contention. Rather than resolve all possi-
ble conflicts, CORY bases its decisions on combinations of up to three clear areas. A
table of clear-area values is computed prior to evaluating a set of boards.

Different versions of CORY accommodate two-, three-, or four-stage processes. In
addition to fixed widths and lengths, cut pieces may be specified as having variable
widths or variable lengths. The maximum number of parallel cuts and the spacing
between blades may be restricted for a given stage. Cuts may be elemental or unre-
stricted, and separate kerf allowances may be specified for rips and crosscuts.

The clear-area view taken by CORY contrasts with the typical dynamic program-
ming approach, where all possible cuts (or a subset) are systematically enumerated.
While complete enumeration guarantees optimal solutions, computing times may be
unacceptable. CORY usually takes no more than a few seconds to compute solutions,
and its memory requirements are relatively small. Because it accommodates the practical
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constraints imposed by the production of dimension parts, CORY is used as one of the
placement algorithms in the computer simulations described in Chapter 5.

2.2.2.3. Forest Products Laboratory - Computer Programs

Over the last 30 years, the Forest Products Laboratory (FPL) has created programs
for studying lumber yields in the production of dimension parts (U.S.D.A. Forest Service,
Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin). At the time the first program was
written, efficient lumber utilization was not the industry's highest priority: "because labor
costs continue to increase, the wood-using industry has tended to focus more attention on
minimizing man-hours required to produce parts than on maximizing yields from the
lumber it cuts up into parts" (Dunmire and Englerth, 1967). Needless to say, the relative
scarcity of labor and raw material has since reversed.

Yield studies for a given grade of lumber were used by the FPL to produce tables
and charts (called nomo grams) displaying overall yield (percentage utilization) as a func-
tion of the size of cuttings being produced. "With the use of these charts and a little fig-
uring" comparisons can be made so that "the most economical grade or mixture of grades
can be used" (Schumann and Englerth, 1967). Computer-based yield studies were first
published by Richard Thomas (1962). The reported yields are exaggerated, however,
because kerf losses were ignored and non-guillotine cuts were allowed (Suter and Cal-
loway, 1994).

FPL's programs include YIELD, MULRIP, RIPYLD, OPTYLD, and CROMAX.
Their purpose was not to automate wood processing but to generate yield data that could
improve planning at a typical operation. Initially, the programs assumed that each board
was to be cut so as to maximize yield. Yield maximization can be viewed as a special
case of the two-dimensional knapsack problem, where total area is maximized rather than
total value. As the programs evolved, however, they acquired increased capabilities to
address more general knapsack problems.

YIELD was designed to maximize the clear-area yield of a board, and it considers
kerf losses as well as using guillotine cuts (Wodzinski and Hahm, 1966). It has been used
to estimate the yields of 4/4 hard maple lumber for C1F furniture cuttings (Schumann and
Englerth, 1967; Englerth and Schumann, 1969), and to estimate yields for 4/4 black wal-
nut (Schumann, 1971) and 4/4 red alder (Schumann, 1972). Tables and nomograms
derived from YIELD have been utilized extensively in furniture-cutting research (Brun-
ner, 1984) and are also used in programs such as OPTIGRAMI.
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YIELD assigns to clear areas the value w x i, where w is the board width, 1 is the
length, and f is a weight of either 1 or 2. A weight of 2 places higher value on longer
pieces, whereas a weight of 1 assigns values proportional to area. Cutting patterns are
constructed by evaluating the largest clear area, then evaluating the largest remaining
clear area, and so on until none remain. A consequence of YIELD's algorithm is that
solution times increase exponentially with the number of defects; times for low-grade
boards could be on the order of 1 minute on an old IBM 390 mainframe (Brunner, 1984).

MULRIIP, RIPYLD, and OPTYLD all model multiple-rip cutting operations. These
programs were predated by CUTUP (Erickson and Markstrom, 1972), which models two-
stage, multiple-rip cutting of softwoods. CUTUP was designed to produce random-
length cuttings for up to five specified widths, using up to six different movable saw
blades. MULRIP, written by A. Stern (FPL), models a fixed-arbor saw with equally
spaced blades. Although the program itself is unpublished, it was used in several pub-
lished research projects (Hallock, 1980; Hallock and Giese, 1980; Gatchell et al., 1983).
RIPYLD (Stern and McDonald, 1978) models a movable-arbor saw (blades move indi-
vidually) in a two-stage operation. Dimension parts may be random length or fixed
length, with up to three different widths specified. A maximum of five fixed lengths can
be specified.

OPTYLD expands on RIPYLD by allowing optimization to be based on dimension-
part values other than area (Giese and McDonald, 1982). It supports reripping (three-
stage process) for random lengths, and it allows up to five widths for random-length or
fixed-length cutting. Up to ten fixed lengths can be specified. The maximum number of
multiple-rip blades allowed must be specified for both RIPYLD and OPTYLD; according
to the authors, there is an exponential relationship between the number of blades specified
and the computation time.

CROMAX (Giese and Danielson, 1983) is a crosscut-first variation of OPTYLD.
There are no limits on the number of rips in the second stage, and salvage crosscuts can
be applied in a third stage. Maximization can be based either on area or on value weight-
ings applied to specified ranges of length (up to eight levels) and width (up to four levels).
There may be up to ten different lengths and ten different widths of cuttings, specified in
1/4" units. Like OPTYLD, CROMAX considers a complete enumeration of possibilities.
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According to the authors, solution times for an eight-foot board often exceeded five min-
utes, rendering CROMAX impractical for the types of studies for which YIELD was
used.*

2.2.2.4. Other Methods

Carnieri, Mendoza and Luppold (1993) described a heuristic based on a branch-and-
bound approach for unstaged cutting involving a single defect. Bounds are calculated
from a iookup table of clear-area values, which is constructed using the dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm of Gilmore and Gomory.

According to Dyson (1974), branch and bound techniques can easily incorporate a
variety of restrictions (other than defects) that are difficult to implement in dynamic pro-
gramming approaches such as Hahn's. He also stated that computational efficiency
seems to be about the same. Gilmore and Gomory (1963), however, created a branch-
and-bound version for a one-dimensional problem which showed about a five-fold
improvement over their dynamic programming version. Unfortunately, they did not pro-
duce a comparable counterpart for their two-dimensional dynamic programming algo-
rithm.

ALPS (Automated Lumber Processing System) is a set of programs supporting the
research of automation in furniture roughinills (Klinkhachorn et al., 1989). Yield opti-
mization is governed by a placement algorithm, which uses various heuristics to create
cutting patterns that attempt to maximize total value. Anticipating the use of lasers in
place of saws (and conveniently avoiding the problem of extended-kerf-line conflicts), it
supports non-guillotine, orthogonal cutting. Each iteration of the algorithm consists of
selecting a clear area and filling it with dimension parts of a single size. The size is cho-
sen so as to maximize the total value of pieces that fit within the clear area. After the size
is chosen, the positioning may be adjusted (e.g., towards the edge of the board) to allow
better utilization in subsequent iterations.

The authors compared sixteen different strategies for selecting clear areas and
adjusting positions within clear areas. The five best strategies performed about equally
when maximizing area yield, but exhibited apparent differences when maximizing value.

Dynamic programming algorithms also take longer on crosscut-first problems, probably because
there are more possible cuts along the length of a board than the width.
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The best combination selects the largest of the clear areas that are closest to the left side,
and shifts the pieces within the clear area up if the center of the clear area is above the
center of the board or down if it is not. According to the authors, the overall results
showed a substantial improvement over the values given in standard yield tables. They
also suggested that a heuristic algorithm is warranted by the "ill-defined nature of the
placement problem," which presumably refers to the fact that maximizing value usually
reduces yield. Apparently, heuristics are better than exact methods for solving ill-defined
problems.

2.3. The Linear Programming Approach to the Cutting Stock Problem

Gilmore and Gomory (1961) showed how to formulate cutting stock problems as
linear programs. In the application they addressed, a manufacturer has one or more stock
lengths of paper rolls from which an order for specified quantities of shorter rolls is to be
filled. Shorter rolls are produced by cutting up longer stock rolls, and the objective is to
minimize the total cost of stock rolls used to fill the order.

2.3.1. Formulating the Problem for One Stock Size

In its simplest form, there is only one stock length, and unlimited quantities are
available at a cost of c per roll. Suppose that the cutting order specifies m different
lengths of shorter rolls in quantities N,, i = 1,2,. . . , m. Cutting a stock roll produces a
combination of rolls of the desired lengths and trim waste. Let a be the number of rolls
of the ith ordered length produced by using the jth cutting pattern, and assume there are
n possible cutting patterns. The problem can then be formulated as an integer program:

minimize: Z = cx1

subjectto: Za,xN1, i=1,2,...,m
xO,j=l,2,...,n
x is an integer, = 1, 2,.. . , n

where x is the number of rolls cut according to the jth cutting pattern. The coefficient
structure is more obvious when each cutting pattern is written as a vector:
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minimize: Z=cx1+cx2++cx,
a11 a12 a1 N1

a21 a22 N2

subjectto: . x1+ . . x,
aml am2 am,, Nm

xjO,j=l,2,...,n
x is an integer, 1, 2, . . ,n

As an example, suppose a customer orders twenty-five 6' rolls and forty-nine 4'
rolls. These are to be cut from a single stock size that costs $10 and is 12' in length. A
12' roll can be cut into two 6' rolls, three 4' rolls, or one 6' roll plus one 4' roll. It can
also be cut into one 6' roIl, one 4' roll, or zero rolls, but these combinations may be safely
ignored. The problem is written as follows, with each row representing one of the desired
lengths, and each column representing the result of cutting up a roll a particular way:

minimize: Z = lOx1 + lOx2 + lOx3

121
61 Iii 1251 (6' rolls)

subject to: [o]XI +
L

[49J (4' rolls)

x3 0, j= 1,2,3
x3 is an integer, j = 1,2,3

An optimal solution is given by x = (12, 16, 1). This means that each of 12 rolls are
to be cut into two 6' lengths, each of 16 rolls are to be cut into three 4' lengths, and one
roll is to be cut into a 6' length plus a 4' length. The total number of rolls required is 29,
and the cost is $290.

The difficulty with the general formulation is that there is usually a huge number of
possible cutting patterns, and finding all of them is impractical (the enormous number of
LP columns created would pose additional difficulties). To get around this, the problem
is relaxed by removing the integer restriction on x. The resulting LP is more tractable in
two ways: 1) continuous-variable problems can be solved much faster than their integer-
variable counterparts, and 2) columns can be generated when needed by solving an auxil-
iary knapsack problem at each LP pivot, so only a small subset of columns ever requires
explicit consideration.
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The relaxed problem, however, usually leads to fractional quantities, which must be
rounded up to obtain an approximate solution to the original integer problem. For
instance, dropping the integer restriction on the above example leads to an optimal LP
solution of x = (12. 5, 16. 33,0). The total cost ($288.33) is lower, but fractional solu-
tions are infeasible. Rounding up yields an approximate solution using 30 rolls
(13 + 17+0), compared to 29 rolls in the integer-based solution. The LP approach there-
fore works best with larger orders, where the effects of rounding are smaller.

Although the number of cutting patterns may be large, it is finite if the number of
sizes to be cut is finite. The reason is that the jth cutting pattern represents the results of
cutting a roll rather than the cutting instructions needed to produce those results. Only a
whole number of shorter lengths can be cut from a stock length, so there is only a finite
number of distinct vectors a3 that can result from cutting a stock roll, even when there are
an infinite number of different ways to physically cut it.

2.3.2. Solution Method using Auxiliary Knapsack Problems

The revised simplex method is the foundation for the column-generation technique
used by Gilmore and Gomory. A linear program can be represented by the following
matrix notation:

minimize: c'x (objective function)
subject to: Ax = b (constraints)

x 0 (nonnegativity requirement)

where c is the cost vector, b is the (nonnegative) demand vector, A is a matrix of coeffi-
cients in which each column represents a cutting pattern, and x is the (vector) variable
over which a solution to the LP is to be located. This form of the LP is a standard form
which is not as restrictive as it might appear: inequalities are incorporated into the con-
straint rows by adding slack and surplus variables that have no associated cost; negative
right-hand-side values can be accommodated by multiplying the affected constraint row
by 1; and upper and lower bounds on the elements of x can be incorporated into A
(Murty, 1976).

A feasible basis B is a square matrix of linearly independent columns from A such
that x = B' b 0. Assuming that a feasible basis has already been found, the revised
simplex method attempts to improve the current solution by replacing one of the columns



in B with a column, a, from A but not currently in B. To be a candidate for entry into
the current basis, a column's relative cost coefficient must be negative:

c 2r'a <0,

where r' = c'BB'. The vector CB is the vector of basic cost coefficients, which consists
of the elements in c corresponding to columns in B; e.g., if B = [a2 a5] then c'B [c2 c5].

The elements of the vector ii are known variously as dual prices, shadow prices, or
LaGrange multipliers.

To illustrate the column-entry criteria, consider two boards: one costs $10 and can
produce one 1 5x2 dimension part, while the other costs $11 and can produce one 1 8x2.
Based only on the cost of these two boards, we would set the price of a 15x2 at $10 and
an 18x2 at $11. Now suppose an additional board is made available for $20, and it can
produce one 15x2 and one 18x2. Using the imputed prices (shadow prices) just calcu-
lated, we would say that one 1 5x2 plus one 1 8x2 is actually worth $21; the new board
costs less than it is worth, relative to the two boards used as the basis for determining
prices. From a linear programming perspective, the new board has a relative cost coeffi-
cient of$i ($20 $21), and is therefore a candidate for entry into the basis.

Continuing with the general outline of the revised simplex algorithm, if a is
selected as the new column to enter the basis B, then it is first tested against an unbound-
edness criterion, which indicates whether the minimum objective-function value is
unbounded below (not an issue in cutting-order problems unless boards cost less than
nothing). An existing column a,. is then selected to be removed from B using the mini-
mum ratio test. While the entering column is chosen so as to reduce the objective-func-
tion cost Z, the leaving column is selected so that the new basis maintains feasibility
(x = B' b 0). Replacing an existing column with a new column and recalculating the
solution is called a pivot in the simplex algorithm. The revised simplex method, includ-
ing the process of obtaining an initial feasible solution, is thoroughly described in stan-
dard textbooks on linear programming (Murty, 1976).

In the usual pivot step the relative cost coefficient (c r'a) of each column in A is
evaluated, and the one which is most negative is arbitrarily selected as the entering col-
umn. If no column has a negative relative cost coefficient, the algorithm terminates.
Now suppose the cost for each column is the same, c = c for all j, as is the case when
each column represents a different way of cutting the same stock paper roll. Then the
task of finding the most-negative relative cost coefficient can be reduced to finding a col-
umn a from A that maximizes ,r'a, since maximizing 'a is the same as minimizing
c z'a. Letting aj again represent the counts of cutting-order lengths obtained from
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cutting a stock length, the entry criteria can be evaluated by maximizing the total value of
pieces cut from the stock length (subject to the constraint that the total length of the
pieces does not exceed the stock length), where the value of the lengths is given by the
vector x. If the maximum value is greater than c, then the associated colunm enters the
basis B. Otherwise, the solution cannot be improved, and the algorithm terminates. This
value-maximization problem, embedded in the overall cost-minimization problem, is
called the auxiliary knapsack problem.

2.3.3. Formulating the Problem for Multiple Stock Sizes

Accommodating multiple lengths of stock paper rolls, where each length has a dif-
ferent cost, requires only minor modifications. Each column in A is a vector of counts
associated with exactly one of the stock lengths, and the corresponding cost coefficient in
the objective function is the cost of the particular stock length used to produce the counts
in the column. The formulation can be written as follows:

minimize: Z = C,. Xf,.
Jr

subject to: , avrxjr N1
jr
Xjr 0 for all j, r

where Cr 15 the cost of the rth length, x3,. is the number of rolls of the rth length cut
according to the jth pattern, and is the number of rolls of the ith ordered length
resulting from cutting the rth stock length according to the jth pattern. Extending the
previous example involving 12' stock rolls, suppose that there is now also a 10' stock roll
available for $8. It can be cut into one 6' length, two 4' lengths, or one 6' length plus one
4' length. The new problem can be written as follows:

minimize: Z = lOx11 + lOx21 + lOx31 + 8x12 + 8x22 + 8x32

[21 [ol [ii [ii [ol [ii [25
subject to:

Loinh1
+[3jx21 +[ijx3l I[ojxl2 +[2jx22 +L1jx32 L49

xi,. 0, j= 1,2,3, r= 1,2
Xjr is an integer, j = 1,2,3, r = 1,2

The optimal solution vector, (0,8,0,0,0,25), just happens to be valid with or with-
out the integer restriction. It means that eight 12' lengths are to be cut into three 4'



pieces, and twenty-five 10' lengths are to be cut into one 6' piece plus one 4' piece. The
cost is $280, compared with $290 when just the 12' rolls were considered.

In most problems, of course, the columns cannot all be written explicitly but are
generated as needed by solving auxiliary knapsack problems. Instead of solving one
problem at each pivot, there are now as many auxiliary knapsack problems as there are
different stock lengths. For each stock length, the knapsack problem is solved (using the
dual-price vector it) and its optimum value subtracted from the cost of that stock length
to obtain a relative cost coefficient. The column generated by the stock length that yields
the most negative relative cost coefficient is brought into the basis B.

2.3.4. Supply Constraints on Raw Material

Extensions to the LP approach can handle certain useful constraints. Gilmore and
Gomory (1963) showed how limits on the supply of stock paper rolls can be incorporated.

If the ordered quantity of the ith length is N, and there are P different stock lengths,
with Q rolls of the rth length available, then the linear programming problem can be
written as follows:

minimize: Z = C Xjr
Jr

subjectto: a,jrxfrNj,i=1,2,...,m
jrEjrQr,1,2,.,P
J

Xjr 0 for all j, r

where Cr is the cost of the rth length, XJ,. is the number of rolls of the rth length cut
according to the jth pattern, and a11 is the number of ordered rolls of the ith length
resulting from cutting the rth length according to the jth pattern.

If the number of stock lengths is 3 (P = 3), the coefficients would appear as follows:

dc1 . . . C1 C2C2 C2 C3C3 C3

N1
A1 A2 A3

N

11...l
11...l

11...1 Q3
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The blocks Ar contain all cutting patterns that apply to the rth length. The relative cost
coefficient for columns in the rtb block is given by Cr (I 2r1a + irr), where 2rr is the

dual price for the rth supply constraint, and each remaining dual price applies to one of
the lengths being ordered. Hence, the same auxiliary knapsack problem as before is used
to maximize the value of rolls cut from the rth length, but now ltr must be added in
before subtracting the total from Cr. The cutting pattern yielding the smallest negative
cost coefficient then enters the basis (Gilmore and Gomory, 1963).

Lower bounds can also be incorporated (e.g., to use up inventory before purchasing
new stocks), and the same approach can also be used to constrain the supply used by a
particular production line. It can also be adapted to multiple production lines having dif-
ferent processing capabilities (e.g., 2-stage vs. 3-stage). Each different type of available
production line gives rise to one auxiliary knapsack problem for each different category
of stock material that it can process. This results in new blocks of columns, and supply
constraints may then need to be spread over more than one block, since a supply con-
straint on raw material would presumably apply collectively to all production lines.
Although multiple production lines and multiple stock sizes increase the number of auxil-
iary knapsack problems to be solved, the addition of supply constraints imposes almost
no extra computational burden on the column-generation phase (but may increase the
number of times columns need to be generated).

2.3.5. Order-Quantity Tolerances

It has been assumed so far that cutting orders are to be filled exactly. Pieces in
excess of the quantity ordered are given no value and effectively treated as waste. A vari-
ation of the basic cutting-order problem drops that restriction and allows order quantities
to fall anywhere within a specified range. The objective changes from minimizing the
total volume of trim waste, for example, to minimizing the total proportion of trim waste.
Letting w be the waste of the jth cutting pattern, the objective function is:

wjxj
minimize: zxj

Gilmore and Gomory (1963) described how this can be solved using a column generating
method that is similar to the method used for linear objective functions. They also stated
that cost-based criteria may be used in place of the waste-minimization objective. The
objective in this formulation is attractive because it combines the two somewhat
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contradictory goals of minimizing cost and maximizing yield, but we have elected to
restrict our attention to the standard case of fixed order quantities.

2.3.6. Cutting-Pattern Sequencing

One limitation of the LP approach is that certain kinds of constraints can be difficult
or impossible to incorporate into the formulation. Dyson and Gregory (1974) had an
additional "pattern allocation problem" in the cutting of glass plates:

"When a cutting pattern has been cut the required number of times, usually the
requirement for one size of an order plate will have been fulfilled and up to three
different order plates will have been partially completed (assuming four different
order plates in the pattern). If any one of these partially completed orders does
not occur in the next pattern in the sequence, then a cutting discontinuity is said
to have occurred which results in unfinished orders being removed from the pro-
duction line, stored and returned when cutting of that order is resumed. To re-
strict the number of discontinuities is therefore an additional objective to that of
minimizing wastage."

The authors reported that the LP approach of Gilmore and Gomory could not be applied
directly, that a two-stage approach could not be implemented due to computational diffi-
culties, and that a heuristic system they devised to work around these difficulties "would
not be rational to implement ... on the criterion of cost reduction."

The difficulty of incorporating sequencing criteria may have some impact on wood-
processing applications. The reason is that aggregating cutting orders is a desirable strat-
egy for reducing raw-material costs, but doing so may result in increased handling costs
(for separating the completed orders) and creates potential delays in delivery schedules
for some orders. In the absence of a unified problem formulation, the conflicting objec-
tives are resolved on an ad hoc basis.

2.3.7. Using Heuristics to Solve the Auxiliary Knapsack Problem

The linear programming approach can be applied whenever there is a way to solve
the appropriate knapsack problem. Attention has so far been limited to simpler cases
where the auxiliary knapsack problems could be solved exactly, but more complicated
problems abound. An example is the template-layout problem, where steel pieces having
arbitrary shapes are cut from rectangular stock sheets.
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Rather than trying to solve such problems exactly, Sarin (1983) implemented a
graphics-based program for interactively creating improved patterns. In this case, the
auxiliary knapsack problem is solved heuristically by a human operator. As long as
improved patterns can be found, the simplex algorithm progresses, even if the improved
patterns are not optimal at the specified dual prices.

Manually generated cutting patterns are an extreme type of heuristic, although using
them for column generation is not fundamentally different then using heuristics imple-
mented in computer algorithms. The quality of the resulting LP solution depends on the
ability of the heuristic to generate improved cutting patterns at each set of dual prices pro-
duced by the simplex algorithm.

A consequence of the simplex algorithm is that if an optimal cutting pattern has
been found at the final dual prices, then the LP solution is optimal, regardless of the qual-
ity of the intennediate cutting patterns. Gilmore and Gomory (1963) tried to capitalize
on this fact by experimenting with faster heuristics to obtain intermediate cutting patterns,
using exact methods only when heuristics failed to find improved solutions. One method,
in which the first improved column was used (rather than the most improved), yielded
slower results. Another method, in which only pieces with the highest demands were
included in the cutting pattern, yielded substantially faster results. This suggests that it
may be worthwhile to look for faster methods of producing intermediate cutting patterns.

2.3.8. Other Comments

The key to the linear programming approach is the relaxation from an integer pro-
gram to a linear program. In addition to the fact that linear programs can usually be
solved much faster than integer programs, the column entry requirement of the simplex
method can be conveniently satisfied by solving auxiliary knapsack problems.

Even so, it can take many iterations to reach an optimal solution, which is why vari-
ous efforts have been made to speed up the process. Interestingly, Gilmore and Gomory
observed that this "long tall" was more pronounced in low waste problems than in high
waste problems (1963). One possibility, as described in the previous section, is to look
for an improved column based on a merely feasible solution to the knapsack problem
rather than an optimal solution. A different tack is to stop the simplex algorithm before
reaching optimality. Gilmore and Gomory proposed that if 10 pivot steps did not produce
.1% reduction in waste, then the algorithm should stop. But Farley showed that a solution
path could have "stall points", which would undermine the effectiveness of this cutoff
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rule (1990). He then went on to provide a useful lower bound on the objective function
that can be computed at each step. The gap between the current objective-function value
and the lower bound can then be used as a stopping criterion.

In the linear programming approach, an approximate integer solution is obtained by
rounding up. In small orders, this approximation may not be very good, in which case
the actual integer optimum is of greater interest. Gilmore suggested that Gomory cuts
could be used to solve the integer program in one-dimensional problems (1979). Subse-
quently, Goulimis showed how cutting planes can be used with branch and bound to solve
the one-dimensional integer problem (1990).

2.4. The Linear Programming Approach in Wood Processing

Gilmore and Gomory's formulation of the cutting stock problem is appropriate when
using uniform stock materials or when defects have no effect on the value of finished
pieces. Section 2.4.1 describes one such application. The formulation is more difficult to
apply when cutting heterogeneous materials such as rough-cut boards. Section 2.4.2
describes how, under certain circumstances, it can be applied to the cutting of dimension
parts.

2.4.1. Particle Board

Carnieri, Mendoza, and Gavinho (1994) described an application that involved the
cutting of particle board. The example, from a Brazilian manufacturer, involved one
stock size (2m x 2m) from which an order for five different sizes of smaller rectangles, in
quantities ranging from 50 to 150, was to be filled. The standard linear programming
approach is almost perfectly suited to this problem, and they used it in conjunction with a
two-stage, two-dimensional auxiliary knapsack problem. The authors also suggested that
this procedure could be used for cutting dimension lumber into furniture parts, although
their example did not seem to address boards with defects.

2.4.2. SELECT - Dimension Parts for Hardwood Furniture

If defects in the lumber stock are not permitted in finished dimension parts, then
each rough-cut board must be evaluated separately. This undermines the linear
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programming approach, which is intended for use with just a few stock types that are
available in moderately large quantities. In contrast, rough-cut boards can be viewed as a
large number of stock types available only in quantities of one. To apply the LP
approach, it is necessary to aggregate the rough-cut boards in some way.

One way to accommodate heterogeneous board populations is to classify boards of a
given grade by their dimensions and assume that all boards of a given grade and dimen-
sion have the same productive capacity (Carmno and Foronda, 1990; 1991). This assump-
tion is made plausible by the fact that grading rules specify clear-area requirements in
detail, and finished pieces can only be cut from clear areas. Hence, even if the location of
clear areas varies greatly, boards may be regarded as similar if their clear areas are of
similar size and shape.

The available supply of boards is first separated into categories by grade and size.
These categories are then treated as separate stock sizes, each one requiring a separate
auxiliary knapsack problem. Each knapsack problem is defined by grading rules which
specify the clear-area requirements for a board of a given size and grade. In other words,
the potential of a given board is evaluated solely on the basis of grading rules, rather than
on individual characteristics of the board. By collapsing the different boards into a small
number of categories, each with its own auxiliary knapsack problem, a solution can be
obtained using the standard LP approach to the cutting-order problem.

The procedure described in this article was implemented in a computer program
(named SELECT) and applied to a cutting order for an Alabama cabinet manufacturer.
The order contained thirty-five different sizes in quantities totaling 4,523 b.f. (see Table
5.2). The random-width boards were all 8' long and available in several grades. There
were 6 different widths, and the total number of grade-and-width categories was 21, each
with a limited supply of boards. The authors stated that the LP solution based on this
approach produced cost savings of 26.5% and lumber-volume reduction of 29.0%, com-
pared to the original estimate. Lumber was purchased on the basis of the original esti-
mate, and SELECT was applied only afterwards to select a subset of boards that, by its
calculations, was sufficient to fill the order. The cost savings were estimates, however,
because the solution was not used to physically cut the order.

Three observations can be made about this approach. First, the number of width-
and-grade combinations in the example is relatively small (21). Random-dimension pine
data obtained from the United States Department of Agriculture's Forest Products Labo-
ratory in Madison, Wisconsin shows considerably greater diversity: in a set of 5/4" No.
lC boards, 226 different combinations of length and width were found among 384
boards; in a set of 5/4" No. 2C boards, 635 different combinations were found among
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1425 boards. If each combination represents a different category, then the number of
auxiliary knapsack problems to be solved will be large, and the number of boards in each
category will be small.

Secondly, the assumption that boards of a given size and grade have the same pro-
ductive capacity is only a rough approximation. Since grading rules specify minimum
criteria, a particular grade will contain boards exceeding the minimum criteria though not
qualifying for the next higher grade. Nevertheless, "boards are assumed to contain the
greatest number of defects in the worst possible location allowed in a given grade." This
assumption ensures that the solution is at least feasible, but higher quality boards may be
used in a less-than-optimal way (when cutting a board, however, it is permissible to
extract any additional pieces that can be obtained beyond the planned ones). More
importantly, it is not clear how a cutting pattern based on grading rules can be applied to
real boards.

Thirdly, the formulation implies that within a given grade of random-dimension
boards, certain sizes may be selected for use while other sizes are diverted to inventory.
This approach is not applicable when random-dimension boards of a given grade must be
processed in a random sequence and cannot be selectively excluded. Even if diversion is
allowed, there is the question of how to allocate costs. In the example, the cost assigned
to each board within a given grade is proportional to its area. But the sizes diverted to
inventory are, almost by definition, priced too high relative to the current cutting order. It
must be implicitly assumed that the unused pieces are appropriately priced for some
future order, as yet unknown.

Cost allocation is only a problem when boards within a purchased unit are subject to
individual selection. The reason is that the purchased unit as a whole has a meaningful
market price, whereas the value of each board within is harder to establish. If boards are
treated as homogeneous elements, however, a cost allocation based on board-feet makes
sense. An analogy can be made to a jar of mixed nuts: using only the price of a full jar, it
is easy to say what a half jar is worth, but not so easy to say what the cashews are worth.

SELECT uses supply constraints in a slightly different way than described in Sec-
tion 2.3.4. Supply constraints are initially left out of the LP "to eliminate the possibility
of an infeasible solution and to facilitate the generation of improved cutting patterns dur-
ing the iteration process." In the final stage, the supply constraints are added in and the
LP solved again using only the columns generated previously (when supply constraints
were ignored), because "it is expected that at this stage the more efficient cutting patterns
should have been generated." Presumably, this procedure could be modified so that new
columns are generated in the final stage as well, further improving the solution.
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The issue of initial feasibility may originate from the way the LP is initialized. The
method used in SELECT, described by Gilmore and Gomory (1961), starts by taking
each size in the cutting order and generating cutting patterns based only on that size.
This creates a column in which the count for one size is positive and the counts for the
other sizes are zero. If there are no constraints beyond the dimension-part demands, this
produces a set of linearly independent columns that can be used as an initial feasible
basis. But if there are supply constraints, a basis determined in this way won't necessar-
ily be feasible. Hence, using this initialization method may require that the supply con-
straints be initially ignored, as done in SELECT.

2.5. Other Linear Programming Methods

The linear programming formulation of Gilmore and Gomory relies on auxiliary
knapsack problems to help determine the optimal utilization of the stock material. It is
useful when there is only a small number of stock categories, each of which defines a
separate knapsack problem. In wood processing, where heterogeneous boards lead to an
enormous number of categories, an alternative approach is to use experimentally derived
yield tables to estimate how much lumber is required to produce particular quantities of
dimension parts.

2.5.1. OPTIGRAMI - Optimum Grade Mix

OPTIGRAMI (OPTImum GRAde Mix) is a computer program developed by the
U.S.D.A.'s Forest Products Laboratory (FPL) for calculating an optimal grade mix for
cutting hardwood dimension parts (Martens and Nevel, 1985). An optimal grade mix
specifies the quantity of each grade of available lumber to use, along with the quantities
of dimension parts to be produced from each grade, in order to minimize the cost of cut-
ting an order. A typical solution will specify that smaller sizes should be cut from less
costly low-grade lumber, and larger sizes should be cut from more costly higher-grade
lumber.

OPTIGRAMI uses built-in tables of predicted lumber yields to construct a fully
specified linear program, so there are no auxiliary knapsack problems to be solved. The
yield tables, which apply to various species and grades of lumber, are based on previously
published FPL research (Section 2.2.2.3). The use of yield tables is fundamentally
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different from the Gilmore and Gomory approach, which obtains yields by solving auxil-
iary knapsack problems. Yield tables represent the aggregate behavior of a large set of
heterogeneous boards, and using the tables is much faster than solving knapsack prob-
lems.

The effectiveness of OPTIGRAMJ is subject to some limitations. One is that the
effect on yield of cutting a particular dimension-part size is heavily dependent on the
other sizes being cut. Interactions between sizes are complex, and tables cannot possibly
contain precise information on all possible combinations. Combined yields must there-
fore be derived from individual yields, though doing so reliably may be difficult. A
related issue is that OPTIGRAMI takes no special account of the specific capabilities of a
given production line: two-stage and three-stage processes are treated the same, for
instance, and the yield tables, which apply only to clear one-face cuttings, are based on
¼" kerf width and defect resolution. To partially correct for such variables, OPTIGRAMI
provides adjustable multipliers which can be set by the user.

2.5.2. ROMGOP - Rough Mill Goal Programming

ROMGOP (ROugh Mill GOal Programming) uses the same yield data as OPTI-
GRA'll, but formulates the problem in terms of multiple goals, rather than the single
objective of minimizing total lumber input costs (Suter and Calloway, 1994). The goals
can be categorized as follows:

Name Description
Part requirements Minimize underproduction and overproduction
Budget goal Minimize budget overshoot
Schedule goal Minimize time in excess of allotted time
Lumber availability Minimize use of lumber beyond desired amount

Goals are given a priority between 1 and 5, which act as fixed costs in the objective func-
tion. The objective function is written as follows:

m 0

mm: z E(P1d1 + P1d) + Pm+id+i + Pm+2d+2 + Pm+2+kd+2+k
i=I k=I

where P is the priority level for goal (constraint row) i, dl is the negative deviation
(expressed as a positive value) from goal i, and d7 is the positive deviation from goal i.
Subscripts 1 to m represent dimension-part requirements, m + 1 represents the budget
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goal, m +2 represents the schedule goal, and m +3 through m +2+0 represent lumber
availability. Without detailing each constraint, the general form is an equation that has on
its right-hand side a goal amount and on its left-hand side a summation of terms repre-
senting one of the goal criteria plus positive and negative deviations:

a Xjk + dl + d = goal1
jk

a1Jk is a fixed coefficient representing different units in different constraints (e.g., cost or
time), and Xjk is the amount of the kth lumber grade used during the jth cutting-bill
phase, where the cutting-bill phase refers to the subset of dimension parts being pro-
cessed. XJk, dl and dt are all nonnegative. The simplex method can be used to solve this
problem; special techniques may be employed to break ties in favor of higher priority
goals.

The ROMGOP formulation is considerably different from the cost-minimization for-
mulations encountered so far. Here, the cost objective is defined not in terms of minimiz-
ing costs, but in terms of minimizing costs in excess of a given budget. Also, the cutting
order does not have to be completely filled, and more than the available amount of lumber
may be used. Lumber quantities and costs pertaining to the amount of lumber used do
not appear in the objective function, except as deviations from the goal values.

To illustrate the general behavior, suppose the budget has priority 5 and the schedule
has priority 1. Then bringing the cost down to the budgeted level will have preference
over bringing the time down to the allotted amount. But once the cost is brought down to
the budgeted level, the preference will be to bring time down to its allotted level rather
than bringing costs below the budget. The only departure from the pattern of minimizing
positive deviations is for the part requirements, where both underproduction and overpro-
duction are to be discouraged. There is no disincentive for undershooting the cost budget,
the time allotted, or the lumber allocated, but neither is there an incentive to do so.

This formulation is interesting in that it attempts to address problems that are usu-
ally ignored in cutting-order problems. From a certain point of view, the ideal problem
formulation translates all factors into units of cost which are aggregated into a total cost
that is to be minimized. But the LP approach does not easily accommodate costs that are
not proportional to lumber volume. Goal programming is an effort to reconcile conflict-
ing objectives without requiring that all objectives be translated into common units. The
utility of this approach depends partly on the ability to assign time requirements and costs
to various cutting situations. The authors used empirical data from previous studies to
derive the cost and time required to process different grades of lumber.
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The goal-programming formulation used by ROMGOP involves at least two com-
promises. One is that goals such as cost are expressed in terms of specific numeric levels,
instead of quantities to be minimized. While this allows other objectives to come into
play, it means that cost reductions below the budget will not be pursued. A second com-
promise is that incompatible units of the different objectives are combined in the objec-
tive function, complicating its interpretation. An optimal solution can consist of, among
other things, time deviations (multiplied by a priority) added to cost deviations (multi-
plied by a different priority). The interpretation is further complicated by the fact that
priority levels have arbitrary magnitudes which are meaningful mainly as relative rank-
ings among different objectives. Incompatible units and arbitrary priorities are no prob-
lem at all if the deviations of all objectives can be pushed to zero, but they may be diffi-
cult to interpret otherwise.

The use of fixed yield tables in ROMGOP leads to some of the same limitations
ascribed to OPTIGRAMI, a program for which the authors considered ROMGOP to be a
supplement. Overall, if order quantities are fixed and time considerations can be ignored,
then a cost-minimization objective seems more to the point. Otherwise, due to the diffi-
culty of adapting the basic LP approach to other criteria, a multiple-objective formulation
could be considered.

2.6. Process-Control Systems in Wood Processing

The methods discussed so far are static methods in the sense that all evaluation is
done prior to cutting. The primary objective has been to match the available grades of
lumber with subsets of the order in a way that minimizes total cost. In contrast, this sec-
tion addresses the problem of actually cutting specified quantities of dimension parts
from a specified grade of lumber.

The problem is to cut a random sequence of boards into the specified quantities of
dimension parts using as few boards as possible, thus minimizing the cost. The actual
cutting patterns are determined by a placement algorithm on the production line. The
only means of controlling production is through prices sent to the placement algorithm.
Although the placement algorithm is treated almost purely as a black box, it is assumed
that its goal is to create a cutting pattern that maximizes the total value of dimension
parts, based on the current price settings. That is, it is more-or-less assumed to be able to
solve knapsack problems.
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The system that is responsible for determining price settings is called a controller.
The controller takes continuously supplied information about the quantities being pro-
duced and adjusts prices accordingly. The usual objective is to produce dimension parts
in relatively constant proportions over the entire production run. If a dimension part is
underrepresented in the output, its price can be increased so that it is more likely to
appear in cutting patterns. Likewise, prices of overrepresented parts can be reduced.

2.6.1. Continuously Sampled System

Dmitrovic et al. (1992) described a method for controlling the placement algo-
rithm's price settings. It is premised on the "impossibility of predicting how the planks
will be distributed over the entire production," so that "it becomes a question of maintain-
ing a relative constant proportion between all the pieces: at x% of total production, it is
required that x% of the quantities requested from all the pieces be complied with."

The information used to adjust prices is obtained from the counts of dimension parts
accumulated over a limited time horizon. They "propose a method for connecting a sys-
tem of discrete events to the more classical theory of continuous sampled systems." This
involves constructing a model to characterize the evolution of output quantities over time.
The formulas for calculating prices incorporate information accumulated over a sampling
period. The basic structure is most visible for the special case where each sampling
period consists of exactly one board:

p(t) = cosh' R1(t)

Ja1(t)

where t indexes the sequence of boards to be cut, p,(t) is the price setting for the ith
dimension-part size used in cutting the tth board, R,(t) is the ratio of the number of
pieces remaining to be cut for the ith size to the total remaining for all sizes just prior to
cutting the tth board, and a1(t) is an estimate of a "strictly positive real number, which
represents the slow variations of the characteristic ... using a Kalman filtering technique."
The hyperbolic cosine is defined as cosh(x) = ex/2 + e_x/2. The motivation behind a,(t)
is expressed here for the same special case (sampling period has one board):

a,(t) = a1(t 1) + k.(t){r1(t 1) R.(t l)}

where â1(0) = 1, r1(t) is the instantaneous output rate, defined as the number of pieces of
the ith size produced divided by the total number of pieces produced by the tth board,
and where k,(t) "corresponds to the Kalman gain." The expression contained in braces
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represents the difference between the desired proportion of the ith size and the obtained
proportion. If it is 0, then the new price is the same as the old price. More typically, it
varies substantially from board to board, and the purpose of k(t) is to attenuate the effect
of these variations so that price evolves more slowly over time. (The authors might quib-
ble with these simplified expressions. In fact, t really indexes a sampling period, and the
production rates r,(t) refer to the total for all boards in the sampling period.)

The characteristic of a given dimension part is the relationship between its price and
its instantaneous output rate (proportion of pieces in the output). In general, a higher
price leads to a higher proportion, but the actual relationship depends on the relative
prices among the other sizes. To illustrate this behavior, they analyzed a set of boards at
many different sets of prices. For a given dimension part, they observed a strong correla-
tion between the price and the quantity produced as long as the prices of the other dimen-
sion parts were restricted to a reasonably narrow range.

The implication is that once approximately correct prices are reached, the produc-
tion of a given size as a function of its price will conform roughly to a non-decreasing
relationship. The roughness "can be interpreted as random disturbances generated by the
(prices) of the other pieces." (Of course, the actual source of randomness is the board
sequence; the mapping between prices and the numbers of dimension parts produced is
not random.) Further tests indicated that an individual price could be changed by as
much as 30% from its previous value without unduly affecting the relative production
rates among the other dimension-part sizes. This supports the idea that price adjustments
can be made for each dimension part separately instead of simultaneously.

The authors suggested that this model was appropriate for larger orders, where the
quantities ordered are "tens of times" the number of different sizes in the order. They
also suggested that the quantity ordered for any size should not exceed 30-50 times the
quantity ordered for any other size. Using computer simulations, they compared their
model to a control mechanism using a corrector of the integral proportional type and
found total cost savings of 1% to 3%. Graphs provided for one selected size show a very
stable rate of production throughout the order and a price that quickly settles into what
appears to be a narrow range for most of the duration of the order. The duration of the
order was about 400 time units, which presumably means 400 boards.

Unfortunately, while the authors "have chosen a typical list of pieces to be pro-
duced," they provided no further details about the order (not even the number of sizes in
the order). Graphical displays for their method were limited to one selected size.

To behave properly, the sampling period must be "tuned": it must not be so short as
to be unduly influenced by large board-to-board variations, but not so long as to let real
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deviations from desired production rates persist. The authors suggested that the sampling
period should be on the order of several times the number of different sizes in the order.
For instance, if there are 40 different sizes in the order, then the sampling period should
contain a few hundred boards. The model also requires initial values for the Kalman filter
to "ensure a good convergence." It is not clear how sensitive the model is to correct ini-
tial values and sampling intervals.

2.6.2. Fuzzy Logic Controller

Another controller-based approach uses fuzzy logic to calculate optimizer prices
(Anderson, 1996). The production rates of the dimension parts are input as crisp values,
which are thenftzzified for use by the fuzzy decision-making logic. The results are then
defuzzfied back to crisp values (prices) for use by the optimizer. A fuzzy rule matrix
relates a response to two factors (see Table 2.2): 1) the deviation in production rates from
the target rate, and 2) the change in that deviation. Each category in the matrix has asso-
ciated numeric parameters, which are determined by experimentation. As an example of
how the table is applied, consider a size that is being produced at a rate that deviates from
the target by a positive-large amount, while the deviation itself is increasing by a positive-
large amount. "In other words, the size under consideration is overshooting the goal by a
large amount (error), and what is more, the overshoot is increasing rapidly (change in
error)?' The table therefore indicates that the price for that size needs to be changed by a
positive-very-large amount. For each size in the cutting order, the controller finds aJlzzy

Change in
Error NL NS

Error
ZE PS PL

NL NVL NL NM NS ZE
NS NL NM NS ZE PS
ZE NM NS ZE PS PM
PS NS ZE PS PM PL
PL ZE PS PM PL PVL

ZE=zero N=negative P=positive,
S=small M=medium L=large V=very

Table 2.2. Fuzzy Rule Matrix
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set which represents the best action to take, then takes the center of gravity of that set as
the crisp price change used to modify the current price.

The system requires initial price values. These could be market prices or a set of
prices that are otherwise thought to be reasonable starting points for producing quantities
in the desired proportions. In contrast, the method of Dmitrovic et al. uses starting prices
based on maximum yield (i.e., all dimension parts have the same price per b.f.).

The fuzzy-logic approach was implemented in a set of computer simulations and
compared to the traditional drop-out method. In this method, a fixed set of prices is used
throughout production, except that when the full amount of a particular size has been cut,
its price is set to 0. Certain sizes will drop out earlier than others, perhaps much earlier if
the prices are not very appropriate. Both methods were also compared to a controller
using the complex dynamic exponential (CDE) prioritization scheme, which is discussed
in the next section. A number of orders were evaluated, some having over 50 different
sizes. The overall conclusion was that both controller-based methods lead to similar total
costs, while the drop-out method leads to higher costs. It was also concluded that the
fuzzy-logic controller was more complicated than the CDE system but not noticeably bet-
ter.

At least one general property distinguishes the fuzzy-logic approach from the
approach of Dmitrovic et al. The sampling horizon used by the fuzzy-logic controller
includes all boards cut so far. Since relative changes in production rates will slow down
over time, the change-in-error variable is used to reflect contemporaneous behavior that
would otherwise appear only slowly in the cumulative-error variable. The Dmitrovic
approach accomplishes more-or-less the same thing by using a limited sampling period;
information prior to a certain point is ignored (except to the extent it is reflected in the
order quantities remaining to be cut).

2.6.3. Complex Dynamic Exponent

One difficulty with the preceding two methods is that they are not easy to imple-
ment, and they require a certain amount of calibration to perform well. A much simpler
strategy was put forth by Thomas (1996), based on a complex dynamic exponent (CDE).
He also discussed a simple dynamic exponent, but it did not perform as well.

As with the two previous approaches, dimension-part values (or priorities) are partly
determined by the quantities remaining to be produced. This is the "dynamic" part of
CDE. To increase the priority of low-quantity sizes, an even higher value is assigned to
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dimension-part sizes for which the production count is under 35 (this number was
selected on the basis of experiments showing that "performance decreased for almost all
cutting bills when the preference count was raised significantly above 35"). For a given
dimension part, the value is given by

value = length" width

where length and width are the dimensions of the dimension part, and the exponents are

WFien l.0+.l4(\[ln(15xNeedxmaX{l,35_Count}))

WFd = 1.0+. 07(.../ln(15 x Need x max { 1,35 Count)))

The variable Need is the quantity remaining in the order for the dimension part in ques-
tion, and the variable Count is the number already produced.

In contrast to the two previous methods, CDE utilizes very little information from
the ongoing cutting process. After the first 35 pieces are cut, the values calculated by
CDE are based entirely on the balances remaining in the order. Because of its ease of
implementation, we use CDE in some of the computer simulations of Chapter 5.

2.7. Other Approaches in Wood Processing

The next two subsections diverge somewhat from the primary focus on two-dimen-
sional cutting problems and large cutting orders. The first concerns a one-dimensional
cutting problem, while the second concerns small cutting orders. Unlike the process-con-
trol systems described above, the placement algorithms in these methods are integrated
into the overall procedure.

2.7.1. One-Dimensional Crosscutting

Azarm et a].. (1991) discussed a one-dimensional problem in which crosscuts are
used to extract clear pieces from boards with defects. Their four-step heuristic solution
procedure used a system of priorities to sequentially build a cutting pattern:

(1) For each size in the cutting order, calculate an actual yield, a, from the number
of pieces that fit in the clear area.

(2) Calculate a boosted yield, b' from the actual yield: b = e351' a' where P is a
discrete priority value in the range of I to 11.
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(3) Sort the boosted yields in order of decreasing magnitude.
(4) Starting at the top of the sorted list, use the first size that fits into the clear area.

New priorities are determined after each board is cut, and the highest priority goes
to the size with the biggest difference between its ordered quantity and the amount pro-
duced so far. The various sizes are therefore "completed at about the same time, which is
desirable." Experiments were conducted with orders that contained 6 to 10 different sizes
ranging from 16" to 80". The authors observed that cutting to order produced yields up to
10% lower than cutting for maximum yield.

2.7.2. Small Cutting Orders

Yanasse et al. (1991) described a wood-processing application where large, defect-
free panels were cut into smaller panels. Saw kerf, trim allowances, and limitations on
secondary cuts had to be accommodated. The heuristic procedure was intended to work
with no more than 9 different stock sizes and order quantities totaling no more than 99
pieces. The 99 pieces could all be one size, or one each of 99 different sizes, or anything
in between.

Cutting patterns are built up using a lower-left-bottom-filling procedure, choosing at
each step from a prioritized list the first ordered size that fits in the bottom left-hand cor-
ner of the stock panel. The ordered sizes are prioritized so that larger sizes are used first,
leaving smaller pieces available to fill out the cutting pattern.

Numerous sequences of stock panels are systematically generated so that different
combinations of stock sizes can be evaluated. The panel sequence is built up in non-
decreasing order according to area, and the next panel size is not selected until a complete
cutting pattern has been constructed for the previous panel. Different prioritizations of
the ordered sizes may also be tried on an ad hoc basis. The combination with the lowest
calculated cost is used for cutting the order. The authors stated that the solution is heav-
ily dependent on the sequence of panel sizes.

Their examples included an order with 32 different part sizes to be cut from five dif-
ferent sizes of panels. Most part sizes were ordered in quantities of 1 or 2, for a total of
about 50 parts. An LP solution for a problem with 30 different sizes would contain up to
30 different cutting patterns, specifying a fractional quantity for each; rounding these
quantities could lead to a solution requiring 30 or more panels. In contrast, the solutions
published by the authors used no more than 7 panels.
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At this point, we have reviewed most of the major avenues of research on two-
dimensional cutting problems. These have been roughly divided into knapsack problems
(value maximization) and cutting stock problems (cost minimization). Of the subjects
that are pertinent to the remaining chapters, the most important is the linear programming
fonnulation of the cutting stock problem. In the next chapter, we describe how it can be
adapted to the cutting-order problem described in the first chapter.



3. THE LP/SAMPLING METHOD

3.1. Overview
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The remaining chapters of this thesis have a single, collective purpose, which is to
show that the LP/sampling method is a sound way to address the cutting-order problem.
The first step is to describe the method, which is the subject of this chapter. The next step
is to provide empirical evidence that it is capable of attaining nearly minimal costs, at
least under certain conditions. This step has two parts: Chapter 4 establishes a bench-
mark for comparison, in the form of a lower bound on the expected cost of filling a cut-
ting order, while Chapter 5 presents the results of computer simulations, paying particular
attention to how expected costs under the LP/sampling method compare to the lower
bound. The last step is to reinforce the empirical evidence with a mathematical rationale,
which is the subject of Chapter 6.

This chapter describes the basic elements of the LP/sampling method. In addition, a
geometric representation is constructed to help visualize certain characteristics of the
problem. The focus is restricted to a special case, where it is assumed that the only costs
are for raw material. In this case, the geometric representation is easier to interpret.
More importantly, the same assumption is relied upon in Chapter 4 to derive the lower
bound, and it is maintained through Chapter 5 so that the lower bound is valid, allowing
meaningful comparisons. It is not until Chapter 6 that costs are considered more gener-
ally (e.g., a complex cutting pattern could incur a higher cost than a simple pattern). The
looser restrictions are accompanied by modifications to the proposed method.

3.2. Recap of the Cutting-Order Problem

As described in Chapter 1, a cutting order is a list of dimension-part sizes along with
demanded quantities. The cutting-order problem is to produce the demanded quantities
of dimension parts from the available grades of lumber at the lowest cost (or expected
cost). If the order is to be cut from a single lumber grade, then the problem is to cut up
boards from that grade in the least expensive way. If multiple lumber grades are avail-
able, then the problem also requires a decision on which lumber grades to use and how
much of the order to cut from each. In either case, the total quantity produced for each
dimension part must meet or exceed the ordered quantity.
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In the problem we formulate, there is a given sequence of rough-cut boards. Any
number of boards may be used from the sequence, but they must be used in the order sup-
plied. In particular, it is not permissible to skip over undesirable boards in the sequence.
Put another way, if the nth board is utilized, then every one of the first n boards in the
sequence must be paid for (but see Section 6.8). The prohibition against board selection
distinguishes this problem from that discussed in Section 2.4.2.

Each board has a nonnegative cost, and it is assumed (for now) that there are no
additional processing costs. Fixed costs, such as setup costs or the costs of changing over
from one lumber grade to another, are also ignored.

3.3. Operational Requirements

The proposed method assumes a certain degree of automation. From our vantage, a
production line is a black box, taking as input a price (or value) for each dimension part,
and returning as output the counts of dimension parts produced by cutting up the next
board. The LP/sampling method can be employed by any production line that is com-
pletely controlled by dimension-part prices.

To work well, however, additional conditions must be satisfied. Most importantly,
the black box should maximize (or approximately maximize) the total value of dimension
parts produced from the next board, using the given dimension-part values. That is, it
should solve the appropriate knapsack problem, as defined by the physical characteristics
of the board and the capabilities of the production line, and cut the board accordingly.

In addition, we need the ability to obtain data for a sample of boards, and we need
the ability to solve the associated knapsack problems. Both conditions should be easily
satisfied if we can "open" the black box. Inside, there probably is some sort of scanner,
from which we can obtain data for a sample of boards, and an algorithm for solving knap-
sack problems, which can be applied repeatedly to the sample data using different dimen-
sion-part prices. We do not need to know how this algorithm works; we just need to be
able to call it.

These assumptions will be joined by others later on. Results in Chapters 4 and 6,
for example, assume that board sequences are governed by a probability distribution,
which is subject to certain restrictions. In this chapter, however, the focus is on the
method itself, not on its properties.
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3.4. Application to a Single Lumber Grade

In its broadest outlines, the proposed method is essentially the same as other meth-
ods that use prices to control production (see Section 2.6). Given a cutting order and a
sequence of rough cut boards, the process of filling the order boils down to these steps:

(1) Calculate a price (or value) for each dimension-part size.
(2) Cut the next board in the sequence at those prices (i.e., cut the board so as to

maximize the total value of dimension parts produced).
(3) Update the order quantities (i.e., subtract the quantities just produced).
(4) If the order is not yet filled, go to (1). Otherwise, stop.

What distinguishes one method from another is the manner in which prices are calculated
in step (1). In the proposed method, prices are obtained as a byproduct of solving a linear
program. The formulation is inherited from Gilmore and Gomory and their linear pro-
gramming approach to the cutting stock problem (1961; 1963).

In Sections 3.4.1 through 3.4.3, it is assumed that both the sequence of boards to be
cut and the sample of boards are given. The task is to cut the sequence of boards using
the information in the sample. In Section 3.4.4, the focus shifts to the sample itself.

3.4.1. Calculating Prices

The linear program in the proposed method is the same as that described in Section
2.3, except that columns are generated from a sample of rough-cut boards rather than a
single piece of, say, glass plate. Recall that in Section 2.3 each new column was gener-
ated by solving an auxiliary knapsack problem.

In the proposed method, the sample is treated as an aggregate. A separate knapsack
problem is solved for each board in the sample, and the results are added together to cre-
ate the new column. Thus, a sample is conceptually no different than a single piece of
stock material, and the linear program is solved in exactly the same way. All differences
are confined to the auxiliary knapsack problem(s), where production-line capabilities and
physical characteristics of the stock material are taken into account.

While the LPs are solved in the same way, the solutions are used differently. In the
traditional cutting stock problem, an optimal solution yields a linear combination of
columns, where each column represents a cutting pattern that can be applied repeatedly to
the stock material (because each piece of stock material is the same). In our problem,
each column represents cutting patterns for boards in a sample, and these are usually
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different than the boards to be cut. Since these cutting patterns are pretty much useless,
we use instead the prices that generated the cutting patterns. This requires keeping track
of the prices used to generate each column, unlike in the traditional problem. Hence, the
operation of the linear program is not quite identical, as previously claimed.

To be more specific, suppose that several columns have already been generated, and
that we have just solved the LP consisting of these columns. Just as in the traditional
Gilmore and Gomory method, we now solve the auxiliary knapsack problem using the
dual prices as values for the dimension parts. To solve the auxiliary knapsack problem
for the sample, we solve a knapsack problem for each board in the sample and add up the
results, as described above. The resulting column joins the LP in the usual way, except
that we also record the dual prices along with the column. Note that these dual prices are
based only on the columns obtained prior to generating the new column, so they are not
necessarily optimal for the full LP.

The key to implementing the LP/sampling method is to properly select prices from
among those recorded with the generated columns. After solving the full LP (i.e., no
more improved columns can be generated), we will have an optimal solution consisting of
a linear combination of columns that equals or exceeds the specified order quantities.
There will be some column that has the maximum weighting in the linear combination,
and the prices recorded with this column (or any other having the maximum weighting)
are the ones to specify to the production line for cutting up the next board. We call these
maximal-element prices, and they will generally be close (and sometimes equal) to the
dual prices obtained for the full LP. The following example should clarify the procedure
for selecting prices.

3.4.2. Example

Consider the cutting order specified in Table 3.1. The order is to be cut from No. 2
Common red oak, using a data set of 581 boards obtained from Charles Gatchell (U.S.
Forest Service, N.E. Experiment Station, West Virginia). Price calculations are based on
a random sample of twenty boards drawn (with replacement) from the set. The sample is
depicted in Figure 3.1; note that boards #12 and #20 are the same. The knapsack problem
in this example is based on rip first, three stage cutting and no kerf loss (the latter owing
to limitations in the algorithm being used).
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Dimension Parts

15x2
18 x 1.5
25x2.25 I

Quantity Ordered
1,000
1,000
1,000

Table 3.1. Initial Cutting Order

169.75x 5.50 1-. I -

97.00 x 10.75
169.00x 5.75 - --
144.75x 7.25 r-
168.50x 5.75 1 .-. .

120.50x 8.25
J I

193.75x 5.50 I

120.75x 7.75
I

. --I

144.75 x 5.00 i - - 1

121.00x 5.00 r

121.00x 5.75 . -

192.50 x 6.25 .

97.00 x 10.25
120.00x 8.25

1 I

169.25x 5.50
144.75x 6.25 I ...
97.25 x 9.25 .

168.75x 6.00 - .

145.00x 8.50 r - -.

192.50x 6.25

Figure 3.1. Sample of Twenty Rough-Cut Boards - No. 2 Common Red Oak
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The LP can be initialized by solving separate knapsack problems for each size in the
order.* Starting with the 15 x 2's, we calculate the maximum number that can be
obtained from the first board in the sample, the maximum from the second board, and on
through the twentieth board. Adding these counts together gives a total of 393. Repeat-
ing this for the 18 x 1. 5's, the total is 456. For the 25 x 2.25's, the total is 172.

The cost associated with each colunm is simply the sum of the cost of the twenty
boards. We arbitrarily set this sum to 1.0. Thus, the initial LP looks like this:

minimize: x1 (1.0)+x2(1.0)+x3(l.0)

393 0 0 1000
subject to: x1 0 + x2 456 + x3 0 1000

0 0 172 1000

x0, i=1,...,3
An optimal solution to this linear program is (x1, x2, x3) = (2. 5445,2. 193,5. 814), with
optimal dual prices (ir1, r2, ,r3) = (.002545,. 002193,. 005814). The objective-function
value is 10.55 15. We now try to generate an improved column using the dual prices. The
15 x 2's are assigned the value .002545, the 18 x 1. 5's are assigned .002 193, and the
25 x 2.25's are assigned .0058 14. By solving the knapsack problem for each of the
twenty boards, we obtain total counts of 98 15 x 2's, 109 18 x 1. 5's and 137 25 x 2.25's.
The individual counts are shown below, illustrating the variation among boards:

Board ID: 116 556 47336 178 438 51 388 21 19 154 236 543 437 114 258 498 183 470 236

15x2 :34443 1233255954467195
18x1.5:13 42 0 41115 3 3 0 07 6666 3 7 67
25x2.25: 5 9 810 7 65 8 66 695 8 677 649

Adding up the counts in the table yields the new column (98, 109, 137). By append-

ing this column to the previous LP, we obtain a new LP:

* In principle, the LP can be initialized with just artificial variables, but many computer packages will
not proceed without an explicit left-hand side. Thus, it is convenient to provide initial columns from which
a feasible solution may be obtained. Moreover, solving a knapsack problem for a single dimension-part
size is relatively easy in computational tenns, so initial columns can be obtained fairly economically.
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minimize: x1 (1.0)+x2(1.0)+x3(1.0)+x4(1.0)

393 0 0 98 1000
subject to: x1 0 +x2 456 +x3 0 +x4 109 1000

0 0 172 137 1000

x.0, i=1,...,4
Solving produces optimal dual prices ,r1 = .002545, ,r2 = . 002193, and Jr3 = . 003734.
The improved objective function value is 8.47 18. This process is repeated until no fur-
ther improvements are possible. Table 3.2 summarizes the calculations. Each row shows
prices for each dimension part and the total quantities of dimension parts obtained by
solving all twenty knapsack problems using those prices. The prices in the table are nor-

malized so that each triplet sums to one. That is, ñ . Thus, the dual-price
Jr1 + 22 + ir3

No. of
Columns

mLP

Objective-
Function

Value

Dual Prices
(Normalized)

it3

Elements of New Column
(Knapsack Solution)

15x2 18x1.5 25x2.25
ID

1.000 .000 .000 393 0 0 a1
.000 1.000 .000 0 456 0 a2

.000 .000 1.000 0 0 172 a3
3 10.55 15 .241 .208 .551 98 109 137 a4

4 8.4718 .300 .259 .441 265 202 5 a5
5 8.3315 .305 .181 .514 310 50 49 a6
6 8.3273 .271 .226 .503 215 141 66 a7
7 8.2975 .233 .264 .503 46 321 64 a8
8 8.2855 .247 .238 .515 100 194 100 a9
9 8.2779 .256 .221 .522 123 154 107 a10

10 8.2708 .265 .206 .529 192 102 94 a11
11 8.2628 .259 .210 .531 150 102 115 a12
12 8.2569 .254 .214 .532 104 130 126 a13

13 8.2505 .257 .215 .528 136 129 111 a14
14 8.2500 .256 .212 .532 139 118 114 a15
15 8.2495 .255 .209 .536 126 106 125 a16
16 8.2488 .255 .212 .533 124 116 122 a17
17 8.2485 .255 .213 .532 104 130 126 a13

17 8.2485

Table 3.2. Summary of Example



vector (.002545, .002193, .005814), obtained above, becomes (.241,. 208,. 551), after
normalization, and (.002545,. 002193, .003734) becomes (.300,. 259,. 441). In solving
these knapsack problems, it is the relative magnitudes of the prices that matter, and show-
ing Jt instead of ,r shows how the relative prices evolve. The first three rows represent
the initialization, with the prices set accordingly (these were not derived from dual
prices). The entries in each remaining row were obtained by (1) solving the LP con-
structed from the previously generated columns, (2) normalizing the optimal dual prices
(yielding ii,), and (3) solving the twenty knapsack problems using the new prices as
dimension-part values.

In the second-to-the-last line of Table 3.2, the column generated is the same as the
earlier one labeled a13. Without a new colunm, the objective-function value of the LP
cannot be reduced further, which indicates that an optimal solution has been found. The
optimal solution is x13 = 2.7729, x15 =2. 1762, and x17 = 3.2994 (the corresponding
columns are shown in bold face), with the objective-function value being 8.2485. Hence,

17

xc3 = 2.7729(l.0)+2. 1762(l.0)+3.2294(1.0) = 8.2485
j=1

17
[104 139 [124 1000

xjaj=2.7729l 130 +2.1762 118 +3.22941116 1000.

L126 114 L122 1000

(In this case, equality holds.) The largest of the xi's is x17, and the prices that generated
column a1- are (.255, . 212, .533). Thus, these are the prices to use in cutting the first
board in the sequence. Once cut, the order quantities are reduced by whatever was pro-
duced, and the whole calculation is repeated for the second board.

Before cutting the first board, it was necessary to solve 360 knapsack problems (18
different price vectors for each of 20 boards). This number would be even larger if the
sample size was bigger or the number of different dimension-part sizes was greater.
Clearly, this is a computationally expensive method. Fortunately, subsequent boards
don't necessarily require as much computation as the first board. The reason is that the
relative quantities remaining in the order tend not to change much until the order is nearly
filled, which means that the optimal dual prices often don't change. In that case, there is
no need to check for an improved column (there won't be any), and thus no knapsack
problems need to be solved.
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3.4.3. When a Price is Zero

In the example above, the price vector used for cutting the next board is strictly pos-
itive. But it may happen that the price for some dimension part turns out to be zero, even

though we still need to produce more of it.* When the price of a dimension part is zero,
an optimal solution to the knapsack problem will not be improved by including that
dimension part. Thus, even if it could be included without affecting the production of
other dimension parts, most algorithms will leave it out.

There are a couple of ways to guarantee production in such cases. One is to change
the price on any zero-price dimension part to a very small positive number. This price
should be small enough to ensure that the other dimension parts are always preferred.
A zero-price dimension part will then be included in a cutting pattern if and only if it fits
into a space that (in effect) would otherwise be unused.

Another way to compel production is to solve the knapsack problem twice, if neces-
sary. The first time, it is solved with the unaltered price vector (including any zeroes, if
present). If nothing is produced, it is solved a second time, with the dimension parts orig-
inally having a positive price being dropped from consideration and the prices of the
remaining parts being set to arbitrary positive numbers (e.g., to minimize trim waste).
This mechanism is not quite as desirable as the previous one, but it still satisfies an
assumption that will be used in proving the results in Chapter 6. It can be expressed
roughly as follows: "If a needed dimension part can be produced, then a needed dimen-
sion part must be produced."

3.4.4. Obtaining the Sample

Probability issues have thus far been neglected. The sample of boards has been
treated as a given entity, with no consideration paid to its procurement. But good results
depend on having good samples, so these issues are central to the proposed method.

The role of the sample is to provide information about the lumber grade being cut.
Hence, the population of interest consists of all boards in the lumber grade. As a practi-
cal matter, however, sampling is restricted to historical data (i.e., boards that have been

* Optimal dual prices will always be nonnegative, because the problem is to minimize c'x, subject to
Ax b and x 0. Thus, the dual problem is to maximize ,r'b, subject to ,r'A c and ,r 0 (Murty, 1976,
Ex. 4.3).
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previously processed). Therefore, the quality of the sample depends in part on how well
the historical data represents the lumber grade overall. There are two reasons to think
that historical data is adequate. First, the criteria for grading lumber have the express
purpose of classifying boards by various characteristics. Thus, variation within a lumber
grade is intrinsically limited. Second, large quantities of boards are processed on a con-
tinuing basis, and much of the variation that occurs in the population will have been
observed at some point on the production line.

3.4.5. Simple Random Sampling

The most obvious way to utilize historical data is to collect data from every board
that is processed from the lumber grade in question. From a database of these boards, a

simple random sample* can be readily drawn. As boards are added over time, the
database should grow to better represent the lumber grade as a whole. Thus, sampling
from the database should become an increasingly good substitute for sampling from the
lumber grade. A potential criticism of this method is that "simple random sampling tends
to be inefficient unless the population being sampled is fairly homogeneous" (Lehmann,
1983, p. 213). Fortunately, as suggested above, the effect of lumber grading rules is to
create relatively homogeneous populations.

Another concern is the sheer quantity of data to contend with. If it is not feasible to
store data for every board processed, then a subset must be selected. One approach is to
build a static database from, say, the next 10,000 boards. To reduce the effects of serial
dependencies in the board sequence, this could be modified so that 10,000 boards are
selected at random from, say, the next 250,000 boards. (Serial dependencies arise
because adjacent boards in a sequence tend to originate from the same part of the same
log. Moreover, each cut on a given log opens two faces that are almost mirror images of
each other.) An immediate objection to either scheme is that they enshrine some data
while ignoring the rest. An alternative is to build a dynamic database that continually
evolves in some way. This would tend to favor newer data over older data, which may be
desirable in its own right (e.g., if lumber quality within a given grade was thought to be
declining over time, then it would be useful to refresh the data periodically).

* In a population of N elements, a random sample of n elements "is a simple random saniple (without
replacement) if all N(N - 1).. . (N - n 1) possible n-tuples are equally likely" (Lehmann, 1983).
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3.4.6. Stratified Random Sampling

Another way to address storage requirements is to collect some data for all boards
and all data for some boards. Using this collection of data, stratified sampling may be
employed. For random-dimension lumber, one possibility is to classify the dimensions of
boards into a fixed set of categories, called strata. Each board is classified when it is pro-
cessed, and the count for the appropriate stratum is incremented. Also, for each stratum,
we select a number of boards for which all data is recorded. To draw a sample from this
data, we must first decide how many boards to draw from each stratum. One choice is to
simply take an equal number from each. A possibly better choice is proportional alloca-
tion, where the sample size for each stratum is proportional to the count for that stratum
(Lehmann, 1983, p. 215). On the other hand, the largest boards may occur relatively
infrequently, yet be crucial for producing large dimension parts. Hence, they should per-
haps constitute a greater part of the sample than their frequency in the population would
otherwise suggest. (For many applications, there are more sophisticated ways to deter-
mine sample sizes, but to use them here would require an understanding of how variabil-
ity in the boards translates into variability in costs.)

No matter how the sample sizes are determined, stratified sampling requires a
change in how new columns are calculated. Instead of simply adding together the indi-
vidual columns (one from each board in the sample), the individual columns are weighted
according to the sample size for the stratum and the proportion of boards represented by
that stratum. Suppose there are s strata and that the counts for previously processed
boards are N1,. . . , N. If the sample sizes are n1, . . .

,
n, then the weight given to a col-

umn generated by a board from the ith stratum is N,/n1. These weights can be multiplied
by any positive constant.

For example, suppose that we have two strata, one for small boards and one for large
boards, and that 80% of previously processed boards are small boards. Furthermore, sup-
pose that our sample consists of 25 small boards and 10 large boards. Then we can use a
column weighting of . 8/25 for each small board and . 2/10 for each large board. If the
sum of the individual columns for the small boards is, say, (140,209, 183) and the sum of
the individual columns for the large boards is (91, 130, 136), then the aggregate column is

140 91 6.300
(.8/25) 209 +(.2/10) 130 = 9.288

183 136 8.576
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The same weighting applies to the cost coefficients. Thus, if the cost of the 25 small
boards totals 20.00 and the cost of the 10 large boards totals 15.00, then the cost of each
aggregate column is (.8/25)20.00 + (.2/10)15.00 = 0.94. Since each column has the
same cost, the actual value is not very important here, but it becomes important when
multiple lumber grades are under consideration.

Seen from this angle, the description in Section 3.4.1 gives a weighting of 1 to each
column, which is appropriate for a simple random sample from the population as a whole.

In summary, the immediate advantage of stratified random sampling over simple random
sampling is that it reduces data storage, compared to saving all historical data, yet still
utilizes some information about every board. Stratified sampling should also be able to
deliver better samples, for a given sample size, though we cannot yet say exactly how.

Sample quality is important because computational constraints put a limit on how large
the sample can be - each board means more knapsack problems to be solved.

3.4.7. Other Comments

It is possible that the LP for a given sample has no feasible solution. This happens
when there is some dimension-part size in the order that cannot be produced by any board
in the sample. The reason may be that the lumber grade is unsuited to the order, or that
the sample poorly represents the lumber grade. If it is a poor sample, then adding more
boards to the sample should eventually make possible a feasible solution. If this fails,
then we should consider using a better grade of lumber. Alternatively, we can try to fill

the order without using the LP-based prices. To meet technical requirements in Chapter
6, each board that is cut must satisfy the assumption "if a needed dimension part can be
produced, then a needed dimension part must be produced." This assumption rules out
the pathological condition in which an infinite number of otherwise useful boards are
simply wasted rather than cut into needed dimension parts.

A question arises as to whether samples can or should be reused. On the one hand,
we are putting all our eggs in one basket if we draw a single sample and use it forever.
On the other hand, if cutting orders differ mainly in the quantities specified, yet contain
the same dimension-part sizes, then by reusing the sample we can reuse the generated
columns. A large pool of pre-calculated columns tends to reduce the number of new
columns that need to be generated, thus reducing calculation times. Moreover, additional
columns can be generated any time computing resources are available, further expanding
the pool (this tactic applies even if samples are not reused).
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The LP/sampling method is intended mainly for use with large cutting orders, where
rough-cut boards are scanned just before being cut. Large orders use a long sequence of
boards, which means that the composition of the sequence reflects the lumber grade as a
whole. Thus, information in a random sample from the lumber grade can be reasonably
applied to the boards in the sequence. This is not true if the order is very small; the sam-
ple may represent the lumber grade, but it generally does not represent the sequence to be
cut. If it is possible to scan all boards before any are cut, then there are modifications to
the standard method that may be useful even with small orders. These are discussed in
Appendix B.

3.5. Application to Multiple Lumber Grades

So far, we have focused on minimizing the cost of filling a cutting order from a
given lumber grade. When multiple lumber grades are available, an additional element of
choice is added to the problem. At the very least, we can choose from among the avail-
able grades a single grade that we expect to give the lowest cost. More generally, we can
use a mix of lumber grades to produce the order.

There are various ways to define the problem when a mix of lumber grades can be
used. One way is to divide the order into sub-orders, each of which is to be filled from
one of the lumber grades. An example of such a division would be two sub-orders, one
specifying that most of the small dimension parts are to come from a particular low-qual-
ity lumber grade, while the remaining small dimension parts and all the large ones are to
come from a high-quality (and presumably more expensive) lumber grade. Once the
order is divided into sub-orders, each sub-order can be filled just as before. Section 3.5.1
will describe how to calculate the sub-order quantities, using a straightforward extension
of the LP used for a single lumber grade. A lower bound on expected cost can be derived
for this approach, as will be shown in Section 4.14.

A somewhat different approach is to decide how much of each lumber grade to use.
That is, instead of deciding that a selected lumber grade is to produce fixed quantities of
dimension parts, we decide on a fixed quantity of lumber to use from the grade. In that
case, dimension-part quantities (either absolute numbers or proportions) must be speci-
fied more as a goal than as a requirement, and since the goals will not always be met, we
must make some provision for completing the order. This requires a more complicated
model than above, and we do not pursue it in further detail except in the context of supply
constraints, which are described in Section 3.5.2.
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The first approach described above utilizes a one-time calculation involving multiple
lumber grades, after which the problem is reduced to a collection of single-grade prob-
lems. As yet another alternative, consider a situation in which the next board to be cut
can be obtained from any lumber grade we choose, with no restriction on how often we
change from one lumber grade to another and back. Instead of a one-time calculation, we
continually evaluate all available lumber grades, which means that the grade mix adjusts
dynamically to the actual production. This approach is described below in Section 3.5.3,
and is essentially the same approach taken by the computer simulations of Section 5.8.
Unfortunately, the lower bound of Section 4.14 may not apply under these less restrictive
assumptions.

We will focus mainly on the first approach and the variant just described. As
already mentioned, we have a lower-bound result for the first approach only, while the
computer simulations are based on the less-restrictive variant. This slightly unfortunate
circumstance is a consequence of having implemented the simulation program before
establishing precise conditions for the lower bound.

3.5.1. Statically Calculated Sub-Orders

The proposed method is easily extended to multiple lumber grades by using the
same sort of formulation described in Section 2.3.3, which addresses the problem for
multiple lengths of stock paper rolls. A lumber grade in our problem is analogous to a
paper-roll length in that problem. For each lumber grade under consideration, we obtain
a sample of boards and, as in the previous section, treat that sample as an aggregate.
Thus, the column-generation step requires generating a new column for each lumber
grade being considered.

In the previous section, every column generated for the LP is assigned the same
cost, which we arbitrarily set to 1.0. With multiple lumber grades, all columns for a
given lumber grade have the same cost, but columns for other grades will typically be dif-
ferent. The appropriate cost to use for a given lumber grade is the sum of the costs of the
individual boards in the sample (e.g., the total number of board feet in the sample times
the cost per board foot). Under stratified sampling, costs are weighted accordingly.
Either way, the optimal objective-function value serves as an estimate of the cost of filling
the order (see Section 4.4).

The LP for multiple lumber grades is solved just once. The solution will indicate
how many of each dimension part should be produced from each lumber grade. Thus, the
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cutting order is divided up into smaller cutting orders to be filled from particular lumber
grades, each of which is processed as before.

To illustrate this, we build on the example used in Section 3.4.2. In that problem,
the optimal solution was based on columns a13, a15, and a17, which were generated from
a sample of No. 2 Common boards having a cost of 1.0 units:

17

xc = 2.7729(1. 0)+ 2. 1762(1. 0)+ 3.2294(1.0) = 8.2485
j=1

17 1104 1139 [124 1000
xja3=2.77291 130 +2.1762J 118 +3.22941116 1000.

[126 [114 [122 1000

Now, suppose that we also have a sample of No. 1 Common boards, with a cost of 1.2
units. The LP is solved in the same way, except that auxiliary knapsack problems are
solved for both the No. 2 Common sample and the No. 1 Common sample, creating two
columns at a time for the LP instead of one. New columns for No. 2 Common are given a
cost coefficient of 1.0, while the columns for No. 1 Common are given a cost coefficient
of 1.2. When the LP is fully solved (no new columns are generated), we obtain an opti-
mal solution consisting of a linear combination of columns from both lumber grades.
The first two columns are from No. 2 Common (same as in the solution above), and the
third column is from No. 1 Common:

= 2.6953(1.0)+ l.8835(1.0)+3.0525(1.2)= 8.2419
J

104 139 150 1000

130 +1.8835 118 +3.0525 140 1000.

126 114 146 1000

Note that the objective-function value of 8.24 19 is less than 8.2485, which was the mini-
mum obtained when using just No. 2 Common. The nominal dimension-part quantities
to be produced from No. 2 Common equals 2.6953 times the first column plus 1.8835
times the second. For No. 1 Common, the figure is 3.0525 times the third column:

Original Sub-Order for Sub-Order forDimensions Cutting Order No. 1 Common No. 2 Common

15x2.00 1000 457.88 542.12
18x 1.50 1000 427.35 572.64
25x2.25 1000 445.67 554.33
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Since dimension parts are produced in integer quantities, it makes sense to round these
numbers in some way. An obvious choice is to cut (458,427,446) from No. 1 Common
and (542,573,554) from No. 2 Common. These two sub-orders are processed separately,
each as a cutting order for a single lumber grade, exactly as in Section 3.4.

In the example above, all constraints are satisfied as an equality. But it is possible
that for some constraint the inequality is strict - the LP solution specifies a surplus of
some dimension part. This can happen when a small dimension part fits into spaces not
otherwise usable, in which case the dimension part behaves more like a byproduct, and
more than enough can be produced without affecting the production of other sizes. Since
any surplus is distributed among the sub-orders, the total sub-order quantities will exceed
the original order. The effect is to establish minimum production requirements above
what is actually needed. Modifications described in Section 3.7 avoid this pitfall.

3.5.2. Supply Constraints

Supply constraints can be added as in Section 2.3.4. In the accompanying example,
three of the stock sizes had constraints, and their coefficients were written as follows:

ll...l Q111l
11...1 Q3

In our formulation, each Q1 is the available quantity of the ith lumber grade, mea-
sured in, say, board feet. In the corresponding row, the coefficient 1 is replaced by the
total board feet of the sample for the ith lumber grade. Thus, if the available stock of
grades 1, 2, and 3 is respectively 20000, 10000, and 15000 board feet, and the corre-
sponding samples contain 342,297, and 361 board feet, then we obtain:

20000342 342 ... 342
297 297 ... 297

361 361 ... 361 15000

10000

The coefficients on the left-hand side are simply appended to the generated columns.
Thus, if the number of dimension parts for a newly generated column from the first lum-
ber grade is (72, 14,0,27), then (72, 14,0,27,342,0,0) is the full column to be added to
the LP.
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When availability is constrained, it is possible to exhaust the lumber supply before

completing a particular suborder.* Thus, it makes sense to process the constrained sup-
plies first, so that corrections can be made if needed. On the other hand, it is possible to
complete a sub-order prematurely, leaving a few boards left in a lumber stock that was
intended to be used up. Both outcomes are a consequence of dividing up the order first
and processing the sub-orders independently. The next section looks at alternative ways
to process multiple lumber grades.

3.5.3. Dynamically Calculated Sub-Orders

The method described in Section 3.5.1, where the order is divvied up among lumber
grades prior to cutting, is an obvious and reasonably practical way to extend the LP/sam-
pling method to multiple lumber grades. In this section, we discuss modifications that
may lower costs in some circumstances. In their purest form, these modifications are not
very practical, but even in diluted form they may be of some use.

In the unmodified method, the LP for multiple lumber grades is solved just once. A
possible improvement is to recalculate the LP after each sub-order has been processed,
dropping from consideration those lumber grades that have already been processed. The
balance of the cutting order (the right-hand side of the LP) is reduced by the dimension-
part quantities produced so far. Hence, the calculation for the remaining sub-orders
reflects actual production rather than intended production.

This idea can be carried a step further. Instead of only recalculating between sub-
orders, the LP for multiple lumber grades can be solved before each board is cut. Rather
than cutting predetermined quantities of dimension parts, boards from a given lumber
grade are processed for as long as the optimal solution to the Li' contains a column for
that lumber grade. The lumber grade is dropped from further consideration when it no
longer appears in the LP solution. (A more extreme variant is to continually switch to
whatever lumber grade is used most in the LP solution, but handling costs probably make
this impractical.) The price vector to use for cutting the next board is determined as in
Section 3.4, with attention being restricted to columns from the lumber grade currently

* Even if there is no supply constraint, it is possible that a specified sub-order cannot be filled. This
can happen if the sample contains a particularly high quality board that never actually occurs in the se-
quence to be cut. The sample may indicate that certain dimension parts can be economically obtained,
when in fact they cannot be obtained at all.
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being processed (i.e., pick the largest x from the j's that represent the lumber grade cur-
rently being processed).

An argument in favor of this modification is that the LP/sampling method behaves
most poorly with small orders, and at the tail end of every order is a small order remain-
ing to be processed. Each sub-order has its own tail, so the point of the modification is to
effectively eliminate these multiple tails. In the example in Section 3.5.1, suppose that
we have so far produced dimension parts in the quantities (542,573,540) from No. 2
Common. In the unmodified method, we need to cut 14 more 25 x 2.25's from No. 2
Common, which may not be very efficient. In the modified method, two other outcomes
are possible. One is that the remainder of the order, which is (458,427,446 + 14), will be
cut entirely from No. 1 Common. Another is that No. 2 Common will continue to be cut,
but perhaps in a more efficient way (producing sizes other than just 25 x 2.25).

In the unmodified method, it makes no difference which lumber grade is processed
first. In the modified method, it may be possible to exploit certain sequencing strategies.
Cutting the smallest sub-order first, for instance, leaves the larger sub-orders available to
absorb the remnants. The idea is that the tail end of an order has a proportionally greater
effect on a small order, so that perhaps it makes sense to let the tail migrate to increas-
ingly larger sub-orders rather than smaller ones. Another plausible scheme is to cut low-
quality lumber grades first. The idea here is that high-quality grades can more easily pro-
duce whatever dimension-part sizes remain to be cut, whereas a low-quality grade may
waste numerous boards before encountering one that is capable of producing whatever is
still needed. We have no evidence yet that any of these tactics lower costs, but refine-
ments such as these at least warrant further consideration.

To wind up this section, we note that the four-step strategy (outlined at the begin-
ning of this chapter) for justifying the LP/sampling method was not carried out in full for
the case of multiple lumber grades. For one thing, as already mentioned, the "lower
bound" used in Chapter 5 is not always valid for multiple lumber grades (but it probably
is valid in applications such as ours, where the actual board sequences cannot be observed
prior to cutting). For another, we have not formally proved a multiple-grade counterpart
to the "approximate-optimality" result (see Section 6.?). This is partly because the differ-
ent possible ways of defining the problem reduce the incentive to prove results for any
particular definition. Proofs should not be overly difficult, however, and would put the
multiple-grade case on the same footing as the single-grade case.
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3.6. Modifications to the Basic Method

There are many possible variations on the basic LP/sampling method. Some modifi-
cations, such as the addition of supply constraints, directly alter the formulation of the
linear program. Other attributes of the LP can be tapped indirectly. For instance, if we
want to use up the remaining stock of some lumber grade, we can assign a very small cost
to the associated sample. But in this section, as in the last, we focus mainly on imple-
mentation rather than formulation.

It was noted earlier that the proposed method is computationally expensive. In prac-
tice, it may not be possible to complete all calculations before cutting the next board. In
that event, it makes sense to simply use the most recently computed prices. But as the
end of the order gets near, the relative quantities of the remaining dimension parts change
rapidly and prices are quickly outdated. Hence, we may want to consider a partial recal-
culation in which the LP is solved with an updated right-hand side, but no new columns
are generated (or perhaps they are generated asynchronously by another computer, but at
any rate the LP is solved without the time-consuming wait for solutions to the knapsack
problems). The tradeoff is between a correct right-hand side, with missing columns on
the left-hand side, or an outdated right-hand side with no missing columns. In Chapter 5,
most of the results for larger orders are based on simulations in which recalculations were
limited to every tenth board, mainly to save time.

Another way to speed up calculations is to drop boards from the sample as the order
proceeds. The idea is that early in the order, when prices don't change much, it is accept-
able to cut many boards at old prices, while new prices are (slowly) recalculated. Later in
the order, we want to respond more quickly to a changing right-hand side, so a smaller
sample is used. We did not test this idea, but include it as yet another example of the
many ad hoc mechanisms that might be useful in practice. According to the old maxim,
it is better to have an approximate answer to the right question (current right-hand side)
than an exact answer to the wrong question (old right-hand side).

An alternative to shrinking the sample size is to use approximations when solving
the knapsack problems. For example, an algorithm for two-stage cutting will typically be
much faster than an algorithm for three-stage cutting, thus providing more timely price
updates. Thus, we could use two-stage algorithms to calculate new prices, while the pro-
duction line continues to use a three-stage algorithm for cutting. Another avenue for
approximation is to use an algorithm restricted to elemental cutting. These also tend to
be faster than unrestricted algorithms.
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Section 3.4.1 described how to select a price vector after solving the LP. This vector
is usually close to the vector of optimal dual prices. In the example in Section 3.4.2, for
instance, the price vector finally selected was (.255, . 212, . 533), whereas the normalized
optimal dual-price vector (see the last line of Table 3.3) was (.255,. 213,. 532). Hence, it
may often be reasonable to simply use the ojtimal dual-price vector. This eliminates the
need to keep track of the prices used to generate columns, and it also makes the method
easier to describe and, perhaps, intuitively more appealing. On the other hand, it does not
speed up calculations, and it does not satisfy the assumptions used in Chapter 6. The
connection between optimal dual prices and the prices used to generate columns will
become more apparent in the sections that follow.

3.7. Geometric Representation

Consider a single rough-cut board and the list of dimension-part sizes in Table 3.1
(15 x 2, 18 x 1.5, and 25 x 2.25). At any price vector, a solution can be calculated for the
corresponding knapsack problem. For instance, if the price vector is (.329,. 105, . 566),
an optimal solution is (4,0,2), with a cutting pattern that looks like this:

25x2.2515x2

Li - 15x2 25x2.25

Figure 3.2. Optimal Cutting Pattern for Price Vector (0.329, 0.105, 0.566)

Thus, there is a mapping from price vectors to optimal solutions (columns). In addition,
it is easily shown that the set of price vectors that generate a given column is convex.
Hence, depicting this set is only a matter of drawing its boundary. Doing so for each col-
umn yields a physical map showing the relationship between price vectors and dimen-
sion-part quantities. This map can be drawn for up to three dimension-part sizes.

The map for the board above is shown in Figure 3.3. The axis labeled ir represents
the price of the ith dimension part. Each convex region is labeled by the column that is
generated by price vectors in that region, and the corresponding cutting pattern is identi-
fied by a connecting arrow.
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(0, 0, 4)

Figure 3.3. Mapping Price Vectors to Optimal Cutting Patterns

Since only relative prices matter, it is convenient to draw the map as a two-dimen-
sional slice, as in Figure 3.4. The slice consists of points that satisfy 1 + + r3 = 1.
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The axes .ir and r2 appear as before, while ,r3 is calculated as jr3 = 1 iT1 r2. For
example, the price vector (.45, . 20, . 35), marked on the map as a solid dot at it1 = .45

and it2 = . 20, is part of the convex set* that generates the column (7,0,0).

l.02 Dimension Parts

#1
I

15x2

#2 I 18x1.5 I

#3 I 25x2.25

0 0

(0,9,0)

\.o\
(004) \I (7,0,0)

'Ti

0.0 it3 1 'Ti 1.0

Figure 3.4. Two-Dimensional Slice of the Three-Dimensional Map

A notable feature of the map can be seen by drawing a straight line from the solid
dot to the top corner, where it2 = 1.0. Moving from the dot towards the corner, the price
of the 18 x 1. 5's increases relative to both the 15 x 2's and the 25 x 2.25's, and the num-
ber of 18 x 1.5's produced increases from 0 to 5 to 9. Likewise, moving from the dot
towards the origin, where it3 1.0, the number of 25 x 2.25's increases from 0 to 2 to 4.
From any point to any corner, such counts will always be non-decreasing.

Less obvious is that area yield is non-increasing along any line radiating away from
the circle at (.265, . 238, . 497), where prices are proportional to area. These prices yield
the maximum area, which is 255 square inches (4 30+5 27+0 56.25 = 255).

* The map regions are closed sets, so any two adjacent regions overlap on their common boundary.
Thus, for a price vector on the boundary, there are at least two optimal solutions to the knapsack problem.
In fact, there may be other solutions that are optimal only for price vectors on the boundary. The regions
where these solutions apply are convex sets of lower dimension, such as line segments or points.
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3.7.1. Additive Property of Maps

Recall that the knapsack solution for a set of boards is simply the sum of the knap-
sack solutions for the individual boards. In the same way, maps for separate boards can
be overlaid to obtain a map of the aggregate. Figure 3.5 shows an example of how the
maps for two boards can be combined into a single map. The boundaries of each map
appear unchanged in the combined map (another easily proved fact), and columns are
added together in the obvious way.

1.0 2

(0,4,2)

1.0

'I

ID]

(0O3)\(40.2
(7,0,0)

1.0
I'

Board#15

(0,9,0)
, .'

I 'S's
->\

(0,0,4) " (7,0,0)

--.- -------------

1.0 0.0 1.0

1.0 r2

(0,16,0)

? .13 ;;>) \/

(0,0,7)\ o

0.0 I-

1.0 0.0

Boards #7+ #15
with Labels

(14,0,0)

r1

)r3=l-7r1-2r2 1.0

Figure 3.5. Additive Property of Individual Maps
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This process can be extended to any number of boards. Figure 3.6 maps the sample
of twenty boards shown in Figure 3.1. Due to lack of space, only three of the regions are
labeled; the associated columns will be familiar from Section 3.4.2. Note that (0,0, 172)
is an optimal solution only when r1 =0 and ir2 =0 (thus, r3 = 1).

1.OVt2

[ii

(0,456,0)

20 Randomly Selected Boards (953 Price Regions)

Dimension Parts

#1
I

15x2

#2 18x1.5
I

#3 I 25x2.25
I

(393,0,0) \\
r1

0.0 (0,0,172) 1.0
2T3 = 1 IT1 IT2

Figure 3.6. Aggregate Map for a Sample of Twenty Boards

Suppose that we want to cut equal quantities of the three dimension parts, and that
the only information we have is a very large copy of this map, with all regions labeled.
We could start by finding a column in which all three dimension-part quantities are nearly
equal. In this map, the column (124, 116, 122) best fits the bill. The corresponding
region is a convex set that contains, for instance, the point ,r1 = . 25545 and ,r2 = .21167,
identified by the dot in Figure 3.6. Setting ,r3 = 1 - ,r2 yields the price vector
(.25545, .21167, .53288). Cutting all 581 boards in the data set at this price vector pro-
duces total dimension-part counts of (2803,2509,2694). These are fairly close to equal
proportions, which was the goal, and even closer to the proportions in (124, 116, 122).
Figure 3.7 diagrams this process.



Random Sample of 20 Boards

-

--in

Find Region in Map Where
Dimension-Part Counts are Roughly Equal

Closest counts: (124, 116, 122)
Proportions: (.34, .32, .34)
Point in Region: ,r = . 25545, r2 = . 21167

Prices

,r1 =.25545
= .21 167

r3 =.53288

Dimension Parts

15x2
18x1.5 -
25x2.25 -

Desired "Estimated"
Proportions Proportions

.33 .34

.33 .32

.33 .34
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Sequence of 581 Boards to be Cut

Cut Boards

Maximize Total Value
of Dimension Parts

Extracted from each Board

Actual Total Counts of
Proportions Dimension Parts

.35 2,803 (15x2)

.31 2,509 (18x1.5)

.34 2,694 (25x2.25)

Figure 3.7. Strategy to Cut Equal Proportions of Dimension Parts
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Our goal is not just to produce specified quantities, but to produce them at close to
the minimum cost. It will be seen in Section 4.6 that cutting boards at a fixed price vector
minimizes the cost, provided that the resulting quantities of dimension parts are the same
as specified in the cutting order. Thus, if the cutting order happened to specify quantities
of (2803,2509,2694), then we filled it at minimum cost. More specifically, there is no
way to fill the order without using all 581 boards in the set (not counting boards which
are unable to produce anything at all). This property hints at the importance of finding
and using appropriate price vectors.

3.7.2. Linear Programming and Maps

The preceding example showed how a random sample can be used to estimate pro-
duction quantities at a given price vector. This constitutes one half of the LP/sampling
method. The other half, namely the LP, provides an efficient way for locating particular
price vectors on the map. The process of building a complete map is much too slow,
which is why something more efficient is needed.

In effect, the process of building a map is the process of finding all (or most) of the
implicit columns of the LP. In contrast, column-generating methods for solving the LP
find only a small subset of columns. Rather than finding a single best column, as we did
above with (124, 116, 122), the LP finds a linear combination of columns, as shown on
page 52. Note that the linear combination includes the column (124, 116, 122).

Consider the example in Section 3.4.2. Seventeen columns were generated before
finding a solution to the LP, whereas the complete map (Figure 3.6) for the sample con-
tains 953 columns. Hence, the LP examined less than 2% of the columns before finding
an optimal solution. A map based on the columns in Table 3.2 is shown in Figure 18.
The regions are shaped as if the seventeen columns were the only ones possible; their
shapes in the full map are different. The map, including the enlarged area, illustrates how
the algorithm quickly closes in on an optimal solution.

The dot in the enlarged area of the map sits at the intersection of the regions repre-
senting the columns in the optimal solution. The coordinates of the dot correspond to the
dual prices, which in normalized form (see bottom of Table 3.2) are (.255, . 213, . 532).
The actual dual prices are ,r = (.002106, .001755, . 004386):

104 139 124T1
,r'=[l.Ol.Ol.O] 130 118 1161 =[.002106.001755.004386].

126 114 l22j
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(46,321,64)
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(100,194,100)
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)
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(124.116122)/\

\(192,1o2\\
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/
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/
/

\\ \
(150 102115)

\

/
/

(46641
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- .. I (393,0,0)\\-

(00172)

0.0 z3=l,r1,r2 1.0

[1o4 [139 [124 1000
x13a13+x15a15+x17a17 =2.77291130 +2.1762J 118 +3.29941116 = 1000

[126 [114 [122 1000

Dot located at normalized dual prices: (.255, . 213, . 532)

Figure 3.8. Map of Columns Generated while Solving the Linear Program
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At the dual-price vector, the knapsack problem is solved using any of the columns
(104, 130,126), (139,118,114), or (124,116,122). Moving just a little bit away from the
dual prices (into the interior of a region), the knapsack problem ends up with a unique
solution. This fact helps to explain why the standard LP/sampling method does not use
dual prices for cutting up boards.

In summary, a map portrays the relationship between prices and dimension-part
quantities. The sample supplies information for making a rough map, and the LP finds
particular places on that map without having to build the whole thing. The accuracy of
the map, of course, depends on the sample. With appropriate prices, it is possible to fill a
cutting order at approximately the minimum cost.

3.8. Knapsack Problems and Heuristics

When generating new columns for the LP, the algorithm for solving the knapsack
problem is treated as a black box. It is assumed only that the algorithm produces a col-
umn which maximizes the total value of dimension parts at the specified prices. This
assumption guarantees that map regions are convex. When convexity does not hold, extra
measures may be needed to help the LP arrive at a reasonable solution.

Heuristics can be divided into two types, depending on whether or not the map
regions are convex. If convexity holds, then the LP can be solved in the usual manner.
For example, if our algorithm solves a two-stage knapsack problem while the production
line allows three-stage cutting, then the two-stage knapsack solutions will be feasible but
not necessarily optimal with respect to the capabilities of the production line. The algo-
rithm is thus heuristic in the sense that its solutions may not be optimal. But the algo-
rithm produces optimal solutions for some problem, and the LP behaves accordingly.
Another example of this type would be an algorithm for elemental cutting, when the pro-
duction line is not actually restricted to elemental cuts.

In the second type of heuristic, the convexity property does not necessarily hold.* J

that case, unpredictable behavior may occur while solving the LP. In particular, the
search may get stuck somewhere, even though improvements are possible.

* Another way to characterize the convexity property is in terms of the set of feasible solutions to the
knapsack problem. If the same set is evaluated (perhaps implicitly) at every price vector, then convexity
holds. If the set of feasible solutions evaluated depends on the price vector, then convexity may not hold.
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If all regions are convex, the np can be fully described by its vertices, because
every convex combination of vertices on the boundary of a region will also be in the
region. Otherwise, the map is more complicated. Figure 3.9 shows a map produced
using CORY, a heuristic described in Section 2.2.2.2. The knapsack problem was evalu-
ated on a grid of points spaced .025 units apart. If the solution calculated at one of these
points is the same as indicated by the label of the enclosing map region, then no marking
is made. Otherwise, the solution is identified by a shaded square.

1.0\ 2

1J

(0,11,0)

solution at point is (0, 11, 0)
- solution at point is (9, 0, 0)

,1,1)

(0,0,5) (9,0,0)
ir1

0.0 = 1 ir1 1.0

Figure 3.9. Pointwise Solutions vs. Convex Map Regions

For example, consider the light square within the region labeled (6,0,2). The center
of the square (marked by a dot) is located at (s'r1, r2, ,r3) = (.325,. 15, .525). At this price
vector, CORY generates the solution (9,0,0), whereas (6,0, 2) was obtained at all other
grid points within that region. At (.325,. 15, . 525), the value for (9,0,0) is 2.925,
whereas the value for (6,0,2) is 3.000, which is slightly better. The solution (9,0,0) in a
sense "belongs" to another region.

The convexity property holds over most of the map. Only 23 of the grid points, out
of approximately 800, have pointwise solutions that differ from those indicated by the
map boundaries. Furthermore, all the anomalies occur near boundaries, so the effect is
small, as in the example above (i.e., 3.000 vs. 2.925). Nevertheless, when solving the LP
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in such cases, it is possible when generating a new column that the knapsack algorithm
will not create an improved column at the specified price vector, even though it would at
some nearby price vector. In that case, the LP terminates prematurely.

Rather than accept the solution given when the LP first terminates, it may be desir-
able to try to obtain an improved column by other methods. With sufficient knowledge of
the knapsack algorithm, it might be possible to go about this in a systematic fashion.
Otherwise, we can "hunt and peck" at various price vectors. If an improved column is
found, it is brought into the LP, and processing continues in the usual way. All other new
columns are also brought into the LP, since they may become useful at some later time.
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4. LOWER BOUND ON EXPECTED COST

The LP/sampling method is supported by two mathematical propositions. These are
expressed using three functions, labeled f, g, and h. The function f represents the mini-
mum cost of filling an order, while the function h represents the cost obtained under the
LP/sampling method. We sometimes call f the "gold standard" to emphasize that no
method of filling an order can yield a lower cost (hence, f h). The ideal, of course, is
to have a practical method in which h = f, but we are willing to settle for a reasonable
approximation.

Unlike f and h, the function g does not directly represent the cost of filling a cutting
order. It is most easily described as being an estimator of the expected cost, though under
certain assumptions it is actually a lower bound on the expected cost.

Both of the two main propositions are concerned with the minimum cost of filling a
cutting order. For a single lumber grade, these results have the following form:

E[h({Y1), R, b)]
Approximate optimality: lim = 1

(b)oo E[f( { Y1 }, b)]fl*oo

Lower bound: g(E[Y1], b) E[f({Y1}, b)]

Here, { Y1 } represents a random sequence of boards from a lumber grade, R represents a
random sample from that lumber grade, and the vector b represents the quantities of
dimension parts to be produced. The sequence { Y } contains the boards to be cut, while
the sample R provides information used in the cutting. The subscript n may be viewed
as representing the sample size, though it does not have to. The symbol (b) represents the
maximum value of the elements in the vector b.

The approximate-optimality result is the main justification for the LP/sampling
method. It says that for large order quantities and large sample sizes, the expected cost
obtained using the LP/sampling method deviates by only a small percentage from the
minimum possible. As is usual for asymptotic results, however, it doesn't say how large
the order quantities and sample sizes must be to obtain a reasonable approximation. Fur-
thermore, since there is no practical way to determine the value of f( { y }, b) for any but
the simplest cases, direct comparisons between h and f are usually impossible.

Fortunately, the lower-bound result provides a way to make an indirect comparison.
When certain parameters of the lumber grade are known, as they are in the controlled
environment of a computer simulation, the value of g(O, b) can be calculated. The value
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E[h({Y1), R, b)J can then be estimated by calculating h for a number of random

sequences and samples. To the extent E[h({Y1}, R, b)] is close to g(O, b), the lower
bound, it follows that E[h({Y1}, R, b)J is close to E[f({Y1}, b)], the "gold standard."
Furthermore, g(O, b) is a tight bound in larger orders, so it is a practical evaluation tool,
as will become evident in the experimental results of Chapter 5.

This chapter addresses the lower-bound result, including a discussion on estimation,
while Chapter 6 addresses the approximate-optimality result. Precise definitions and
assumptions are provided as needed, starting with the next section. Definitions for multi-
ple lumber grades appear towards the end of this chapter. Since the function h has no
bearing on the lower bound, its definition is left until Chapter 6.

The most important assumptions concern the distribution of boards in the random
sequences and samples. The lower-bound result assumes that the sequence of boards is
obtained through independent draws from the lumber grade. The approximate-optimality
result holds under weaker assumptions, owing to its asymptotic nature. In effect, large
orders (and samples) are relatively immune to the adverse effects arising from a lack of
independence.

In keeping with the intended application, frequent references are made to lumber
grades, rough-cut boards, and dimension parts. More general terminology could have
been used to identify raw materials and end products, but it is easy enough to see how the
terminology for processing lumber translates into terminology for, say, processing logs.
The results apply just as well to either case.

4.1. Yield Vectors, Board Types, and Board Classes

In order to formulate a cutting-order problem, it is necessary to represent in some
way the rough-cut boards that are used to produce dimension parts. Although a board
could be described in terms of physical characteristics, such as its dimensions and the
location and shape of defects, it is more convenient to describe a board in terms of its pro-
ductive capacity. To this end, suppose that the cutting order specifies quantities for M
different dimension parts. A yield vector is defined as an M x 1 vector of nonnegative
integers, where the ith element represents the quantity of the ith dimension part. A yield
vector represents the quantities of dimension parts obtained from cutting up a given board
in a particular way. Thus, it reflects not just the board, but the cutting process as well.

Each yield vector is associated with a nonnegative number that represents the cost of
the rough-cut board plus (optional) processing costs associated with cutting it in a
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particular way. The productive capacity of a given rough-cut board is represented by the
set of all possible ordered pairs (a, c), where a is a yield vector and c is its associated
cost. This set is called a board type, which is denoted by 4 and defined as

where 1 .M <co. Thus, (am, Cm) is the mth yield vector and its associated cost. In the
previous chapter, it was assumed that Cm = c1 for each m = 1,. . . , . That is, there were
no costs beyond the raw-material cost of the board. That assumption also applies to the
main results here, so the general notation is not especially useful until Chapter 6.

In practice, requiring to be finite does not impose any meaningful restrictions.
For a given rough-cut board, there are only a finite number of different combinations of
dimension parts that can be produced, because dimension parts are produced in integer
quantities. Hence, the number of different yield vectors associated with a given board is
intrinsically finite. Furthermore, even if a given yield vector can be associated with dif-
ferent costs, there is no reason to be concerned with any but the minimum of those costs.
Therefore, given a set of dimension parts and a set of allowable sawing operations, the
productive capacity of a given rough-cut board can be characterized by a finite number of
yield vectors and costs.

A board class is defined as a finite collection of board types, and is used to model a
lumber grade. In a board class of K board types, 4,.. . , 4, the nth board type is repre-
sented as

= n =

where .A4 is the number of ordered pairs of yield vectors and costs for the nth board type.
Thus, (anm, Cnm) is the mth yield vector and cost for the nth board type. A board class is
intended to encompass every rough-cut board in a given lumber grade. That is, every
rough-cut board can be characterized by some board type in the class.

Unfortunately, it is possible that a given lumber grade cannot be represented by just
a finite number of board types. For example, suppose the lumber grade consists of fixed-
length, random-width boards, where the width is any real number within some range. If
the cost of a board is proportional to its area, then there is an infinite number of possible
costs, which cannot be represented by a finite number of board types.

On the other hand, if there are only a finite number of possible costs (e.g., costs in
the previous example are rounded to the nearest penny), then the lumber grade can be
represented by a finite number of board types. The reason is that, in practice, there is an
upper bound on the length and width of boards within a lumber grade, which implies that
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there is also a bound on the quantities of dimension parts that can be produced from any
rough-cut board. Since yield vectors consist of nonnegative integers, there are only a
finite number of them that do not exceed a given bound. Since there are only a finite
number of possible costs and yield vectors, there are only a finite number of ways they
can be combined into a board type. It follows that any rough-cut board in the lumber

grade can be represented by one of only a finite number of board types.* Furthermore, in
practice, costs are always measured with a finite resolution, and they always have an
upper bound. Hence, finiteness is more of a technical issue than a practical concern.

The information contained in a board class can also be expressed as a set of matrix
pairs (A, C), where A is an M xX matrix and C is a 1 x K matrix (or row vector). The
nth column of A is a yield vector from the nth board type, and the nth column of C is its
associated cost. Thus, A can be viewed as consisting of an individual cutting specifica-
tion for each board in the board class. All possible choices of how to cut the first board
type, the second board type, and on through the .iVth board type (along with associated
costs) are represented in the collection of matrix pairs identified as A:

A={(A,C): (A.,C.)E4,n= 1,...,X}.
K

The number of elements in A is N = flA.,2 (i.e., the number of combinations consisting
n=1

of one yield vector from each of the K board types). For convenience, A is usually repre-
sented as a set of N indexed elements:

A = {(A, C): (A., C.)E4, n = 1,. . . ,V'} = {(A1, C1),. . . ,(AJJ, CN)}.

4.2. Board Sequences

In the cutting-order problem, rough-cut boards from a given lumber grade are sup-
plied in the form of an infinite sequence. If a lumber grade can be represented by a board
class, then any sequence of rough-cut boards from the lumber grade can be represented
by a sequence of board types from the class. For a board class with K board types, a
sequence of board types can be represented by a sequence { n } of integers, where each n
is the index of one of the K board types:

* Credit is owed to Cliff Cordy for pointing out the utility, especially in probabilistic contexts, of being
able to model a lumber grade as a finite set of board types. In theory the assumption of finiteness excludes
some applications, as seen above, but in practice the assumption is not very restrictive.
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{n1} = {n1,n2,n3,}, n1e{l,...,.N}, = 1,2,3,.
Alternatively, the same sequence can be represented by the sequence { y1 }, where each y1

is an K x 1 vector consisting entirely of 0's, except for the n1th element, which is set to 1.
The equivalence is illustrated in the following example, where K = 3:

{ns} = {n1,n2,n3,".} {2,l,1,3,}
0110

{y} = {Y1'Y2'Y3'" ) = 1 , 0, 0 , 0 ,...0001
Each y is a nonnegative, integer-valued unit vector. We define a board sequence to

be an infinite sequence of nonnegative, integer-valued unit vectors. It is implicitly under-
stood that the dimension of the vectors in a board sequence is the same as the number (K)
of board types in the board class under consideration. The phrase sequence of boards
will be used to refer to the actual physical sequence of boards.

For either {n1 } or { y1 }, an initial subsequence is defined as what remains after the
sequence has been truncated. For example, if the given sequence is { y1, Y2' y3, }, then
the initial subsequence of length L is { y1, y2,.. .

, Y }.
The random counterpart to { y } is Y } = {Y1, Y2, }, where Y1 is a random vector

taking on the same kinds of values as y1. Assumptions on the distribution of { Y1 } will be

added as needed.

4.3. The Exact Formulation: f( { y1 }, b)

As described in the previous section, a sequence of rough-cut boards from a lumber
grade can be represented by a sequence of board types from a board class (provided that
the number of possible costs is finite). Suppose that { n1 } indexes a sequence of board
types from the class. Let b be an M x 1 vector of order quantities, where b is the quan-
tity for the ith dimension part. It is convenient to assume no integer restrictions on b,
even though in reality dimension parts are only produced in nonnegative-integer quanti-
ties. The exact formulation of the cutting-order problem for a single board class is writ-
ten as follows:
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Lng 1

[minimize: CjXjp I

1=lm=1 I

L)A I

such that: a1x1 b I

i=lm=1 Imin
X=l, i=l,...,L I

m=1 I

r

XtmE{O, l}, m - 1=

The problem within braces is an integer program (IP). It says that exactly one yield vec-
tor must be selected for each of the first L board types in the sequence, and that the sum
of the selected yield vectors must meet or exceed b. The IP's objective is to minimize the
sum of the costs of the selected yield vectors. The full problem is to find a length L that
minimizes the optimal value of the associated IP.

It has been assumed, either explicitly in the definitions or implicitly in the formula-
tion, that (1) boards must be used in sequence order, (2) the sequence is inexhaustible, (3)
the total number of different yield vectors and costs in the lumber grade is finite, and (4)
yield vectors and costs are nonnegative. In addition, this formulation reflects various
other assumptions. Perhaps the most important one is that there are no costs other than
those that can be associated with cutting a given board in a given way. Fixed costs, such
as setup costs or the costs of changing over from one lumber grade to another, are
ignored. It is also assumed that the cost of processing a board does not depend on its
position in the sequence.

The exact formulation models a problem in which all information is available before
processing commences. But we are interested in processes in which a board is not
scanned until just before it is to be cut. In this respect, the exact formulation is an overly
high standard for comparison. On the other hand, it is possible to attain this "gold stan-
dard", even if only by accident, so it serves as an appropriate benchmark.

Since the solution is defined as the minimum value obtained over an infinite
sequence of IP's, the question arises as to whether the minimum even exists. It will be
seen in Proposition 4.2 that it does, though it may be infinite.

The exact formulation can be stated equivalently using { y } and the (A, C)'s, rather
than {n} and the (a, c)'s:
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z

1=1 j=1

LN
1=1 j=1

N x1=l, 1=1,...,L
j=1

XE{O,l}, j=l,...,N, 1=l,...,L
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To see why this formulation is equivalent, suppose that y1 represents the nth board type
(i.e., the nth element of y is 1, and the rest are 0). Then A3y1 = (A). is a yield vector
from the nth board type, and Cy = (C). is its cost. Thus, setting x, = 1 selects the
yield vector (A). in the same way that setting Xlm = 1 in the previous formulation selects
the yield vector anm. Since every yield vector from the nth board type appears in the nth
column of at least one of the Ai's, and since nothing else appears in the nth column, the
same pooi of yield vectors is available in both formulations. The advantage of the second
formulation is its resemblance to the LP formulation of the next section.

For convenience, various characteristics of the exact formulation are represented as
functions of { y1 } and b:

1LN LN N

fL({Yl},b)= n x11=l,
X1JE{O,lJ 11=1 j=1 =1 j=i j=1

f({y1),b)= mm JfL({Y}b)}
L=O,1,

L({y1),b)= mm
L=O,1. [

L((ygJ,b)

i({y1},b)= y1
1=1

fL( { y1 }, b) corresponds to the integer program within braces; fL( {y1 }, b) = oo if there is
no feasible solution. f({ Y }, b) is the total cost of an optimal solution to the cutting-
order problem. L( { y1 }, b) is the length of the shortest initial subsequence of { y1 } from
which an optimal solution can be obtained; f({y1}, b) = oo implies t({y1), b) = co.

i( { y1 }, b) is the partial sum consisting of the first L( { y1), b) elements of { y1 }, and repre-
sents the number of boards of each type in an optimal solution.

Without additional assumptions, it is not necessarily the case that fL ( { y L b) = oo

when L <L( { Yi }, b), for it may be possible to obtain a feasible, but suboptimal, solution
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from an initial subsequence of length L <L({y1}, b). Clearly, this situation would not be
possible if the only costs were for raw material, because the total cost would then depend
only on the number of boards used, not on how they were used.

Note that A = {(A1, C1),. . . ,(AN, CN)} is an implicit parameter of these functions.
It could be made explicit by writing, say, f({ y1 }, b; A) rather than f( { ye), b). But since
A is always a fixed part of the problem context, it is convenient to simply omit it from the
list of arguments.

4.4. The Approximate-Cost Function: g(r, b)

We now define the function g(r, b), which in different guises serves as a cost esti-
mate or a lower bound on expected cost. It is based on the same LP formulation that is
used in the LP/sampling method to calculate dimension-part prices for cutting up boards,
as described in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.

The LP formulation uses the same definitions of A and b as the exact formulation
does. But instead of using { y }, which represents a sequence of individual board types,
the LP formulation uses a single vector r, which represents aggregate quantities (or pro-
portions) of board types. Let r be an K x 1 nonnegative real vector, where the nth ele-
ment of r represents the quantity (or proportion) of the nth board type. The LP is formu-
lated as follows (both linear programs are equivalent):

N
minimize: xCr minimize: [C1r. CT}X

subjectto: [A1r. ANT}xb
subjectto: ZxArb xO

j=1

xO,j=1,...,N
Each A3r is an M x 1 vector, so these linear programs have M rows and N columns. The
optimal objective-function value can be written as a function of r and b:

g(r, b) = mi>n{[CiT.. CNT]x: [A1r.. ANT]X b}.

The LP contained in this expression is called the LPfor g(r, b). Because the LP formula-
tion is based on an aggregate of board types, rather than a sequence, its meaning is not as
clear as that of the exact formulation. A reasonable interpretation of r is that it specifies
the relative frequencies with which the different board types are expected to appear in a
random sequence. The matrix A can be interpreted as a cutting policy, which specifies
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that whenever the nth board type is encountered on the production line, it should be cut
so as to produce the yield vector in the nth column of A. An optimal value for x can
then be viewed as specifying how often policy A3 should be put into effect, either abso-
lutely or relatively. For example, if x1 = 12.5 and x2 = 25, then policy A2 should be
applied to twice as many boards as policy A1. This is roughly how the LP/sampling
method works, except that the cutting policy is implemented using a vector of dimension-
part prices rather than a matrix of yield vectors. The relationship between prices and cut-
ting policies is discussed in Chapter 6 (Section 6.3).

Similarities between the LP formulation and the exact formulation become evident
L

when r=I({y},b). Let L=L({y1},b), which by definition implies I({y1},b)=y1.
1=1

Let the vector x = (x1,. . . , XN) be an optimal solution to the LP for g(i({y1}, b), b), and
let I = 1,. . . , L, j = 1, . . . , N, be an optimal solution to the exact formulation repre-
sented by f( { }, b). The objective function of the LP for g(1( { }, b), b) can be rear-
ranged as follows:

N N L LN
g(i({y1},b),b)=

j=1 fri £=1 1=1 j=i

Thus, the respective objective functions end up looking similar:

LN
g(i({y1}, b), b) = x1C1y1

1=1 j=1
LN

f({y1}, b) = x1C3y
1=1 j=1

The difference is in the variables. Whereas the x3 's are continuous, the x 's are either 0
or 1, and for each 1 only one of the x,'s can be nonzero. It will be seen in Lemma 6 that
g(i({y1},b),b) f({y},b).

4.5. Notation and Conventions

In the remainder of this thesis, we attempt to adhere to the following usages regard-
ing frequently used symbols. To avoid needless repetition, a number of assumptions on
the board class are made implicitly. Thus, every result that refers in its statement or proof
to A3 or C may be treated as though it started with the following statement:

Let {(A1, C1),... ,(AN, CN)} be a set of matrix pairs as defined in Section 4.1,
whereAOisanMxXmatrixandCOisalxXmatrix,j=l,...,N.
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To avoid confusion, the variables M, N,X and the matrices A, C are never used outside
this context. Hence, M is always the number of dimension-part sizes in the cutting order,
and .N' is always the number of board types in the board class. The nonnegativity of the
Ai's and C3's is relied upon extensively (as is the nonnegativity of solutions to the LP for
g(r, b)), but noted only sporadically. Their role as parameters to the functions f, g, and
h is entirely implicit.

Although a board class is completely described by {(A1, C1),.. . ,(AJ.,I, CN)}, it is
sometimes easier to work directly with board types, again using implicit assumptions.
Hence, in a board class A1,. . . , As., board type always has .M elements of the form

(anm, Cnm), where anm is a nonnegative M x 1 vector (the yield vector) and Cnm is a non-
negative number (its cost), m = 1,.. . , .A, n = 1,. . . ,K.

Most other major variables are defined before they are used. But even some of these
have implicit restrictions. In particular, y, always represents a nonnegative, integer-val-
ued K x 1 unit vector. Thus, a statement such as "Given { y, } ..." can be translated into
"Given an infinite sequence { Y } of nonnegative, integer-valued, .N' x 1 unit vectors ...."

Comparable comments apply to the random board sequence { 1'1 }, which is always
assumed to be a sequence of random vectors Y1,

Sequences and sets are both delimited by braces, but this should cause no problems.
As described earlier, a sequence { x1, x2, } can be represented more concisely as (x }.
Likewise, { y } = { Y Y2'" } and (A1 y1 } = { A1 Yi' A2 Y2'" }. This notation is con-

L({y},b) L({yi,y2,...Lb)
fusing in expressions such as , which could be written more clearly as y1

1=1 1=1

The I in y1 acts like a conventional variable, while the I in { yJ acts more like a wild-
card expansion.

Vectors are always assumed to be column vectors. The dimensions of vectors and
matrices are often determined by their context. If we declare a variable r 0 and later
refer to Air, then r is necessarily an K x 1 vector. Greater liberties are taken with the
vector constants 0 and 1. We may write x 0, s 0, even when x and s have different
dimensions; the first 0 is not the same as the second.

Variable names adhere to certain conventions. For instance, the letters i, j, k, 1, m, n
always represent nonnegative integers. Hence, the statement "for all n 1" means "for
all n = " unless n has been dFclared otherwise. By default, the remaining lower-
case letters and Greek letters represent real numbers. Hence, the statement "for some
a > 0" means "for some real number a > 0." By default, bold-face, lower-case letters
represent real-valued vectors (except for y, which is integer valued). Thus, x is a vector
and x, is one of its elements. Two special cases are 0, which is always an K x 1 vector,
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A' Transpose of the matrix A.
The element in the ith row and jth colunm of matrix A.

A. The ith row of matrix A.
A. The jth colunm of matrix A.
a = (a1,. .. ,am) The column vector a. The ith element of a is a.
0, 1 Column vector of 0's; column vector of l's.
a a <b, for each 1.
a b a b, for each i.ab a,b,forsomei.
a i b a, b for some i.ab abandab.

a1 b1 a1b1

0 : = : Horizontal direct product of two vectors.
am bm ambm

I
Absolute value of x.

Lxi Largest integer less than or equal to x (floor).
[xl Smallest integer greater than or equal to x (ceiling).

Dxli
(m

'i=1 J

,wherex isanmx 1 vector.

(x)
I

max {x1,.. . where xis an m xl vector.
(n n!

x!(nx)!
A B Set subtraction: {a: a E A, a B}
P[A] Probability of the event A.
P[AIB} Conditional probability of the event A given the event B.
E[X] Expected value of the random variable (or vector) X.
E[XIB] Conditional expectation of X given B.
LP, IP Linear program, integer program.
BFS Basic feasible solution.

Real Euclidean n-dimensional vector space.

Table 4.1. Symbols, Operators, and Abbreviations

and z, which is always an M x 1 vector. Upper-case letters can be anything: constants,
matrices, sets, random variables, or random vectors. The exceptions are L, M, N, which
are always integers, and R, which is a nonnegative K x 1 random vector. Note that
while A and C are implicit matrices describing the board class, A and C are ordinary
variables having no predefined meaning. Capitalized script letters such as usually
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represent sets or classes of sets (K and .M, are exceptions). Script I always indexes a
sequence.

The vector b is usually assumed to be an M x 1 real-valued vector of order quanti-
ties. In practice, order quantities will be nonnegative and integer valued, but here it is
convenient to allow arbitrary real values. The quantities actually produced will always be
integral, even if the order quantities are fractional, because dimension parts can only be
produced as whole units. Also, they can only be produced in nonnegative quantities, so a
negative order quantity is equivalent to a quantity of zero. The expression lim b(b) = a

(b)*oo

is interpreted in the obvious way: for any e > 0 there exists a /3 such that 10(b) al <e
for all b satisfying (b)> ,8. The operator () is defined in Table 4.1, along with various
other symbols. Vector inequalities are shown in one direction only.

6

4.6. Sufficient Condition for a Solution to the Exact Formulation

Even though methods to solve the exact formulation are not usually available, it is
sometimes possible to test a proposed solution. Given a fixed vector of dimension-part
values (which will be represented below by ,r), if each board in a finite sequence of
boards is cut so as to maximize the value of dimension parts produced, then the total
value of dimension parts produced from the sequence is maximized. Furthermore, the
only way to produce more of one of the dimension parts is to produce less of another
(assuming that the dimension-part prices are all positive). Thus, if the quantities pro-
duced were the quantities desired, then the desired quantities were produced using as few
boards as possible from the sequence.

The next result is a minor generalization of this idea. It plays no role in deriving
other results in this thesis, but is included as an illustration of the fundamental connection
between fixed prices and minimum costs. A key assumption is that every yield vector of
a given board type has the same cost. Unlike most of the remaining results, this one is
expressed directly in terms of the board types 4k,.. .

Proposition 4.1. Let . . , 4 be board types, but with the added restriction that
every yield vector for the nth board type has the same nonnegative cost c:

{(ani, cs), (a2, ca), . . . ,(a, c)}, = 1,. . .

Let { n) = { n1, n2, n3, } be indices for a sequence of board types, and let b be an
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M x 1 vector of order quantities. Suppose there is an integer L 1, a vector r > 0, and
integers m1 satisfying 1 m1 .%, I = 1,. . . , L, such that the following conditions hold:

L
(1) anmb

£=1

L-1
(2) a1 b

1=1

(3) 7r'anmi = max {,r'anjm} I = 1,..., L 1
1m.At

L
Then the minimum cost offihling the order is c1.

1=1

PROOF First, assume that b can be satisfied by using only the first L' < L elements.
Then there exist integers ñ satisfying 1 th .A4, I = 1, . . . , L', such that

V L'
a banmj.

1=1 1=1

Since the right-hand inequality is strict for at least one of the elements, and since ,r > 0,
multiplying both sides by it results in a strict inequality,

L' Vir'a, > ir'a.
1=1 1=1

But this contradicts (3), so the assumption that only the first L' elements are needed is not
V L L

true; at least L are needed. Since c, c, for L' L, the minimum is c. 0
1=1 1=1 1=1

Condition (3) is comparable to the column-entry criteria used in the simplex method
for solving linear programs. This becomes evident when (3) is rewritten as follows:

c, = max {x'anm cns}, I = 1,. . . , L 1.
1m.AL1

In the context of cutting-order problems, Proposition 4.1 is a discrete-variable counterpart
to the optimality criterion for continuous-variable linear programs.

Conditions (1) and (2) require either that the order quantities be filled exactly or that
any excess be confined to the last board utilized. It might seem that if the last board (in
an optimal solution) can produce excess, then the excess could just as well originate with
any other board, i.e., condition (2) is not necessary. The following example shows this is
not so. In it, the excess is confined to the first of three boards in a feasible solution, but
the solution is not optimal. Suppose that



r75i
= 3 [.25]' b [],

A
{[[]

1. 15]}. 2 = {[[]4. 90) [[:]4. 90]}.

Consider the sequence {42,.'4I,41,}. Thus, {n1} = {2,1,1,}. The feasible solu-
tion {m1} = {1, 1, 1,. } satisfies conditions (1) and (3), and costs a total of 7.20:

3 r81 IiI Fll_[l01anm=a2I+aII+all=I 1+1 1+ -
1=1 lOt Iii 1 2

3

Cnm C21+C11+C11 4.90+1.15+1.157.20
1=I

The excess is confined to the first yield vector, a21; that is, the sum of the second and
third yield vectors is less than or equal to b (and not equal to b). But this solution is not
optimal, because a lower-cost solution can be made using { m1 } = { 2, } and L = 1:

[1
b = C22 =4.90- a22 -

4

4.7. Existence of f( { y1 }, b)

Recall the definition for the exact formulation: f({.v1}. b)
L=O,l, {IL({Y1}' b)}.

Since the set is infinite, there is some question as to whether it has a minimum value.
Proposition 4.2 below shows that it must, and thus f( { y1 }, b) is well defined.

The proof relies on this fact: only a finite number of sums can be constructed from a
finite set of nonnegative numbers without exceeding a given constant. For instance, if the
numbers are {0, 3,5, l2}, the sums not exceeding 10 are 0, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10.

Proposition 4.2. Given { y1 } and b, mm {fL( { y1), b)} exists.

PROOF. If fL({ y}, b) = 00 for all L = 0, 1,..., then the minimum is 00. Otherwise, the
set contains at least one finite value, say /3. Each finite fL({Y1 }, b) is defined as the sum
of nonnegative numbers from a common, finite set. Thus, the number of distinct values

of fL({Y1} b) not exceeding /3 is finite, which implies that
L=O,L {fLY L b)} exists. o
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4.8. Additive Property of Matrix Pairs in ((A1, C1),... ,(AN, CN)}

The definition of A = ((A1, C1),. . . ,(AN, CN)} is combinatorial in nature. A conse-
quence is that if a new matrix pair (A, C) is built from the columns of other elements in
A, then (A, C) E A. To be more precise, if for each column k there is a matrix pair j
such that A.,, = (A1).,, and C.,, = (C3).,,, where 1 j N, then (A, C) E A.

This property (a closure property of sorts) allows certain sums to be written in a
n n N n

handier form. Consider Any,. Lemma 5 will show that Ay1 = y1 for
1=1 £=1 j=1 1=1

some x 0. The advantage of the form on the right is that the y,'s are aggregated.
The proofs in this section are exercises in bookkeeping, as it is necessary to keep

track of the columns used to build new matrices. Lemma 2 is a special case of Lemma 3,
and Lemma 3 is a special case of Lemma 4. Lemma 5 is an immediate consequence of
Lemma 4. Note that the expression (C1).,, is the same as (Cj),,, because C, has only one
row. The expression Diag(u) refers to the diagonal matrix in which the elements of the
vector u constitute the diagonal.

Lemma 1. Suppose A = AmU + A(I U) and C = CmU + C(I - U), where U is an
K x K diagonal matrix consisting only of zeroes and ones, 1 m N, and 1 n N.

Then (A,C)E {(Al,Cl),...,(AN,CN)}.

PROOF. The columns in A, C are a combination of the columns in Am, Cm and A, C,.
Thus, (A, C) e ((A1, C1),. . . ,(AN, CN)}, because every such combination is in the set. 0
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Lemma 2. Given nonnegative vectors r, s and integers m, n such that 1 m N and
N

1 n N, there exists an x 0 such that x = 1 and:

N
AmT + As = xA3(r + s)

j=1
N

CmT+CnS = xC(r+s)
j='

PROOF. Set Po =0. For each k = 1,. . . , K, set Pk and Wk as follows:

I rk Imin{pk-pi: Pk up,. j foralli<k
Pk= Wk

Tk + Sk
if + 5k > 0

[
0 otherwise 0 otherwise

(To clarify this definition, note that if P2 then Wk = Pk PtI for each k.)
K

It can be seen that EWk = p,, i = 1,... ,K. Thus, 0 W 1, since p, 1 for each i.
k:pkp1 k=I

Let u1,... ,uK be Kx 1 vectors in which (Uk)j = 1 if Pk p., and (Uk), =0 otherwise.
K

It follows that for each i: wk(uk)j w,.(u + w,.(u = Wk 1 + WO = p1.
k1 k:pp1 k:p>p k:pkp1 k:p>p,

K K K
Set U,. = Diag(u,.) and D = wkUk; then D1, = Wk(Uk) = w,.(u = p, for each i,

k=1 k=1 k=1

and D = 0 for i j. Hence, D(r + s) = r, because D.(r + s) = p.(r1 + s) = r for each i.
K K

Set U0=0,wo=1Zw,.,and Vk=IUk,k=O,l,...,K. Thus,w,.=1,and:
k=1 k=O

K K
WjUj,(T + s) = (woUo + w,.Ur + s) = D(r + s) = r

k=O k=1
K K K
)w,.V,.(r+s) wk1(r+s)wkUk(r+s)=I(r+s)r=s
k=O k=O k=O

Set A,. = A,Uk + AVk and C,. = CmUk + CVk, k = 0, 1,... ,K. By Lemma 1, there is
foreachkajsuchthatA,.=A3,C,.=C,andljN. Thus,thereisanxOsuch

N K N K N K
that x1A = w,.A,. and xC = where = = 1. Hence,

j1 k=O j=1 k=O j=J k_-U

N K K K
ZxA(r+s)= wkA k(r+s) = WAmU(T+S)+ WkAnVk(r+S) AmT+AnS.
j=I k=O k=O k=O

N
This expression also holds with C in place of A. Thus, xC(r + s) = CmT + C,S. 0

j=1
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N N
Lemma 3. Given nonnegative r, s and nonnegative u, v such that = v = 1,

j=1 j=!
N

there exists an x 0 such that x = 1 and:
j=1

N N NEuAr+. vAs = xA3(r+s)
j=I j=1 j=1
N N N

u3Cr+ vC3s = xC(r+s)
j=1 j=1 j=1

N N
PROOF. Since U, = = 1, we can rearrange terms as follows:

i=I k=I

N N (N \N (N \N NN
u1A1r + vAs = vk I

u1A,r + u1 IZ vkAks = u,v,,(A1r + Aks). (1)
1=1 k=1 \k=1 )i=1 kj=1 )k=1 i=1 k=1

According to the previous lemma, for each i, k there exists an N x 1 vector w1 0, such

that Ar + Aks = wA(r + s) and w' = 1. Set x = UiVkW. Thus,
j=1 j=1 1=1 k=1

I4ZuIvk(Ar+Aks)=uvkZwJAJ(r+s)= ZxA(r+s). (2)
1=1 k=1 i=1 k=1 j=1 j=1

N N N
From (1) and (2), we obtain u,A,r + = x,A(r + s). The same proof

i=1 k=1 j=1
N N N

applies to the Ci's, and therefore u1Cr + VkCkS = xC(r + s). Finally,
i=1 k=1 j=1

= ZZu1vkwJ )U Evk Zw = ll1 = 1. o
j=1 j=1 i=I k=1 i=1 k=1 j=1

Lemma 4. Given nonnegative r1,. . . , r and nonnegative j, j=l,..., N, 1= 1,..., L,
N N

such that E = 1,1=1,. ..,L, there exists an x Osuch that x = land:
j=1 j=1

LN N IL
= xjAI r

1=1 j=1 j=1
LN N (L

= x1C r1
£=1 j=1 j=1
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PROOF. The proof is by induction. The case for L = 1 is trivial. If it is true for L = k,
N kN N (k "

then for some v 0 we have v = 1 and 1Ar1 = vAA r1 Hence,
j=1 1=1 j=1 j=1 j=1 )

k-i-IN N 1k \ N
I1Ar1 vA r1 J+ x(k+1)JAJT(k+1).

1=1 j=I j=1 V=1 ) j=1

N N N
Since v = = 1, there exists by Lemma 3 an x 0 such that x3 = 1 and

j=l j=I j=1

N (k '\ N N (k-i-I

v1AI T1 x(k+1)JAJr(k+1) = xA r
j=1 V=1 ) j=1 j=1

Thus, assuming the result is true for L = k implies it is also true for L = k + 1. Since it
holds for L = 1, it holds for all L. The same proof applies to the Ci's. 0

Lemma 5. Given nonnegative r1,. . . , r and integers j1,.. . , f satisfying 1 f1 N,
N

there exists anxOsuch thatx=1and:
j=1

L N L
A1r = x3A r1

1=1 j=1

L N L
= xC3

1=1 j=1

PROOF. This is a special case of the previous lemma. 0

4.9. Preliminary Inequality

We are building towards a lower-bound result of the form g(O, b) E[f({Y}, b)].
As an intermediate step, this section shows that g(E[l({y1}, b)], b) E[f({Y1}, b)]. The
next section supplies conditions under which E[({Y1}, b)] is proportional to 0 = EEl'1],

where each l' has the same cx ected value.

Recall that ?( { y1 }, b) = , where L( { y1 }, b) is the length of the shortest initial
1=1

subsequence of { Yt) from which an optimal solution can be constructed for the exact for-
mulation. Hence, the linear program represented by g(i( { y1 }, b), b) and the integer pro-
gram represented by f({y1}, b) are both based on y1,. . . , YL({y},b) It will be shown that
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every optimal solution to the IP can be translated into a feasible solution to the LP, which

implies that g(t({y1), b), b) f({y1), b).
It follows that E[g(I({Y),b),b)] E[f({Y},b)], which is similar to what we want.

A logical next step is to use Jensen's inequality, Ø(E[X]) E[(X)], which holds if is

convex on the range of X and if X and 0(X) both have expected values (Billingsley, 1986,
21.14). But g is not necessarily a convex function, as shown by the counterexample at
the end of this section. Therefore, we define a temporary function,

IN N N(r,b)=minfxCr: xArb, Zx = 1
xO j=1 j=1 1=1

N
The only difference between the LP's for g(r, b) and (r, b) is the constraint = 1,

i=1

which ensures that is convex, as shown in Lemma 7 below. Also, g(r, b) (r, b),
owing to the additional constraint, and (I( { y1 }, b), b) f( { ye), b), as shown next.

Lemma6. g(?({y},b),b)(i({yj,b),b)f({y1},b).
PROOF The left-hand inequality holds because g , as discussed in the text above.
The right-hand inequality is immediate if f((y1}, b) = co. Otherwise, set L = L({y), b).
By definition, there exist Ij {O, 1), j = 1, . . . , N, I = 1,. . . , L, such that

LN LN N
= f({y}, b), b, and = 1, 1 = 1,. . . , L.

1=1 j=1 £=I j=1 j=1

By Lemma 4, there exists a nonnegative vector x = (x1, . . . , XN) such that:

N IL
xicjiy1

j=1 \j=I

xiAj[E ..v

N
x = 1

i=1

LN
= f({y) b)

1=1 j=1

1=1 j=I

(L
It can be seen from the definition of that x is feasible to the LP for I y1, b I. Hence,

kii I
(L '\ N IL '\ L

by definition, ,j Yi' b x3CI y1 j. Since, ?({y1}, b) =
\j=1 I j=1 \t=i I 1=1

IL \ N IL \
(i( { y1 }, b), b) = y1, b

J

x .v I = f({ y1 }, b). o
'i=1 I j=1 \j=1 I
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Lemma 7. For any fixed vector b, the function (r, b) is convex over r 0.

PROOF Selectarbitrary s0, t0, and p suchthatOp 1. Set r=ps+(lp)t.
It suffices to show that (r, b) p(s, b) + (1 p)(t, b). If (s, b) or (t, b) is infinite,
the relation is obvious. Otherwise, there exist by definition u 0 and v 0 such that:

N N N(s,b)=uCs, uAsb, u1=l
j=1 j=1 j=1

N N N(t,b)=vCt, vAtb, v=1
j=1 j=1 j=1

N
By Lemma 3, there exists an x 0 such that x = 1 and:

j=1

N N N N
uC(ps) + vC((l p)t) = xC(ps + (1 p)l) xCr

j=1 j=1 j=1 j=1
N N N N

uA(ps) + vA3((l p)t) = xA(ps + (1 p)t) = x1Ar
j=1 j=1 j=l j=1

N N N
Therefore, xAr b, because uA(ps) pb and v3A((l p)t) (1 p)b.

j=1 j=! j=1

N
That is, x is feasible to the LP for (r, b), and thus (r, b) xC1r. Hence,

j=1

N N N
(r, b) x3Cr = uC(ps) + vC,((l p)t) = p(s, b) + (1 p)(t, b). o

j=1 j=I j=l

Lemma 8. If E[i( { 1'1 }, b)] exists and E[I( { Y1 }, b)] > 0, then
(E[({Y1}, b)], b) E[(I({Y1}, b), b)].

PROOF. Since it has an expected value, i( ( Y }, b) is measurable.* Since (r, b) is
convex on r > 0, it is continuous (Rockafellar, 1970, Thm. 10.1). Hence, (i( { '1 }' b), b)
is measurable, and since it is nonnegative, it has an expected value (Billingsley, 1986,
Thm. 13.2 and discussion p. 280). Jensen's inequality therefore applies. 0

We say that X has an expected value if E[X] is defined, even if it is not finite. Expected values are
defined only for measurable functions (i.e., random variables) on a probability space, and thus the assump-
tion that ( I Ye), b) has an expected value implies that ?({ Y1 }, b) is measurable.
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Proposition 4.3. If E[t( { Y }, b)} > 0 and f( { 1' }, b) has an expected value, then
g(E[I({Y}, b)], b) E[f({Y1}, b)].

PROOF As noted before, the LP for (r, b) is more constrained than the LP for g(r, b),
so g(r,b) (r,b) for all r. From Lemma 6, ,(({y1},b),b) f({y1},b) for all {y1}.
Hence, using the previous lemma,

g(E[i({Y1 }, b)], b) (E[({Y }, b)], b) E[(I({Y1}, b), b)] E[f({Y}, b)]. 0

It seems safe to guess that Lemma 8 and Proposition 4.3 hold for E[i({Y1}, b)} 0,
not just E[1({Y1}, b)] > 0. But working with a closed set complicates matters, and later
results end up with similar restrictions, so there isn't much reason to worry about it here.

The temporary function (r, b) does not appear in the statement of Proposition 4.3,
and it has no further use. It might seem to have better potential as a lower bound than
g(r, b), since g(r, b) (r, b). The problem is that (E[?({Y1}, b)], b) depends on the
actual value of E[({Y1), b)], owing to the extra constraint, whereas g(E[1({Y1}, b)], b)
depends only on the proportions, as shown in Lemma 14 below. We have some hope of
getting a handle on the proportions, since they are related to the proportions in Y1, Y2,,
but we have little hope of getting a direct handle on the actual value of E[I({Y1}, b)], due
to the difficulty of evaluating the exact fonnulation. Besides, if we can determine the
actual value of E[1({Y1}, b)], then we probably know enough about the problem to deter-
mine E[f({Y1}, b)], in which case we don't really need a lower bound.

The use of (r, b) could have been avoided entirely if g(r, b) was convex in r. But
it is not necessarily so, as the following example illustrates. Let:

[1' {[[] 9)
([],

9]}

Then g(r, b) for this problem is defined as follows:

g(r,b)= mm
x1,x2O

9]r+x2[1 9]r: 9 r3 ol 16
6 r+X2L 9jr3

Let s = (3, 1) and t = (4,9). Then g(s, b) = 4 at (x1, x2) = (.333,0), g(t, b) = 5.484 at
(x1,x2) = (.065,0), and g(. 5s+. 5t, b) = 5.2432 at (x1x2) = (. 108, 0). Note, however,
that . 5g(s, b)+. 5g(t, b) = 4.742, which is less than g(. 5s+. 5t, b), so g is not convex.
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4.10. Lower Bound

This section constructs a lower bound on the expected cost of filling a cutting order.
This bound is intended mainly for use in computer simulations, where the lumber grade
being processed has known parameters. Since the bound applies to the exact formulation,
which represents the minimum attainable cost, the bound can be used to evaluate any
method for filling a cutting order. While it is not specific to the LP/sampling method, it is
closely related.

The previous section showed that g(E[l( { '1}, b)}, b) E[f( { '1 }' b)]. This section
establishes conditions under which E[I({Y1), b)] is proportional to B = E[Y1}. In that
case, we have g(O, b) = g(E[({Y}, b)], b), and thus g(O, b) E[f({Y1}, b)].

A key assumption is that the Ci's are all equal. This means that every yield vector
for a given board type has the same cost. At the end of this section, a counterexample
shows how the conclusion can fail to hold when the C1 's are not equal. The lower-bound
result also relies on the independence of Y1, Y2,.... Another counterexample shows how
the conclusion can fail when independence is not satisfied.

Lemma 9. Suppose that C3 = C1 for each j = 1,... ,N. If fL({yl},b) <oo, then
L

fL({yt},b)= C1 y1.
1=1

LN
PROOF If fL ( { y1 }, b) <oo, then by definition we have fL( ( y1 }, b)= x, C3y for

1=1 j=1

N
some E {O, 1}, j = 1,... ,N, I = 1,..., L, where = 1,1 = 1,..., L. Hence,

j=1

LN L L

fL({Yl},'))fClYtZCIYClEYl. D
£=1 j=I 1=1

Lemma 10. Suppose that C = C1 for each j = 1,. . ., N. If f( { y }, b) <oo, then
f({y1},b) = C1i({y1),b).

PROOF SetL=L({y1},b). Iff({yj},b)<oo,thenf({y},b)=fL({yl},b),bydefini-
L

tion. Thus, by the previous lemma, f({y1}, b) = C1 y1 = C1 = C1i({y1}, b). 0
1=1 1=1
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Lemma 11. Suppose C = C1, j = 1,. . . , N. If L <L({y1}, b), then fL({Yi}. b) = oo.

PROOF The case for f({y1}, b) = 00 is trivial, for then fL({Y1}' b) = oo for all L. Oth-
erwise, f({y1},b)<zoo. If L<L((y1},b), then by definition f({y1},b)<fL({y(J,b).

L L({y1),b)
Also, C1 Yt C1 Yt . Assume that fL({Y1}' b) <00. By Lemmas 9 and 10,

1=1 1=1

L({y},b) L
C1 y1 =C1i({y1},b)=f({y1},b)<f({y1},b)=Cly1.

1=1 1=1

But the outer inequality is a contradiction. Hence, fL({Y}, b) < oo must be false. 0

Lemma 12. Suppose that C1 = C1, j = 1,. . . , N, and Y1, 1'2,. are independent and
identically distributed. Then the event L({ 1' }, b) = n is independent of Y1,

PROOF For any given sequence { y1 }, the previous lemma implies that L( { y1 }, b) is the
length of the shortest initial subsequence of { y1 } from which a feasible solution can be
obtained. Since feasibility depends only on the initial elements, not subsequent elements,
the conclusion follows. o

If Yi, Y2 are independent and C = C1 for each j, then it is fairly easy to argue
that f({Y1}, b), ?({Y1}, b), and L({Y1}, b) are measurable. Since ({Y1}, b) takes its val-
ues from a countable set (the nonnegative, integer-valued vectors), the basic argument is
that any subset S has a well defined probability: P[({Y1}, b) E 5] = P[({Y1}, b) = r].

TES

If true, then I( { Y1}, b) is measurable.
We must show that for any r and b, the set on which i( { Y1 }, b) = r has a probability

(i.e., the set is a member of the a-field on which the probability measure is defined).

For a nonnegative, integer-valued vector r, consider the set Y(r) = {{yt}: P({y1}, b) =

and let L = r'1. Note that L({y1J,b)=L for all {y1J E Y(r), because yl = 1 for ally1
and thus

L({y}.b)
L = r'1 = I({y1},b)'l = y1 11 = yl = L({y1},b).

i=i ) i=i

The set .Y (r) can be partitioned into a finite number of subsets, where all sequences in a
subset share the same initial subsequence of L elements and no two subsets are character-
ized by the same initial subsequence of L elements. Consider one such subset, and
suppose that y, . . . , y are the first L elements of each sequence in the subset. Then
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every sequence {y I such that y1 = Y,.. . Y = y is in the subset (and thus in 21(r)).
The reason is that C = C1 for each j, which means that minimizing cost is a matter of
minimizing the number of boards cut. This is reflected in Lemma 11, which shows that
the minimum length from which a feasible solution can be obtained is also the optimal
length i( { ye), b). Since no feasible solution can be obtained from y, . . . -i while a
feasible solution can be obtained from y,.. . , y, it follows that L( { y1 }, b) = L for every

sequence { y1 } having y,.. . , as its initial subsequence. Thus, { )' } E 21(r) for any
L((y},b) L L

such {y1},because.({y1},b)= y1 y1=yr.
1=1 1=I 1=1

So far, we have shown that 21(r) can be partitioned into a finite number of sets, each
characterized by a finite sequence y, .. . , y, and any sequence {Yi} having y, . . . , as

its initial subsequence belongs to the corresponding set. Since Y1, Y2, are independent,
L

the probability of having that initial sequence is P[Y1 = = yj = fl P[Y = y}.
1=1

There are only a finite number of these initial sequences, and since they represent disjoint
sets in the a-field, the sum of their probabilities equals the probability that { Y) E 21(r).

But the set on which {Y1} 21(r) is the same as the set on which ({Y1}, b) = r, so the
latter also has a probability, which is what we wanted to show. If r is not a nonnegative,
integer-valued vector, then the set on which I( { 1' }, b) = r is empty, so the probability is
defined to be zero.

Since i( { V1 }, b) is measurable, any continuous function of I( { 1' }, b) is also measur-
able (Billingsley, 1986, Thm. 13.2). Therefore, it follows from Lemma 10 that f({Y1 }, b)

is measurable. Likewise, L( { V1 }, b) is measurable, because L( { Y }, b) = i( { Y1), b)'l.

The point of all this is to make sure that ?( {V1 }, b) and f( { V1 }, b) have expected values,*

so that Proposition 4.3 can be used.

* If this seems like a lot of trouble to confirm something that can usually be taken for granted, note
that ({ y1}, b) is a function of an entire sequence, and the number of possible sequences is uncountable.
Hence, it is possible to define functions on {Y1 } that are not measurable.
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Lemma 13. Suppose 0 0, C = C1, j = 1,. .. , N, and Y1, are independent and
identically distributed, with E[Y1] = 0. Then E[i( { Y1 }, b)] = E[L( { '1 }' b)]e.

PROOF. Lemma 12 implies that the event L( { Y }, b) = n is independent of Y,1,
because Y1,. .. , Y are independent of Therefore, by definition, L( { Y }, b)
is a stopping time, and Wald's equation can be used:

IL( Y1},b)]

E[I({Y1},b)] = El 1'i
I
= E[t({Y1}, b)]E[Y1J = E[L({Y1}, b)]0. 0

L1=' J

Lemma 14. If a >0, then g(ar, b) = g(r, b).

PROOF. We have g(ar, b) = min{[Ci(ar) C(ar)]x: [A1(ar) AN(ar)]x

by definition. Compare this, in rearranged form, to the definition of g(r, b):

g(ar,b) = min{[Cir. Cr](ax): [A1r . ANT](ax) b}

g(r,b) = n{[Cir.. C,r]x: [A1r Ar]x b}

If a > 0, then x is optimal to the LP for g(r, b) if and only if ax is optimal to the LP
for g(ar, b). The optimal objective-function value is the same in either case. 0

Proposition 4.4. Suppose that 0 > 0, C1 = C2 CN, and Y1, Y2, are indepen-
dent and identically distributed, with E[Y1] = 0. Then g(0, b) E[f( { Y1 }, b)].

PROOE If E[f({Y1}, b)] = oo, then g(0, b) E[f({Y1}, b)]. If E[f({Y1}, b)] <00, then
it follows from Lemma 10 that E[f({Y1}, b)] = E[C11((Y} , b)], so E[t({Y1}, b)] is finite.
Set a = E[L({Y}, b)]. By Lemma 13, E[l({Y1}, b) = aO, and thus a is likewise finite.
If a > 0, then by Lemma 14 and Proposition 4.3,

g(0, b) = g(aO, b) = g(E[l((Y1}, b)J, b) E[f({Y1 }, b)].

Otherwise, a =0. This implies that b 0, and thus g(0, b) = E[f({Y1}, b)] = 0. 0
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The assumption that C = C1, j = 1,.. . , N, allows the problem to be viewed as a
process in which boards are drawn from the lumber grade until the first feasible solution
is found; an optimal solution can then be obtained from those same boards. Without such
a requirement, the optimal solution depends on what boards are drawn after the first fea-
sible solution has been found; whether those boards are used or not depends on what
boards are drawn. As the next example demonstrates, Proposition 4.4 can fail to hold in
the latter situation.

Suppose that one dimension part is needed in quantity six, and that the board class
consists of two board types, which have equal probability of being selected in indepen-
dent draws:

b = [6], = {([6], 8), ([1],4)}, 2 = {([6], 2)}, C = (.5,. 5)

The table shows the optimal yield vectors (listed in sequence order) and minimum cost
for each possible sequence (identified by the initial subsequence):

Initial Probability Optimal Cutting Total Cost i({y1},b)Subsequence Patterns and Costs
.25 ([6],8) 8 (1,0)

A, A, .25 ([1], 4), ([6], 2) 6 (1, 1)
.25 ([61,2) 2 (0,1)
.25 ([61,2) 2 (0,1)

The expected quantities of board types used in optimal solutions are

r1i 11 r01 151
E[({Y1}b)]=.25[[]+[l]+Llj+LijJ=[75].

Hence, E[i({Y1}, b)] is not proportional to 9, so Lemma 13 does not hold. The expected
cost is E[f({Y1},b)} = .25(8+6+2+2) = 4.5. The LP for g(O, b) is:

minimize: x1[8 2][.5 .5}'+x2[4 2][.5 .5]'
subject to: x1[6 6][.5 .5]'+x2[1 6][.5 .5]'6

x10, x20
An optimal solution is (x1,x2)=(l,0). Thus g(e,b)=5>4.5=E[f({Y1},b)], so
Proposition 4.4 also fails to hold. On the other hand, Proposition 4.3 holds because
g(E[({Y}, b)] = g((.5, .75),b) = 4.2<4.5 = E[f({Y1),b)].
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As the next example shows, even if C3 = C1 for each j, lack of independence can
negate the result in Proposition 4.4. Suppose that one dimension part is needed in quan-
tity four, and that the board class consists of two board types (note that every yield vector
of a given board type has the same cost):

b = [4], {([2],3)), 2 = (([1], 1)), 0 = (.5,.5)

Suppose that X1, X2, are i.i.d. random vectors that take on the values (1,0) and (0, 1)
with equal probability, so that E[X1] = 0. Set Y1 = X1113. Thus:

{Y1} = {Y1,Y2,Y3,.. ) =

E[Y] = E[X1] = 9 > 0 for all 1, as assumed by Proposition 4.4, but the Y1's are not
independent.* A sequence of board types has two possibilities for its initial three ele-
ments, each occurring with equal probability:

{4, } {y } = {(1,0), (1,0), (1, 0), ...}
{A2,42,42, } {y} = {(O,1),(0,1),(0,1),..}

Then f( { y }, b) = 6, and f( { y), b) = 4. Since the probabilities for either sequence are
equal, E[f({Y1), b)J = 5. But g(e, b) = 5. 33, which is the solution to:

minimize: x1[3 1][.5 .5]'

subjectto: x1[2 1}[.5 .5]'4

x1 0

Hence, g(0, b) > E[f({Y1}, b)], violating the conclusion in Proposition 4.4.

A sequence t 1'1) is rn-dependent if { Y1,. . . , Y,j and { Yk+n,. . . , } are Independent whenever
n > m. Therefore, the sequence above is rn-dependent, with m = 3. An independent sequence has rn = 0.
The results in Chapter 6 apply to a class of sequences that includes the rn-dependent sequences.
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4.11. Continuity and Consistency

With the lower bound established, we now have an absolute standard against which
to evaluate computer simulations of the LP/sampling method (or any other method).
Before doing so, however, we divert attention to an estimator of g(O, b). In addition to
being a lower bound, g(O, b) is an approximation of E[f({Y1}, b)], via the limit

E[f({Y1},b)}
urn = 1,

(b)*oo g(O,b)

as will be shown in Chapter 6. Hence, estimating g(O, b) is a way to estimate the
expected minimum cost of filling a cutting order. The estimator we describe is computed
as a side effect in the LP/sampling method.

The definitions that follow can be found in Lehmann (1983). A sequence of random

variables {X } = {X1, X2, .} converges in probability to a constant 6, written X, 4 e,

if and only if for every e > 0,

limP[lXn_8I e]=0.
fl*oo

p9
A sequence of estimators 8,, of 0(0) is consistent if and only if 8,, + 0(0) for every 0 in
the parameter space under consideration. Similar definitions apply when 0 is a vector.
A sequence of m x 1 random vectors { X,, } { X1, X2, . } converges in probability to the

vector constant 0 if and only if (X,,)k Ok for each k = 1,. . . , m, where (Xfl)k and 0k are
the kth elements of X,, and 0.

A convenient fact is that if 8 is consistent for 0, and is continuous, then b(8,,) is
consistent for 0(0) (Lehmann, 1983, Prob. 5.1.7; Billingsley, 1986, discussion following
Thm. 20.5). (The references describe random variables, but the result also applies to ran-
dom vectors.) Lemma 17 below will show that g(r, b) is continuous in r > 0. Thus, if
R,, is consistent for 0, then g(R,,, b) is consistent for g(0, b).

Lemma 15. If g(r, b) < oofor some r > 0, then g(r, b) <oofor all r > 0.
N

PROOF. Suppose g(r, b) <co, where r > 0. By definition, x3Ar b for some x 0.
j=1

In N N
For arbitrary 0>0, set a= max--. Thus, aOr and >axA0 xArb.

1kK IOkJ j=1 j=1

Hence, ax is a feasible solution to the LP for g(0, b), and it follows that g(6, b) <oo. 0
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Lemma 16. Suppose that 0 > 0. For any a > 0 there exists a 5 >0 such that

(1 +a)10 <r <(1 +cx)0 and (l+a)'g(O,b) g(r,b)(l +a)g(0,b)
for aliband alirsatisfying lbru <
PROOF Set r = +/l + a 1 and S = min{(l + ri'r0k}. Clearly, 51 (1 + r)'rO.

Hence, 0+51 0 + (1 + r1'rO <0+ r0, and 0-51 0 (1 + r)'rO = (1 + r)10.
Select r such that hr Oil <S. Thus, ITel <51, and 0-51 <r < 0 + 51. Hence,

(1 +r'0 <r <(l+r)O.
This implies that r > 0. If g(O, b) = oo, then Lemma 15 implies that g(r, b) = oo, so the
conclusions hold. Otherwise, g(0, b) <oo, and Lemma 15 implies that g(r, b) <oo.
Hence, there exist optimal solutions x, w to the respective LPs for g(0, b) and g(r, b):

N N
g(0,b)=x3C10, xA0b, x0

j=1 j=1

N Ng(r,b)=wCr, ZwArb, w0
j=1 j=!

N N
Since (1 + r)9 > r, we have Z((1 + r)w)A0 wAr b. Thus, (1 + r)w is a feasi-

j=1 j=1

N
ble solution to the LP for g(0, b). It follows that (1 + r)wC0 g(0, b). Since

j=1

(1+r)r>0, we have

Thus, (1 + a)g(r, b) g(0, b). In the same manner, (1 + a)g(6, b) g(r, b). 0

Lemma 17. Either g(r, b) is continuous in r >0, or g(r, b) = oofor all r > 0.

PROOF. If g(r, b) = 00 for some r > 0, then g(r, b) = oo for all r >0, by Lemma 15.
Ic ifg(Ob)=0Otherwise, select arbitrary values 0 >0 and e >0. Set a = 1eg(0,b) if g(0,b)>0

By Lemma 16, there exists a 5 > 0 such that (1 + a)'g(O, b) g(r, b) (1 + a)g(0, b)
for all r such that 110- rh <5. Select arbitrary r such that 1° ru <5. Since a > 0,
it can be seen that 1 a <(1 + a)'. Hence,

(1 a)g(0, b) g(r, b) (1 + a)g(0, b).

If g(0, b) >0, substituting eg(0, by' for a yields g(0, b) e g(r, b) g(0, b) + c.
If g(0, b) = 0, then 0 g(r, b) 0. In both cases, g(0, b) g(r, b)I <c. o
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The parameter space can be extended slightly when C = C1 for each j. In that
case, it can be shown that g(r, b) is continuous in r 0 (not just r > 0), at all points
where g(r, b) < oo (the proof is omitted). The following example shows how continuity
can fail to hold when an element of 0 is not strictly positive and C3 C1 for some j. Let

b = [2], 4 = {([2],3),([O],O)}, = {([']' 1)).

The LP for g(r, b) is written as follows:

minimize: x1[3 1]r+x2[O 1]r
subjectto: x1{2 1]r+x2[O 1]r2

x1O, x2O
If 0=(1,O), then g(0,b)=3 at (x1,x2)=(1,O). If r=(1,n'), then g(r,b)-2 at
(x1, x2) = (0, 2n), for all n = l,2,. As n gets large, r, converges to 0, but g(r, b)
does not converge to g(O, b). Hence, g is not continuous* at 0. Examples like this one
help explain why the main results in this thesis assume that 0 > 0.

If g(R, b) is used to estimate g(0, b), then an obvious candidate for R is the vector
of counts obtained in a multinomial sample of size n. Let 9k be the probability of draw-
ing the kth board type from a given board class. Let X be an K x 1 random vector in
which the kth element is 1 if the kth board type is drawn on the ith draw, and 0 otherwise.

Then E[X1] = 0 for i = 1,. . . , n. Set R X,. If X1, X2,-.. are independent, then R

is multinomially distributed. The sample mean is with E[n'R] = 0.
For independent and identically distributed observations, the sample mean is consis-

tent for the expected value (Lehmann, 1983, Ex. 5.1.1). Hence, n R is consistent for 0,
and thus g(n'R, b) is consistent for g(0, b), because g is continuous on = (0: 0 > 0).
It follows from Lemma 14 that g(R, b) is consistent for g(O, b).

Having shown that g(R, b) is consistent for g(0, b), we must acknowledge the limi-
tations of this property. "Consistency is too weak a property to be of much interest in
itself" (Lehmann, 1983). "The common definition, convergence in probability, is not par-
ticular useful. By this definition, consistent strategies can deliver very poor estimates
until the sample size becomes very large" (Overton, 1991). "In fact, the asymptotic defi-
nition is satisfied by any statistic whatsoever applied to a finite sample, and is useless for

Discontinuities will always be of the form seen in the example, where the value at 0 0 is greater
than values for nearby r > 0. In particular, if g(0, b) < oo, where 0 0, it can be shown that for any a > 0
there exists a 5 > 0 such that g(r, b) < (1 + a)g(0, b) for all r 0 satisfying 110 nI <5. This does not re-
quire C3 = C1 for each j.
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the development of a theory of small samples" (Fisher, 1956). This explains why consis-
tency as defined here is sometimes called weak consistency, to differentiate it from
stronger forms, such as mean-squared-error consistency (Mood et al., 1974) or
sistency (Lehmann, 1983). On top of all this, g(O, b) is only a proxy for E[f({Y1}, b)}.
To put the worst possible face on it, we are estimating with unknown accuracy a quantity
that is an unknown distance from the parameter of interest.

On the other hand, even if consistency is not worth much, its absence is still worse,
as indicated by other statements in the passages cited above. According to Overton,
"Consistency is truly the fundamental criterion; the one we are most reluctant to forego."
And from Fisher, "The fundamental criterion of estimation is known as the Criterion of
Consistency, and is essentially a means of stipulating that the process of estimation is
directed at the particular parameter under discussion." Fisher proposed that a consistent
statistic be defined as "a function of the observed frequencies which takes the exact para-
metric value when for these frequencies their expectations are substituted." It seems that
g(R, b) is consistent for g(O, b) under this definition, too, assuming that E[R] = 0.

If g had suitable derivatives, then we might be able to make stronger statements
about the asymptotic behavior of g(R, b). But g(O, b) is not differentiable at every point
0 > 0, a fact that is evident in Figure 4.2 of the next section.

4.12. Examples of Estimator Bias

If R, is multinomially distributed, with E[R] = nO, then the estimator g(R, b) typ-
ically provides a biased estimate of g(O, b). For fixed n, the bias is by definition
E[g(R, b)] g(O, b). Since g(R, b) is consistent for g(O, b), as shown in the previous
section, the bias converges to 0 as n grows large. This section uses two examples to show
that convergence can be either rapid or slow, depending on the problem. Both examples
exhibit positive bias, but a counterexample at the end of the section shows that it can also
be negative.

The first example is based on data obtained from real boards (these boards can be
recognized by their yield vectors as the two mapped in Figure 3.4). Suppose that the cut-
ting order specifies a quantity of 280 for each of three items and that there are two board
types, and 2, with equal probability of being selected:
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o 0 0 4 (7
')

5

4= 7,l 4,1 0,1 0,1
I
0,i 3,1

b=[28o]
°=[:]'

:

2 9,1 0,1 0,1k 0,1k 5,1

0 4 2 0 0

Assume that R is multinomially distributed (or binomially distributed, since K = 2),

with E[R] = nO. The expected value for sample size n is calculated as

E[g(R,b)]= P[R=(x,nx)]g((x,nx),b)=
fl 1

where P[R = (x, n x)] is the probability of obtaining x boards of the first type (4k) and
n x boards of the second type (2) in n independent draws. Table 4.2 shows the value
of E[g(R, b)] for samples sizes up to n =4.

Sample Size (n)

1

2

3

4

00

Expected Cost

E[g(R1,b)] = 136.50

E[g(R2, b)] = 136.25

E[g(R3, b)] = 136. 13

E[g(R4, b)] = 136.08

g(O,b)= 136.00

Table 4.2. Convergence of Expected Sample Costs

In this example, g(R, b) converges quickly to g(O, b). The reason is that the two board
types are quite similar; the estimates deviating most from g(O, b) are obtained when the
sample has only one board type, but even in these cases the estimate is either 140 or 133,

neither of which is far from 136.

The next example was contrived to produce slower convergence. Here, the LP solu-
tion for g(R, b) reduces to a compact expression (as a function of n), which expedites
calculations for large n. Suppose that the cutting order is for two each of two items and
that there are two board types, A and 2, with equal probability of being selected:
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r2i r. 51 (lo 1 112 1

[2]' °L 5]' f[[ol' 1)L2]. 1]J. 2 l)[[4]' l]

As before, assume that R is binomially distributed, with E[R] = nO. Thus,

n( n "1E[g(R, b)] =
I I- g((x, n x), b).

x=O *fl x,j 2

From the definitions of 4, and b, it can be shown that:

I
(!+2x_n)if.5flXfl

x 2 2nx
g((x, n x), b)

L

n 2x)
if 0 x . 5nnx 2 n+x

This formula applies even if n or x is fractional, so g(O, b) can be calculated using n = 1

and x = .5:

g(6,b)= g((.5,.5),b)= 1.

E[g(R, b)] was calculated for sample sizes ranging from 1 to 1024 and the results
plotted in Figure 4.1. Even with sample sizes as big as 700, E[g(R, b)} is more than 1%
larger than g(O, b). The slow rate of convergence may result from the deliberately odd

1.50

1.40

1.30
E[g(R, b)]

1.20

1.10

1.00
g(O,b)=1.O0 ..-..-.---------.--------.----------

1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024
Sample Size (n)

Figure 4.1. Slow Convergence of Estimator g(R, b) to g(O, b)
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characteristics assigned to the "boards." Board type is much more efficient at produc-
ing the first dimension-part size, while board type 2 is much more efficient at producing
the second. In practice, however, a board that can produce large amounts of one size can
usually produce large amounts of other sizes as well, compared to other boards. In this
example, the boards have complementary capabilities that are best utilized when equal
quantities of the boards are used, and departures from equality lead quickly to higher
costs. This may explain an interesting feature of the graph: For an even sample size n,
the difference between E[g(R_1, b)] and E[g(R, b)j appears to be substantially larger
than the difference between E[g(R, b)j and E[g(R1, b)]. A possible explanation is that
odd sample sizes can never generate equal board counts, where the most efficient usage
occurs, and thus do not produce much of an improvement over their even predecessors.

Since the value of g(O, b) is so easily calculated for different values of 0, this is a
good opportunity to show that the function g(0, b) is not differentiable at every point
o > 0. Figure 4.2 shows g(0, b) as a function of 0 and °2, where 02 = 1 01.

1.50

1.40

r -i \1.30
I O Igj
L'-°li 1.20

1.10

Wi U.1 U.h U..) U.LI U..) LJ.O U.! U.ö U.J t.0

rai

Figure 4.2. Graph of g(0, b) as a Function of 01
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The next example shows that bias can also be negative. Suppose that the cutting
order is for six of one item and three of another, and that there are two board types,
and with equal probability of being selected:

1(1931r6i 151 1([l81

=[.5j' =tL18]'
l2)[[:l] 12]}. A2=[7O]85)[[97]85]}

14 1

The LP for g(6, b) can be written as g(O, b) = min xC6: xAO b , wherexO j=1
J

118 931 18 121 F 9 121
A1=[18 70]' A2

18 97]' A3=[21
70

A4=
21 97]' and C=[l2 85],

j = 1,2,3,4. For n = 1, R has equal probability of being (1,0) or(0, 1). Solving the LP
produces g((l, 0), b) = 4, g((0, 1), b) = 5.484, and g((. 5, .5), b) = 5.243. The expected
value of the estimator is therefore E[g(R1, b)] = (4+5. 484)/2, which is less than the
estimand g(O, b) = 5.243, and the bias is therefore negative. (If the values of g(r, b) look
familiar, it is because this example was adapted from the one at the end of Section 4.9,
which showed that g(r, b) is not necessarily convex.)

4.13. Computing g(r, b) and the Lower Bound

Recall that g(r, b) is defined as the optimal objective-function value for the follow-
ing linear program:

minimize: [C1r . CNr]x
subject to: [A1r. . ANT]x bx0

In principle, we simply write out the coefficients and let a computer program solve it.
But obtaining all the coefficients is not practical, so column-generation methods are used
instead. This consists of repeating the following steps, after initializing the LP:

(1) Solve the partially specified LP to obtain a vector ,r of optimal dual prices.

(2) Solve the auxiliary knapsack problem: max {,r'A r -
(3) If the maximum value in braces is zero, then no further improvement is possible.

Otherwise, add the new column Ar and cost Cr to the LP, and go to (1).
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Step (2) is expressed in terms of explicit matrices, but these are only indirectly available.
Instead, knapsack problems are solved directly in terms of the physical characteristics of
individual boards and the cutting machinery.

Section 3.4.2 provides a concrete example. In the third paragraph, an optimal solu-
tion was given for the initial LP, yielding r = (.002545, .002193, .005814). Solving the
individual knapsack problems at ir generated the matrix

3 4 4 4 3 1 2 3 3 2 5 5 9 5 4 4 6 7 19 5

A= 13 4 2 0 4 11 15 3 3 0 0 7 6 6 6 6 3 7 6 7

5 9 8 10 7 6 5 8 6 6 6 9 5 8 6 7 7 6 4 9

The vector r = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) indicates that the twenty

boards in the sample are equally weighted, thus producing the new LP column

98
Ar= 109.

137

By definition, the number of elements in r (and the number of columns in A) should be
the same as the number of board types in the board class. But rk =0 if the kth board type
is not in the sample, so Ar is the same with or without such elements (and columns).
Likewise, the ordering of board types has no effect.

In the example, C1 r was arbitrarily set to 1.0, and C = C1 for all j. The latter con-

dition allowed us to express the knapsack problem simply as max {r'Ajr}, and it also

allowed us to use a scalar multiple of ir (e.g., the "normalized" values used in Section
3.4.2). To generate columns in more general problems, where C1 C1 for some j, the
knapsack problem must be as in step (2), and r should not be normalized.

The lower bound g(O, b) is calculated just like g(r, b), except that the vector r is
replaced by the parameter 0 = E[Y1]. For example, the next chapter makes use of a data
set having 384 boards, and sequences are built by drawing with replacement from that set.
Draws are independent, and each board has an equal probability of being drawn. Hence,

o = E[Y1] = 1, where the vector 1 has 384 elements, and Proposition 4.4 implies that

g(0,b) E[f({Y1},b)}, provided that C = C1 for all j. The LP for g(0,b) is solved just
like the LP for g(r, b), but there are 384 knapsack problems to solve at a time, not 20.

Actually, it suffices to have 0 = aE[Y1} for some cx > 0, so the example above works
just as well with 0 = 1. This fact follows from Lemma 14. Even if the probabilities are
not equal, the appropriate parameter is still 0 = E[Y].
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4.14. Multiple Lumber Grades

The discussion in this chapter has been confined until now to a single lumber grade.
Since the LP/sampling method can also be used when there are multiple lumber grades
from which to choose, we would like to extend the lower bound of Proposition 4.4 to
multiple lumber grades.

As discussed in Section 3.5, there are various ways to define the problem for multi-
ple lumber grades. The lower bound derived here is valid when the cutting order must be
divided into sub-orders without any knowledge of the exact sequences to be cut. For con-
venience, it is also assumed that the determination of sub-orders is made just once, prior
to cutting. It is likely that the lower bound is also valid even if the sub-orders are dynam-
ically recalculated, provided that the recalculation is not allowed to use information about
actual boards remaining in the sequences. This proof, however, only applies to the one-
time calculation.

Alternatively, the problem for multiple grades may assume that complete informa-
tion is available for the actual sequences to be cut. Under this approach, the minimum
possible expected cost may be lower, because the cutting strategy can be finely tuned for
the actual board sequences. Section 4.14.3 will show that the lower bound does not nec-
essarily apply in this situation.

To proceed, we need a multiple-grade counterpart to the function g defined in Sec-
tion 4.4. To do that, we first extend the notation used in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

4.14.1. Definitions

When multiple board classes are under consideration, the different board classes are
distinguished by superscripts. Suppose there are K board classes. The nth board type in
the kth class is represented by 4:

= {a1. c1), (a2, c2),. . . , (a, ck)}, n = 1,... k k 1,.. . , K,

where Xk is the number of board types in the kth board class, and .ALis the number of
ordered pairs of yield vectors and costs for the nth board type in the kth board class.
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Thus, (am, Cm) is the mth yield vector and cost for the nth board type of the kth board
class. Matrix pairs are defined separately for each k:

Ak ={(A,c),...,(Ak,ck)) = {(A,C): n = 1 K4,...,

where Nc
n=1

Board sequences are likewise distinguished by superscripts. For the kth board class,
the board sequence {y} = {y, y, } consists of nonnegative, integer-valued k x 1

unit vectors y. The corresponding random board sequence is represented by { Yf }.

4.14.2. The Approximate-Cost Function - g(01,. O, b)

The approximate-cost function for multiple board classes is defined directly in terms
of the approximate-cost function for single board classes. Suppose that there are K board
classes under consideration, and that O is a nonnegative, k x 1 vector, k = 1,. .. , K.
Let b be defined as before. Then the approximate-cost function is defined as follows:

1K K
g(OI,...,OK,b)= mm g(9k,bC): Zbkb

b' .... b' Ik=1

It can also be defined in terms of a linear program (which incidentally implies that the
above minimum exists, unless the linear program has no feasible solution):

K Nk
minimize: xCyOk

k=1 j=1
K Nk

subject to: i: xAOIc b
k=1 j=!

x 0, j= 1,... ,NIC, 1,.. . ,K

This formulation is useful for actually calculating a solution, whereas the original defini-
tion is more descriptive. Note that if an optimal solution for the linear program is given
by x, j = 1, . . . Nec, k = 1,. . . , K, then optimal values for the b"s in the original defini-

Nk

tion are given by bk = xAO" (the sum of these b"s may exceed b). As before, the
j=1

matrix pairs (A, C) are implicit arguments to g(O',. b).
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In the special case where )fk = 1, k = 1,.. . , K (i.e., the board classes have only a
single board type), each A consists of a single column (yield vector), and each 0" has a
single element, which can be arbitrarily set to 1. If it is also assumed that all yield vec-
tors for any given board type have the same cost, then this formulation reduces to the lin-
ear programming formulation of Gilmore and Gomory, described in Section 2.3.3. In that
case, every sequence consists of only one board type, so there is no random variation.

4.14.3. Lower Bound

We can now obtain a lower bound on the expected cost of filling a cutting order.
The original order quantities are given by the vector b, which is divided into sub-orders
b1,. . . bK that are to be filled from the individual board classes. Naturally, the sub-

K
orders must satisfy b" b.

k=1

Proposition 4.5. For each k = 1,. . . , K, suppose that 0' > 0, C' = C = ... = C,k, and
K

Y, Y, are independent and identically distributed, with E[Y] 0k If b' b,
k=1

1Kg(0I,...0K,b)<Ef({Y1k}bk)
L

K K
PROOF. By definition, b' b implies g(0',... 0K, b) g(0", b"). By Proposi-

k=1 k=1

r 1 K
tion 4.4, g(O", b') E f({Y"}, b") I. Thus, for any b',. . . bc such that b" b,

L J k=I

K K 1K 1
g(0',. ..,0',b) g(0",b") E[f((Y,k},bIo)]=EJ f({Y1},bk)

I.
k=1 k=1 [k=1 ]

As described earlier, the lower bound g(0',... 9K b) applies to the case where the
grade mix is determined independently of any knowledge about the order in which board

types appear in the sequences to be cut. This is evident in the expression E{f( { Y,k }, b")]

which indicates that the expected cost for a given board class is taken with respect to a
fixed b". This expression does not represent the case where the sub-order quantities
depend on the actual sequences being cut.
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To clarify the difference between the two cases, consider an order for one dimension
part and a lumber grade containing two board types. Assume that each board type can
produce the needed dimension part, which means that the order can always be filled by
cutting a single board. If board type #1 costs $1.00 and board type #2 costs $2.00, and if
each board type has equal probability of appearing as the first board in the sequence, then
the expected minimum cost of filling the order from this lumber grade is $1.50.

Now, suppose another lumber grade is available with identical characteristics. If we
must select which lumber grade to cut before knowing anything about the sequences, then
the expected cost of filling the order will still be $1.50. But if we can look at the two
sequences (one from each lumber grade) before deciding which one to cut, we can select,

whenever possible, a sequence having board type #1 as its first element. If the events are
all independent, the probability is .75 that one of the two sequences will have board type
#1 as its first element. Hence, the expected cost would be .75 x $1.00 + .25 x $2.00,
which is less than $1.50.

In effect, favorable sequences can appear at random, and there is an advantage to
examining the sequences before choosing among them. This advantage does not trickle
down to g(01,.. 0K b), however, because it is calculated without reference to actual
sequences. In such circumstances, g(O',.. 0", b) is not necessarily a valid lower
bound. For instance, if each board type in the example above has exactly one yield vec-
tor, which produces exactly one copy of the needed dimension part, then the problem data
can be written as follows, where the superscripts 1 and 2 identify the first and second

(identical) board classes:

={([1},1.00)}, 4={([l],2.00)} (ACb=([1 1],[1.00 2.00])

.i={([1],1.00)}, A={([1J,2.00)} (A,C)=([l 1],[1.00 2.001)

If 01 02 = (.5,. 5) and b = [1], then we obtain

g(01,02,b) = mm +xCO2: xA0' + xA02 b} = 1.50.
xo.xio

Obviously, g(01, g2, b) is not a lower bound for the example above, where the expected
cost is $1.25.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Having established a lower bound, we now want to see how close the LP/sampling
method comes to attaining it. To be near the lower bound is to be near the expected mini-
mum cost of filling a given cutting order (the "gold standard"). Hence, the lower bound
provides an absolute standard of measurement.

Although our primary benchmark is the lower bound, an alternative method for fill-
ing cutting orders is sometimes used for comparison. This method, called CDE, was
described in Section 2.6.3. One of the virtues of CDE is that it is easy to implement. We
have also included a summary of a comparison between CDE, Fuzzy Logic Controller
(see Section 2.6.2), and a simpler method (Anderson, 1996). Using CDE as the common
denominator, we can make informal comparisons among these methods.

To examine a thorough cross-section of cutting orders, lumber grades, and sawing
configurations would require more data and more computing power than we have avail-
able. Instead, basic behaviors are illustrated by exploring just a handful of examples.
The main sections examine the effects of one or more of the following:

(1) Sample size.
(2) Order size (total area of dimension parts specified by the cutting order).
(3) Number of dimension-part sizes in the cutting order.
(4) Two- and three-stage rip-first cutting, and two-stage crosscut-first cutting.
(5) Large pine boards vs. small oak boards.
(6) Random price deviations.
(7) Non-independent sequences of boards.
(8) Using CORY to solve the knapsack problems.
(9) Multiple lumber grades.

The bulk of the chapter is consumed by the subjects listed above. Of the remaining two
sections, one summarizes Anderson's (1996) results, and the other reports on perfor-
mance improvements obtained by using multiple computer processors.

Results are mainly presented as graphs, with all data points plotted. Each observa-
tion represents the cost of filling a given cutting order from a random sequence of boards.
The measurements focus not on absolute cost, but on the ratio of cost to the lower bound.
In most graphs, the average observed cost is expressed as the percentage by which it
exceeds the lower bound. The closer to zero, the better. Note that any single observation
may be less than the lower bound, but the actual expected cost cannot be.
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5.1. Lumber Data and Sawing Configuration

The computer simulations in this chapter utilize lumber data that originated with the
U.S. Department of Agriculture's Forest Products Laboratory in Madison, Wisconsin.
The data represents three grades and two thicknesses of ponderosa pine. Each board is
defined by its length and width and a list of defects, all at a resolution of ¼". The original
data differentiates defects according to type (sound knot, unsound knot, etc.) and identi-
fies the face on which they appear. In the simulations, however, all defects are treated as
being equally bad, and it is assumed that dimension parts must be clear on both faces.
All boards within a given lumber grade are assumed to have equal cost per unit area - a
5" x 90" board has half the cost of a 10" x 90" board. Thus, for a single grade, cost can
be conveniently expressed in area units. For multiple grades, cost units and area units are
not equivalent. A summary of the data is given in the table below, and random boards
from the different grades are depicted in Figure 5.1.

Thickness Grade Number of Total Area Ave. Area per Board
Boards (sq. ft.) (sq. ft.)

5/4" No. 1 Shop 384 6940.8 18.1
5/4" No. 2 Shop 1425 20328.1 14.3
5/4" No.3 Shop 1259 13840.2 11.0

6/4" No. 1 Shop 107 2035.8 19.0
6/4" No.2 Shop 347 5582.1 16.1
6/4" No. 3 Shop 244 3551.9 14.6

Table 5.1. Summary of Ponderosa Pine Data

Most of the examples assume a two-stage, rip-first cutting process in which there are
no limits on the number of cuts. The reason for using two-stage rather than three-stage
cutting is to reduce computation time. The knapsack problems are solved using a
dynamic programming algorithm that is loosely based on Hahn's algorithm (see Section
2.2.2.1, Hahn's Algorithm for Three-Stage Cutting). This algorithm makes no allowance
for ken (width of material lost to the saw), so it is somewhat unrealistic. Other sawing
configurations are used in Section 5.4, and in Section 5.7 the knapsack problems are
solved by CORY, which does allow for kerf.
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12.50x120.25

16.25x192.50

14.25x192.50

17.25x192.50

1 1.50x144.50

8.00x13 1.75

12.00x192.00

1O.00x144.25
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13.25x192.O0

9. 75x 192 .50

9.75x192.75

13.75x192.25

7.50x145.50

8.00x168.75

7.75x168.00

Figure 5.1. Random Boards from Three Grades of Ponderosa Pine
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5.2. Carino's Cutting Order

Carino reported on a cutting order obtained from an Alabama cabinet manufacturer
(Carino and Foronda, 1990). This order specified quantities for 35 dimension-part sizes
with a total area of 4,523.4 square feet (see Table 5.2). Note that the ratio of quantities
for the parts with ID's 25 and 14 is 1255/12, which is two to three times the maximum
recommended ratio for the method described in Section 2.6.1 (Continuously Sampled
System).

Although the order was to be cut from a hardwood species, we applied it to the pon-
derosa pine data. Each order was cut from a random sequence of boards drawn (with
replacement) from the data for 5/4" No. 1 Shop grade. Two experiments were conducted,
one using samples of the 5/4" boards and the other using samples from the data for 6/4"
No. 1 Shop grade. It is generally preferable to sample from the same lumber grade that is
to be cut, but the data sets are so small (e.g., 384 5/4" No. 1 Common boards) that the
random sample can end up containing a large proportion of the boards in the data. Sam-
pling from a separate set of boards seems more realistic, which is why we conducted the
second experiment using 6/4" boards for sampling and 5/4" boards for cutting. Both data
sets seem to have similar yield characteristics, as indicated by the single-size yields
shown later in Table 5.3.

The lower bound was calculated from the 5/4" data, since it was used for cutting in
both experiments. For this order, the lower bound was 5,648.9 square feet times the cost
per square foot. This corresponds to an area yield of about 80% (100 x 4523.4/5648.9).
Since yield and cost are inversely related, 80% is an approximate upper bound on
expected yield.

Results for several different sample sizes are displayed as box plots in Figure 5.2.
Each point represents the cost of filling the order from a random sequence of boards,
using a random sample of boards to calculate prices. The simulation was repeated twelve
times at each sample size, with a new sample and a new sequence being drawn each time
(independent random sampling, with replacement). The top graph shows results for the
5/4" samples, while the bottom graph shows results for the 6/4" samples. Note that the
boxplots show means rather than medians.

In Figure 5.2, the vertical axis indicates the percentage by which the observed cost
exceeds the lower bound (or, equivalently, the percentage by which the quantity of boards
cut exceeds 5,648.9 square feet). The trend in both graphs shows costs declining as sam-
ple size increases. The downward trend seems to stop somewhere around 1% or so above
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ID Width (in.) Length (in.) Quantity Shape

1 1.75 10 303 =
2 1.75 13 931 ____
3 1.75 16 582 _____
4 1.75 18.5 260 ______
5 1.75 19 136 ______
6 1.75 21.5 109 _______
7 1.75 22 428 _______
8 1.75 24 622 ________
9 1.75 25 64 ________

10 1.75 28 926 _________
11 1.75 30 170 _________
12 1.75 34 118 ___________
13 1.75 37 128 _____________
14 1.75 43 12 ______________
15 1.75 46 133 ________________
16 1.75 79.5 36 __________________________
17 1.75 91.5 15 ________________________________
18 1.8125 16.5 198 _____
19 1.8125 18.5 455 ______
20 2.1875 10 576
21 2.1875 13 234 i

22 2.1875 16 290 i

23 2.1875 22 1,133 i

24 2.1875 26.75 360 i

25 2.1875 28 1,255 i I

26 2.25 30 120 i I

27 3.5 6 1,171
28 3.5 16 445 i I

29 3.5 22 273 I I

30 3.5 28 1,124 I I

31 5.375 13 173 I I

32 5.375 14.5 145 I I

33 5.375 16 166 I I

34 5.375 19 249 1 I

35 5.375 22 22 I

Table 5.2. Carino's Cutting Order
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Figure 5.2. Cost vs. Sample Size for Carino's Cutting Order

the lower bound. This means that the average observed cost (using the largest samples) is
within roughly 1% of the minimum possible expected cost. It seems to make little differ-
ence whether sampling from 6/4" boards or 5/4" boards.

It is easy to look at the graphs and confuse the lower bound with the true minimum.
But the true minimum is almost certainly higher than the lower bound, which means that
the observed costs are closer to the true minimum than the graphs first suggest. Unfortu-
nately, there is no practical way for us to determine the true minimum.

Figure 5.2 also shows results using CDE. Compared to the LP/sampling method,
CDE yields a consistently higher cost, though the average difference in most cases is less
than 2%.
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5.3. Base Orders

In this section, we want to further examine the effect of sample size on expected
costs. At the same time, we also want to examine the effect of order size (in square feet)
and the effect of the number of dimension-part sizes. Creating orders that are similar
except for order size is easy - simply multiply the order quantities by a constant. But
creating orders that are similar except for the number of dimension-part sizes is more dif-
ficult.

For example, suppose we have an order with 20 dimension-part sizes. If a new
order is constructed using just the 5 largest sizes, then the new order will tend to be more
costly to fill (per unit area ordered). Thus, the new order and the old order are dissimilar
not only in the number of dimension-part sizes, but in difficulty as well. To be more
comparable, the new order should use a broader range of sizes.

The simulations reported on here make repeated use of five different base orders,
each of which is derived from the same original cutting bill. That bill, obtained from an
Oregon wood processor, contains 30 sizes. The two largest sizes were dropped from fur-
ther consideration, because they were difficult to produce from No. 1 Shop grade lumber.
The remaining 28 sizes were used to create the five base orders. These are identified as
B2, B4, B7, l4 and B28, where the subscript indicates the number of dimension-part
sizes in the order. As shown in Table 5.3, each base order includes a variety of dimen-
sion-part sizes from the original 28 sizes.

The sequencing of the 28 sizes in Table 5.3 is based on the yield obtained from cut-
ting each size separately, from all of the 5/4" No. 1 Shop grade boards in the data set.
These single-size yields provide a rough indication of the relative difficulty of extracting
particular dimension-part sizes (6/4" yields are also shown). Each base order specifies
dimension parts in equal-area quantities, with the total order size being 28 square feet
(e.g., base order B1 specifies 1 sq. ft. each of 28 different dimension-part sizes) . Thus,
each base order is intended to be similar to the others except for the number of dimen-
sion-part sizes.

To create an actual order, the base order quantities are first multiplied by a specified
multiple (1, 5, 25, 125, or 625). These area amounts are translated into counts, and the
results are rounded up to the nearest integer. The process is illustrated in Table 5.4, using
base order B4 and a quantity multiple of 5. Note that we sometimes use the term volume
to refer to the order size. The conventional unit of volume is board feet, but it is more
convenient for us to refer directly to the area.
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Part
Number

. .Dimensions Single-Size
Yield (%)

5/4" 6/4"

Nominal Order Quantities (sq. ft.)

Order ID

B28 B14 B7 B4 B2

1 33.0" x 2.875" 34.7 35.3 1

2 25.0" x 3.875" 33.9 34.5 1 2
3 33.0" x 3.125" 33.0 33.6 1 4
4 37.0" x 2.875" 32.2 32.6 1 2 7
5 29.0" x 3.875" 31.2 32.0 1

6 36.0"x3.125" 31.1 31.5 1 2
7 25.0"x4.875" 28.8 29.7 1 4
8 33.0" x 3.875" 28.5 29.2 1 2 14
9 36.0" x 3.875" 26.9 27.2 1

10 29.0"x4.875" 26.2 27.1 1 2
11 35.0"x4.375" 25.0 25.6 1 4 7
12 51.0"x3.125" 23.1 22.8 1 2
13 51.0"x3.875" 19.3 19.5 1

14 63.0"x3.125" 18.3 18.3 1 2
15 51.0"x4.375" 17.2 17.4 1 4
16 84.0"x2.125" 16.2 16.0 1 2
17 84.0"x2.375" 15.0 14.9 1

18 73.0"x3.125" 14.8 14.5 1 2 7
19 63.0"x3.875" 14.8 15.1 1 4
20 63.0"x4.375" 12.8 13.2 1 2
21 84.0" x 2.875" 12.5 12.6 1

22 73.0"x3.875" 11.8 11.6 1 2 14
23 84.0"x3.125" 11.4 11.5 1 4
24 73.0"x4.375" 10.2 10.4 1 2
25 78.5" x 4.875" 6.9 7.5 1 7
26 84.0"x4.875" 5.8 6.8 1 2
27 84.0" x 5.500" 4.6 5.7 1 4
28 144.0" x 2.125" 4.0 4.8 1 2

Total Nominal Order Size (sq. ft.) 28 28 28 28 28

Table 5.3. Base Orders
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Part Dimensions Base Qty. Base Qty. x 5 No. of Rounded
Number (sq. ft.) (sq. ft.) Pieces

4 37.0" x 2.875" 7 35 47.38 48
11 35.0"x4.375" 7 35 32.91 33
18 73.0" x 3.125" 7 35 22.09 23
25 78.5"x4.875" 7 35 13.17 14

Table 5.4. Rounding Order Quantities to Integer Amounts

While the nominal order size sums to 140 sq. ft., the actual order size totals 144.19 sq. ft.
These modified order quantities are used for all calculations, including the lower bound.
(This lower bound is also valid for the fractional order quantities, because an order can
only be filled in integer amounts ordering a fractional quantity of some dimension-part
size is the same as ordering the next whole number.) Because of rounding, the same mul-
tiple applied to different base orders will yield different area totals, with the relative effect
decreasing as the multiple increases.

Table 5.5 shows the actual area after rounding for each combination of base order
and quantity multiple. Each row represents a base order and each column represents a
multiple of the base quantities. Each entry shows the total area in square feet after round-
ing each order quantity (base quantity times multiple) up to the nearest whole number,
with the total number of dimension parts shown in parentheses. The column headings
indicate the quantity multiple and the corresponding nominal order size.

m xl
28 sq. ft.

x5
140 sq. ft.

x25
700 sq. ft.

x125
3500 sq. ft.

x625
17500 sq. ft.

B2 29.9 (24) 140.9 (115) 702.4 (574) 3500.6 (2862) 17502.0 (14309)
B4 30.7 (25) 144.2(118) 701.8 (579) 3503.6 (2891) 17503.7 (14447)
B7 34.4 (26) 143.6 (114) 705.7 (565) 3504.0 (2810) 17506.3 (14038)
B14 37.7 (30) 152.7 (125) 710.3 (589) 3506.3 (2915) 17513.1 (14562)
B28 48.9(38) 157.6(130) 718.9(601) 3517.1(2951) 17520.0(14708)

Table 5.5. Actual Order Size in Square Feet (and Counts) After Rounding
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These simulations use 5/4" No. 1 Shop grade for cutting and 6/4" No. 1 Shop grade
to obtain samples for price calculations. Twelve repetitions were conducted for each
combination of base order, sample size, and order-size multiple. For each base order,
Figure 5.3 shows observed costs as a function of sample size and order quantity. The
information is the same as in Figure 5.2, but the boxplots have been eliminated in favor of
a surface that connects the sample averages. The attached labels indicate the percentage
by which the observed average cost exceeds the lower bound.

The effects of order size, sample size, and the number of dimension-part sizes in the
order are discernible in the plots. As order size and sample size are increased, observed
costs get closer to the lower bound. The rate of approach is affected by the number of
dimension-part sizes in the order. As that number increases, it takes larger order sizes
and/or larger sample sizes to get close to the lower bound.

The effect on cost of increasing order size and sample size has a mathematical basis
(at least when the sample is from the grade being cut) that will be addressed in Chapter 6.
As for the number of dimension-part sizes in the order, we cannot explain why the gap
between the average observed cost and the lower bound increases with the number of
sizes. Perhaps the gap between the lower bound and the true minimum increases, or
maybe the LP/sampling method simply does not perform as well with more sizes.

It may be that an order having large quantities of a few items behaves more like a
"large" order than one having small quantities of many items. Each dimension part in
base order B2, for example, has demand quantities roughly 14 times those of each dimen-
sion part in B28. Also, fewer sizes lead to fewer possible cutting patterns, and perhaps
this makes it easier to find the good ones.

Approximate Yield (%)

ID xl x5 x25 x125 x625
28 sq. ft. 140 sq. ft. 700 sq. ft. 3500 sq. ft. 17500 sq. ft.

45 45 45 45 45
B4 45 45 45 45 45
B7 49 50 51 51 51
B14 57 58 58 58 58

60 62 62 62 62

Table 5.6. Approximate Area Yields of Base Orders
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Although orders with few dimension-part sizes behave nicely with regards to their
lower bounds, orders with more sizes generally make better use of the boards being cut.
Table 5.6 shows approximate yields, which are calculated by dividing the actual size of
the order in square feet (as listed in Table 5.5) by the lower bound in square feet. The
table clearly shows yields rising with the number of dimension-part sizes (this also shows
that the base orders are not as similar as intended). Thus, it is misleading to conclude
from the graphs that orders with a small number of dimension parts have better cost char-
acteristics. They may be closer to their lower bounds, but their lower bounds are higher.

Results for the CDE method are included on the right-hand side of the graphs in Fig-
ure 5.3. At the smaller order sizes, there are no obvious differences. But at larger sizes,
the CDE method seems to generate consistently higher costs than the LP/sampling
method, with the magnitude of the difference depending on the cutting order.

5.4. Variations on Base Order B4

We now want to see how the basic results hold up under some arbitrarily selected
modifications. Up to this point, we have simulated two-stage rip-first cutting with pon-
derosa pine. In this section, we examine a two-stage crosscut-first configuration and a
three-stage rip-first configuration, both on the same pine data. We also examine a two-
stage rip-first configuration on Gatchell's #1 Common red oak data (introduced in Section
3.4.2).

The base order used in each case is B4. Unfortunately, these results are not com-
pletely comparable to the previous results. In this section, the board sequences (for cut-
ting) and the random samples (for price calculations) were drawn from the same data set,

whereas previous sections mostly used 5/4" lumber for cutting and 6/4" for sampling.*

The pine-cutting results are shown in Figure 5.4. Due to lengthy computation times,
the three-stage plot has fewer repetitions than the others. All three plots look fairly simi-

lar, leading to the tentative conclusion that varying the sawing configuration does not
have a large impact on costs relative to the lower bound. The absolute values are of
course different (rip-first yields are about 45% for two-stage and 54% for three-stage,
while two-stage crosscut-first yields are about 4 1%).

* In addition, the results in this section were generated by an earlier version of the simulation program,
using a slightly different method for calculating prices. The changes do not affect the lower-bound calcula-
tions, and we believe that any other effects are small.
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The results for oak are shown in Figure 5.5. Here, there are some notable differ-
ences. For example, observations at large multiples are not as close to the lower bound,
particularly at small sample sizes. In addition, the observations exhibit more variation.
Table 5.7 below shows sample means and standard deviations for two-stage rip-first cut-
ting, where the sample size is 64 and the nominal order size is 17,500 sq. ft. Each sample
point is the cost of filling the order, given here in terms of lumber usage. There are 12
observations for each lumber grade. While the means are close, variability is much larger
with oak. Note that the percentage difference (1.8% for oak, 0.4% for pine) is the value
used for labeling points (lower right-hand corners of the two plots in Figure 5.5).
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Lumber Grade Lower Bound Sample Mean
(sq. ft.) (sq. ft.)

No. 1 Common Red Oak 37,791.5 38,466.4
No. 1 Shop Ponderosa Pine 38,699.8 38,850.3
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Duff.
Sample Std.
Deviation

+1.8% 575.7
+0.4% 140.0

Table 5.7. Cost Statistics for Red Oak and Ponderosa Pine

We cannot say exactly why the oak and pine data yield such different results. But a
few facts are worth pondering. For starters, the oak boards are considerably smaller on
average than the pine boards (6.8 square feet vs. 18.0 square feet). This raises the ques-
tion of whether the oak boards have more difficulty yielding large dimension parts. If so,
increased variability would be a plausible consequence.

Our attempts to assess the difficulty of extracting large dimension parts produced
contradictory evidence. On one hand, at the largest order size and sample size, the over-
all yield was observed to be about 45% (divide order size by sample mean) for both oak
and pine. Thus, in an aggregate sense, dimension parts can be extracted with equal effi-
ciency from oak and pine. On the other hand, only about 30% of the oak boards are able
to produce the largest dimension part (78.5x4.875), whereas 82% of the pine boards are
able to do so. This can be seen in Table 5.8, which categorizes boards by the number of
78.5x4.875's they can produce. If it happens that the last piece needed to fill an order is a
78.5x4.875, then oak is more likely to give us a long string of unusable boards than pine.

Maximum Number No. 1 Shop Ponderosa Pine No. 1 Common Red Oak
of 78.5x4.875's (pct. of384bds.) (pct. of 581 bds.)

0 18.2% 70.2%
1 49.3% 26.3%
2 23.2% 3.4%
3 8.4% 0.2%
4 0.8% 0.0%

Total 100.0% 100.0%

Table 5.8. Board Productivity for 78.5" x 4. 875" Dimension Parts
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It is conceivable that this type of behavior leads to wider variations in the amount of lum-
ber used.

From the table above, we might expect pine to give us the higher area yield when
cutting only 78.5x4.875's. The average number of cuttings per board works out to be
about 1.24 for pine and .34 for oak. Surprisingly, the single-size yield is 13.1% for oak
and 6.9% for pine (based on cutting every board in the respective data sets). Apparently,
most pine boards are able to produce the part, but only with a large amount of waste,
whereas the oak boards that can produce the part tend to do so efficiently and/or the oak
boards that cannot produce the part tend to be small, and thus do not represent much
cumulative waste. Thus, we have no clear answer to the question of whether large pieces
are more difficult to extract from oak than pine. We are left only with the conclusion that
cost-to-lower bound ratios depend in part on the lumber species and grade.

5.5. Random Price Deviations

When cutting a single board, small changes in price can lead to big changes in the
dimension parts produced, as the maps in Chapter 3 make clear. This leads us to wonder
if the cost of filling an entire order is likewise sensitive to small price changes.

19.01OO---1

6.8

0.9 ±10%
2.1 2.0 Price Range

B28 B14 B7 B4 B2

Order ID -.1

Figure 5.6. Random Price Deviations (Sample Size=32, Nominal Order Size=3500)
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To test the responsiveness of cost to the calculated price settings, the five base orders
were processed in the usual way, except that the calculated prices were randomly per-
turbed. A revised price was obtained by selecting a point from the uniform distribution
centered on the original price point and ranging by a fixed percentage in either direction.
For example, if the calculated price for a given dimension part is 1.00 and the fixed per-
centage is 10%, then a point between .90 and 1.10 would be selected. These modified
prices were used instead of the calculated prices to cut boards in the sequence.

Experiments were conducted on each base order, using a sample size of 32 and a
nominal order size of 3,500 sq. ft. As in Section 5.3, we used two-stage rip-first cutting
and No. 1 Shop ponderosa pine. Five percentage ranges were used for randomizing: ±0%
(same as the calculated prices), ±10% (described above), ±20%, ±40%, and ±80%.

Figure 5.6 displays the results. The most striking feature is that price deviations up
to 20% incur extra costs of just one or two percent in orders B2, B4, and B7. Even at the
higher deviations, average observed costs exceed the lower bound by no more than 19%.
(For a given order, the plotted points are directly comparable as costs, because the same
lower bound is used as a divisor in all cases.) While departures from the calculated prices
are not beneficial, this graph shows that the added costs are not necessarily large.

The front face of the graph shows once again that reducing the number of dimen-
sion-part sizes in the cutting order leads to a reduction in cost-to-lower bound ratios. As
described earlier, this can be misleading if the ratios are confused with actual cost levels.
In fact, while ratios decline as we move from left to right along the face, the actual cost
levels rise, as the yields in Table 5.6 show.

5.6. Dependent Sequences

Previous experiments have assumed that boards are supplied in an independent
sequence. But as noted earlier, real sequences most likely contain serial dependencies.
Understanding these requires more data than we have, so instead we construct some sim-
ple dependent sequences to see how the LP/sampling method responds.

A simple correlation structure can be created by drawing boards at random from the
data set, then placing duplicate copies of each board onto the sequence to be cut. For
example, if the duplicate count is three, then a sequence of boards will consist of three
copies of one board, followed by three copies of another board, and so on. A duplicate
count of 1 is the same as an independent sequence. Figure 5.7 shows results for five dif-
ferent duplicate counts applied to the base orders, at a nominal order size of 3,500 sq. ft.
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Results are shown for both CDE and the LP/sampling method (with a sample size of 32).
Note that only the boards to be cut are duplicated; the random sample for calculating
prices is obtained in the usual way.

For a given order, the same lower bound is used in all cases. Hence, the plots
clearly show that correlations in the board sequences can greatly increase variability and
average costs. An important question is whether these effects are unavoidable conse-
quences of dependent sequences, or whether the methods are somehow aggravating the
problem. Since the effects are similar for both methods, it seems reasonable to assign at
least some of the blame to the dependent sequences.

About 400 boards are required to fill these orders. A duplicate count of 81 means
that only about 5 different boards are represented in the part of the sequence that is used.
Thus, the sequence may look quite different than the lumber grade as a whole. As a
result, even a "good" sample may not represent what is actually being cut.

Yet in previous sections, we have seen that small sample sizes seem to have a rela-
tively modest effect on costs and variability (in independent sequences). This suggests
that there is usually only a small cost penalty for using a sample that does not represent
the sequence being cut. Hence, the exaggerated effects seen in the graphs probably
derive from intrinsic properties of the dependent sequence, not bad side effects of the two
methods used.

By using a fixed sample, the LP/sampling method tends to be fairly unresponsive to
local dependencies in the sequence being cut. In contrast, some methods (e.g., the con-
tinuously sampled system of Section 2.6.1 and the fuzzy logic controller of Section 2.6.2)
base their decisions on the most recently cut boards, and therefore have the opportunity to
react to such dependencies. On the other hand, Chapter 6 will show that with sufficiently
large orders and sample sizes, the LP/sampling method is approximately optimal even
with dependent sequences of the type created here.

5.7. Using Three-Stage CORY to Solve Knapsack Problems

The experiments in this section are similar to those in Section 5.3, except that here
the knapsack problems are solved using a three-stage rip-first version of CORY (see Sec-
tion 2.2.2.2). Our goal is to find out if the LP/sampling method behaves any differently
when solutions to the auxiliary knapsack problems are approximate, rather than exact.

The results are displayed in Figure 5.8. Note that data was obtained only for base
orders B4, B7, and B14, and that the maximum nominal order size was 3,500 sq. ft., rather
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than 17,500 sq. ft. (The reason is that these simulations were run on a slower computer
than used elsewhere in this chapter.)

For the most part, these plots are similar to their counterparts in Section 5.3:
observed costs grow closer to the lower bound as order size and sample size increase, and
the rate of convergence is generally fastest for orders with fewer dimension-part sizes.
The biggest difference is not in the plots but in the calculations that produced the plots,
particularly for the lower bounds.

Our initial lower-bound calculations were clearly wrong, because in one case the
simulations yielded an average cost that was 20% lower than the calculated value. This is
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an example where the LP for the lower bound terminated prematurely, as described in
Section 3.8 (Knapsack Problems and Heuristics). The usual column generation method
for solving the LP does not always work correctly when the auxiliary knapsack problems
are solved only approximately.

The same factors that affect the lower-bound computation also affect price calcula-
tions during the cutting of the order, potentially increasing the cost. But the effect is
smaller, because the LP accumulates new columns as the order is processed, and a broad
cross section of columns provides more candidates for a good solution to the LP.

The simplex algorithm terminates when the auxiliary knapsack problem does not
yield an improved column at the current dual prices. In that event, the LP solution is
optimal, provided that the knapsack problem was solved exactly. If it was solved approx-
imately, the LP solution is not necessarily optimal, and an improved solution might be
obtained by generating a new column at another price vector. Thus, one option is to solve
the LP in the usual way, and then attempt to obtain new (and improved) columns by solv-
ing knapsack problems at arbitrary prices, rather than the optimal dual prices of the LP
(which will only generate a column that we have previously obtained).

Ordered Initializing Dual Prices Dual Prices
ID Dimensions ..Quantities Quantities w/o Irnt. w/ Imt.

2 25x3.875 372 9 2 0 1 0 1.13 1.54
4 37 x 2.875 339 9 2 0 1 1 0.00 1.77
6 36x3.125 320 9 2 0 1 0 1.68 2.05
8 33 x 3.875 282 9 2 0 1 1 1.92 1.32

10 29x4.875 255 9 2 0 1 0 1.33 1.81
12 51x3.125 226 9 2 0 1 1 2.75 2.45
14 63x3.125 183 8 2 0 1 0 3.10 3.05
16 84x2.125 202 7 1 1 0 1 3.79 4.55
18 73x3.125 158 6 1 1 0 0 3.49 4.38
20 63x4.375 131 5 1 1 0 1 1.98 4.55
22 73x3.875 128 4 1 1 0 0 31.29 5.32
24 73 x 4.375 113 3 1 1 0 1 4.82 2.78
26 84 x 4.875 88 2 1 1 0 0 14.93 8.69
28 144x2.125 118 1 1 1 0 1 7.82 6.29

Calculated Lower Bound (sq. ft.) 7,925.2 5,902.8

Table 5.9. Comparison of Dual Prices in Computations of Lower Bounds
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Another option is to initialize the LP with a variety of columns, but otherwise solve
it in the usual way. The only difference between this option and the previous one is the

point at which the extra columns are brought into the LP (before it is first solved or after).

In either case, the main idea is to have numerous columns available to help in construct-
ing a reasonable solution to the LP. We chose the initialization tactic.

To obtain initial columns, the LP was solved using arbitrary vectors of order quanti-
ties (i.e., arbitrary right-hand sides). The columns generated during this phase were
retained, and the LP was then solved using the actual order quantities. Table 5.9 shows
an example. Each of the five columns under the heading "Initializing Quantities" repre-
sents a made-up cutting order. Each has distinctly different dimension-part proportions
than the others. For each order, the LP was solved and the columns saved. These
columns became the initial columns in the LP for the actual order (B14 at a nominal order

size of 3,500 sq. ft.) and solved in the usual way.
The resulting dual prices are shown in Table 5.9. In the absence of initialization, the

dual price for 73.0" x 3.875"s (indicated in bold print) is unusually high, far exceeding
the other values. With initialization, we obtain more typical dual prices and a smaller
lower bound. What remains to be seen is whether this approach can be made to apply
more generally.

5.8. Multiple Lumber Grades

So far, attention has been confined to the case where a single lumber grade is speci-
fied. This section extends the problem by making other lumber grades available. For a
single grade, the problem is how to cut the lumber. For multiple grades, there is also the
problem of what lumber grades to cut. In the LP formulation, both factors are addressed
simultaneously.

Three lumber grades are available. In addition to No. 1 Shop ponderosa pine, there
is also No. 2 Shop and No. 3 Shop. We set the cost for No. 2 Shop at 2/3 the cost of No.
1 (per unit area), and set the cost of No. 3 Shop at 1/3 the cost of No. 1. Each lumber
grade uses the same sample size, so the number of knapsack problems to be solved at a
time is triple the number for a single lumber grade. In each case, 5/4" was used for sam-
pling and cutting.

Two different cutting processes were modeled. Section 5.8.1 examines a process
that allows frequent switching back and forth between lumber grades. A more realistic
scenario is examined in Section 5.8.2.
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5.8.1. Unlimited Switching Between Lumber Grades

Section 3.5 discussed different ways to sequence the lumber grades. Here, we use a
variant in which cutting of the current lumber grade continues until columns from that
grade no longer appear in the optimal solution of the LP. The lumber grade is never
removed from the LP, however, so cutting could start with No. 1 Shop, followed by No. 3

Shop, then back to No. 1 Shop.*

The results are shown in Figure 5.9. Compared to the plots for a single lumber
grade, these exhibit more variability and higher cost-to-lower bound ratios. Even at large
order sizes, and especially at smaller sample sizes, there are a number of observations
that deviate greatly from the cluster of typical values. Our hunch is that big deviations
have more to do with selecting the wrong lumber grades than with cutting them at the
wrong prices. If bad pricing led to huge deviations, then we should have noticed some-
thing sooner - it is unlikely that all the bad samples ended up here.

Table 5.10 provides data for each of the 12 runs that constitute the plotted data for
order B7, where the sample size is 16 and the nominal order size is 17,500 sq. ft. The rel-
evant lower bound is 33007.2 cost units. Run 4 is of particular interest (results shown in
bold), since its observed cost is more than five times the lower bound. It is also the only
run produced almost entirely from No. 3 Shop, the lowest of the three grades.

More generally, the three distinctively expensive runs (4, 8, and 12) have the three
lowest cost estimates. In addition, they are also the only runs that do not use any No. 1
Shop to fill the order. This suggests a possible cause for the high cost of run 4: The sam-
ple for No. 3 Shop may have contained fairly high quality boards, while the sample for
No. 1 Shop did not. If so, No. 3 would be preferred throughout, even though it is only
marginally capable of producing large dimension parts. In fact, as long as No. 3 is in the
optimal solution of the LP, it will be processed because of the (accidental) way the pro-
gram was implemented. Hence, even though No. 2 formed a large portion of the esti-
mate, a larger portion was specified for No. 3 (and thus cutting started with No. 3) and the
sample for No. 3 was good enough to stay in the optimal solution until almost the very
end. (It is surprising that the cost-to-lower bound results were not worse, considering
how this was implemented.)

The next lumber grade was chosen by looking at No. 3, No. 2, and No. I in order, taking the first one
that was part of the LP solution. This policy resulted from an essentially unconscious programming deci-
sion, and in the future we would choose a grade having the maximum quantity in the LP solution.
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Observed Lumber Usage and Cost Estimated Lumber Usage and Cost
No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 1 No. 2 No. 3Run
Shop Shop Shop Cost Shop Shop Shop Cost

(sq. ft.) (sq. ft.)
1 8822 25200 23869 33578 0 31163 28261 30196
2 24532 0 29534 34377 21665 0 27232 30742
3 27451 0 18994 33782 25447 0 19708 32017
4 0 9 530161 176726 0 28810 31950 29857
5 10429 34935 4004 35054 6753 35206 6505 32392
6 16609 0 51880 33903 19194 0 39816 32466
7 18640 0 51084 35668 14400 12869 22040 30326
8 0 65679 0 43786 0 41247 0 27498
9 28829 0 15532 34006 26592 0 16867 32215

10 23892 0 30082 33919 25824 0 23515 33662
11 18600 1423 47436 35360 17155 0 46010 32492
12 0 67023 0 44682 0 43020 0 28680

Table 5.10. Grade Usage in Order B7 (Sample Size=16, Nominal Order Size=17500)

The preceding discussion points to a problem with multiple grades. When process-
ing just a single lumber grade, the worst we can do is cut the lumber at the wrong prices.
When processing multiple grades, we can also choose the wrong lumber grade, which
seems to have an even greater impact on costs. The more samples there are, the more
opportunity there is for some sample to paint an overly optimistic picture about that lum-
ber grade, leading to its overuse.

A related factor may also be affecting the observed behavior. Every simulation in
this chapter is set up to discard samples that do not yield a feasible solution to the LP;
new samples are drawn until a feasible solution can be obtained. This process puts a limit

on how bad a sample can be, if only a single lumber grade is being considered. With
multiple grades, feasibility is a collective property of all samples, and there is no limit to
how bad the sample can be for an individual lumber grade. Thus, the samples for No. 1
Shop are allowed to be worse in this section than elsewhere.

The biggest implication of this section is that sample quality is more critical in
determining the grade mix than in calculating dimension-part prices. In other words,
using the right lumber is more important than using the lumber right.
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5.8.2. Limited Switching Between Lumber Grades

The simulations described above are somewhat unrealistic in assuming that it is easy
to switch back and forth between lumber grades. As an alternative, we attempted to sim-
ulate the use of lumber "bunks" as a supply unit for the production line. A bunk is an
amount that can be carried as a single load on a forklift. We chose to assume that a bunk
is 6' wide by 5' high, which for simplicity we translated into a fixed quantity of 250
boards. Lumber grades were processed a bunk at a time, and switching to another lumber
grade was allowed only after the previous bunk was fully depleted. To model the lag
between requesting a bunk and retrieving it, the simulation selected the next lumber grade
when 30 boards remained in the bunk currently being processed.

To select the next lumber grade, we solve the LP (when 30 boards are left in the cur-
rent bunk) and pick a column having the highest weight in the optimal solution. This col-
umn has an associated lumber grade, which we select as the next grade to cut. Note that
columns having the maximum weight are also used to obtain dimension-part prices. In a
sense, a column with the maximum weight represents an "action" to be repeated often,
and thus a good action to take next, whether it is setting dimension-part prices or select-
ing a lumber grade for the next board.

Figure 5.10 shows results for simulations based on a sample size of 64. Compared
to the preceding results, these show a pronounced increase in variability and cost-to-
lower bound ratios, particularly for small orders. The bunk-size and lag restrictions dilute
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and delay the effect of any corrections indicated by the LP solution, so it is not surprising

that behavior is worse overall.
In small orders, one culprit in particular stands out. Since the whole order can be

filled by one bunk, the selection of the first grade is quite important. If cutting starts with

No. 3 Shop grade, for instance, then it is likely that the whole order will be filled by No. 3

boards. But No. 3 is a very poor choice by itself. This is evident in Table 5.11, which

shows that lower bounds based on No. 3 alone can be several times larger than those

based on a mix of grades. Thus, cutting just No. 3 will tend to generate high costs.

Available Lower Bounds for 3,500 Sq. Ft. Nominal Order Size
Grades B2 B4 B7 B14 B28

Nos. 1, 2, & 3 7712.4 7493.2 6605.8 5444.2 4837.1
No. 1 Only 7752.4 7755.2 6903.3 6048.8 5650.9
No. 2 Only 8970.9 8266.5 7577.5 5503.4 5008.8
No. 3 Only 16056.8 29277.3 35984.5 10799.6 11622.2

Table 5.11. Lower Bounds for Individual Grades and Grade Mix

Although No. 3 is not good as a single grade, it can reduce costs when used in com-
bination with better grades. For each order, Table 5.12 shows how much of each lumber
grade is utilized in the multiple-grade lower bound. In these orders, No. 3 becomes more
cost effective as the number of dimension-part sizes increases.

Since No. 3 is apparently quite useful for orders 14 and B28, it is not surprising that
it was the first grade cut in several of the runs plotted in Figure 5.10. For small nominal

Quantity of Grade Used in Lower Bound (sq. ft.)
Grade

B2 B4 B7 B14 B28

No. 1 5449.2 2041.6 1120.2 0.0 0.0
No. 2 3386.6 8174.3 7802.1 6396.9 4451.3
No. 3 0.0 0.0 150.0 3538.7 5608.8

Lower Bound (cost units) 7712.4 7493.2 6605.8 5444.2 4837.1

Table 5.12. Grade Usage in Lower Bound (Nominal Order Size=3500)
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order sizes, this indeed produced high costs, as shown in Table 5.13 below. The table cat-
egorizes each run according to what lumber grades were actually used to fill the order.
Each run used either No. 1 only, No. 2 only, No. 3 only, or a mix of at least two grades.
For each combination of base order and order size, the table shows for each category the
average percentage above the lower bound and (in parentheses) the number of runs for
that category.

For example, the lower left-hand entry indicates that for B28 at the smallest nominal
order size (28 sq. ft.), three of the runs were filled entirely from No. 3 boards. The aver-
age cost for these runs was 302.9% above the lower bound, far higher than for those filled
entirely from No. 2 boards. At the smallest nominal order size, it is fair to say that most
of the excess costs originate from cutting No. 3 only. The runs in the previous section

Grades Average Percent Above Lower Bound (Count)
ID Used 28 ft2 140 ft2 700 ft2 3,500 ft2 17,500 ft2

No. 1 Only 31.2 (12) 9.0 (11) 2.7 (9) 1.5 (2) 0.7 (2)
No.2 Only (0) 36.6 (1) 17.8 (2) - (0) - (0)B2 No. 3 Only (0) (0) - (0) (0) - (0)
Mix (0) (0) 29.0 (1) 1.2 (10) 0.7 (10)
No. 1 Only (0) 27.2 (2) 8.0 (2) (0) - (0)

B No. 2 Only 44.7 (8) 31.4 (4) 19.7 (5) (0) (0)
No. 3 Only 152.3 (4) 135.2 (1) - (0) - (0) - (0)
Mix (0) 223.1 (5) 20.7 (5) 3.7 (12) 1.1 (12)
No. 1 Only 67.3 (4) 20.8 (2) 14.8 (3) (0) - (0)

B No. 2 Only 47.3 (5) 43.3 (9) 39.8 (3) 3.7 (1) (0)
No. 3 Only 608.4 (3) (0) - (0) (0) (0)
Mix (0) 298.8 (1) 31.5 (6) 4.4 (11) 1.5 (12)
No. 1 Only (0) (0) (0) (0) (0)

B 14

No. 2 Only 82.5 (9) 26.7 (8) 9.9 (5) 4.0 (3) 3.2 (3)
No. 3 Only 340.8 (3) 178.0 (3) (0) (0) (0)
Mix (0) 300.5 (1) 25.5 (7) 6.8 (9) 2.4 (9)
No. 1 Only (0) (0) (0) (0) (0)

B28
No. 2 Only 108.0 (9) 43.9 (3) 12.7 (7) 4.4 (1) (0)
No. 3 Only 302.9 (3) 205.7 (8) (0) (0) (0)
Mix (0) 330.7 (1) 34.0 (5) 6.9 (11) 2.3 (12)

Table 5.13. Percentage Above Lower Bound by Actual Grades Used
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probably started with No. 3 about as often, but were able to switch to other grades at any
time, thus avoiding such high costs.

At nominal order sizes of 3,500 sq. ft. or more, cost ratios are reasonably well
behaved, regardless of what lumber grades are used to fill the orders. At these sizes, it
takes at least a few bunks to fill the order, so it is not as important to start with the right
grade. Even still, the cost ratios are higher than when arbitrary switching to different
lumber grades is allowed.

The one perplexing thing about the table is the high cost associated with using mu!-
tiple grades at a nominal order size of 140 sq. ft. These costs were even higher on aver-
age than for runs using just No. 3. A plausible explanation is that these runs encountered
particularly bad sequences of whatever was initially being cut (e.g., No. 3), and thus were
not able to fill the order with one bunk. They could then switch to another lumber grade,
but by that point the cost damage was already inflicted. In this scenario, a grade mix is
not the cause of high costs, but a symptom.

Clearly, a limit on grade switching has an adverse effect on costs in small orders.
Obtaining good cost-to-lower bound ratios requires larger orders when cutting bunks than
when switching arbitrarily between lumber grades. In practice, it makes no sense to cal-
culate a mix of grades if it is known ahead of time that only one bunk should be needed.
In that case, it is better to analyze the lumber grades separately, and choose the single
grade with the lowest estimated cost.

5.9. Comparison with Fuzzy Logic Controller Results and CDE Results

In his Master's thesis (1996), Jim Anderson compared his Fuzzy Logic Controller
(FLC) with CDE and a drop sizes method. This section compares the LP/sampling
method with his results.

Anderson's research used the same 5/4" ponderosa pine data used in this thesis, and
all cutting patterns were generated by CORY. Three cutting orders were constructed from
three cutting bills that were obtained from mills in the northwestern United States. A few
of the largest dimension-part sizes were dropped so that the orders could be produced
from lower-grade lumber. Table 5.14 summarizes the dimension-part characteristics. For
each size, a demand quantity was obtained by randomly selecting a number between 10
and 110, in increments of 20. The total volume was set so that the entire order could be
produced without reusing boards in the data sets. As a consequence, each cutting order
specified a total area of about 2,000 sq. ft.
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Cutting Order Number of Sizes Length Range (in.) Width Range (in.)
Order #1 40 10.500 65.000 1.925 5.562
Order #2 50 10.562 84.062 1.875 - 5.625
Order #3 26 25.000 - 84.000 2.125 - 4.875

Table 5.14. Anderson's Cutting Orders

Both PLC and CDE were described in Chapter 2. The drop-sizes method uses fixed
prices to produce the dimension parts, except that each dimension-part size is removed
from consideration as soon as its order quantity is filled. The drop-sizes method and PLC
start with the same initial dimension-part prices, but PLC modifies them as the order is
cut. Initial prices were presumably obtained from the original cutting bills.

Anderson's results are summarized in Table 5.15. Each cutting order was filled
from each lumber grade in separate experiments, except for the combination of No. 3
Shop grade with order #3 (it required too many boards). The three lumber grades were
not used together as part of a grade-mix problem. In total, CDE used about 1.6% more
boards than PLC, and the drop-sizes method used about 9.0% more.

Cutting Order Lumber Grade
Boards Used by Processing Method

Fuzzy Logic CDE Drop Sizes

Order #1(40 sizes)
No. 1 Shop 161 159 178
No. 2 Shop 227 232 253
No. 3 Shop 373 378 456

Order #2 (50 sizes)
No. 1 Shop 203 213 199
No. 2 Shop 262 270 276
No.3 Shop 404 417 445

Order #3 (26 sizes)
No. 1 Shop 202 200 203
No. 2 Shop 289 285 302

Total Number of Boards Used 2,121 2,154 2,312

Table 5.15. Comparison Data from Anderson's Thesis
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We do not have direct comparisons between the LP/sampling method and FLC, in
part because FLC is difficult to implement, like many other cutting-order methods. What
we have is comparisons of FLC and CDE and comparisons of LP/sampling and CDE.
The latter are summarized in Table 5.16. The table includes results for Carino's order and
the base orders of Section 5.3 at a nominal order size of 3,500 sq. ft., since these orders
are somewhat similar in size to Anderson's. The data is based on sampling 6/4" and cut-
ting 5/4" No. 1 Common ponderosa pine. Each board count in the table was obtained by
dividing the average area (the number in parentheses) by 18.1, which is the average area
of the No. 1 Shop grade boards (see Table 5.1).

The orders that are most comparable to Anderson's orders are Carino's order, which
has 35 dimension-part sizes, and base order B28, which has 28 sizes. For these orders, the
difference between CDE and the LP/sampling method is barely 2%, which is about the
same as the overall difference between FLC and CDE. If the other orders are included,
then the overall difference between CDE and the LP/sampling method is about 6.6%.

Overall, the LP/sampling did slightly better than CDE in the the most comparable
orders, did a little better still in larger order sizes (nominal order sizes of 17,500 sq. ft.,

Average Number of Boards to Fill Order (Area)
Cutting Order Lumber Grade Lower Bound LP/Sampling CDE

Carmno
(35 sizes) No. 1 Shop 312 (5,649) 315 (5,697) 321 (5,818)

B28 x 125 No. 1 Shop 312 (5,645) 319 (5,771) 325 (5,886)
(28 sizes)

B14 x 125 No. 1 Shop 334 (6,043) 341 (6,168) 352 (6,379)
(14 sizes)
B7 x 125
(7 sizes) No. 1 Shop 381 (6,896) 387 (7,004) 446 (8,078)

B4 x 125
(4 sizes) No. 1 Shop 428 (7,747) 431 (7,793) 479 (8,673)

B2 x 125
(2 sizes) No. 1 Shop 428 (7,745) 431 (7,797) 447 (8,087)

Column Total 2,195 2,224 2,370

Table 5.16. Comparison Data: CDE and the LP/Sampling Method (Sample Size=64)
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which are not shown in the table), and quite a lot better in some of the orders having just
a few different dimension-part sizes. Only in small orders andIor small sample sizes did
CDE yield lower average costs than the LP/sampling method.

It is not clear that the LP/sampling method has any advantage over FLC in the order
sizes studied by Anderson. It is reasonable to speculate, however, that an advantage
would appear in larger order sizes. In large orders, the LP/sampling method produces
costs that are fairly close to the lower bound, so alternative methods can at best do only
slightly better.

The price for cost reduction seems to be complexity. CDE is easy to program and
easy to implement. FLC is much more complicated to program, but is probably almost as
easy to use in practice as CDE. The LP/sampling method is no less complicated to pro-
gram, and it requires much more effort to implement, due to the need to gather and main-
tain sample board data. It also calculates new dimension-part prices much more slowly
than CDE and FLC, and thus requires faster and more expensive computers.

5.10. Multi-processor Performance

The slowness of the LP/sampling method is a major problem. To speed things up,
the work of solving knapsack problems can be shared by multiple processing units.

Processors may be distributed over a conventional network of computers, or they
may be contained in a computer containing multiple processors. Each knapsack problem
is assigned to a single processor, where it is solved in the usual way. This arrangement is
a form of distributed processing, in contrast to parallel processing, which requires closer
coordination of processor and memory resources. The experiments in this section were
run on a machine with 16 processors, which the OSU Computer Science Department
made available to others as part of a research grant. The processors could operate either
in parallel or independently. We used the latter mode, which behaves much like a net-
work of 16 identical computers.

A single knapsack problem can be specified by just a few thousand bytes to describe
the board and the dimension parts, and this amount of information can be transmitted
almost instantly over a local network (or data bus). Hence, the communication overhead
is small compared to the time needed to solve the knapsack problem. Because of the low
overhead, this application is well suited to distributed processing.

Ideally, the time required to complete a task using n processors is 1/n the time
required using 1 processor. This is termed linear scaling. In practice, communication
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overhead and other factors lead to decreasing utilization rates as the number of processors
is increased. The utilization rate can be calculated as follows:

Time for 1 CPU
Utilization Rate

n x Time for n CPUs
Efficient utilization depends in part on the sample size relative to the number of pro-

cessors. For a sample of size 4, only 4 out of 16 processors get used. For three samples
(one per lumber grade) of size 64, there are 192 problems to solve, which keeps all pro-
cessors busy. Knapsack problems take varying amounts of time to solve (e.g., due to dif-
ferent board sizes), so there is no easy formula for picking a sample size that best utilizes
the processors. In general, large samples work better than small samples.

In these experiments, a sample was drawn and the LP solved just once. In effect,
dimension-part prices were calculated for the first board to be cut, but no boards were cut.
The samples were drawn from No. 1 Shop ponderosa pine, and the knapsack problems
were solved using the usual algorithm for two- and three-stage rip-first cutting. For each
of several sample sizes, the experiment was run with one processor, then with two proces-
sors, and so on up through twelve processors (the other four processors were tied up
doing long-running jobs, so we did not use them). These were run at night to minimize
the effects of other users, and though the actual system load was subject to some varia-
tion, conditions were more-or-less ideal.

Figure 5.11 shows results for three-stage cutting with order M2, listed in Table 5.17.
The horizontal axis is the number of processors available for use, and the vertical axis is
the inverse of the elapsed time taken to solve the LP. The vertical axis can be interpreted

Order M1 Order M2

Dimensions Quantity Dimensions Quantity

33x3.875 451 51x4.375 259
36x3.875 413 84x2.125 323
29x4.875 408 84x2.375 289
35x4.375 377 73x3.125 253
51x3.125 362 63x3.875 236
51x3.875 292 63x4.375 209
63x3.125 293 84x2.875 239

Table 5.17. Cutting Orders for Multi-Processor Experiments
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as the rate at which the relevant LP is solved (LP's solved per second). For each sample
size, there is a dotted line that represents linear scaling of the single-processor value
(multiply the number of processors times the rate at which the LP is solved on a single
processor). A data point on the dotted line indicates that all processors available for use
have a 100% utilization rate.

Overall, the scaling behavior seems quite good. At a sample size of 60, the utiliza-
tion rate for 12 processors is 93.3%. For all sample sizes other than 6, utilization rates for
up to 9 processors exceed 90%, and utilization rates for up to 4 processors exceed 95%.
There is a catch, however, which is that the main program was run on its own processor.
Thus, there is actually one more processor in use than indicated. To correct this defi-
ciency, the experiment was changed so that one of the processors was shared between
running the main program and solving knapsack problems. These results are shown in
Figure 5.12. Only nine processors were available, because long-running programs had
tied up the others by the time we ran the modified experiments. As expected, the indi-
cated utilization drops somewhat, but the actual utilization is better, because the extra
processor for the main program is not needed.

It is probably not practical to dedicate a dozen processors to solving these problems,
but computers with two or four processors are readily available and fairly inexpensive.
Hence, rather than displaying everything, we will focus on the data for two and four pro-
cessors. Table 5.18 summarizes these results. Two different cutting orders were used, but
they differed mainly in their dimension-part sizes (see Table 5.17). Experiments were run
separately for two- and three-stage cutting.

The table reflects the basic property that utilization increases with sample size and
decreases with the number of processors. In addition, utilization is higher with three-
stage cutting than two-stage cutting. The reason is that the two-stage calculation is much
quicker, so relatively more time is spent on communication overhead and solving the LP.
Overall, processor utilization was quite reasonable for everything but small sample sizes.

There are no large differences in processor utilization between orders M1 and M2,

but there is an interesting pattern. It appears that order M1 has the better CPU utilization
in three-stage cutting, while M2 has the better in two-stage cutting. All else being equal,
processor utilization is more efficient for more difficult knapsack problems. This seems
to imply that three-stage cutting is more difficult for M1 than M2, while the reverse is true
for two-stage cutting. Alternatively, it may be that the sample sizes and computation
times simply meshed in different ways.
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Order M1 Order M2
2-Stage 3-Stage 2-Stage 3-StageSample Size

2 CPU 4 CPU 2 CPU 4 CPU 2 CPU 4 CPU 2 CPU 4 CPU
4 77.2 65.2 87.7 71.7 88.0 62.8 87.9 69.0
6 86.8 65.9 90.8 71.4 88.7 67.3 88.8 71.9

12 91.1 83.4 96.8 95.3 93.2 88.4 96.7 93.6
18 91.6 84.8 97.9 94.7 92.0 87.7 97.5 95.3
24 91.2 84.9 98.3 96.3 93.1 89.9 98.0 95.5
30 91.7 87.4 98.5 96.7 94.0 88.9 97.9 95.9
45 91.3 87.2 98.5 97.5 94.3 91.2 97.7 97.2
60 92.2 88.7 98.5 97.5 93.5 90.6 98.0 97.3

Table 5.18. Utilization Rates for Two Processors and Four Processors

Out of curiosity, we tried out the vector-processing capabilities of the computer.
This was a simple matter of letting the compiler vectorize whatever it could, enabling fast
numeric operations on multiple data values at a time. This is particularly useful for
matrix operations, and the LP portion of the program ran faster as a result. But there was
scant benefit for the knapsack problems, and since the LP calculation was a small part of
the whole in the orders tested, the vector-processing element was not very helpful.

Finally, we conducted limited tests over the network in the OSU Statistics Depart-
ment. Using three similar computers, communications overhead appeared to be relatively
small, and scaling was comparable to what we observed in the multi-processor machine.
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6. APPROXIMATE OPTIMALITY OF THE LP/SAMPLING METHOD

A persistent feature of the graphs in Chapter 5 is the apparent convergence of costs
to the lower bound, as sample size and order quantity increase. Convergence is a funda-
mental property of the LP/sampling method, and the purpose of this chapter is to estab-
lish that fact more precisely. The main result has the following form:

E[h({Y), R, b)] E[f({Y1}, b)] E[h({Y1},R, b)]
Jim = lim = urn =1.

(b)*oo g(O, b) (b>*oo g(O, b) (b)oo E[f({Y1}, b)]
n*oo fl-4c,o

As before, { Y } represents a random sequence of boards from some lumber grade, b is the
vector of dimension-part quantities specified in the cutting order, and R represents a ran-
dom sample from the lumber grade being cut. The function h represents the cost of fill-
ing the order under the LP/sampling method, and the function f represents the minimum
possible cost. Under the assumptions of Proposition 4.4, g is a lower bound.

The left-hand limit above says that the expected cost under the LP/sampling method
divided by the lower bound tends towards 1, which is what we observed in the previous
chapter. The middle limit follows easily when the lower bound holds, for in that case we
have g(O, b) E[f({Y1}, b)] E[h({Y}, R, b)}. In fact, the limits hold under more gen-
eral conditions in which g(O, b) is not necessarily a lower bound.

The right-hand limit is a central result of this thesis. It says that for large order
quantities and large sample sizes, the expected cost obtained under the LP/sampling
method deviates by only a small percentage from the true minimum. In this context, we
say that costs under the LP/sampling method are approximately optimal.

Whereas the lower-bound result in Chapter 4 applies to independent sequences of
boards, the approximate-optimality result holds for a more general class of dependent
sequences. This is so because, unlike small orders, large orders are relatively immune to
serial correlations that may exist among boards in close proximity to each other.

The LP/sampling method can be modified in a number of ways without affecting the
asymptotic results. A simple example is to recalculate prices at every kth board instead
of every board. (Minor modification of the proofs would confirm this fact.) But if k is
very large compared to the order quantities, then prices will not be recalculated at all, so
costs will tend to be higher than for k = 1. For such reasons, the asymptotic results do
not really say much about performance in not-so-large cutting orders.
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6.1. Maximal-Element Cutting Policies and Greedy Cutting Policies

Prior to cutting a board, the LP/sampling method calculates a new price for each
dimension part. Section 3.4.1 (Calculating Prices) described the basic calculation, while
Section 3.4.3 (When a Price is Zero) described measures to be taken if cutting the board
at these prices fails to produce any dimension parts. To distinguish between the basic cal-
culation and the alternative measures, we use the terms maximal-element cutting policy
and greedy cutting policy. These terms will be defined using the notation of Chapter 4,
and it may not be immediately obvious how these definitions relate to the price calcula-
tions just mentioned. That connection will be discussed in Section 6.3.

As described in Section 4.4 (The Approximate Cost Function: g(r, b)), the matrices
A1,.. . ,AN can be viewed as cutting policies, while C1,. . . , CN contain the associated
costs. Given r and b, we define a maximal-element cutting policy to be any matrix A3
such that the LP for g(r, b) has an optimal solution x in which x is a maximal element
(i.e., x equals the largest element of the vector x). Maximal-element cutting policies are
the backbone of the LP/sampling method.

Given y and b, we define a greedy cutting policy to be any matrix A3 such that
(Ay) o b 0, provided such a matrix exists, or an arbitrary matrix if not. The expression
(A3y) 0 b 0 means that there is an element i that is strictly positive in both Ay and b.
(The operator o is the horizontal dot product, which was defined in Table 4.1.) In other
words, the board type represented by y can produce some dimension part for which the
demanded quantity is still positive. Thus, a greedy cutting policy is one that produces a
needed dimension part if it is possible to do so. This avoids pathological conditions in
which boards are wasted rather than cut into parts.

Note that a maximal-element cutting policy is defined with regard to the sample (r),
whereas a greedy cutting policy is defined with regard to the board (y). To the extent
possible, we want to use maximal-element cutting policies that are also greedy cutting
policies. In the special case where there are no incremental cutting costs (i.e.,

Cf = C1, j 1,. . . , N), it turns out that there is always some cutting policy that is both
(unless the LP for g(r, b) has no solution). This fact is demonstrated in Section 14 of
Appendix A.

This chapter will address the special case in which there are no incremental cutting
costs. This simplifies matters compared to the more general case, and keeps this chapter
consistent with the previous three. Appendix A addresses the more general case, where
the C1's are not necessarily all the same.
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6.2. The LP/Sampling Formulation - h({y1}, r, b)

We now define the function h, which represents the maximum possible cost to fill,
or try to fill, a cutting order under the LP/sampling method. There are two reasons for
choosing the maximum. First, h needs to have a unique value at every board sequence
and sample, yet the LP/sampling method can produce different results (depending on how
ties are broken in the event of multiple optimal solutions in the LP's or knapsack prob-
lems). Second, by defining h to be the highest possible cost, optimality results for h can
be easily extended to all other cases (because the cutting order problem is a cost-mini-
mization problem).

Let the matrices A1,. . . ,AN and C1,. . . , C,., be defined in the usual way. Let j be

the index of the cutting policy applied to the lth element of the board sequence { ye).

Then the resulting yield vector is Ay1, and its cost is ChY1 Thus, the total quantity of

dimension parts produced by cutting the first n boards in the sequence is Ay1, and the

cumulative cost is C, y1. If b is the initial vector of order quantities, then b y1

is the balance of the order remaining after n boards have been processed.
With these expressions in mind, consider the definition of h( ( y1 }, r, b) in Table 6.1.

As usual, { y1 } is the board sequence, r is the vector of counts of board types in the sam-
ple, and b is the (not necessarily nonnegative) vector of order quantities. The function is
defined in terms of a set f({y1}, r, b) of valid sequences of cutting policies (actually,
sequences of indices of cutting policies). A valid sequence is defined recursively, so that
the mth element is defined in terms of the first m 1 elements. For example, suppose that

I i' . . 'Jmi are the indices of cutting policies for elements Yi, 'Yrn-i Then the
rn-i rn-i

remaining order-quantity balance is b Ay1. For brevity, let bm_i = b

The balance bmi helps to determine I rn' as we will describe next.
The valid maximal-element cutting policies for Jm are given by the set X(r, bm_i).

If x is an optimal solution to the LP for g(r, brn_i) and = max {x1,.. . , XN }, then Im is
the index of a maximal-element cutting policy.

The valid greedy cutting policies for Jrn are given by the set (AjYm) 0 bmi

unless it is empty, in which case the set is {1,. . . , N). As before, (AjYrn) 0 b,,_1 0

means that cutting policy A produces from Yrn a dimension part for which the remaining
quantity still needed is positive.
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Index set of maximal-element cutting policies:

X(r, b) = {j: x3 = (x) for some optimal solution x to the LP for g(r, b)}

Index set of greedy cutting polices:

{j: (Ay) 0 b o} if the set is not empty

{1,.. . , N} otherwise

Index set of allowable cutting polices:

I (y, b) fl .7(r, b) if the intersection is not empty
otherwise

Set of valid sequences of cutting-policy indices:

I ( rni
°({y1},r,b)={j1,j2,.}: jmEXIyrn,T,bZAjiyi ,

m=l,2,"
i=1

Minimum length for partial sum to exceed given vector:

n

h({x1},b) mm n:xib}nO{ 1=1

Maximum cost to fill cutting order under the LP/sampling method:

},b)1

maxh({y1}, r,b)
{jj}E((y},r,b)

J

Table 6.1. Definitions for the LP/Sampling Formulation
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The definitions in Table 6.1 require that fm E K(Ym, r, bm_i). This means that fm
indexes a cutting policy that is both a maximal-element cutting policy and a greedy cut-
ting policy, unless none exist, in which case fm indexes a greedy cutting policy.

The cost of filling a cutting order from board sequence t y1 } using the sequence { f1 }
n({Ay},b)

of indices is because ñ({A11y1) , b) is the smallest n such that b, and
1=1

thus n({Ay1}, b) boards are needed to fill the order, with each one having a cost of
The value of h({y1},r, b) is defined as the maximum possible cost for a sequence

{j1} from the set Y({y1}, r, b) of valid sequences.
The definition leaves open the possibility that h({ Yt }, r, b) is the cost of an order

that does not actually get filled. Thus, h({y1}, r, b) is not always the maximum cost of
filling a cutting order under the LP/sampling method, but is sometimes just the maximum
cost. This issue appears again in Section 6.5 (Other LP/Sampling Functions).

6.3. Cutting Policies and Price Vectors

For the most part, the definitions just given translate fairly directly into the imple-
mentation of the LP/sampling method described in Chapter 3. But it is not obvious that
the price vectors used to implement maximal-element cutting policies do so properly. We
need to make sure that the maximal-element prices described in Section 3.4.1 (Calculat-
ing Prices) along with the "greedy" measures of Section 3.4.3 (When a Price is Zero)
actually correspond to the definitions above, which never once mention prices.

In fact, an extra assumption is required to make everything work out. Namely, we
must assume that the algorithm for solving a knapsack problem always generates the

same yield vector for a given board type and price vector.
With this added assumption, price vectors can be used to implement cutting policies.

In a nutshell, any cutting policy we select will contain columns that were generated ear-
lier at a known price vector. To implement one of these cutting policies, all we need to do
is specify its associated price vector. Then, when cutting a board type that also appears in
the sample, the algorithm for solving the knapsack problem will generate the same yield
vector as it did from the board in the sample, which is exactly what we want.

When cutting board types that are not in the sample, the LP/sampling formulation
allows an arbitrary yield vector to be produced. To see this, suppose that r is a sample
vector, and rk =0 (i.e., the kth board type is not in the sample). Then the kth column of
A3 has no effect on A1r, and thus the kth board type has no effect on the LP for g(r, b).
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In consequence, a maximal-element cutting policy A. can have a completely arbitrary
yield vector in the kth column. Since an arbitrary yield vector is allowed, whatever is
generated by the specified price vector is also allowed.

Thus, we see that price vectors can implement maximal-element cutting policies,
regardless of whether the sample contains every board type or not. Furthermore, the
price-vector implementation is actually much superior to using arbitrary maximal-ele-
ment cutting policies, because board types that are not in the sample are processed more
effectively. As Proposition 4.1 suggests, minimizing cost relates closely to maximizing
value, and the price-vector implementation is based on value maximization.

At first glance, the added assumption seems easily satisfied. Unless the algorithm
for solving knapsack problems performs some randomization, it will always produce the
same yield vector for a given board and price vector, even if multiple optimal solutions
exist. But the assumption applies to a given board type, not just a board. If the given
board type represents boards with different physical characteristics, then the assumption
stipulates that at any given price vector, all boards of that board type must generate the
same yield vector.

One possibility is to simply declare each board in the lumber grade to be its own
board type. But the problem formulation allows only a finite number of board types, so
in most cases the boards must be categorized in some way. Fortunately, board character-
istics (such as length, width, and defect shape and location) are typically recorded at a
finite resolution, and in this way the continuum of possibilities is reduced to a discrete
representation. Boards that are physically similar are identical as far as the algorithm is
concerned, and thus can be grouped into a single board type. To ensure that the number
of such groupings is finite, we can assume that board dimensions within the lumber grade
are bounded.

The new assumption is probably satisfied by many knapsack algorithms and heuris-
tics. Even if it is not satisfied, it is hard to imagine much in the way of negative conse-
quences. Note that this new assumption plays no role in any of the formulations. Thus, it
has no bearing on any results other than making their application feasible.

6.4. Limit

Except for Section 5.6 (Dependent Sequences), Chapters 4 and 5 have focused on
independent sequences of boards. The result that follows, which is proved in Appendix
A, weakens this assumption to include a more general class known as a-mixing
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sequences. In a-mixing sequences, which are defined in Section 4 of Appendix A,
boards that are far apart from each other are "approximately" independent.

Proposition 6.1. Suppose that 0 > 0, 0 < g(0, b) <oofor all b 0, C1 = C2 = ... = CN,

{Y1} is a-mixing with a = O(n) for some > 1, E[Y1] = Ofor each I = 1,2,, and
urn R = 0 with probability 1. If the R are discrete random vectors, then
floO

E[f({Y1}, b)] E[h({Y1), R, b)] E[h({Y}, R, b)]
(io g(0, b) g(0, b) E[f({Y}, b)] =

floo fl*oo

PROOF. See proof of Proposition A.5 in Section 14, Appendix A. 0

Various corollaries can be obtained. Perhaps the simplest example is to assume that
the board sequence is independent and that R represents the mean of an independent

l
random sample of size n. In the following, let X,, = X,. As always, the 1' are ran-

fl i=i
dom vectors in which one element is 1 and the rest are 0.

Corollary. Suppose that Y1, Y2, and X1, are independent and identically dis-
tributed, with E[Y1] >0. If 0< g(E[Y1],b) <00 for all b O and C1 = C2 = ... = CN,

then

E[h({Y1},,b)]
hm =1.(b)oo E[f({Y),b)]fl*oo

PROOF. Since { '1 } is independent, it is a-mixing with each a =0. By the strong law
of large numbers, lim X = E[Y1] with probability 1. Hence, Proposition 6.1 applies. 0nDo

We can also remove references to g in the assumptions. The simplest case is to
assume that all costs are positive (implies 0 < g(0, b) for b 0), and that every dimension
part can be produced by some board type (implies g(0, b) <00 for all b). More generally,

N
it can be assumed that Gl > 0 for each j such that Al 0, and that A3! > 0.

j=I
In the results above, the assumption that R is discrete is probably stronger than nec-

essary. The assumption makes it easier to demonstrate that h( { Y1 }, R, b) is measurable,
and since it fits in well with the notion that R represents a random sample (e.g., a vector
of counts), we did not feel a great need to be more general.



As for {Y1), we assume that the a,'s are a "little smaller" than O(n'). Of the theo-
rems described in Section A.4, Shao (1993) states that the convergence rate applies
"under the nearly best possible condition on the mixing rate", which apparently means
that the conditions are about as weak as possible. Since the O(n) requirement is
derived from those theorems, we would not expect to be able to weaken it much further.

6.5. Other LP/Sampling Functions

The function h({y1}, r, b) represents the maximum possible cost when using the
LP/sampling approach. It was defined that way so that results such as Proposition 6.1
would easily apply to any other function based on the LP/sampling method. The idea is
that if E[f({Y1},b)] E[i({Y1},R,b} E[h({Y1},R,b)] for all b,n, where 1 repre-
sents the cost under an arbitrary implementation of the LP/sampling method, then

E[h({Y1), R, b)]
= 1

E[/({Y1}, R, b)]
lim implies urn = 1. (1)(b)oo E[f( { Y1 }, b)] (b)oo E[f( { Y }, 1))]noo fl+oo

Let 4G({y}, r,b) be an arbitrary function that for each b, r satisfies

ñ({A1y1},b)
h({y1},r,b)= C1y1 forsome {j1} °({y1},r,b).

1=1

Therefore, 1( { y1 }, r,b) is a function representing costs under the LP/sampling approach.
By definition, 1({y1}, r, b) h({y1), r, b), and thus E[1({Y1}, R, b)] E[h({Y1}, R, b)].
It remains only to show that E[f({Y1}, b)] E[/({Y1}, R, b)]. This looks immediate, but
a problem arises because 1 could represent the cost of an order that does not actually get
filled under the LP/sampling method. It is then possible that f( { y1 }, b) > 1( { y1 }, r, b).

The easiest way to rule out f( { y1), b)> 1( {y }, r, b) is to assume that all costs are
strictly positive (i.e., C3 > 0 for all j). In that case, if the order is not filled, then

r, b) = oo. If the order is filled, then by definition f({y1}, b) ({y1}, r, b).

Hence, f({y1}, b) h({y1},r, b) in all cases, and thus E[f({Y1}, b)] E[i({Y1},R,b)].
Therefore, the right-hand limit in (1) holds.

More generally, we can show that f({ Y), b) /( { 1' }, R, b) with probability 1. In
that case, E[f( { Y1 }, b)] E[/( { Y1 }, R, b)], as desired. It is not required that C > 0.
This approach is described in Section 13 of Appendix A.

We also need h( { Y1 }, R, b) to be measurable, so that E[!({ Y1 }, R, b)] is defined.
This will always be the case for any practical implementation of the LP/sampling method
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(e.g., the extra assumption in the second paragraph of Section 6.3, along with the assump-
tions in Proposition 6.1, is sufficient for this purpose). Though it is possible to define /
so that it is non-measurable, doing so requires cutting policies to be selected in a truly

pathological manner.

6.6. Multiple Lumber Grades

We have not presented a proof of the convergence property for multiple lumber
grades. Part of the reason is that there are several different ways to define the problem for
multiple grades, each requiring a separate proof. We have outlined proofs in the past,
however, and feel confident that Proposition 6.1 extends in a natural way to multiple
grades.

Section 4.14 described the extension of the lower-bound result to multiple lumber
grades. It assumed that lumber grades must be selected without looking ahead into the
actual sequences to be cut. While necessary for the lower bound to be valid, it appears
that this restriction is not necessary for obtaining a convergence result. Dropping it
allows a clean extension of the exact formulation to multiple lumber grades (the idea of
the exact formulation is to represent the best possible use of boards). If there are K dif-
ferent lumber grades (board classes), the exact formulation can be defined as

rK K
f({y},...,{yf},b)= mm .f({y},b'): Eb'=b

b1 .....b" k=1 k=1

where { y } is the sequence from the kth lumber grade (the dimension of y will usually
be different for different grades).

The LP/sampling formulation can be extended in a similar way, depending on how
the multiple-grade problem is defined. The easiest formulation is for the case where there
is a one-time decision to divide up the original order among different grades, and then
each sub-order is cut individually in the usual way.

For single grades, the asymptotic nature of the result mutes the effects of dependen-
cies in the sequences. In multiple grades, large orders reduce the effects of restrictions
on, for example, the frequency of grade changes. As long as these restrictions are unre-
lated to the order size (e.g., the maximum bunk size is 500 boards, with arbitrary grade
switching allowed between bunks), then it is likely that a convergence result along the
lines of Proposition 6.1 can be proved.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

This thesis does two things. First, it establishes a lower bound on the expected cost
of filling a cutting order from an independent sequence of boards. No matter what cut-
ting-order method is used, the expected cost can never be less than the lower bound, and
thus the lower bound provides an absolute standard against which any cutting-order
method can be evaluated.

Second, this thesis defines a method for filling a cutting order (the LP/sampling
method) that in computer simulations produces costs that are consistently close to the
lower bound when the cutting order is large. In addition, it is shown that this behavior is
not just a coincidence, but a fundamental mathematical property of the method.

The lower bound and the LP/sampling method reinforce each other. On one hand,
the lower bound is used to demonstrate that the LP/sampling method does a good job of
minimizing costs. On the other hand, the LP/sampling method shows that the lower
bound is often nearly attainable and is therefore a useful benchmark.

7.1. The Lower Bound

Ideally, a lower bound on expected cost should be easy to compute and close to the
actual minimum for the problem in question. Our lower bound is close to the actual mini-
mum in large orders, but it is not close to the minimum in small orders and is seldom easy
to compute. Though not ideal, there are no published alternatives of which we are aware,
so this lower bound fills a need that has not been previously addressed.

The lower bound is most informative when it is nearly attained by observed costs,
because in that case we know that the lower bound is near the true minimum. For the
data in Chapter 5, the lower bound appears to be within one or two percent of the true
minimum in most orders of at least several thousand sq. ft. This data, along with the con-
vergence property of Proposition 6.1, is the basis for concluding that the lower bound is a
good approximation of the expected minimum cost in moderate-to-large cutting orders.

The lower bound extends to multiple lumber grades, but requires an additional
assumption. Namely, any decision involving a choice between different lumber grades
must be made without looking ahead into any board sequence. In other words, we must
choose sequences before we get to see them. This applies, for instance, to the partition-
ing of a cutting order into sub-orders (each of which is to be processed in the usual way)
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before cutting. It also applies during cutting when switching back and forth between
grades. The assumption is almost always satisfied in the wood processing applications
addressed here. Based on the limited data we have generated, the lower bound for multi-
ple grades appears to be a good approximation of the true minimum.

Calculating the lower bound is time consuming, but still in the realm of practicality.
For a computer simulation that draws from a data set numbering in the hundreds or thou-
sands of boards, the calculation time is on the order of a few hours. For instance, it took
four hours (using a 233 MHz i586 processor) and about 10Mb of memory to calculate the
lower bound for Carino's order (Section 5.2), which involved 33 dimension-part sizes and
384 pine boards. Lower-bound calculations were faster for the orders used in Section 5.3,
in part because the orders had fewer dimension-part sizes. For example, base order B23
(28 dimension-part sizes) required about 30 minutes and base order B7 (7 dimension-part
sizes) required about 5 minutes. In Section 5.8 (Multiple Lumber Grades), it took a little
over two hours to calculate the lower bound for base order B28, which involved 3,068
boards from three different grades of ponderosa pine. On the plus side, multiple com-
puter processors can be efficiently utilized if available, because each knapsack problem

can be handed off to a separate processor.
Having noted its slowness, we also need to point out that the program we used could

be vastly improved. It was initially designed on the assumption that solving knapsack
problems would completely dominate the total computation time, so very little effort
went into the rest of the LP algorithm. This turned out to be a mistake, because the pro-
portion of time taken by the auxiliary knapsack problems seems to decrease as the num-
ber of dimension-part sizes in the order increases. It should be possible to speed up parts
of the main LP algorithm by a factor of 10 or 100, based on informal comparisons with
another LP solver (one that does not accommodate column generation). We would be
surprised if the total computation time could not be reduced by well over half.

For independent board sequences, the lower bound applies to small orders as well as
large. For dependent board sequences that are not too badly behaved, the lower bound is
approximately valid for large orders, as shown in the asymptotic result of Proposition 6.1.
Thus, the lower bound may also be useful for dependent sequences.

Overall, the lower bound has the potential to be a practical benchmark in future
research on large-order cutting methods. By providing an absolute standard, it simplifies
the assessment of new methods in the absence of comparison data for existing methods,
which are often difficult to implement from published materials. Even when comparison
data is available, the lower bound provides valuable information about the true minimum.
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7.2. The LP/Sampling Method

The argument in support of the LP/sampling method mirrors the argument for the
lower bound. When observed costs under the LP/sampling method are clustered near the
lower bound, it follows that the average cost is near the minimum possible. Thus, from
the experimental results in Chapter 5, it appears that average costs tend to be within one
or two percent of the true minimum in most orders of at least several thousand sq. ft. The
experimental data, along with the convergence property of Proposition 6.1, lead us to
conclude that expected costs under the LP/sampling method are approximately mini-
mized in moderate-to-large cutting orders.

Just as with the lower bound, it is difficult to draw strong conclusions in small
orders, because observed costs tend to be considerably higher than the lower bound.
Hence, either the lower bound or the expected cost, or both, depart significantly from the
true minimum. Since it is difficult or impossible to determine the true minimum, which
is why the lower bound was derived in the first place, we can only guess. With that
caveat, we think that the lower bound is closer to the true minimum than is the expected
cost under the LP/sampling method, for large orders and small. (This could be further
explored in very small orders by using the approach described in Appendix C. If the gen-
erated costs are close to the lower bound, then we could conclude that the lower bound is
close to the true minimum even in fairly small orders.)

The LP/sampling method also has a large computational burden. This is more of a
problem than for the lower bound, because the lower bound is mainly a research tool.
But the LP/sampling method is intended to be a practical approach to the cutting-order
problem, and so it must generate dimension-part prices in a timely manner. It is not prac-
tical to calculate new prices for each board, or even every tenth board, as in many of the
large-order simulations. The only practical way is to make initial price calculations prior
to cutting, then to update them as often as possible. Boards are cut at whatever prices are
in effect, for as long as they are in effect. Thus, it is not a matter of whether or not the
LP/sampling is possible to implement, but a matter of how frequently prices can be
updated and the impact on costs.

These computational issues are not as bad as they first seem. In principle, prices
should not change much in a large order until near the end of processing. Also, the data
for random price deviations (Section 5.5) imply that prices can wander a bit from the
"correct" values without greatly impacting costs. Thus, it is not necessary to generate
updated prices for every board that is cut. When updated prices are needed more rapidly,
towards the end of processing, we can use the shortcuts described in Section 3.6.
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Taken together, there is reason to believe that the LP/sampling method can be suc-
cessfully adapted to actual use. Further research should place a high priority on more
realistic simulations, where boards are processed every few seconds rather than waiting
for new prices to be calculated. Another avenue needing more research is the handling of
heuristics in the auxiliary knapsack problems. When knapsack problems are solved only
approximately, the LP can terminate prematurely without generating a very good solu-
tion. This problem corrects itself somewhat during the process of filling the order, but it
is still better to have a good solution at the outset. The corrective measures used in Sec-
tion 5.7, which generated an assortment of initial columns for the LP, offer a starting
point for a more systematic approach.

Multiple lumber grades also deserve further research. Some of our experimental
data is based on a rather unrealistic method, where switching back and forth between
lumber grades was allowed. As usual, observed costs were close to the lower bound in
larger orders, which at least shows that the lower bound is close to the true minimum.
More realistic simulations (Section 5.8.2) showed that using a mix of grades in small
orders could be counterproductive. In all cases, a good grade mix depended on having a
good sample. Since the lower bound is valid for almost any practical method, and since
we know that it is nearly attainable in larger orders, it should provide an excellent way to
evaluate variants of the LP/sampling method in multiple lumber grades.

We had hoped to provide a multiple-grade counterpart to the convergence property
of Proposition 6.1. This plan grew less appealing as it became evident that there were
many different ways to handle multiple grades. Convergence results can almost certainly
be proved for some of these, but doing so would be more difficult than for the corre-
sponding extension of the lower bound (Proposition 4.5). Hence, for now, the case for
convergence relies entirely on experimental data and the conjecture that Proposition 6.1

can be extended to multiple grades.
In addition to mathematical results and comparisons against the lower bound, we

have some comparison data for other methods. The only direct comparisons made in this
thesis were between the LP/sampling method and the CDE method (R. E. Thomas, 1996).
As seen in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, the LP/sampling method generated consistently lower
costs. The difference was typically no more than a few percentage points, but in some
cases exceeded 10% and twice exceeded 15%. In no case were average costs higher,

except in small orders (140 sq. ft. or less), where neither method consistently outper-
formed the other, or when using smaller sample sizes. Based on this data and compar-
isons between the CDE method and others (see Section 5.9), we conclude that the
LP/sampling method is a sound approach to the cutting order problem.
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Appendix A. Proof of Approximate Optimality

Proposition 6.1 stated that, under certain conditions, the expected cost of filling a
cutting order under the LP/sampling method divided by the expected minimum cost
approaches 1 as the order quantity and sample size grow large. This appendix proves a
generalization of that result, which is identified here as Proposition A.4.

The proof proceeds in steps. First, we show that the definition of h({y1}, r,b),
which represents the maximum cost to fill a cutting order under the LP/sampling method,
is sensible. Since it is defined as the maximum value from a potentially infinite set, we
cannot simply assume that the set has a maximum.

Next, we establish two results that are somewhat more generic than the others. One
uses a general result on the convergence of a-mixing sequences to derive a special case
that is applicable to uniformly bounded sequences (e.g., board sequences). The other
provides conditions under which random variables are uniformly integrable, which
imparts a useful convergence property on their expected values.

From there, we produce a provisional version of the main result. It says, roughly,

that if lim = 1 with probability 1, then urn
E[f I

= 1, provided that certain assumptions

are met. Thus, it remains only to show that if those assumptions are met, then lim = 1

with probability I. We do this by showing that f is not too small, which is fairly easy,
and that h is not too large, which takes more effort.

When filling a cutting order, the remaining order quantities are continually reduced,
and these changing quantities form a path through vector space. This space can be parti-
tioned into convex cones that are defined by the columns of an LP. It will be shown that
under the LP/sampling method, the path taken by the order-quantity balances will tend to
stay in or near the cone where it originates. It will also be shown that as long as the path
stays in the cone, the cumulative cost will not be too large. Bringing these strands
together shows that h is not too large.

We must also show that f and h are measurable, in order to satisfy assumptions of
the provisional result. An informal argument is used for this purpose.

The proof is quite lengthy, so it is difficult to verify in its entirety. For the same rea-
son, it almost certainly contains some errors, though we are not aware of any at this writ-
ing. Our hunch is that any such errors are probably minor and easily fixed. This is not to
say that we are happy with the proof, for it is much too unwieldy. But it will do for now.

A.1. Extending the LP/Sampling Method

This appendix describes a version of the LP/sampling method that applies more gen-
erally than the method described in Chapter 3 (and utilized in Chapter 5). The reason for
a more general method is to accommodate the case where the cost of cutting a given
board type depends not just on the raw-material cost, but also on incremental costs
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associated with a particular cutting pattern (e.g., a complex cutting pattern involving
many cuts could cost more than a simple pattern needing only a few cuts). The extra gen-
erality does not have much practical benefit at the moment, because most methods for
solving knapsack problems ignore costs entirely, focusing instead on maximizing the total
value of dimension parts produced. This may change as computing power increases.

Up until now, cutting a board at a given price vector has meant maximizing the total
value of the dimension parts produced, where the value of the ith dimension part is it..

From now on, cutting a board at a given price vector means maximizing the difference
between the total value of the dimension parts produced and the cost of the associated
cutting pattern. Using the symbols defined in Chapter 4, the problems appear as follows:

Basic knapsack problem: max ir'Ay
3

Extended knapsack problem: max(r'A - C)y
I

The two problems are equivalent if every cutting pattern for a given board type has the
same cost (i.e., C = C1 for all j).

As in Chapter 6, the definition of h is built around maximal-element cutting policies
and greedy cutting policies. These are defined in Table A. 1. A greedy cutting policy is
one that produces a dimension part for which the demanded quantity is still positive, as
before, but if no such policy exists, we now specify that a greedy cutting policy is any of
the least expensive policies (this only matters when C3 = 0 for some j, i.e., when each
board type has a cutting pattern with a cost of zero). Maximal-element cutting policies
are defined just as before.

To accommodate general nonnegative Ci's, we introduce two changeover condi-
tions. Maximal-element cutting policies are always used at the start of processing, except
when the LP has no feasible solution (due to a bad sample or unsuitable lumber grade).
Once either of the changeover conditions is satisfied, greedy cutting policies are used
until the order is filled. The changeover conditions are there to more efficiently process
boards at the end of an order. Typically, only a small minority of the boards remain to be
processed at the point the changeover occurs.

The first changeover condition occurs when the cumulative cost of the boards being
cut first exceeds the initial estimate of the cost to fill the order. That estimate is g(r, b),
where r represents the sample and b represents the order quantities, as described in Chap-
ter 4.

The second condition is more ungainly, and probably would not be used in practice.
It requires that we keep track of how the order would have been processed if we were
only using greedy cutting policies. If this virtual cutting process fills the order before the
actual process does, then the total cost incurred under the virtual process is saved. The
actual process switches to using greedy cutting policies when the cumulative cost first
exceeds the saved virtual cost.
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The second changeover condition is a device used in the proofs to place a check on
high costs that can result from poor samples.* Such samples can produce very high initial
cost estimates, in which case the first changeover condition does not get satisfied in a
timely manner. In contrast, the second condition is insulated from the most extreme con-
sequences of bad samples. (In practice, high estimated cost will be characterized by low
estimated area yield, which is a signal that either the sample is bad or the lumber grade is
poorly suited to the order. In that case, the sensible thing to do is draw a new sample or
switch to a different lumber grade, thus reducing the possibility of a truly bad sample.)

Because the results in this appendix are asymptotic ones, there might be many vari-
ants of these changeover rules that would have the same asymptotic behavior. The key is
that the changeover must not occur too soon, because greedy cutting policies lack the cost
minimizing characteristics of maximal-element cutting policies, and the changeover must
not occur too late, for then too many boards might be needed, raising the cost.

When C3 = C1 for all j, as assumed in Chapter 6, then the intersection of maximal-
element cutting policies and greedy cutting policies is never empty (unless the LP for
g(r, b) has no solution). This is proved in Proposition A.5, and is the reason why
changeover rules do not appear explicitly in the formulation of Chapter 6.

A.2. The LP/Sampling Formulation - h( { y }, r, b)

We now define the function h, which represents the maximum possible cost to fill a
cutting order under the LP/sampling method. We will use the same symbol h as we did
in Chapter 6, even though this function is defined differently. This is the only important
symbol where this liberty was taken. All other symbols are uniquely defined. Note that
Chapter 6 defined h simply as the maximum cost, whereas h is defined here as the maxi-
mum cost to fill a cutting order.

Consider the definition of h({y1}, r,b) in Table A.l. As usual, {y) is the board
sequence, r is the vector of counts of board types in the sample, and b is the (not neces-
sarily nonnegative) vector of order quantities. The function is defined in terms of a set
7({y1}, r, b) of valid sequences of indices of cutting policies. This definition is more
complicated than the one for Y({y1J, r, b) in Chapter 6, due to the changeover conditions.

rni
The first changeover condition is satisfied when C31y1 g(r, b), which means

that the cumulative cost exceeds the initial estimate. The second changeover condition is
rnI

satisfied when Cy1 exceeds the cost of a completed virtual process. The minimum
1=1 rni

cost the virtual process can have is f({y1}, b), so if Cy1 <minjg(r, b), f({y1), b)J.
1=1

* Alternative changeover condition: Cy g(r, bm) for some m < n, where bm = b - A1y1.
1=1

To implement, set Zo = g(r, b) and z, = mm {z - g(r, b)}, n 1. When z,, 0, use a greedy
cutting policy on board n + 1. This condition is far more practical, but we have not proved that it works.
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Index set of maximal-element cutting policies:

X(r, b) = {j: x3 = (x) for some optimal solution x to the LP for g(r, b)}

Index set of greedy cutting policies:

{j:(Ajy)obO} if{j: (Ajy)ObO}ø
{j: Cjy=rnin{CIy...CNY}} if{j: (Ay)obO}=ø

Minimum length for partial sum to exceed given vector:

ñ({x1},b)=nn: b
nO

Maximum cost to fill cutting order using only greedy cutting policies:

I rn-i
v({y1},b)= sup

{jI,J2,"} £=I t=1 )

Set of valid sequences of cutting-policy indices:
({y}, r, b) is the set of all sequences {j1,j2,) such that

I rn-i rn-i I
e r, b Ay1

J

if Cy1 <minjg(r, b), f({y1}, b)f and g(r, b) <oo,
1=1 1

( rn-i \ rn-i
Jrn Ym' b Ay1 if ChYI minjg(r, b), V'({yi}' b)J or g(r, b) = __

1=1 1 1=1

Maximum cost to fill cutting order under the LP/sampling method:
In({Ay},b)

max ZC1y1:
(j}e.({ysLr,b)

Table A. 1. Definitions for the LP/Sampling Formulation

then neither changeover condition has been met. In that case, the LP/sampling method
requires that Jm be the index of a maximal-element cutting policy. The only exception is
when g(r, b) = oo, in which case greedy cutting policies are used throughout.
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On the other hand, the cost of the virtual process cannot be more than ( { ye), b),
which is defined as the maximum cost to fill the order using only greedy cutting policies.

rni I
Hence, if C y mm g(r, b), t'( { y }, b)J. then at least one of the changeover condi-

1=1

tions has been met, and thus fm is required to index a greedy cutting policy. If neither
this inequality nor the previous one holds, then fm is allowed to be the index of an arbi-
trary cutting policy. I rni

The valid maximal-element cutting policies for fm are given by 2(1 r, b Ay1
'¼I rnI

If x is an optimal solution to the LP for gl r, b- Ay1 land X = max {x1,. . . ,
'¼ i=i )

then Jm is the index of a maximal-element cutting policy.
I rnI

The valid greedy cutting policies for Jm are given by the set l Ym' b Ay1
'¼ 1=1

rni
For brevity, let bm_i = b A11y1. For a nonnegative vector a, the expression a 0 b 0

1=1

means that for some i, both b. > 0 and a > 0 (see definitions in Table 4.1, Section 4.5).
Thus, (AjYm) 0 0 means that cutting policy A1 produces from Ym a dimension part
for which the remaining quantity still needed is positive. If there is no value of j that sat-
isfies (AjYm) 0 b_1 0, then the greedy cutting policies are defined as those with the
lowest cost.

Having described the set ( { ye), r, b) of valid sequences { 1. f") of cutting-pol-
icy indices, we can now complete the description of h( fyi)' r,b). The cost of filling a

fi({A1y},b)

cutting order from board sequence { Y } using the sequence { j } of indices is Chyl,
£=1

because ñ({Ay1},b) is the smallest n such that Ay1 b, and thus ñ({Ay1},b)

boards are needed to fill the order, with each one having a cost of C,1y1. The value of
h( { y }, r, b) is defined as the maximum possible cost for a sequence { j1 } E ( { yt }, r, b)
that actually fills the order (i.e., where ñ((Ay }, b) <oo).

The definition leaves open the possibility that h((y}, r, b) <oo, even if some valid
sequence ({y1),r,b) does not fill the order (i.e., n({Ay1),b) =oo). In that
case, h( { y1 }, r,b) is the maximum cost to fill the order, but not necessarily the maximum
cost for trying to fill the order. This peculiarity must be considered when looking at other
functions based on the LP/sampling method, as will be seen in Section 6.14. The point of
the definition is to ensure that f({y1}, b) h({y1}, r, b) for all {y1}, r, b.

R({A1y},b)

If h({y1},r,b)<oo, then h({y1},r,b)= Cy1 for some {j1} E ((y},r,b),
1=1

by definition. We call {jj a sequence of indices for h({y}, r, b). If h({y}, r, b) = oo,

then we call every {j} ({y}, r, b) a sequence of indices for h({y1}, r, b). The next
section begins the proof by addressing various questions about the existence of these enti-
ties.
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A.3. Existence of h( { y }, r, b)

In({AjYs},b)
InTableA.1,wedefineh({y1},r,b)= max C1y1: uI({A1y1},b)<oo

{Jt}E2({y1},r,b)

To be sensible, the set on the right must actually have a maximum value, and this section
shows that it does, unless it is empty. If empty, h( (y}, r, b) = oo, by definition.

To help things along, we define a new term. An order is said to bepartiallyfihled by
a board if it produces (using the specified cutting policy) some dimension part for which
the remaining balance in the order is positive. This is expressed as (A1y1) o b1.1 0,
where b1_1 is the balance remaining after cutting the first 1 1 boards. Since dimension
parts are produced in whole-number quantities, an order requiring K dimension parts
(totaled over all dimension-part sizes) can be partially filled no more than K times. For a
given b, the total number of dimension parts actually needed is K = 1b,1.

(1: b,O}

Lemma 1. Given { y1 }, r, b, m, there exists a constant n such that n({ y1), b) n for
( k-i

all {j1}satisfying fl({A1y}, b) <00 and Jk E 1'IYk' b k = m,. . . ,n.

PROOF. SetK=1bflandZ={t:(Ajyt)1 >OforsomejE {l,...,N}}, i=l,..,M.
{i: b1O}

If' is finite, set n1 = max {1: I .}. If1 is infinite, set n so that ( {m,. . . , n,} has
K elements. Set n = max { n, }.iiM

( k-I
Select an arbitrary {j1} in which ñ({A1y}, b) <00 and fk E Yk' b Ay1

1=i
k

k = m,. . . , n. Set bk = b A1y, k = If ?, is finite, then the ith dimension
1=1

part cannot be produced outside the first n boards. Thus, fl( { y }, b) <00 implies that
ni

the demanded quantity b was filled in the first n, boards, i.e., (Ay)1 b.
i=1

ni
Otherwise, 1', is infinite. Assume that (Ay1) <bk. Thus, (b,,), > 0, so (b1), > 0

1=1

for I n1. Since an order for K dimension parts can be partially filled no more than K
times, a still-incomplete order will have been partially filled no more than K- 1 times.
That is, (Ay1) o b1.1 0 holds for at most K 1 values of I satisfying I n,. Hence,
there is some I , fl {m,.. . ,n,} such that (Ay1)o b11 0, because fl {m, . . . ,n,}
has K elements. Since I e Z. there is some j such that (Ay1)1 > 0, and since (b1_1), > 0,
we have (Ay1) o b11 0. Since j1 (y1, b1_1), it follows that (Ay1) o b1 0, which

'ii
is a contradiction. Hence, the assumption that (A1y1) <b1 must be false.

1=1
n n n

For each i, we now have (Ay1)1 (Ay1) b,. Therefore, Ay1 b, which
1=1 1=1 1=i

implies that ñ({Ay }, b) n. o
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Lemma 2. Given {y }, r,b, suppose that 0 g(r, b) <00. There exists an a such that if

Cy afor some n and {j1} ((y1}, r,b), then E Cjy1 g(r, b)for all {j1}.

PROOF The case for g(r, b) = 0 is trivial (set a = 0), so assume instead that g(r, b) > 0.

Set ê = max{cji}. K = 1b11, and a = 2g(r, b) + ê + Kê. Suppose that Chyt a,
J Ii: b-fJJ 1=1

rn-i m

where {j1} E ((y1}, r,b). Then for some m, Cy g(r, b) and Cy1 > g(r, b).
1=1 1=1

m rni II

Hence, Cy = C,y1 + CjYm (g(r, b) + e)< a Chyt. Thus, m <n and
t=1 1=1

aCy1 a_(g(r,b)+e)=g(r,b)+Ke. (1)
1=1 L=i 1=1

k rn

Set bk = b for each k = 1,2,. Since Cy > g(r, b), the definition of
1=1 1=1

( { y }, r, b) implies that j1 (y1, b1) for each t> m. It follows that for each I > m,
either (A1y)o b1 0 or C,y1 = min{Cjyi}. Thus, cy1 ± min{jy}+ Kê,

- 1=m+1 =m+1 -

because an order for K dimension parts can be partially filled no more than K times,
which means that (Ay1) o b1.1 0 holds for no more than K instances oft (at a cost not

exceeding ê in each instance). Therefore, from (1), ± mm {cy1} + Kê g(r, b) + Kê,
I=rn+J '

and thus min{jyi} g(r, b). It follows that ChYI g(r, b) for all {j1}. 0
1=m+i

Lemma 3. Given {y1},r,b, suppose ñ({Ay1},b)<oo for some {j1} E2({y1},T,b).
fn((A1y),b) 1

Then max C y4: fl( { y }, b) <co exists and is finite.
{J}E({y1},r,b) 1=1 j

In((Ajiyi},b) 1

PROOF. Either sup C, yi: ñ( { y1 }, b) < oo is finite, or it is infinite. If it
j

is finite, then there are only a finite number of sums that don't exceed the supremum, as
described in Section 4.7. Hence, the maximum equals the supremum.

Otherwise, the supremum is infinite. In that case, there exists an infinite sequence
n(fA1ky1},b)

{j},{j},.. of sequences such that lim Cy1 =oo, where {j} E ({y1},r,b) and
k-3oo

h({Aky1}, b) <oo for each k = Thus, if g(r, b) <00, then by Lemma 2 there is
rn-I

some m such that Chyl g(r, b) for all {j1}, so by the definition of ({y}, r,b),
1=1

( k-i
Jk EI yk,bAjyL I foreachkmandall {j} e ({y1},r,b). (1)

)
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If g(r, b) = 00, then (1) holds with m = 1. Since (1) holds either way, there exists by

Lemma 1 an n such that fl({Aky},b) n for all k. Set = max{ji}. Then for each
n({Ay}b) ñ({AkYi}.b)

k 1,2,, we obtain Cy1 Cy1 nê, which contradicts urn Cy1 = 0°.
1=1 k* 1=1

Therefore, the assumption that the supremum can be infinite must be false. 0

Proposition A.!.
(a) h({y1), r, b) <00 fand only if fl({Ay1}, b) < oofor some {j} E ({yj}, r, b).

(b) n({A1y1}, b) n f and only Ay1 b.

(c) IfrO, then2((yj,r,b)ø.
PROOF OF (a). From the definition of h({y1}, r,b), the forward implication is immedi-
ate. The reverse implication follows from the previous lemma and the definition.
PROOF OF (b). This holds by definition and the fact that the Ay1 are nonnegative.
PROOF OF (c). A greedy cutting policy always exists, unless there are no cutting policies
at all. But there is always at least one cutting policy, because a board class is defined to
have at least one board type, and a board type is defined to have at least one yield vector.
Hence, if g(r, b) = 00, then a valid sequence of indices can be constructed, because
greedy cutting policies are used throughout.

Otherwise, g(r, b) <00. In that case, an optimal solution to the LP for g(r, b)
exists. Likewise, if bm b, it can be seen that an optimal solution to the LP for g(r, bm)
exists, provided that r 0, because a solution that is optimal for b is feasible for bm and
the objective function cannot be unbounded below if r 0. Hence, the set of maximal-
element cutting policies for bm is nonempty. Since maximal-element cutting policies
exist for every bm b, and since greedy cutting policies always exist, a valid sequence of
indices can be constructed. 0
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A.4. Dependent Board Sequences

It would be natural to consider first the case of independent board sequences, fol-
lowed by extensions to more general sequences. But a convenient result enables us to
address a large class of dependent sequences in a single step. In these sequences, boards
that are far apart from each other are "approximately" independent.

An infinite sequence (X1, X2, } of random variables is said to be a-mixing if
there are numbers aj, a2, such that lim a =0 and JP[A ( B] PEAJP[B]J a for
all A e o'(X1,.. . , Xk), B E a(Xk+fl, Xk+fl+1, ), k 1, n 1, where c(X1, X2,) is the
a-field generated by X1, X2, (Billingsley, 1986). This definition applies to random
vectors as well as random variables. For an independent sequence, a =0 for all n.

Sequences can be characterized by the rate at which the a 's converge to zero. For
this, the familiar 0 notation is used: a = O((n)) if and only if there are positive con-
stants K and n0 such that a K(n) for all n > n0.

The following theorem (Shao, 1993) is the convenient result mentioned above.
Here, as elsewhere in this section, S X1. Note that a is not related to the an's.

Theorem 1: Let <a 1, 1 1/a p <r oo, {X} be an a-mixing sequence of
random variables with E[X} =0 and sup E[IXIn]lT <00. If the mixing coefficients

n1
a are such that a = O(n_ P1>TP) log n)for some 5> rp/(r p), then

nPP[rnax isii fla] < oo for all e >0. (1)
n=1

Furthermore, for every e > 0 there exists a constant K such that

Pimax isii ena] Kn' Iog_ )C877'/(T1,))/r n for all n. (2)
L in

Corollary 1: Let 1 <r 00, (X, } be an a-mixing sequence of random variables
with E[X] =0 and supE[IXIT]" <00. If the mixing coefficients a are such that

n1
= 0(log n)for some B > r/(r - 1), then

--P[maxIsiIen]<oo foralle>0.

In particular; we have S,/n - 0 almost surely.

The published version of Theorem 1 does not actually contain (2). Rather, (2) is an inter-
mediate result from which (1) follows immediately. We tacked it on because it helps in
deriving urn nPlrnax I

S, Eflal =0 when p =2 and a = 1, which is not something that
L zn J

is evident from (1) without further assumptions.
Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 are more general than we need. Simplified statements

can be obtained for the special case in which a = 1, p = 2, and the X, are uniformly
bounded. A sequence of random variables X, is uniformly bounded if and only if there is
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a constant K such that Ix(co)I <K for all n and all co E L, where is the space on
which the X, are defined. For random vectors, the requirement is that IIX(co)II <K.

After establishing the special case, we apply it to a random board sequence { Y1 }.
The Y1's are random vectors, and for each k = 1,. . . ,X, the elements (Y1)k, (Y2)," are
uniformly bounded random variables (taking only the values 0 or 1).

Lemma 4. If a = O(n2) for some A> 1, then a = O(n log n) for some > 1 and
/3 > 2.

Al A+A ,%+l
PROOF. Set/3=22and=

2
.IfA>1,thenA=

2 > 2
>l,so2>>l.

Using L'Hospital's rule, we can verify that tim
log =0, because (A - )/fl > 0.

fl-*oo ( Y8

(logn
Therefore, tim I I

= 0, because /3 > 0. Hence,
fl-)ooIfl( -Yfl1

n loge n (log n syq

hm = urn = lim I I =0.
n-3° n log n n-*oo n n-)oo n(2Yfi)

This implies that n = O(n log n). Thus, if a = O(n), then a = O(n log n). D

Lemma 5. Suppose { X, } is an a-mixing sequence of random variables with E[X} =0.
Suppose also that a O(n2)for some 2> 1, and that the X,, 's are uniformly bounded.

Then P[rnax I Si I
<00 for all e >0, tim nP[rnax IS1I en] =0 for all >0,

n=1 Lfl fl-9oo lfl
and lim Sn/n =0 with probability 1.

fl-*oo

PROOF. By Lemma 4, there exist > 1 and /3 > 2 such that a = O(n log n).

Set r 2 and p =2. Then r r(p - > 2 =2 r rp
r-2 rp r-2 rp

Thus, a = O(n_t(P_T_1) log n) and /3 > tp/(r p). Set a = 1. Then r> p 1/a.
Since the X, 's are uniformly bounded, sup E[ I I

r hr <oo. Hence, by Theorem 1 above,
nI

P[max 1S11 ] < oo for all 6>0. By the second part of Theorem 1, for every e >0
n=1

there exists a constant K such that P[rnax is, en] Kn' log' n for all n, whereln
= 1 +(r p)(/3 - rp/(r p))/r >0. Thus, lim nP1rnax en1 tim Ktog'' n = 0.

fl-*oo L 1fl J fl-)oe

Since r > 2, we have /3 > 2
2r r

>
r

Since n log n <log nr-2 .5r-1 r-1
for n 1, we have a = O(log n). By Corollary 1, urn Sn/n =0 with probability 1. 0
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Lemma 6. Suppose that (X } is a sequence of m x 1 random vectors. Set S, X,,,

where Xq is the jth element of Xi. Then P[maX SI e] I P[max ISI -f-].

PROOF Ifs is an m x 1 vector, then IH mIsI for some j. Likewise, if si,.. ,s, are
m x I vectors, then max s,J m max s,, for some j, where s11 is the jth element of s.

ln
Thus, max s e implies m max e for some j. Therefore,

zn in

Pimax IISIII ] P[m max IS1jI e for some ] I r{m rx IsI e]. o
L 1n

Lemma 7. Suppose { X, } is an a-mixing sequence of random vectors with E[X] = 0.
Suppose also that a = O(n) for some A> 1, and that the X, 's are unformly bounded.

Then P[rnax IISII <oofor all e >0, urn nP[max ,s, en] = Ofor all e >0,
n=1

fl-400 lfl
and urn nS = 0 with probability 1.

fl-3oo

PROOF Let m be the dimension of the X,'s. Set S,3 where X,3 is the jth ele-

ment of X. Since X4,, is uniformly bounded, so is each Therefore, by Lemma 5,

wehave.ZP[rnaxlSiilen]<ooforalle>0. limnP[maxtSIen]=0foralle>0,
n=1 fl-*oo Ifl

and urn n'S =0 with probability 1, j = 1,. . . , m. Nonnegative numbers may be
n-900

summed in any order, so using Lemma 6 we obtain, for all e > 0,

? --n]<oo.

The limit of a sum equals the sum of the limits, if the latter exist. Hence,

Jim nP[max iis,ii en] Jim nIP[max sjj n] :=IlimnP[max n]= 0.
fl9oo ifl '°° J=i " m j=1 '-'°° in m

Also, urn n S = 0 with probability 1 if and only if lim n =0 with probability 1
fl-)oo fl-eo

for each j 1,. . . , m. The forward implication is immediate. For the reverse, note that if
B1,. .. , are sets of probability 1, then so is the set fl B (Billingsley, 1986, p. 46). 0

J

Lemma 8. Suppose { '1 } is a-mixing with a = O(n) for some A> 1, and E[Y1] = 0.

Then P1rnax ±(Y1 en <oofor all e >0, lim nP1max ±(Y1 0) en =0
n=1 L 1=1

?1)OO
L 1=1

urn 1'1 0 with probability 1.
fl-)co fl 1=1

for all e > 0, and

PROOF Set X1 = 0, and apply the previous lemma. Since { l'1 } is a board sequence,
Y1

J
1 for each t. Thus,

J
X1

J
1+0 for each I, so the X1 's are uniformly bounded. 0
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A.5. Uniformly Integrable Functions

The approximate-optimality result is proved by establishing the following sort of
relation (which is not true in general):

urn 5fd=5 urn fdp.
fl-400 floo

Here, u is a measure on a measurable space (ci, Sr), and f1' f2'" is a sequence of mea-
surable functions. (In this section, f, f, and g are arbitrary, rather than having their
usual meanings.)

One well known result is Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem: If Jf J g
almost everywhere, where g is integrable, and if f, * f almost everywhere, then f and
the f, are integrable and $ fdp $ fdp. (To say that a function is integrable is to say
that it is measurable and has a finite integral.)

Another result applies to the more general class of uniformly integrable functions.
A sequence of functions {fj is uniformly integrable if (Billingsley, 1986, Eq. 16.21)

urn supffd=o.
a-400

(IfI>'}
The notation { > a) represents the (measurable) set on which f,, > a. It could be
written as (v E ci: tf(w)I > a). Note that the limit here is not a limit superior (i.e., not
a urn sup) in n, but an ordinary limit in a. The following property holds (Billingsley,
1986, Thrn. 16.13): If p(ci) <oo and f, * f almost everywhere, and if the fe's are uni-
formly integrable, then f is integrable and $ fdp $ fd1u.

Both of the theorems above apply to sequences of functions, whereas the functions
that interest us are indexed by a continuous vector b and an integer n. Thus, we want
something like lim J fb,fldp J fdp, which means that for each e > 0 there exists a

(b)*oo

and an n0 such that J fb,fldp J fdp <e for all b, n satisfying (b) fi and n n0.

To start with, the sequence-based results can be extended to functions ft indexed by a
continuous parameter t > 0, provided f is measurable (Billingsley, 1986, pp. 214-215):

If I $ fd1u converges to I 5 fdp as t * oo, then certainly I I for each
sequence { t,, } going to infinity. But the converse holds as well: if I does not
converge to I, then there is a positive E such that - I J > e for a sequence { t,)
going to infinity. To the question of whether I converges to I the previous theo-
rems apply.
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The same line of reasoning applies to the more general index sets we use. In either
case, f must be assumed to be measurable, whereas for sequences the f is measurable if
the f's are.* Fortunately, our f will have the constant value 1, which is always measur-
able.

The dominated convergence theorem is extended this way: If urn fb, = f almost
(b)oo
fl*oo

everywhere, where f and the fb,' are measurable, and if Ifb,n I
g almost everywhere,

where g is integrable, then f and the fbfl's are integrable and urn 5 fb,fld1u 5 fdp.
(b)*oo
n*oo

To extend Theorem 16.13, allow arbitrary index sets .I in the definition of uniformly

integrable functions: lim sup$ If. Idp =0. In particular, we use urn supj I f, dp =0.
a)oo sef a*eo b {lf&,,Ia)

The supremum can be taken over a restricted set, e.g. (b) 1, because small values of b

have no bearing on lim 5
fbfld1u. Theorem 16.13 can now be extended as follows:

n-400

If p(L) <cc and lim fb = f almost everywhere, and if the fb, 's are uniformly inte-
(b)oo
fl)oo

grable and f is measurable, then urn 5 fbfldp 5 fdu.
(b)oo
fl*oo

If X is a nonnegative random variable, then E[X] = JP[X > t]dt. A variant of this

formula applies to the integral over the set on which X > a (Billingsley, 1986, 21.10):

$ XdP = aP[X> a] + 5
P[X > r]dt. Thus, an arbitrary collection of random variables

(X>a} a

X is uniformly integrable if urn sup1aX I > a] + JIXkI > t]t= 0. These for-
a*oo a

mulas are used in Lemma 10 below.

Lemma 9. If lim iu1 = 0, then urn sup Uk =0.
fr400 1400 ki

PROOF. If limiu1 =0, then iimliu,I=0 and urn sup Ikukl =0. Since Iiukl Ikukl for
t*oo t+OO '° ki

all k i, we have sup ILUkI sup Ikukl. Hence, 0 urn sup IUkI lim sup IkukI = 0. 0
ki ki '°° '°

in the case of sequences, Fatou's lemma is used to show that f is integrable. in fact, Fatou's lemma
can be extended to accommodate more general index sets. David Birkes constructed several examples and
proofs for us, leading to alternate approaches that were used in earlier incarnations of this thesis.
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Lemma 10. Given nonnegative random variables Xb, suppose there exist positive o, t0

andu1,u2, such that Zu1 <00, limiu1 =0, and P[Xbfl > t] u1(1,(b)1 for all b,n,t sat-
i=I

isfying (b) 1, n 1, and t t0. If urn Xb,l = 1 with probability 1, then limE[XbflI = 1.
(b)-+oo (b)oo
fl-400 floo

PROOF. Set 13 = max (5', l}. If limXbfl = 1 with probability 1, then limE[Xb,fl} = 1 if
(b)*oo (b)oo
n-00 fl-00

the Xb,fl are uniformly integrable over all b, n satisfying (b) /3 and n 1, i.e., if

lim sup $ Xb,fldP =0. (1)a-400 (b)fl,n1 {Xb,>a}

Therefore, it suffices to confirm (1). For all a, b, set r = aulaw(b)1 and s = UIk(I)(b)].

00
k=aj

Since P[Xbfl > t] is decreasing in t, f P[Xb > t]dt P[Xbfl > k} urkW(b)1 for all
a k=LaJ k4aj

b, n, a satisfying (b) 1, n 1, and [a] t0, from which we obtain
00 00

J X,,,,dP = aP[Xb,fl > a] + $ P[Xbfl > t]dt aulaw(b)1 + u-1,> = r +
{ Xh>a } a k4aj

Hence, for all a such that La] t0,

sup J Xb,fldP sup (r' + s) = sup (r' + s) sup r + sup s. (2(b)fl,n1 x >a1 (b)/i (b)fi
b..i

If a 1 and o(b) 1, then u1kl)(b> u1 , because the u,'s are nonnegative.
k4aj i=1LaJ(b)1

Also, sup u, = u1 u1, because a/3 1. Since u- converges, it follows
(b)fl jrrfLajw(b)] irfLaJwfi1 iLaJ 1=I

that lim u1 = 0, so lim u, = 0. Hence, since (b) /3 implies &(b) 1,
koo i=k a*oo i=LaJ

00 00 00

urn sup s = urn sup UIkw(b)1 urn sup :: u urn Ui 0. (3)
a-3oo (b)fl a*oo (b)fl kaJ a-9oo (b)>p i=ILaJu,(b)1 aoo i=[aJ

From the previous lemma, urn sup Uk = 0. It follows that urn sup Faalulaw(b)1 0.
'°° aoo (b)1

Thus, lim sup r urn sup r = lirn sup au1aw(b urn sup [a@lulaw(b)1 = 0, and
a-9oo (b)fl a*oo a*oo (b)1 a)oo (b)I

from (2) and (3) we conclude that

0 urn sup JXbfldP urn supr+sups =lim supr+lim sups0. 0
a-400 (b)fl,n1 { X,,>a}

a*co (b)fJ (b)I3 400(b)p a)oo (b)fi
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A.6. Sufficient Conditions for Finite h( { y1 }, r,b)

Proposition A.l showed that h({y1},r,b)<oo if there is some {j1} E

such that n({ Yt }, b) <00. This section identifies two sets of conditions under which
such { f1 } exist.

For a given vector b, the essential requirements are that g(9, b) <oo and that { y }
contain sufficiently large quantities of useful board types. The latter requirement can be
satisfied in different ways. It will be shown in Lemma 12 that if greedy cutting policies
are used on a segment of the board sequence having a specified minimum of each board
type, then the order is filled by the end of that segment. It will be shown in Lemma 16
that if each board type occurs infinitely often, then the order can be filled eventually. Sec-
tion A.7 uses Lemma 16, while Section A.8 uses Lemma 12 (and Lemma 13).

Recall from Section A.3 that an order is partially filled by a board if that board pro-
duces some dimension part for which the remaining balance in the order is positive. In
symbols, (Ay1) 0 b1.. 0, where b1 is the balance remaining after cutting the lth board.
Since dimension parts are produced in whole-number quantities, an order requiring K
dimension parts can be partially filled no more than K times.

The idea behind Lemma 12 is that an order with a total of K dimension parts can be
filled, using greedy cutting policies, from any collection of boards that contains at least K
of each board type (provided that g(O, b) <cx,). In effect, every single dimension part has
a complete set of board types for its exclusive use.

Lemma 11. Suppose 0 0 and 0 b. If g(0, b) <00, then (A1) 0 Ofor some j.
N

PROOF If (A'l) 0 b 0 for each j, then (AO) o b 0 for each j, so xA9 b for
j=1

all x 0 (because b 0). Thus, the LP for g(0, ) is infeasible, as is the LP for g(9, b),
because b &. Hence, by definition, g(0, b) = co. This proves the contrapositive. 0

Lemma 12. Suppose that Mr(b)l and f E (y1, b1_1), £ = m,. . . , n, where

0 0, g(0, b) <oo, and bk bEA1y1, k = 1,2,. Then A1y1 b.

PROOF. Set K = E[b1], ={: Ay1) 0 b1_1 0}fl{m,.. . , and = {m,.. . , n }
{i: b,O}

The case for K = 0 is trivial. Otherwise, K 1. An order for K dimension parts can be
partially filled at most K times, so has at most K elements. In addition, note that

n M
Z y K1, because M is the dimension of b, so Mr(b)1 = [(b)1 [(b)] K.
1rn i1 (i:b,O}
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Assume that b 0. Then . has at most K I elements (if it had K elements, then

the order would be filled, i.e., b 0). Therefore, y1 (K - 1)1. Since y1 K!,
1E 1-rn

it follows that y 1. According to the previous lemma, (A3 1) 0 b 0 for some

because b S b. Thus, b 0, which implies (Ay1) o b 0 for some I e
\. 1E

Hence, (Ay1) o b1 0, because b1_1 b. Since this holds for some j, it holds for all
elements of (y1, b1), by definition. Thus, (A1y1) o b1_ 0, because f1 (y1, b1_1).
But (Ay1) o b1 5 0, because I E Since b 0 leads to this contradiction, it must
instead be the case that b 5 0. That is, b - A4y1 5 0, so Ay1 b. 0

Lemma 13. If 0 0, g(0, b) <oo, and Zy1 M[(b)1, then v({y1}, b) nmax{C31}.

PROOF Set ê = max{c3i}. If { f1 } is a sequence that indexes only greedy cutting poli-
ñ({Ay},b) ,

cies, then by the previous lemma ñ({Ay1}, b) S n, and thus C,y1 S C,y1 S nE.
1=1 1=1

Since this holds for every such { j1}, it follows by definition that { Y }, b) S nê. 0

Lemma 14. Consider the linear program mn {c'x: Ax b}, where A and c are non-
negative. If x is a basic feasible solution, then A. 0 b Ofor each j such that x3 > 0.

PROOF Set s = Ax b. Hence, Ax Is = b, so the basis corresponding to x, s consists
of columns from [A I I]. Suppose there is some j such that x > 0 and A. 0 b 5 0.
Foreachi,A,3=0orb SO. IfA >O,thenb1O,andthuss,>0(ifnot,AxIsb).
Hence, for each i, A,, = 0 or s, > 0. Thus, A.3 is a linear combination of the columns in I
for which s, > 0, so x is not a BFS. This proves the contrapositive. 0

Lemma 15. Suppose b 0, r 0, g(r, b) <oo, and each board type appears infinitely
often in {y}. For any m there exist j,l such that 1> m, f X(r, b), and (A3y1) 0 b 0.

PROOF Since 0 5 g(r, b) <oo, the LP for g(r, b) has an optimal solution and thus an
optimal BFS, say x. Let j be an index such that x = (x). By definition, j e .k°(r, b).
Also, x3 > 0, because b 0. Hence, by Lemma 14, (Air) 0 b 0. Board types appear

infinitely often, so Z Y r for some n, and Ay1 A1r. Therefore, (Ay1) 0 b 0
1=m+1 1=m+1 t=rn+1

(ifvow50andu v 0, thenuow0), and(A3y1)obOforsome m <I Sn. 0

Lemma 16. Suppose 0 0, g(0, b) < 00, and each board type appears infinitely often in
{Yi}. Then h({y1},r,b) <ooforallr 0.
PROOF. Select arbitrary r 0. According to Proposition A. 1, it suffices to show that
h( { Yt }, b) <oo for some { ft } E ( { Y }' r,b). Select an arbitrary { f } ( { y }, r, b).
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If g(r, b) = , only greedy cutting policies are used. Each board type occurs infinitely

often, soy1 M[(b)11 for some n. Thus, by Lemma 12, n({A1y1},b) n <oo.

Otherwise, g(r, b) <oo. If h({ A3 y1 }, b) <co, all is well. Otherwise, E b.

Set bk = b Ay1 for all k = 1,2,. The order can be partially filled only a finite
t=1

number of times, so there exists an m such that bm 0 and (Ay) 0 b,, 0 for all t m.
That is, the order is not filled as of m, and the positive balances stay the same from m on.
Since bm b and g(r, b) <00, it can be seen that g(r, bm) <00. Thus, by Lemma 15,
there exist j, n such that n > m, j E X(r, bm), and (Ay) 0 b,, 0. Since the positive
elements of bm and b_1 are equal, we have X(r, b_1) = X(r, bm) and (Ay)0 b_1 0.
Thus, j E b_1), by definition. Since j is an element of 2C(r, b_1) fl b_),
there is some { J } (( y1 }, r, b) such that J, = j and J = j, I = 1,. . . , n 1. To see
this, note that jr,... satisfy the definition of ,Q({yj, r, b), because Ji' . . . ,j,1 do,
and j satisfies the definition, which requires that j e X(r, b_1) or E b_1).
We now have an "improved" sequence { j } in which the order is partially filled one more
time than in { j }. By repeating these steps, we obtain a sequence that fills the order. 0

A.7. Provisional Version - Special Case

The approximate-optimality result requires lengthy intermediate work before it can
be fully proved. Rather than wait for that work to be completed, we construct a provi-
sional version that holds under weaker (but less convenient) assumptions. This serves
two purposes. One is to consolidate what has already been done, so that there is less to
keep track of. The other is to clearly identify what still remains to be done.

There are two cases. The usual case is that Cl > 0 for each j, which is the subject
of the next section. This section addresses the special case in which Cl = 0 for some j.
This means that every board type has some yield vector (possibly 0) with a cost of zero.
Hence, it is possible to process arbitrarily long sequences of boards without incurring any
cost. This is more-or-less equivalent to allowing the selection of individual boards from
within a sequence, which is otherwise prohibited in our conception of the cutting-order
problem, as discussed in Section 3.2. Thus, even though selection is not allowed per se,
it can be implemented using zero-cost yield vectors.

In both cases, cumulative costs trigger the changeover from maximal-element cut-
ting policies to greedy cutting policies. If C3 1 > 0 for each j, then a typical sequence has
some point by which the changeover is guaranteed, regardless of the sample vector r.
But if Cl =0 for some j, there is no such point (at least not without further assump-
tions). This difference leads to separate proofs. In the usual case, total cost is limited
because the number of boards used is limited. In the special case, total cost is limited
because the cost of unused boards is limited.
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Lemma 17. Suppose that Cl =0 for some j. Then there exists a number i > 0 such
that g(r, b) i(b)for all r, b satisfying (b) 0, r 0, and g(r, b) <oo.

PROOF Set ê = max Jc,i and ,j = Me, where M is the dimension of b. Select arbi-1jN t J

trary r,b in which (b) 0, r 0, and g(r, b) <oo. Since g(r, b) <oo, there exists a solu-
N

tion i 0 to the LP for g(r, b), so that b. Hence, for each i such that b1 >0,
j=1

there is some j, k such that (AJ)Ik 1 and rk > 0 (that is, there is a cutting policy j and a
board type k in the sample r that can produce dimension part i). In fact, there is some

such that (A1)1 1, r > 0, and (CJ),k = 0 for k , because Cl = 0 for some j.
To see this, note that C3l 0 implies (CJ)jk = 0 for each k = 1,... ,X, and by definition
every combination of columns is present somewhere in (A1, C1),.. . ,(AJJ, CN).

If b >0, (A1)1 1, r >0, and (Cj)lk = 0, k , then (A;r)1 (A;)r b1
rk rk

and C;r = (C)1r b.0 C(b). If x = -, then (xA;r)1 b1 and xC;r C(b).
r r12 rk

Thus, for each b > 0, there exist j, and x, 0 such that (x1A.r), b, and x.C.r e(b).
M M

This holds for b 0, using x 0. Thus, x.A.r1 b and xC1.r MC(b) = r(b).
1=1 i=I

M
The x 's form a feasible solution to the LP for g(r, b), so g(r, b) xC1.r o

i=1

Lemmal8. SupposeO0, >0, 0< ('b) <for all b0, and Cl=0for some

j. There exists a t0 >0 such that
h({y ,r, b) <0 for all { ye), r,b in which (b) 1,

r 0, and each board type occurs infinitely often in { y }.

PROOF By the previous lemma, there exists an ii > 0 such that g(r, b) ij(b) for all r, b

satisfying (b) 0, r 0, and g(r, b) <co. Set t0 = (17 + 4MC), where e = max {c1 i}.

Select arbitrary {y}, r,b such that (b) 1, r 0, and each board type appears
ñ({Ay),b)

infinitely often in {y1}. By Lemma 16, h({y1},r,b) <oo, so h({y1},r,b) = Cy1 for
1=1

k

some {j) e ({y1}, r,b). Set K = 1b1 and bk = b - Ay1, k =
{i:b1O}

Note that if f1 E b1) for all I m, then Cy1 CK. To see this, recall that

(Ay1) 0 b1_1 0 for at most K instances of 1. For each remaining I m, greedy cutting
policies produce nothing useful, so by definition they have the minimum cost, namely

zero. Thus, C,y1 CK, because Cy1 C for those I that partially fill the order.

Set n = n({Ay1}, b). If g(r, b) = oo, then f e (y1, b1_1) for I 1, by definition.

Hence, Cy Cy1 CK. Otherwise, g(r, b) <00. If C,y1 > g(r, b), then
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rn-i m
there exists an m n such that Cy1 g(r, b) and C1y1 > g(r, b). By definition,

1=1

f E (y1, b11) for all 1> m, so Chyt êK. Therefore, since CjYm ê,
t=m+1

n rn-i n

Cj1Y1+CjmYm+ Cy g(r,b)+ê+êKg(r,b)+2êK.

Since the relation C,y1 g(r, b) + 2êK also holds if g(r, b) = oo or Cy1 g(r, b),

we obtain in all cases h({y1}, r,b) Cy g(r, b) + 2êK. In addition, K 2M(b),

because (b) 1 implies 2M(b) M((b)+ i) M1(b)] = 1(b)1 [b = K. Thus,
1=1 {i: bO}

h({y1},r,b) g(r,b)+2êK ii(b)+4êM(b) < (i+4êM)g(O,b)= t0g(O,b). 0

Lemma 19. Given 8 0, {Y1}, and nonnegative random vectors R1, R2,"., suppose
that C3l = Ofor some j, and that the following four conditions hold:
(1) Each board type appears infinitely often in { '1 } with probability 1.

h({Y}, R, b)
(2) lim = 1 with probability 1; h( { '1 }' R, b) is measurable for all b, n.

(b)- g(O,b)
n-300

(3) lim
b) = 1 with probability 1; f({Y1}, b) is measurable for all b.

(b)- g(e,b)
(b)

(4) There exists a >0 such that 0
< g(O b)

< for all b 0.

E[f({Y1}, b)] E[h({Y1}, R, b)] E[h({Y}, R, b)]
Then lim = lim = urn = 1.

(b>- g(O, b) g(O, b) (b)-*c E[f({Y}, b)]
fl*oo fl*eo

PROOF. By the previous lemma, there exists a t0 > 0 such that h( { Yt L r, b) <0 for all
g(O,b)

{ y1), r,b in which (b) 1, r 0, and each board type occurs infinitely often in { y }.

Thus, since R 0, it follows from (1) that
h({Y}, R, b) <0 with probability 1 for all

b, n such that (b) 1 and n 1. Set Xb
h({}, , b)

and Zbfl = Zb
fY1}, b)

g(O,b) g(8,b)
By the dominated convergence theorem, lim E[Xbfl] = 1, because lim Xb,fl 1

(b)-oo
fl.-QQ n-oo

with probability 1 and Xb,fl <t0 with probability 1 for (b) 1 and n 1. In the same
manner, since Zb,fl Xb,fl, we obtain lim E[Zb,fl] = 1 and thus lim E[Zb] = 1. Hence,

(b)-5oo (b)-oo
fl-400

since urn E[Xbfl] = 1 and urn E[Zbfl] = 1, it follows that lim E[Xb,fl] 1
1.

(b)-4oa (b)-*oo (b)-*oo E[Zb ,] 1floo fl-*oo fl-+oo
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A.8. Provisional Version

This section addresses the case where Cl > 0 for all j. The results are combined
with Lemma 19 to obtain a provisional version of the approximate-optimality result. In
this section, functions are not dominated by a constant, but are uniformly integrable.

Lemma 20. Given 0 >0, there exist numbers e >0 and r >0 such that x> rklfor all
x, k satisfying x 0 and lix kOH <ke.

PROOF. Set e r = mm {. 50 }, where 0 is the jth element of 0. Then ri 0 el.
I

If IIkOxII<ke,thenkox<kel,sokOkel<x. Hence,krlk(0el)<x. 0

k1 k2 n

Lemma 21. Suppose that 2M(b)1, C11y1 êk, and 2M(b)1, where
1=1 t=k2+1

(b)1, k1 k2n, {j1} E((y1},r,b), and e=max{C11}. Ifg(0,b)<ooand00,
then h({y1},r,b) en.

PROOF. Since (b) 1, 2M(b) Mr(b)]. Thus, y1 M1(b)11 and y M1(b)11.
1=1

k2

By Lemma 13, v({y1}, b) Ck1, so i#({y1), b). Hence, greedy cutting policies
I-I

are used for 1> k2, because { f } E ( { y1 }, r, b). Thus, by Lemma 12, ñ( { Ay1 }, b) n,
n({Ay},b) ,

since y Mr(b)11. Hence, by definition, h( { y1 }, r, b) y1 Cy1 nC. 0
t=k2+1 1=1

Lemma 22. If Cl > Ofor all j, and y al, then Cy1 ëafor all {y1}, {f1},

where E = min{(Cj)lk: (Cf)lk > o}.

PROOF If each of the K board types has a yield vector for which the associated cost is
0, then by definition C3 =0 for some j, which implies C1l =0 for some j. Equivalently,
if C3 1 0 for all j, then at least one of the K board types is such that each of its yield
vectors has a nonzero cost. That is, if Cl > 0 for all j, then for some k K we have
(Cf)lk > 0 for all j. Thus, if C1l > 0 for all j, and if y al, then for some k we have

(CJ)lk ë for all j, and (Yt)k a. Hence, C31y1 (Cf,)(y/) ë(y Ea. 0

Lemma23. IfOp<landn> 2 ,thenn< 2L(lp)n]'p ip
)n-1) 22[(lp)nJ 2((lp =2n >2nn=nPROOF iP ip ip
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Lemma 24. Suppose 0>0, >0, 0< (flb) <for all b 0, and C31 > Ofor all j.

Then there exist positive 0, e, t0 such that h({y1}, r, b) < tg(0, b)for all {y1}, r, b, t satis-

fying t t0, (b) 1, r 0, and max Ilsiil <rtU)(b)]e, where s, j(y 0).
ita(b)1 1=1

PROOF. Set ê = max {C11} and E = min{(CJ)lk: (CJ)lk > o}. By Lemma 20, there exist

positive e0, r0 such that x > r0kl for all x, k satisfying both x 0 and lix kOli <ke0.

SetT=min{1,T0}andp=
C Setw=-,t0= ,ande= eo.

c+rc 2c (l-p)iu 4
Select any {y1},r,b,t satisfying t t0, (b) 1, r 0, and max 11s111 <Itw(b)le.

ita(b)1
Set n = Itco(b)1, k1 L(1 p)n], and k2 = rpn]. Since 0 < p < 1 and n is an integer,
k1+k2=n. Also,k1 k2,because1-pp(êëandr limplyêrc). Clearly,

4M 2
n = It(O(b)1 tø(b) t0U)(b) t0or = > . (1)i-p i-p

By Lemma 23, n
21J1 p)nJ 2k1 = k1 ., so ne <k1 Since n = [tU)(b)1, wei-p i-p 2e 2

have max us1 II <ne. Thus, ilSk1 ii <ne, IiSk2 II <ne, and IIs ii il + <2ne.

Since ne <k1 <k1e0 and k1 k2, we obtain lik1 <k1e0 and iiSk2 <k2e0. Since

n - k2 =k1, we obtain Hs, -Sk211 <2ne 2k1 ?. = (n k2)e0. Expanding s,, we now

have E(y1-°) <k1e0, (y1-0) <k2e0,and (y-0) <(n-k2)e0.
1=1 1=1 1=k2+1

k1

Recall that lix koil <ke0 implies x> rkl. Thus, y1 > Tk11, y > rk2l, and
1=1 1=!i-p 1-p

> r(n - k2)1. From (1), n 1 > 0, so (1 p)n - i> n. Hence,
1=k21 2 2

rk1 = r[(l-p)nj r((1-p)n-1)> fl
1 2p toU)(b)=2M(b).

Therefore, we obtain E y1 > Tk1 1 2M(b)1 and y1 > r(n - k2)1 = Tk1 1 2M(b)1.
1=1 Lk2+1

By Lemma 22, Cy1 ërk for all {j1J e ((y1}, r, b). Note that ((y1}, r, b) 0,

by Proposition A.1(c). Since Tëp =
c_-

= ê(l
C+TC C+TC

k2 Cy Erk = rcTpnl rpn = (1 p)n eL(i p)nJ = êk1.
1=1

Also, g(e, b) <00, because 0< (b)/g(0, b) < and (b)> 0. Hence, h({y1}, r, b) en,

by Lemma 21. From (1), tco(b)>
2

> , soltU)(b)1 to(b) + 1 <2tw(b). Thus,i-p
h(fy1}, r,b) en = êltU)(b)1 < 2&w(b) 2Ctcog(0, b) = tg(0, b). 0
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Proposition A.2. Given 0 >0, { V1 }, and nonnegative random vectors R, suppose that:

(1) {Y1} is a-mixing with a = O(n2) for some 2> 1, and E[Y1] = 0, = 1,2,.

h({Yj, R, b)
(2) lim = 1 with probability 1; h({Y1 }, R, b) is measurable for all b, n.

(b)-oo g(0,b)
fl-400

(3) urn
{ Y}. b) = I with probability 1; f( { Y}, b) is measurable for all b.

(b)oo g(0,b)
(b)

(4) There exists a > 0 such that 0
< g(0, b)

<c for all b 0.

E[f({Y1}, b)] . E[h((Y1}, R, b)] E[h((Y1}, R, b)]
Then lim = urn = urn = 1.

(b) g(0, b) bH.00 g(0, b) (b)*oo E[f({Y1}, b)}
fl*oo fl-400

PROOF If C1 > 0 for each j, then by Lemma 24 there exist positive a;, e, t0 such that

max ±(y1 0) <Ita;(b)le implies h({y1}, r, b) <, ii t t0, (b) 1, and r 0.
itw(b)1 1=1 g(O, b)

) . . rThe contrapositive statement is t implies max E(y1 0) tw(b) le.
g(0, b) itw(b)] 1=1

In general, if A implies B (i.e., A c B), then P[A] P[B]. Hence, if (b) 1 and t t0,

h({Y1),R,b) t1P1 max (Y1-0) r(b)1.
L

g(0, b) j [itw(b)1 1=1

Set X = h({Yi},1n, b) and Uk = P[max (Y1 0) ke]. Thus, P[Xb,

for b, n, t satisfying (b) 1, n 1, and t t0. By Lemma 8, Uk <oo and urn kuk =0.
k=1 koo

Therefore, by Lemma 10, urn E[XbJ 1.
(b)*oo
fl*oo

Set Zb=Zb= f({Y1},b) forallbandalln 1. Since f({Y1},b)h({Y1},R,b),
g(0,b)

we have Zb, Xb,fl, and thus Zbfl t] P[Xb,fl t] UItw(b)1, for (b) 1 and t t0.

By Lemma 10, lim E[Zbfl} = 1. Hence, urn E[Zb] = 1.
(b)*oo

Since 1imE[Xb] = 1 and urn E[Zbfl] = 1, it follows that urn E[Xbfl] I
= 1.

(b)oo (b)*oo (b)-400 E[Zb ,] 1
fl-400 fl*oe fl*oo

This completes the proof for the case where Cl > 0 for each j.
1

Otherwise, Cl =0 for some j. By Lemma 8, urn I'1 = 0 with probability 1.
°° fl i=i

Therefore, since 0 > 0, each board type occurs infinitely often in { Y1 } with probability 1.
This satisfies the conditions of Lemma 19, thus yielding the desired conclusion. 0
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Proposition A.2 specifies several conditions to be met, and the task that remains is to
show how to meet them. Condition (1) accommodates a large class of board sequences,
including independent sequences and various kinds of dependent sequences, and needs no
further elaboration. The remaining conditions will be replaced by two that are easier to
apply: R 0 with probability 1, and 0 < g(0, b) < oo for all b 0. The first of these is
satisfied by any number of sampling schemes, including simple random sampling and
stratified random sampling. To satisfy 0 < g(0, b) <oo for all b 0, it must be possible
to produce from the lumber grade any amount of each dimension part, but not for free.

A.9. Lower Limit on f({y1}, b)/g(0, b)

f({y1},b) h({y1},r,b)
The next two sections focus on the convergence of and , the

g(0,b) g(0,b)
goal being to satisfy conditions (2) and (3) of Proposition A.2. Proposition A.3 will show

1thatifO>0, urn y1=0,and0<g(0,b)<ooforal1b0,then'°° fl s=i

f({y),b) h({y1),r,b) h({y1},r,b)

g(0,b) g(0,b) f({y1},b)r-9
The strategy is straightforward. Given suitable {y} and 0, we want to show that for

any e >0,

1

f({y1},b) h({y1},r,b)

g(0, b) g(0, b)
for all sufficiently large b and all r sufficiently near 0. The left-hand inequality is the
subject of this section, and the right-hand inequality is addressed in the next. By defini-
tion, the middle inequality is always true.

The main result to be established in this section can be expressed in a more concise
f({yi, ) . . .form as lirn inf 1, where the notation lim inf is shorthand for lim inf

(b) g(0, b) (b) fl*oo (b:(b)>fi}
This form would be more convenient if the result needed to be used repeatedly, but we
only apply it once, so the verbose form is adequate.

The first two lemmas are quite obvious, except possibly for the notation, which was
described in Section 4.3. The first says that as the order quantities grow large, so does the
number of boards needed to fill the order. The second says that as the order quantities
grow large, the proportions of board types used in filling the order approaches the propor-
tions of board types in the board sequence as a whole.
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Lemma25. urn L({y1},b)=oo.
(b)*oo

PROOF. There is an upper bound co >0 on the number of dimension parts that can be
produced from an element in the board sequence, because only a finite number of differ-
ent yield vectors are possible. Thus, at least (b)/co boards are needed to fill the order.
Hence, L({y1}, b) (b)/co, which implies urn !({y1}, b) = 00. 0

l
Lemma 26. Suppose that urn = 9. For any 8 >0, there exists a /3 such that

fl*oo fl

( { y1 }, b) <8 for all b satisfying (b)> /3 and f( {y }, b) <00.
L({y},b)

l l
PROOF. Since urn = 0, there exists an n0 such that 0 - y <6 for n nofloofljj flj
By Lemma 25, there exists a /3 such that L({y1}, b) > n0 for all b satisfying (b)> /3.

1 L({y},b)
Thus, 0 y1 <8 for all b satisfying (b) > /3 and f({y1}, b) <oo,

L({y1},b) i=i
L({y},b)

because f({y1}, b) <oo implies L({y},b) <oo. By definition, t({y1}, b) . 0
1=1

lLemma 27. Suppose that 0>0, urn - y1 =0, and 0< g(O, b) <oofor all b 0. For
fl-400 fl

any e >0, there exists a /3 such that 1 e
b) for all b satisfying (b)> /3.g(0,b)

PROOF. Fix e > 0. By Lemma 16 in Chapter 4, there exists a 8 >0 such that

(1 + e)'g(O, b) g(r, b)

for all b and all r that satisfy 110 r <8. By the previous lemma, there exists a /3 such

that 0 . ({y}, b) <8 for all b satisfying(b)> /3 and f({y1},b) <00, so
L({y1}, b)

(1-f-e'g(9,b)g__1
L({y1}, b)

Applying Lemmas 14 and 6 from Chapter 4,

(1 + e)1g(0, b) g
1

t({y1}, b), bJ= g(({y1}, b), b) f({y1}, b).
L({y1}, b)

Since (1+e)(1e)< 1, we have le<(l+e)1, and thus (1e)g(0,b)f({y1},b).
This relation also holds when f({y1}, b) = 00. 0
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A.1O. Upper Limit on h({y1}, r, b)/g(9, b)

We now face the more difficult part of the relation described in the previous section.
Given suitable { y } and 0, we want to show that for any > 0,

h({y1},r,b)
g(0,b)

for all sufficiently large b and all r sufficiently near 0. It is here that maximal-element
cutting policies play a crucial role.

Our strategy is to show that if b is large and r is close to 0, then most of the boards
used to fill the order will be cut, in effect, at a common price vector. In particular, most
of the cutting policies A1, will satisfy ir'A1 Yi C3 y = max { x'A Yt C Yt }'

where r is an optimal dual-price vector to the LP for g(0, b). This is reminiscent of
Proposition 4.1, which showed that cutting at a common price vector can minimize costs.

The desired result is constructed in several steps. We start by carving up M-dimen-
sional real space into overlapping sets, where each set corresponds to a price vector z.
Given 0 and ir, the set is defined as

O( z) = {b: ,r is an optimal solution to the dual of the LP for g(0, b)}.

The dual of the LP for g(0, b) is referenced repeatedly in the next few sections. Using
well-known rules, the dual problem is created from the primal problem, which in this
case is the LP for g(0, b), as defined in Section 4.4.

Primal Problem

minimize: [C10 CJ,J0]X

subjectto: [Al0AN0]xb
xO

Dual Problem

maximize: ,r'b
subjectto: r'A10CO3 j=1,...,N

,rO
For each t = 0, 1,-, let b1 represent the order quantities remaining after the lth

board is cut. The balance declines as the order is filled, so b0, b1,.. describe a path
through M-space pointing generally towards the origin. We will show that under the
LP/sampling method, a path originating in °(0, r) tends to stay in or near .B°(0, r) until
the order balance becomes small.

To make the concept of nearness more precise, a buffer is added to .'B°(0, r) so as to
create a new set containing both .80(0, ,r) and nearby points. Given 0, it, and p, this set
is defined as

B'2(O, it) = {b + d: b E O(O it), lid II pz'b}.
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Actually, since it is possible to have ,r'b = 0, this definition does not always add a buffer
around .B°(O, ,r). But we will assume later that g(O, b) > 0 for all b 0, in which case
,r'b > 0 whenever b 0 and it is an optimal solution to the dual of the LP for g(O, b).
We can also create a combined definition suitable for all p:

it is an optimal solution to the dual of the LP for g(O, b)
B (O,z)=b+d: IjdIIp,rb

Note that if p = 0, then '(6, it) is the same set as defined above for .°(O, it). If 1u <0,
or if there is no b such that it is an optimal solution to the dual of the LP for g(O, b),
then .R"(O, it) is empty. The condition .V'(O, iv) 0 is a convenient way of saying that
iv 0andir'A1OCOforallj.

A.1O.1. Basic Properties of g(r, b)

This section provides some basic results for g(O, b), several of which are used quite
often in subsequent sections. The properties of g(O, b) derive from the linear program
that defines it, where the arguments 0 and b determine the actual coefficients.

Some of the facts are obvious just from looking at the LP for g(0, b). In fact, a few
have already been used in previous proofs, since they are more-or-less self-evident.

It is usually assumed that 0 0 (or 0 > 0), because this prevents the LP for g(0, b)
from being unbounded below (also, negative 9k are not veiy sensible in our application).
Thus, for the most part, the existence of a feasible solution implies the existence of an
optimal solution. Other such relations, implicit or otherwise, crop up frequently:

N
(1) If x is a feasible solution to the LP for g(O, b), then x3A0 b.

j=1
N

(2) If x3A0 b and x 0, then x is a feasible solution to the LP for g(0, b).
jr,1

N
(3) If x is an optimal solution to the LP for g(e, b), then E xC0 = g(0, b).

j=1

(4) If it is an optimal solution to the dual of the LP for g(O, b), then 2r'b = g(0, b).
N

(5) If x is primal optimal and iv is dual optimal, then it' xA0 = g(0, b).
j=1

Lemma 28.
N

(a) g(0, b) xC30 for any feasible solution x to the LPfor g(0, b).
j=1

(b) g(0, b) ,r'bfor any feasible solution iv to the dual of the LPfor g(0, b).

PROOF. The LP for g(0, b) is a minimization problem, while its dual is a maximization
problem. In both cases, g(0, b) represents the optimum objective-function value. 0
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Lemma 29.
(a) IfO0, then g(O,b)O.
(b) If a > 0, then g(aO, b) = g(O, b).

(c) If a 0, then g(O, ab) = ag(O, b).
(d) If b1 b2, then g(O, b1) g(O, b2).

PROOF OF (a). Set C = [C1 O CNO]'. Each C is nonnegative by definition, so c 0.
If there are no feasible solutions to the LP for g(O, b), then g(O, b) = oo, by definition.
Otherwise, there is an x 0 such that c'x = g(O, b), by definition. Thus, g(O, b) 0.
PROOF OF (b). This was proved in Lemma 14, Chapter 4.
PROOF OF (c). This can be seen from the definition of the LP for g(O, b) and g(O, ab).
In particular, if x is an optimal solution for b, then ax is an optimal solution for ab.
PROOF OF (d). If x is an optimal solution to the LP for g(O, b2), then it is a feasible
solution to the LP for g(O, b1). Thus, g(O, b1) [C10. . CNO]X = g(O, b2). D

Lemma 30. gO, bjJ g(O, bk).

PROOF. The result is obvious if g(9, bk) = oo for some k. Otherwise, for each k, there
N N

exists (by definition) an Xk 0 such that (xk)JAJ6 bk and Z(xk)JCJO = g(O, bk),
j=1 j=I

where (Xk)J is the jth element of Xk. Set x = X and b = bk. This yields

N N(m mN m

xA,O =
I

Ae = (xAe bk = b,

j=1 j=1 \k=1 ) k=1 j=1 k=1

N N(m mN m

xC3O =
I

(x 2O = (xk)JCJO = g(O, bk).
j=1 j=1 k=1 ) k=1 j=1 k=1

N m
Hence, x is feasible to the LP for g(O, b), and thus g(O, b) xCe = g(O, bk). 0

j=1 k=1

Lemma 31. Given 0 0 and 8 > 0, there exists a v > 0 such that g(r, b) v(x)for all
b, r, x in which II 0 <8 and x is afeasible solution to the LPfor g(r, b).

PROOF. Set ê= max {C(9+öl)} and v=Nê. If Dr-elI <5, then 0+51r, and1jN
thus ê C1(0 + 81) Cr for each j. If x is an optimal solution to the LP for g(r, b),

N N N
v(x) = Nê(x) = (x)ê x,ê x3Cr = g(r, b). o

j=1 j= j=1
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Lemma 32. If 8 0 and g(8, b) > Ofor all b 0, then C6 > Ofor all j with AJO 0.

PROOF Assume that CO =0 for some j such that AO 0. Set b = AGO. Set x so that
N N

x = 1 and all other elements are 0. Thus, b 0, xAO b, and xCO = 0. That
j=1 j=1

is, x is a feasible solution to the LP for g(O, b) and the corresponding objective-function
value is 0. Hence, g(O, b) =0. This proves the contrapositive. 0

Lemma 33. If 0 0 and g(0, b) >0 for all b 0, then there exists a >0 such that
(b) g(0, b)for all b.
PROOF If At)=0 for all j, set =l. In that case, g(0,b)=oo for all b0, so the
result holds. Otherwise, A10 0 for some j.

Set a = max{(Aj0)1}, ë = min{c,o: A0 o}, and = . The previous lemma

implies that ë> 0. Note also that > 0, because a > 0.
Select an arbitrary b. If g(0, b) = oo, then (b) g(0, b). Otherwise, g(0, b) <oo,

N
and there exists an optimal solution x to the LP for g(0, b). Thus, xA0 b and

j=I

N Ix. if A.00
g(O, b) = xC1O. Let be the vector in which =

A - d, i = 1, . . . , N.
j=1 i:' iArijOu

N N N
Then C0 xC30 (since x) and 1A0 b, so i is likewise optimal.

j=1 j=1 j=I
Furthemiore, for each j, because either A0 0, which implies C0 ë, or

N N
A0 =0, which implies 1, =0. Since 2(A30), b for each I = I,. . . , M,

j=1 j=1

N N N N
wehave (b). (b). 0

j=1 j=1 j=1 j=1

Lemma 34. Suppose that 0 0 and g(0, b) <cofor all b. There exists an ii > 0 such
that g(0, b) 17(b) for all b 0.

PROOF. Set i = g(0, 1). If b 0, then (b) > 0, and since b (b)1, Lemma 29(d,c) yields

g(6, b) g(o, (b)1) = (b)g(0, 1) = 17(b). 0
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A.10.2. Convex Cones and Order Quantities

A subset ' c R is called a cone if and only if b E ' implies that ab E ' for all
a 0. A convex cone is a cone that is also a convex set. Lemma 38 below will show that
V(o, iv) is a convex cone. This fact makes it easier to show that the path traced by the
updated order balances tends to stay near one of the sets .'.8"(O, iv).

The first lemma is just a repository for a few useful facts. The second lemma allows
a more concise characterization of the elements of .B"(O, iv).

Lemma 35.
(a) If b E .fB°(O, iv), then g(O, b) = ,r'b.
(b) Ifu1 P2' then P1(o, iv) c P2(o, iv).

(c) IfBt1(O,iv)ø,thenx0andiv'A8CO,j=l,...,N.
PROOF. These are immediate consequences of the definitions and/or the fact that dual
feasibility does not depend on b. 0

Lemma 36. If'(O,ir) 0, then bE .'V(O,ir).fandonly if b= b0+dfor some b0,d
such that g(O, b0) = ,r'b0 and lid pir'b0.

PROOF. if R'1(O, iv) 0, then iv is for every b a feasible solution to the dual of the LP
for g(O, b), by part (c) of the previous lemma. Hence, if g(O, b0) = ir'b0, then iv is an
optimal solution to the dual of the LP for g(O, b0), and if in addition 0 d p(z'b0)1,
then b0 + d E 1(g, iv), by definition.

Conversely, if b E "(O, iv), then by definition there exist b0 and d such that
b = b0 + d, g(O, b0)= z'b0, and lIdIl piv'b0. o

Lemma 37. Suppose that .B"(O, iv) 0, g(O, b1) = ,v'b1, and g(O, b2)= ,v'b2. Then

g(O, b1 + b2) = ir'(b1 + b2).

PROOF From part (c) of Lemma 35, iv is a feasible solution to the dual of the LP for
g(O, b1 + b2). Hence, by Lemma 28(b), g(O, b1 ± b2) ,r'(b1 + b2). From Lemma 30,

g(O,b1+b2)g(9,b1)+g(O,b2)x'b1+it'b2it'(b1+b2). D
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Lemma 38. B'2(O, ,r) is a convex cone.

PROOF. If V(6, r) =0, then .'(O, it) is a cone. Otherwise, select b E B"(O, it). By
Lemma 36, there exist b0,d such that b = b0d, g(O,b0) = ,r'bo, and Ildil ur'b0. If
a 0, then by Lemma 29(c), g(6, ab0) ag(6, b0) = ax'b0. Hence,

cxb = cib0 + ad, g(O, ab0) = ,r'(ab0), Iladil 4u,v'(ab0).

By Lemma 36, ab E '(O, it), and it follows that .5'(O, it) is a cone.
If .cB1(9, it) = 0, then it) is obviously convex. Otherwise, select arbitrary

vectors 1, b E it) and a value p. where 0 p 1. Set b = p6+ (1 - p). It suf-
fices to show that b E £"(O, it). By Lemma 36, there exist 5, 1, J and , ,a such that

b= 50+J, g(O,b0)= c'6o kill uir'6, (1)=,o+a, g(O,0)=ir'0,

Setb0=p50+(lp)0andd=pJ+(lp)ä. Notethatb=b0+d. Also,
lid

II
= 1IPJ+(1 p)aII pJ + 11(1 p)alI Pux'6o -'-(1 P)1uir'io = pz'b0.

Using Lemma 29(c), we obtain from (1)

g(O, pb0) = pg(O, 6) =
g(O, (1 o)o) = (1 p)g(O, o) = ,r'((l

Hence, by Lemma 37, g(O, pb0 + (1 p)bo) = + (1 p)), so g(O, b0) = it'b0.
From Lemma 36, we conclude that b E .B"(6, it), because

b=b0+d, g(O,bo)=ir'bo, Ildil pir'b0. 0

Lemma 39. Suppose that is a convex cone. If b E ' and t , then t b

PROOF. Givenb E ' andt ,assumethattb E . Then b+(tb) e,because
is a convex cone. But this contradicts t . 0

Lemma 40. If b E .B"(O, it) and t .BM(O, it), then I b 0(O it).

PROOF. If bE "(O,it) and I '(O,,t), then tb B"(O,,r), because (O,,r)is a

convex cone. Therefore, I b °(o, it), because B°(O, it) c it). 0
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A.10.3. Convex Cones and Maximal-Element Cutting Policies

This section deals with maximal elements in optimal solutions. Recall that if x is an
optimal solution, then x3 is a maximal element if x3 max { x1,. . . , X, }. We want to
show that if b is near fB°(O, ir) and r is near 0, then r'A0 = C0 for all j e X(r, b).
That is, the maximal-element cutting policies are optimal at K, in the sense that they max-
imize r'A0 - C0 relative to other j.

Lenuna 41. Suppose 0 0. For any r >0, there exists a p > 0 such that
g(0, b) ,r'b1+a

for all b, r in which b E r) and r is a BFS to the dual of the LPfor g(6, b).

PROOF. For a given b, the dual of the LP for g(0, b) has only a finite number of basic
feasible solutions (Murty, 1976, 3.5.3). Call these ,r1,. . . , ,r. In fact, these are the same

for all b, because dual feasibility does not depend on b. Set = max{IIzi ,..., IIlI, i}.

Forafixeda>O,seta=andp= '°
. Notethat2&u(1+co)=a.

2 (1+a)
Select arbitrary b, z such that b e .8"(6, ,r) and x is a BFS to the LP for g(6, b).

Let 7th be an optimal BFS to the dual of the LP for g(0, b). Hence, ,rb = g(0, b).
By Lemma 36, b = b0 + d for some b0, d such that g(0, b0) = ,r'b0 and d pr'b0.
By Lemma 28(b), i4b0 g(0, b0) = ,i'b0. Therefore,

= ,rb0 + i'4d ,r'b0 + ,rd = ir'(b0 + d) + (7th ,r)'d = ir'b + (b ,r)'d. (1)

By the triangle inequality, lImb Jr II + II 't II 2, so by the Schwartz inequality,

(7th ,r)'d IIt ,rlJ JJdJ 2pir'b0. (2)

Since lid II pr'b0, we can write p(z'b0)1 d. Hence, p(ir'b0)r'1 ,r'd, and thus
0)

,r'b0 = pir'b0 p(x'1)x'b0 ,r'd.
1+0)

In other words, 0)r'b0 (1 + co),r'd. Therefore,

2r'b0=(1+co)x'b0coJr'b0(1+0))z'b0+(1+w)x'd=(1+co)r'b. (3)

Linking (1), (2), and (3),

,rb rt'b + (b ir)'d z'b + 2p,r'b0 ,r'b + 2p(l + 0))Jr'b = (1+ a)z'b. 0
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Lemma 42. Suppose that 0 >0. For any r >0, there exist p > 0 and S >0 such that
N

0 x,(C, ,r'A)O rg(r, b)
j=1

for all b,r, x, iv in which b E B(0, iv), hr 011 <5, x is an optimal solution to the LP
for g(r, b), and iv is a basic feasible solution to the dual of the LPfor g(0, b).

PROOF. Given r >0, set a > 0 so that (1 + a) (1 + aY3 = r. By Lemma 16 in Chapter
4, there exists a 5 > 0 such that (1+ a)'r < 0 < (1 + a)r and g(0, b) (1 + a)'g(r, b)
for all r satisfying hr °hI <S. By the previous lemma, there exists a p > 0 such that
,v'b (1 + a)1g(0, b) for all b, iv in which b e (O, iv) and iv is a BFS to the dual of
the LP for g(0, b).

Select arbitrary b, r, x, iv in which b E .B'2(0, iv), IT Oil <5, x is an optimal solu-
tion to the LP for g(r, b), and iv is a BFS to the dual of the LP for g(0, b). From the pre-
vious paragraph, (1 +a)1r <0 <(1 +a)r and iv'b (1 +a)'g(O,b) (1+a)2g(r,b).

N N
Since x is optimal, xCr = g(r, b) and xAr b. Therefore,

j=1 j=!
N N

xC0 (1 + a) x3C r = (1 + a)g(r, b),
j=I j=1

iv's xAO (1+ aY1x' xA1r (1 + a11 iv'b (1 + a)3g(r, b).

Since iv is dual feasible, iv'A0 C10 for each j. Hence,

0 x3C O iv's xA0 (1 + a)g(r, b) (1 + a3g(r, b) = Tg(r, b). 0

Lemma 43. Given 0 >0, there exist constants u > 0 and S > 0 such that ir'A0 = C10
for all b,r,,r,j in which bE .8"(O,,r), bO, hr-Oh <8, j E 2(r,b), and iv isaBFS
to the dual of the LPfor g(O, b).

PROOF As before, the dual of the LP for g(0, b) has only a finite number of basic feasi-
ble solutions, say iv1,. .. ,iv,, which are the same for all b. Set

{co - irAO: C0 - irAe > o}. (1)17 mlfl
1jN

By Lemma 31, there exists a v > 0 such that g(r, b) v(x) for all b, r, x in which
hr oil < 1 and x is a feasible solution to the LP for g(r, b). Set r = .517/v. By the pre-

N
vious lemma, there exist p > 0 and 5 >0 such that 0 ir'A)O rg(r, b) for

j=1
all b, r, x, iv in which b E .8'(0, iv), hr Oil <5, x is an optimal solution to the LP for
g(r, b), and iv is a basic feasible solution to the dual of the LP for g(0, b). Alternatively,
we can say that 0 x(C3 iv'A3)0 rg(r, b) for each j, because each element in the
summation is nonnegative. Set S = mm { 1,50 }.
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Select arbitrary b, r, it, j such that b E it), b 0, hr OIl <5, j E X(r, b),
and it is a BFS to the dual of the LP for g(O, b). By definition, x = (x) for some optimal
solution x to the LP for g(r, b). Hence,

(x)(C - ir'A)O = x(C ir'A)O rg(r, b) rv(x = . 5i(x).

Also, (x) >0, because b 0 implies that x 0. Thus, (C ,r'A3)O . 5i. It follows
from (1) that (C1 Irk'AJ)O =0, because either (C1 x'A1)O = 0 or (C1 - ir'A1)O i
(notethatitisaBFS,so,r =itk forsomek= l,...,n). 0

Lemma 44. Suppose that b E .'(O, it), it = ,0 +
k

Wkitk,
k

Wk 1, and w1,..., w,

are positive. Suppose also that it0 0, irAO = Ofor each j, and it1,.. . , it, are feasible
solutions to the dual of the LPfor g(O, b). Then b E .'B'1(O, itk) for each k.

PROOF By definition, b = b0 + d for some b0, d such that lid II 1u,r'b0 and it is an
optimal solution to the dual of the LP for g(O, b0). Therefore, ,t'b0 ,tb0 for each k,

which implies that either it'b0 = ,rb0 for each k or ,r'b0> wk7tbo.

There exists an optimal solution x to the LP for g(O, b0) (Murty, 1976, Fundamental
N N

Duality Theorem). In particular, xAO b0, so itb0 ,t x1A1O =0. Hence,
j=1 j=l

ir'b0 = irb0 + Wkitkbo

Since it is not the case that ir'b0> wkl4bo, it must be that ,r'b0 = irb0 for each k.

Therefore, lid ii u,rb0 and ,tk is an optimal solution to the dual of the LP for g(9, b0),
for each k. By definition, b0 + d E !V(O, irk). 0

Lemma 45. Given 8 > 0, there exist constants 1u > 0 and S > 0 such that it'A8 = Ce
for all b, r, it, j satisfying b E .B"(O, it), b 0, hr °li <5, and j e X(r, b).

PROOF By Lemma 43, there exist p >0 and 6 >0 such that itAO = CO for all
b,r,irk,j inwhich bE BM(O,Jrk), b0, hr-Oh <5, j E .7C(r,b), and,rk is aBFSto the
dual of the LP for g(9, b).

Select arbitrary b, r, it, j such that b E .8'(O, it), b 0, hr OIl <5, and j E X(r, b).

Since it is a feasible solution, it can be expressed as it = it0 + where W,, =

it1,... , ir, are basic feasible solutions, irAO 0, it0 0, and Wk >0, k = 1,. . . , n
(Murty, 1976, Resolution Theorem 1). By the previous lemma, b .6B(0, ,tk) for each k,
and thus irAO = C10 for each k, as per the first paragraph. Therefore,

1r'AJO=(irQ+wkitk)AfO=0+wkCJO=CfO. 0
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A.10.4. Convex Cones and Sums of Yield Vectors

This section addresses sums of yield vectors y1, where ,r'A1 6 = ChO for each 1.
1 1 n

In Lemma 50 below, we want to show that A1y, e .B"(O, it) whenever
n-m_m+1

is close to 6 and ir'AO = CO, I = m + 1,. . . , n, where ?B"(6, it) 0. As a prerequisite,
Lemmas 48 and 49 extend the additive property of matrix pairs described in Section 4.8.

n N n
The additive property says that there is an x such that Ay1 = xA y1. What

j=1
N N

Lemma 49 will show is that if ir'AO = C1O for each 1, then it' xA,O = xCO.
j=1 j=1

Loosely speaking, "knapsack optimality" at 0 is preserved in recombined matrices.

Lemma 51 will show that for any a > 0, the relation (1 + a)it' Ay1
holds under conditions like those for Lemma 50. It will be used in Section A.l0.5 to help
show that cost accumulation is slow enough to avoid triggering the change to greedy cut-
ting policies until the order is mostly filled. Lemma 50 will be used in Section A. 10.7 to
help establish that order balances stay near the cone V(0, it) where they started.

In Lemmas 48 and 49, recall that (AJ).k refers to the kth column of the matrix A.
Note that ir'A0 C0 is a 1 x K matrix, so (ir'A0 CJO)lk is just the kth element.

Lemma 46. Suppose °(0,x) 0. If x 0 and ir'[A16 . AO]x = [C16 CNO]X,
then [A1O ANO]X E O(O it).

PROOF. Set b = [A16.. ANO}x. Hence, if x 0, then xis a feasible solution to the LP
for g(0, b). By Lemma 35(c), it is a feasible solution to the dual of the LP for g(0, b).
Therefore, ,r'b [C10 . CJ,T0]X implies that the respective solutions are optimal, by the
fundamental duality theorem. It follows that b E °(O, it), by definition. o

Lemma 47. Suppose 0 > 0 and g(0, b) > 0 for all b 0. For any p > 0, there exists a
N N N

S > 0 such that xAr 5(0, it) for all r, x, it in which it' x1A3O = x3C30,
j=1 j=1 j=1

hr-Oil 5, x0, and "(O,)ø.
PROOF By Lemma 33, there exists a > 0 such that (b) 4g(0, b) for all b. For a

/1given p >0, set a = , where M is the dimension of b. By Lemma 16 in Chapter 4,

there exists a 5>0 such that (1 + a)'O <r < (1 + a)O for all r satisfying hr oil <5.
N N

Select arbitrary r, x, it in which it' x3A3O = xCO3 hr oil 5, x 0, and
f-i j=l

N N N

"(0, it) 0. Set b = xAO and d = xA(r 0). Note that b + d = xAr.
j=1 j=1 j=i

By the previous lemma, b E 0(0, it). Hence, it suffices to show that lid hi 1u,r'b, for in
that case b + d E BM(6, it), by definition. Since (1 + a)6 < r < (1 + a)0,
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N N N
d = xA1(r 0) xA3((l + a)O 0) = a x,A0 = cxb,

j=1 j=1 j=1
N N a N

d = x3A1(r-0) x,A,((l +a)'OO)= xAO ab.
j=1 j=1 1+a1,1

That is, ab d ab, so idi ab. Hence, since b 0,

lid ii ab'l aM(b) aMg(0, b) = aM4,r'b = pk'b. 0

Lemma 48. Given 0 0 and ,r 0, suppose that ,r'[A10 ANO] [C10 Cp,,0].
If ,r'A30 = CO3 then VA3 CJ)lk = max {(,r'A - C) lk} for each k such that °k > 0.

PROOF. Suppose not. Then (z'A C1)1 <(,r'A C1)1 for some i, j, satisfying
= C0 and O > 0. Construct a new matrix pair (A, C) as follows:

= (A1). and C = (C1)1,
A.k = (AJ).k and C1,, = (C)1,, for k

By definition, (A, C) E {(A1, C1),. . . ,(AN, CN)}, because the columns of A and C are
obtained from other matrix pairs in the set. Since (A, C) and (A3, C) differ only in the
th columns, Ao = AJ0 + 9(A - and Co = C10 + 9(C1 - Hence,

Co = (z'A36 C30) + O(,r'A C)1 Oj(ir'A

But r'AO CO =0 and 0(x'A C)1 <Ok(r'A C,)ik, and thus ir'AO Co > o,
which contradicts ,r'[A1 0. ANO] [C 0 CNO]. 0

Lemma 49. Suppose that 0 > 0, ,r 0, and ,r'A10 C30, j = 1,.. . , N. Suppose also
n N n n N n N

that Ay1 = x1A y, and = x3C y,, where x 0 and = 1.
j=1 1-rn 1=m j=1 1-rn j=1

If r'AO = ChOp t = m,. . , .n, andy, > 0," then ,r'1 xAO x1CO.

PROOF. Let ê' = x(z'A C1). Let T = (ë,.. . , E), where k = max(ir'A1 CJ)lk,

k=l,...,X.
j=1 j=1

Note that ê is not necessarily nonnegative.
If r'AO = then (z'A Cj)1,, = Ck for each k, by the previous lemma,

so r'A1 C1 = t' and ë'O 0. Hence, if 7r'AO = C10, I = m, . . . , n, then

* If x is constructed as in the proofs of Section 4.8, then there is no need to assume that > 0.
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E = I(2r'A C)y = it' Ay1 Cy

=it'ZxA1 y= Ze'y1.
j1 1m j=I 1=,n 1m

Thatis,e'Ey1=e'yandêE. Ify1>0,thenê=ë. Thus,ê'O=ë'O=O. 0

Lemma 50. Suppose 0 > 0 and g(0, b) >0 for all b 0. For any p >0, there exists a

8>0 such that A1y '0,,t) for all {y4},{j1},m,n,ir in which ir'A0=C0
1=m+1

1foreachl=m+l,...,n, y-0 <8, .1(0,,r)ø,andn>m0.
n - m =m+1

N
PROOF Given p >0, there exists by Lemma 47 a 8 > 0 such that xAr E 81(0, it)

j=1
N N

for all r,x,z in which ir'Zx1A0 = hr-Oh 8, x 0, and '1(9,z)ø.
j=1 j=1

By Lemma 16 in Chapter 4, there exists a 82 > 0 such that (1 + a)r > 0 for all r satisfy-
ingIr-0I<82. SetS=min{51,82}.

Select arbitrary {y1}, (j},m, n, it such that ir'A0 ChO for each £ = m + 1,...,
1 n 1

y1 0 <8, .B"(0, it) 0, and n > m 0. Set r = y. Note
n m 1=m+1 - m

that hr 011 <82, and thus (1 + cx)r > 0 > 0, which implies Y >0. By Lemma 5 in
N

Chapter 4, there exists an x 0 such that x3 = 1 and
j=1

n N n n N n

A1y = xA1 y, Cy1 = xC1
j=1 j=1

N N

By Lemma 35(c), iv 0 and iv'A0 C30 for each j. Thus, xC10 = it' xA,O, by
j=1 j=1

the previous lemma. Hence, as described in the first paragraph, E xA1r .6BP(0, iv).

Since 11(g, it) is a cone, (n m) xAr E it). That is, ¶U(e, iv). 0
j1

1
Lemma 51. Suppose that 0 > 0, urn y1 = 0, and g(O, b) > Ofor all b 0. For any

flboo fl 1=1

a >0, there exists an n0 such that Cy1 (1 + a)it' Ay1for all {j1), n, it in which

nn0, (0,ir)ø,andiv'A1O=COforeach=1,...,n.
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PROOF. Given a > 0, set o = +Ii + a 1. By Lemma 16 of Chapter 4, there exists a
S > 0 such that (1 + r < 0 <(1 + w)r for all r satisfying r oil <S. Since

1 1lim y1=0,thereexistsann0suchthat y1O <Sforallnn0.floofl_1 fl1
Select arbitrary {j1}, n, r in which n n0, .V(0, ir) 0, and r'A0 = ChO for

leacht= l,...,n. Setr= y1. Sincen n0,wehave hrOh <5, andthus y1 >0,
ni=1 1=1

N
as before. By Lemma 5 in Chapter 4, there exists an x 0 such that x = 1 and

j=I
n N n n N n

= xA, = x1C3 y1.
j=I t=1 j=1 1=1

N N
By Lemma 35(c), r 0 and r'A0 C30 for each j. Thus, xCO = x,AO, by

j=1 j=I

Lemma49. Sett=1+co,andnotethatt2=1+a. Sincer<tOandocztr,

= nx3C1r ntxCO = ntr'1ExAO nt2gxAr = t2 ,r'± Ay1. o

A.10.5. Utilization of Maximal-Element Cutting Policies

In the next several sections, we use a shorthand notation to represent the balance
remaining after n boards have been processed. For a fixed board sequence { y1}, define

n=bAy1,n
1=1

where b, n, and (j1} are arbitrary. For n = 0, we can write = b. Thus, is the
balance remaining of the original order-quantity vector b after cutting n elements of { y1 }
using the cutting policies specified in { j1 }. This notation is only used in the context of a
fixed sequence { y1), so the fact that { Y } is not part of the symbol bu1) should not cause
any confusion.

The next three sections build towards a lemma that can be summarized as follows:
(b')

For any a > 0, we can guarantee that " a at the first n where Cy1 g(r, b),
n

provided that (b) is large enough and r is close enough to 0. What this means is that
when the order is almost complete (in the sense that the number of dimension parts
remaining is small compared to the number of boards already cut), the cumulative cost is
just over g(r, b). This is an important step in showing that the total cost is near g(r, b),
and thus near g(0, b), which is what we eventually want to show.

To prove it, we start by showing that if > a, then r'A1O = C,O for I n.

This derives from two facts, stated loosely as follows:
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(1) Maximal-element cutting policies are used as long as r'A9 =
(2) z'A 0 = C1 0 as long as maximal-element cutting policies are used.

As stated, there is a chicken-and-egg quality, but the full statements lead to a resolution.
This section shows (1), and Section A.lO.7 shows (2). In between is Section A.l0.6,
which consists of a couple of results pertaining to convergent sequences.

Lemma 52.
(a) There exists an a such that A1 Yt <a for all { }, { f }, and t = l,2,
(b) There exists a ê such that 0 y < for all { y }, { f1 }, and I =

PROOF. For (a), the number of matrices A1,. . . , AN is finite, and for each I, it is implic-
itly assumed that 1 f1 N and = 1. Likewise for (b), using C1,.. . , C. 0

Lemma 53. Given {y1}, there exists an a such that (b)(b/') < na for all b,n, {j1}.

PROOF. By Lemma 52, there exists an a > 0 such that <a! for all I and all {f1.
Thus, b b'1 = b (b A = E Ay1 <nâl, so b < nâl nâl + (b)1.
It follows that (b) < nâ + o

Lemma 54. Given {y1} and a > 0, there exists an co >0 such that (b')> co( b) for all
b, n, {f1} such that (b)> an.
PROOF By the previous lemma, there exists an a > 0 such that (b) <(b) + na for all
b, n, {f1}. Set co

a Select arbitrary b, n, {f} such that that (b')> an. Hence,

(b) (b')+nâ n 1 a+a 1
< 1+â <1+â--- -- 0

,, , (b) (b{Jd\ a a'n I

Lemma 55. Suppose 9>0 and 0< g(0,b) <oo for all bO. Given {yj and a >0,
there exists a p such that 0< p < 1 and g(0,b)> pg(0,b) for all b,n, {fi) in which
(b) > an.
PROOF By Lemma 34, there exists an 77 >0 such that g(0, b) ii(b) for all b 0.
By Lemma 33, there exists a v > 0 such that g(0, v(b1}) for all b. Hence,

(0 b") (b')
g(0 b)

for all b, n satisfying (b')> an, because in that case (b') > 0,

which implies b 0 (since b'1 b), so 0 < g(0, b) i7(b). By the previous lemma, there
(b') vco

exists an co >0 such that > co for all b,n, {j1} in which (b')> an. Set p = -.
(9 v'b' V

Hence, ' ' ' / " _ ' " > ai = p for all b, n, {ft} such that (b'1)> an. Also, it
g(9, b)

can be seen that p < 1, because b, which implies g(9, g(0, b). 0
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Lemma 56. If e 0(O, z), then ir' Ay1 g(O, b) g(O, b'1).

PROOF. If b" e '.°(O, ,r), then r'b = g(9, br). By Lemmas 35(c) and 28(b),

z'b g(6,b). Thus, r'A1y1 = ,r'(b- b'1) <_g(O, b)-z'b'1 =g(O, b)-g(O,b"). 0

1
Lenuna 57. Suppose that 0 > 0, urn y1 = 0, and 0 < g(O, b) <oofor all b 0. For

fl i=i

any a >0, there exist fi >0 and 8>0 such that min{g(r,b), f({y},b)} for

all b, r, n, {j), ir in which (b)> /3, r °O <8, (b)> an, E O(g sr), and

PROOF. Given a > 0, there exists a p such that 0 < p < 1 and g(0, b')> pg(0, b) for
all b, n, { j1) in which (b')> an, according to Lemma 55. Thus, if (b')> an, then by
the previous lemma,

g(0,b)-g(0,b'1)< g(O,b)-pg(0,b)=(1 -p)g(0,b). (1)

Set ü so that (i+a)2 = l+p, and note that (1+o)2(i-p)< 1. In addition, i-p >0.
By Lemma 27, there exists a >0 such that g(0, b) (1 + co)f({y), b) when (b)> flu.
By Lemma 16 of Chapter 4, there exists a 6 > 0 such that g(0, b) (1 + ôi)g(r, b) for all
b, Tin which Or °il <8. Thus, if(b)> /31 and hr 011 <8, then

g(0, b) (1 + 0,) min{g(r, b), f({y1}, b)}. (2)

By Lemma 51, there exists an n0 such that Cy1 (1 + w),r' for all {j1}, n, ,r

in which n n0, .B'2(0, r) 0, and ir'A0 = C0 for each t = 1,. . . , n. If these condi-
tions hold, and if (b')> an, then from (1) we obtain

Cy (1 + o)ir' A1y1 (1 + a)(l p)g(0, b). (3)

By Lemma 33, there exists a > 0 such that (b) g(0, b) for all b. By Lemma 52(b),
there exists a ê > 0 such that Cy1 < for all 1. Set r = (1 + a)(i p) and /32 =
Thus, if(b)> /32 and n n0, then

/3 (b)Chy1 nên0 <--rrg(0,b)_-(l+w)(1--p)g(O,b). (4)

Set ft = max {/3, $2)- Select arbitrary b,r, n, {j1), r in which (b)> /3, JJr oJJ <6,
an, E o(6 ,r), and r'AO = ChO, t = 1,. . . , n. If n n0, then (3) holds,

whereas if n <n0, then (4) holds. Either way, (2) holds, and we obtain

(1 + co)(1 p)g(0, b) (1 + 10)2(1 p)min{g(r,b), f({y}, b)}. o
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A.10.6. Subsequences of Convergent Sequences

In the next lemma, s1, represent arbitrary vectors, rather than partial sums.
But the lemma applies as well to partial sums, which is how it is subsequently used.

Lemma 58. Suppose that urn n1s, = 0, where s1, 2, are vectors. For any e > 0,
n-400

there exists an n0 such that max 11s111 < nefor all n n0.
1n

PROOF. Since lim n1s, = 0, there exists an rn0 such that Hs <ne for all n rn0.
fl-400

Thus, IIs II <ic ne forn i rn. Set n0 sothatrnaxlls1ll <n0e. Then for all n n0,

max IlsI max{rnax sì' max iii} <max{noe, ne} = ne. DIn i<m9 m0In

1Lemma 59. Suppose urn y1 = 0. For any S > 0 and p >0 there exists an n0 such'°° fl i=i
1 ' nrn

that y1-0 <Sforallrn,nsatisfyingn n, > p, andm 0.nrnm1
n5 n

PROOF. Sete=,so=0,andsn=(yi-0),n=l,2,". ByLemma58,thereisan
n0 such that max IIsiIl <flE forn n. Thus, ifn n0, nrn > p. andrn0,

y1 0 = (s Sm) Iii Sn + ii m il) < < = S. Dnmmi nrn nrn ) nrn p

L(1ey1aJw e 2
Lemma 60. IfO <C < 1, then > for all 0) -.L(l_e)_i&] 2 e

2 1PROOF. IfO<e<land0),thena>2 e 1c c,so <andthus
C £ Ct) h

L(l - 6)_i cv (1 - e)1w 1 cv 1 e 1-c e> =1- -(1-e)=e- >e--. D
L(1-e)'cvi (1e)a) cv cv 2
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1Lemma 61. Suppose 0 >0, urn = 0, and M > 0. ff0 < e < 1, then there exist
fl-joe fl

L(1-Y'mJ
positive a, m0 such that y1 M[am]lfor all m rn0.

1=m+1

PROOF Given e, where 0 < e < 1, set p = . By Lemma 20, there exist positive 8,
such that x> ri for all x 0 satisfying lix OIl <8. By Lemma 59, there exists an n0

1 " nrn
such that 0 <8 for all m, n satisfying n n0, > p. and m 0.

nrn 1
Hence, if n n0, > p, and m 0, then > ri, and thus

n nmm+1
Zy>(nrn)r1>pni1. (1)

lie 1pr 1el+a 1=,Seta=-j-li= e a and m0 = max {0. 12/el, Iiil}. Note that
1 e

m me lieand if mrn0, then L(1ey'rnj 1 =m+ 1 m+ 1=m+.1c 1c 1c a
L(1e1'mirn C

> = p. and thus from (1),If rn m0, then by Lemma 60,
L(1 e)'rnj 2

L(1-y'mJ
> PL(1 - e)T1miri pr('rn + = Ma1m + Mami. 0a) a)

A.10.7. When Cumulative Cost First Exceeds g(r, b)

Section A.10.5 showed that maximal-element cutting policies are utilized as long as
r'A1O = ChO This section shows that in a rough sense, the converse is also true. These

facts are combined into a lemma which says, in essence, that if the balance of the order is
small, then the cumulative cost is close to g(r, b).

The constants in Lemmas 63 and 64 actually apply to all (y }. By assuming that
t y } is fixed, we can use the convenient symbol which is defined for a fixed { y }.

Lemma 62. Suppose that 0 >0 and g(0, b) > 0 for all b 0. There exists a v >0 such
that t E .B"(O, ,r)for all b, t, ,r, p that satisfy b e 50(O, ,r), lit bll vp(b), and p 0.

PROOF. By Lemma 33, there exists a v > 0 such that v(b) g(0, b) for all b. Select
arbitrary b,t,r,p such that bE °(O,,r), itbit vp(b), and p 0. Using Lemma
35(a), lIt bil vp(b) pg(O, b) = pr'b. Thus, by definition, b + (t b) ,r). j
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Lemma 63. Suppose that 0 >0 and g(0, b) > Ofor all b 0. For any a > 0, p >0, and
{y}, there exists ap>0 such that b/ V(0,x) for all b,m,n,x,{j1} satisfying

it), (b')> an, and 0 < n m pn.
PROOF. By Lemma 52, there exists an a >0 such that iIA1y1iI <a for all I and all {jj.
By Lemma 62, there exists a v > 0 such that t E .r(0, it) for all b, t, it, p that satisfy
be .8°(0,z),lItbJlv,u(b),andp0. Givena>Oandp>0,setp=pav/â.

Select arbitrary b, m, n, it, {j} that satisfy b'1 e .B°(0, it), (b)> an, and
0 < n - m pn. It suffices to show that IIb"1 b"Ij vu(b'1), because in that case
we obtain b/ e .B11(0, it), as in the first paragraph.

IlbI' b'il =Ay1 ilAhYi a = a(n m) âpn = pavn vp(b'). 0
t=m+1 1=m+1

1
Lemma 64. Suppose 0 > 0, urn =0, and g(0, b) > Ofor all b 0. For any pos-

n)oO n
itive a, p, ,ti, there exists an n0 such that b E ,c8P(o, ,r)for all b, n, m, it, {j1} in which
b e .GBO(0, it), (b')> an, n - m > pn, n n0, and ir'AO = C,0, I = m + 2,. . . , n.

PROOF By Lemma 52, there exists an a >0 such that IlA1yll <a for all I and all {j1}.
By Lemma 62, there exists a v > 0 such that t E M(O, it) for all b, t, it, p in which
b e 0(0, it), Jt blI vp(b), and p 0. Given positive a, p. 1u, set n1 = â(vpa)'.
Hence, if e 0(g, it), (b) > an, and n n1, then a = vpan1 vpan vp(b'1),
from which we obtain ii(b + Ay1) b/" ii = IiAyii a vp(b"), so

b'1 + A1y1 E .R"(0, it) for all 1. (1)

By Lemma 50, there exists a S > 0 such that e .B"(0, it) for all { Jm, n, it
1=m+1
i

in which ir'A0 = ChO, I m + 1,. . . , n, 0 <5, and B"(0, it) 0.n m S=m+1

By Lemma 59, there is ann2 >0 such that <8 for all rn,n in which
n - m 1m+1

nn2,nm>.5pn,andm0. Thus,ifzAj0=Cj0,I=m+1,...,n,.6BU(0,it)O,
n n2, nrn > . 5pn, and rn 0, then Ay1 SV(O, it). Likewise, if it'A0 = CO3

1=m+2,...,n,.V1(0,z)O,nn2,n(m+l)>.5pn,andm+l 0,then
e (0,z). (2)

L=m+2

Set n0 = maxn1, n2, . Select arbitra b, n, m, it, {j1} in which b'1 E (0, it),
pi

(b')>an,nm >pn,nn0,andit'A1O=C10,I=rn+2,...,n. Hence,
n(m+1) nrn 1 1 1 p-->p--p---p--=.5p.

n n n n n0 2
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That is, n (m + 1)> . 5pn, and since n n2, we obtain Ay1 E it), from (2).
1=m+2

From (1), we obtain b/' + A1 Ym+i E P(e, it). Since it) is a convex cone,

b/ = (b+AJm+iYm+i)+AJiYi E B'(O,z). 0
t=m+2

Lemma 65. Suppose that 0 > 0 and g(0, b) > 0 for all b 0. For any n0 > 0, p >0,
and {y}, there exists a /3 > 0 such that E iv) for all b, m, n, it, {j1) satisfying
(b)> ,8, b E °(0,x), andO m <n <n0.
PROOF. By Lemma 52, there exists an a > 0 such that IIAy1II <a for all I and all {j1).
By Lemma 62, there exists a v > 0 such that t r(0, it) for all b, t, iv, p that satisfy

bEB°(0,2r),jt-bvp(b),andp0. Givenn0>0andp>0,set/3=n0(--+â
Select arbitrary b,m, n, it, {j1} that satisfy (b)> /3, E °(0, it), and

0 m <n <n0. From Lemma 53, it can be seen that (b'1) (b) nâ. Therefore,

> /3-na --f3-nâ =(__a)=
In II

Hence - bL)I =II Ay1II nâ vp(b'), and thus b E B'(0, iv). 0,110m n Ii
IIj=m4-1 U

l
Lemma 66. Suppose that 0 >0, urn y1 = 0, and 0 < g(0, b) <oofor all b 0. For-°° fl i=i
any positive a, there exist positive 18,8 such that ir'AO = I = 1,. . . , n, for all
b, r, it, {j}, n in which (b)> /3, (b)> an, E .?B°(O, it), hr elI <8, and
jeX(r,b),l-1,...,n.

PROOF. By Lemma 45, there exist p > 0 and S > 0 such that ir'A0 = CO for all
b, r, it, j satisfying b e .8'(0, it), b 0, hr oIl <8, and j E X(r, b). Given a >0,
define p > 0 as in Lemma 63, n0 as in Lemma 64, and /3 > 0 as in Lemma 65.

Select arbitrary 1', r, it, n in which (b)> /3, (b")> an, 8°(0, it),
Or-oH <8, and j1 E X(r,b), 1=1,.. .,n. For each I, note that if bj E

then ir'A19 = since j e 2C(r, b). Thus, it suffices to show that b1 e B(0, it)
for each I = 1, . . . , n. Suppose not. Then there is some m <n such that bj !Bt1(0, it)

and b" B'(0,it),l=m+l,...,n.
There are three cases. If n m pn, use Lemma 63. If n < n0, use Lemma 65.

If n-m>pn and nn0, use Lemma 64 since E '(0,it), I=m+1,...,n,
we have ii'Ae = CO, I = m + 2,. . . , n, as required. In each case, b"1 E "(0, it),
which contradicts b "(O, it). Since a contradiction is reached by assuming the
falseness of the statement E (9, it), I = 1,. . . , n, it must instead be true. 0
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Lemma 67. If {j1} ({yt}' r, b) and n({C1y}, g(r, b)) <oo, then j1 X(r, b)for
each I = 1,..., n0, where n0 = n({CjYt}n{g(r. b), f({y1}, b)})

PROOF. If n({C1y1}, g(r, b)) < 00, then g(r, b) <oo. Thus, if {j1} E ({y}, r, b), then

by definition fm E X(r, bL) for each m such that C1y1 < rnm{g(r, b), f({y1}, b)}. o

1
Lemma 68. Suppose that 0 > 0, urn y1 = 0, and 0 < g(0, b) <00 for all b 0. For

fl*oo fl

any positive a, there exist positive /3,5 such that (b' }) an for all b, r, n, { j} in which
(b)> /3, lIT OIl <8, n n({Cy}, g(r, b)), and {jj e ({y1), r, b).

PROOF. Let a >0 be an arbitrary value. By Lemma 57, there exist positive ,8, Si
such that C,1y <min{g(r,b). f({y},b)} for all b,r,n, {jJ,ir that satisfy (b)> ,8,

hr Oil <Si, (b')> an, b'1 E O(9 iv), and z'AO = I = 1,. . . , n.
By Lemma 66, there exist positive .82, 2 such that ir'A1O ChO, I = 1, . . . ,n0, for

all b,r,.,r,{j1],no in which (b)> /32' hrOh <2' (b)>an0, b 0(Ox) and

j1 eX(r,b),I= 1,...,n0. Set/i=max{/31, /32}and5=min{Si, 52}.
Select arbitrary b, r, n, {j1} in which (b)> /3, Hr °jI <5, n n({Cy1}, g(r, b)),

and { j } ({ y }, r, b). Suppose that (b" )> an (i.e., assume the conclusion is false).

Set no=n({Cjyi}min{g(rb)f({yi}b)}) Since n0 n, (b) (b")> an an0.

By Lemma 67, j1 e .7(r, b), I = 1,.. . ,n0. Also, E ..8°(0, iv) for some iv, because
g(O, b) <00 for all b, so the dual of the LP for g(O, b) has an optimal solution.

Therefore, ir'A0 = CO for each I = 1,. . . , n0 (second paragraph), from which it

follows that C1y1 <mm {g(r, b), f({y1}, b)} (first paragraph). But this contradicts the
1=1

definition of n0, so it cannot be true that (b)> an. o

A.10.8. Special Case: C3! =0 for Some j

There are two cases, depending on whether or not C > 0 for all j. Before we can
complete the proof, we need to address the special case where C3l = 0 for some j. The
work in the three prior subsections is valid in all cases, but it cannot be applied to the spe-
cial case in the same way that it is applied in other cases. Thus, this section provides a
separate proof for the special case, using almost nothing from Sections A. 10.5 through
A. 10.7.

The previous sections have worked backwards, starting at the cone that is in
and showing what must have happened to get there. To prove the special case, we start at
b and work forward.
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Lemma 69. Suppose that 0 0, g(0, b) > Ofor all b 0, Gil = Ofor some j, r > 0, and
y is an K x 1 vector with Yk = 1 and 0 elsewhere. If! Jo N, then for some J, j2

A0r = A1r+A2r, A0y = r'AJ1T,
G0r = C1r+C2r, G30y = r1G1r.

PROOF. Set U = diag(y), where diag(y) is the K x K diagonal matrix with y as the
diagonal. Note that y = r'Ur. Lemma 32 implies that A = 0 for some j. Thus,

A0U = A0U + 0(1 U) = A0U + A(1 U).

By Lemma 1 of Chapter 4, A0U E (A1,.. .,AN}, so A0U = A1 for some f i. Likewise,

A0(l U) = A0(I U) + OU = A0(I U) + A1U.

By Lemma 1 of Chapter 4, A0(I U) E {A1,. . . ,AJ.,T}, so A30(I U) = A2 for some J2.
Thus, since r = Ur + (I U)r,

A0r = A0Ur+ A0(I U)r = A,r + A2r. (1)

Furthermore, since y = r'Ur,
A0y = rA0Ur = rj'A1r. (2)

Using the same steps, equations (1) and (2) also hold with C in place of A. 0

Lemma 70. Suppose 0 0, g(0, b)> Ofor all b 0, and C1! = Ofor some j. Suppose
x is an optimal solution to the LPfor g(r, b), where r > 0 and (x) > max {r71, . . . , r,) }.
Finally, suppose that y is an K x 1 nonnegative, integer-valued unit vector. If x1 = (x),
then g(r, b) Gy + g(r, b A1y).

PROOF. For some J and some k, we have x0 = (x) and y = 1. Note that (x)> rj'.
By the previous lemma, there exist Ji' J2 such that

A30r = A1r+A2r, A0y = rA1r,
G0r = C1r+G2r, G0y = r'G1r.

Set u10 = 0, Ui1 = + xj0 r, u32 = x2 + x0, and u3 = x for each j {J0,J1, J}.
Note that u1 x10 - r = (x) r 0, and thus u 0 for each j. Also,

uAr + rA1r = u0A0r + u1A11r + u2A2r + uAr + rA1r
j1 J(jo.JI,i2)

= 0 + (x31 + x10 - r')A1 r + (x2 + x0)A2r + xA3r + rA1r
J{io.JI,j2}

= x0(A1r-F A32r)+ x1A1r + x2A2r + xA1r
J{io,Ji,f2}

N
= x0A0r + x1A1r + x2A2r + x,Ar = xAr.

i(iO,JI,J2} .1=1
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N N N N

Thus, uAr = xA3r r]A1r. Likewise, u1Cr = xC r r'C1r. So,
j=I j=1 j=1 j=1

uAr = xAr r'A1r b - r'A1r = b A0y,

uC r xCr r'C1r = g(r, b) r'C1 r = g(r, b) C0y.
N

Since u 0 and u3Ar b - A0y, it follows that u is a feasible solution to the LP for
j=1

N
g(r, b - A0y). Hence, by Lemma 28(a), g(r, b A30y) u,C,r = g(r, b) C30y. 0

j=1

Lemma 71. Suppose 0>0, g(0, b) > Ofor all b O, and Gl = Ofor some j. For any

a > 0 and {y}, there exist positive /3,8 such that Cy1 + g(r, g(r, b)for all

b,n, {j1} in which (b)> /3, lIT-Oil <8, (b")> cx(b), and j1 E 2C(r,bj), I = 1,.. .,n.
PROOF. By Lemma 16 in Chapter 4, there exists a 8 > 0 such that r > .50 for all r satis-

fying hr-Oh <8. Setâ = maxhIA(0+81)hI, r = max{20'}, and/I =
Select arbitrary b, n, {j} that satisfy (b)> /3, Or-oil <8, (b/) > a(b), and

E X(r, by), I = 1,. . . , n. If g(r, b) = 00, then clearly G1y1 + g(r, b') g(r, b).

Otherwise, g(r, b) <00. Consider a fixed I, where 1 I n. Since j1 E X(r, b),
there exists by definition an optimal solution x to the LP for g(r, b1), with Xh = (x).

Since x is feasible, x.Ar b. Also, 0 + 81 r, because JJr - oJJ <8. Hence,

(x'l)âl xâl x3A(0 + 81) xA3r bj.
Therefore, (x'l)â (b). Since x is a nonnegative N x 1 vector, it can be seen that
N(x) x'l. Since 1 I n, we have (b) (be")> o.(b) > a/i. Thus,

x'l (bt") a/i 1 1 1
1(x) > = = max 1201',. .. , 20,) max in',.. , r

The right-hand inequality holds because r> .50 > 0. By the previous lemma,

g(r, b) - g(r, bJ. Ay) cy1.
Since this holds for each I = 1,. .. , n, and since - Ay1 = we obtain

± (g(r, b) g(r,b)) ± c,Ly.

Hence, g(r, b/) - g(r, G1y1. o
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l
Lemma 72. Suppose 0 >0, urn = 0, and 0 < g(0, b) <oofor all b 0. For any

-°° fl i=i

a> 0, there exist positive /3,5 such that g(0, b) g(r, < min{g(r, b), f({y1}, b)}

for all b, r, n, {j} in which (1)> /3, Hr Oil <5, and (b') >

PROOF. By Lemmas 33 and 34, there exist positive v, ,7 such that v(b) g(0, b) i(b)
for all b 0. Set w = mm {. 5, . 25av/i}. Hence, if(b) > 0 and (b')> a(b), then

Vg(0, bj')> v(b') v(b)
a 4o. (1)

g(0,b) g(0,b) i(b) 17

By Lemma 27, there exists a /3 >0 such that g(O, b) (1 + co)f({y1}, b) when (b)> /3.
Also, there exists a S > 0 such that (1 + co)'g(r, b) g(0, b) (1 + 0))g(r, b) for all b, r
in which liT -°li <5, by Lemma 16 of Chapter 4. Thus, if(b)> /3 and liT Oil <5, then

g(0, b) (1 + 0)) min{g(r, b), f({y1}, b)}. (2)

Select arbitrary b, r, n, (j} in which (b)> /3, hr °H <5. and (b'1) > a(b). Since
f(r O( <5 and o < 1, we have g(6, b') (1 co)g(r, 2g(r, b'1), so from (1),

4wg(0, b) g(O, 2g(r,

Thus, 2wg(0, b) g(r, and since g(r, b) (1 + 0))g(0, b),

g(r, b) - g(r, g(r, b) 20)g(0, b) (1+ 0))g(O, b) - 2wg(e, b) = (1 - co)g(O, b).

Therefore, from (2),

g(r, b) - g(r, (1- w)g(O, b) (1- co)(1 + 0))min{g(r, b), f({yi),b)}. o

inLemma73. Suppose0>0, lim-y1=0,0<g(0,b)<ooforallbO,andC1=0
n-oo n

for some j. For any a > 0, there exist positive /3, 8 such that (b') a(b) for all b, r, n,
{ j1 } in which (b)> /3, r °O <5, n ñ( { g(r, b)), and { f } ( { y1 }, r, b).

PROOF. Given a > 0, there exist by Lemma 71 positive such that
no

)Cy1g(r,b)-g(r (1), no
1=1

for all b,n0, {j1) that satisfy (b)> /3k, lIT-Oil <Si, (b') > a(b), and j
= 1,.. . , n0. By the previous lemma, there exist positive /2, 2 such that

g(r, b) g(r, b1) <mm {g(r, b), f({ Y L b)} (2)

for all b, r, n0, {J} in which (b)> /32, Hr oil <2, and (be")> a(b).
Set /3 = max {/3, /2} and 5 = mm {S1,52}. Select arbitrary b, r,n, {j1} that satisfy

(b)> /3 hr °H <8, n ñUC1y}, g(r, b)), and {j,) e ({y}, r, b). Assume that
(b')> a(b) (i.e., assume that the conclusion is false).
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Set no=n({Cj1ye}min{g(r b)f({Yt}b)}) Since n0 n, we have b' b' and
(b) (b'1)> a(b). By Lemma 67, j1 E X(r,bj), £ = 1, ... , n0, so from (1) and (2),

Cy1 g(r, b) g(r, b) <min{g(r, b), f({y1}, b)}.

no 1 1

That is, Chyl <ming(r, b), f({y1}, b)J. But this contradicts the definition of n0, and
t=1

since the contradiction arises from (b)> a(b), we conclude that (b1"1) a(b). o

Lemma 74. Suppose C3l = Ofor some j. Set ê = max {Cl}. If {f1} E
1JSN

R({A4y1},b)
then Cy1 M1(b')1for all n such that fl({ Chyt), g(r, b)) n <ñ({ Ay1 }, b).

1=n+1

PROOF. If 1> ñ({C1y1), g(r, b)), then a greedy cutting policy is used, by definition.
That is, j e (r, bj'). Hence, either C3y1 = 0 or (Ay1) o 0 (i.e., either the cost
is zero or the order is partially filled). After the nth board has been cut, the order can be
partially filled no more than Mr(b')1 more times, where M is the dimension of
Thus, since Ch Ye ê for all 1, the cost to complete the order cannot exceed M[(b' ')le,
assuming that greedy cutting policies are in use for I> n. o

1°Lemma75. Suppose 9>0, urn y1=O, 0<g(O,b)<ooforallb0, and Cl=O
noe n 1=1

for some j. For any e > 0, there exist positive /3,8 such that
h({y1},r, b) <1 + efor all

b, r in which (b)> /3 and Dr O <8.
PROOE Set ê = max {Cl}. Since g(O, b) > 0 for all b 0, it can be seen that >0.1jN
From Lemma 33, there exists a v >0 such that v(b) g(O, b) for all b. Given e >0,
set a. = . 25e and a

VO)_,
where M is the dimension of b.

2Mc
By Lemma 73, there exist positive /31,81 such that (b) a(b) for all b, r, n, {f}

that satisfy (b)> /3k, hrOh <Si, n ñ({C31y1},g(r,b)), and {j} E ({y},r,b). By
Lemma 16 in Chapter 4, there exists a 2 > 0 such that for all b, r in which Hr oil <82,

g(r,b)(l+co)g(O,b) and r>(1+v)'O.

Set /2 = /3 = max {,8, /32' a), and 8 mm {6, 82).

Selectarbitrary b,rinwhich(b)>'/J and hrOH <8. Wehave h({y},r,b)<oo,
n({Ay},b)

by Lemma 16, so h({y}, r, b) = C1y1 for some {j} ({y}' r, b), by definition.
1=1

Set n0 = h({Cy1}, g(r, b)). If n0 <n((Ay1}, b), then by the previous lemma,
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n(fA1y),b) , n({A1y},b) n0

h( { y1 }, r, b) = y = C y1 + C y C11 y1 + M[(b )lê. (1)
1=1 t=n0+1

noI n0

Also, Cy g(r, b) and Cy1 ê for each. Hence, Cy1 g(r, b) ± ê. More-
1=1

over, ê = . 5sv/3 5ev/3 < 5ev(b) . 5sg(O, b). Since g(r, b) (1 + v)g(O, b),
no

g(r, b) + ê < (1 + a)g(O, b) + .5eg(O, b) = (1 + .75e)g(O, b). (2)
1=1

Since n0 = fl({C1y1), g(r, b)), we have (b) cx(b), as described at the beginning of
the second paragraph. Also, 1 = aa1 a/3 < a(b). Thus,

F(b')1 (b')+ 1 <a(b)+ a(b) = 2a(b) g(O, b) = -f- g(e, b).
v Me

Hence, M1(b)1e wg(O, b) = . 25eg(O, b). Therefore, from (1) and (2),

h({y1), r, b) C1y1 + M1(b)1C < (1+. 75e)g(9, b) + .25eg(6, b) = (1 + e)g(O, b).

This completes the case where n0 <ñ( ( A1 y }, b). If ñ( { A1 y1), b) n0, then from (2),
n({A1.yj},b) n0

h({y}, r,b) = Cy C11y1 <(1 +.75e)g(O, b) <(1 + e)g(O, b). Q
1=1 1=1

A.10.9. Usual Case: C 1 > 0 for All

We now address the case where Cl > 0 for all j. This section picks up where Sec-
tion A. 10.7 left off, and concludes Section A. 10.

h({Cy1},g(r,b))
The first step is to establish that > 1 e for large 1' and r close

n({A11y}, b)
to 0. This says that the number of boards needed to attain a cumulative cost of g(r, b) is
a large percentage of the total number of boards needed to fill the order. In other words,
when the cumulative cost first reaches g(r, b), only a small percentage of boards still
needs to be cut. Thus, it is only a short step to conclude that the total cost of the order is
only a small percentage more than g(r, b).

The next three lemmas also apply to the special case where Cl = 0 for some j. It is
not until Lemma 79 that we need to assume that Cl > 0 for all j. Obviously, we would
have liked the subsequent parts of the proof to work in all cases, making the previous sec-
tion unnecessary. The problem in the special case is that cost has only a tenuous relation
to the number of boards used, unlike in the usual case. Thus, after cutting a large propor-
tion of the boards to be used, it is possible that the cumulative cost is still only a small
proportion of the total. This is why a separate proof was utilized.
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Lemma 76. Suppose that 0 > 0. For any number 
, 

there exist positive /1,6 such that 
ñ({Cy}, g(r, b)) for all b, r, {yj, {j} satisfying (b) > /1 and hr - 011 <8. 

PROOF. Set ê = max {Cl}. Thus, Cy1 ê for all t, so ñ({Cy1}, g(r, b)) g(r, b) 

1jN C 

By Lemma 16 of Chapter 4, there exists a S > 0 such that 2g(r, b) g(0, b) for all b, r 
satisfying r - OjJ <5. By Lemma 33, there exists a v > 0 such that g(0, b) v(b) for all 

b. Given >0, set/I = . 
Thus, if(b)> /3 and hr-OIl <8, then 

g(r, b)> g(O, b) v(b) v/i 
C n({Cy},g(r,b)) 

c 2ê 2ê 2ê 

Lemma 77. Suppose that 0 > 0, urn - y1 = 0, and 0 < g(0, b) < oofor all b 0. For 
fl t=i fI({Cy}, g(r, b)) 

> 1-efor all b,r,{j1} any S > 0, there exist positive /3,8 such that n({Ay1},b) - 
in which (b)> /3, r - O <8, and { j } ({ ye), r, b). 

PROOF. Given e >0, the result obviously holds if e 1. Otherwise, we have 0< e < 1. 
Lu-er1 n.j 

By Lemma 61, there exist positive a, such that y1 MIan]1 for every n . 
1=n+1 

By Lemma 68, there exist positive /3, 8 such that an (b) for all b, r, ii, {j1} in 
which (b)> hr - oIl <8k, n n({C1y}, g(r, b)), and {j} E ({y1}, r, b). Thus, if 
these conditions are satisfied, and if n , 

then 

L-ey'ni 
y1 Mranhl M1(b')11. (1) 

By Lemma 76, there exist positive /32,82 such that n({Cy1}, g(r, b)) for all 
b,r,{j} in which (b)> /32 and hr-OIl <82. Set fl=max{fl1,fl2} and 8=min{S1,52}. 

Select arbitrary b, r, {j1} in which (b)> hr - oIl <5, and {j1} E ({y}, r, b). 
Set n = h({C y} 

, 
g(r, b)). Clearly, n , 

and thus (1) holds. Also, j1 E (y1, bL) for 
all 1> n, by definition, because { j1 } e ({ y1 J, r, b). Hence, using the same reasoning as 

L(1-eY'ni L(1-ey'nj 
in Lemma 12, Ay1 b, and thus Ay1 b. Therefore, 

L=n+I 1=1 

n({A1y1}, b) L(1 - )_1] n h({C1y}, g(r, b)) 
1-s 1-s 
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n({ Cliyj },g(r,b))

Lemma78. Letê= max {Cl). Then ChY1 g(r,b)+êforallb,r,{j1}.1jN 1=1

PROOF. Given b, r, {j1}, set n0 = ñ({Cy1}, g(r, b)). If n <n0, then E Cy g(r, b),

by definition. Clearly, Chy ê for all 1. Thus,
n0 a0! n0-1C,y1+C y0 Cy+eg(r,b)+ê. 0

1=1 1=! 1=1

1
Lemma 79. Suppose 0 >0, urn =0, and G3l > Ofor all j. Let ê = max {C3l}.

n*oo fl 1jN
There exist positive fi, 8, E such that ë ñ({C1y1 }, g(r, b)) g(r, b) + êfor all b, r, {j} in
which (b)> fi and Dr oIl <.

1 l
PROOF. Since 0 > 0 and lim = 0, there exists an n0 such that y1 > .50 for

fl-400fl1,,1 fl1
all n n0. By Lemma 76, there exist positive fl,ö such that n((Cy}, g(r, b)) n0 for
all b, r, {y1}, {j1} satisfying (b)> 8 and 1k OIl <8. Thus, if (b) > fi and hr 0 <8,
and if fl({Cy},g(r,b)) < oo, then

1
n({Cyhg(r,b)) .50. (1)

n({Cy1}, g(r, b))
Setë= mm {.5C0}. Selectarbitraryb,r,{j} inwhich(b)>/3and hr-OIl <8.1jN

If g(r, b) = 00, then the conclusion obviously holds. Otherwise, g(r, b) <00. Each board

type occurs infinitely often in {y1}, so Lemma 22 implies Cy1 g(r, b) for some n.

Thus, n({Cy1}, g(r, b)) < 00.
lSet n=n({Cy},g(r,b)). From (1), y.50. By Lemma 5 in Chapter 4,
n =i

n N n N
there exists an x 0 such that ChYI = x3C y1 and x1 = 1. Hence,

1=1 j=I 1=1 j=1

n N n N N
Cy1 = xC3 y xC(. 5n0) xn = en.

1=1 j=1 j=!

By the previous lemma, g(r, b) + ê Cy1. Therefore, g(r, b) + ê en. 0
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Lemma 80. Let ê = max { C .1 }. If h( { Yt }, b) h( { C y1 }, g(r, b)), then1jN
n((A1y1},b)

Cy1 g(r, b) ê ê(\ñ({AJy1}, b) ñ({Cy1}, g(r, b))
1=I

PROOF. Given b,r,{y1},{j1}, set n1=fl({Ay1},b) and n2=ñ({Cy1},g(r,b)).
Clearly, Cy1 ê for all 1. Thus, if n1 n2,

fli flic1
1=1 L1 1=n2+1

By Lemma 78, Cy1 g(r, b) + ê. Therefore,
1=1

/ \ fl /
n

1=1 t=1 1=1

1Lemma 81. Suppose that 0 >0, urn y1 0, and 0 < g(0, b) < oofor all b 0. For
fl*oe fl

any e >0, there exist positive fi,5 such that h({y1},r,b) < i+or all b,r in whichg(0,b)
(b)> ,8 and hr OIl <5.
PROOF. Lemma 75 proved this for the case where Cl = 0 for some j. Hence, consider
the case where C31 > 0 for all j. Set ê = max {Cl}. By Lemma 79, there exist positive1jN
fl1, c5, ë such that for all b, r, {j} satisfying (b)> flu and hr oil <Si,

ñ({Cy1},g(r,b)) g(r,b)+ê. (1)

Given e > 0, set a = +Ii + £ 1 and set w so as to satisfy 0 < o.' < 1 and a.cla
By Lemma 77, there exist positive fl2' 2 such that for all b, r, { J1 } in which (b)> fl2'
hr-Oh <52,and{j1} E({y},r,b),

ñ({C1y1},g(r,b)) > -. (2)ñ({Ay},b)
By Lemma 16 in Chapter 4, there exists a 53 > 0 such that g(r, b) (1+. 5a)g(0, b) when
liT 011< 53. By Lemma 33, there exists a v > 0 such that v(b) g(0, b) for all b. Set
/33=. If (b)>fl3 and hrOil <53,thenê=.5av/33 <.5av(b).Sag(O,b),so

g(r, b)+ ê <(1 + .5a)g(0, b)+ .5ag(0, b) = (1 + a)g(0, b). (3)

Set/3=max{fl1,/32,fl3}andS=min{51,52,53}.
Select arbitrary b,r in which (b)> /3 and hr eli <8. We have h({y},r,b) <oo,

n({Ay1},b)
by Lemma 16, so h({y1},r,b) = Cy1 for some ji} E (b'L r,b), by definition.

1=1

Set n0 = h({Cy1}, g(r, b)) and n1 = n({Ay1}, b). If n1 n0, then by Lemma 80,
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nI f \ I
h({y1},r, b) g(r,b) ê = (g(r,b)+ e) ê(,n1 no) (4)

t=1

From (1), En0 g(r, b) + ê. Separately, if x > 0, y > 0, and a) < 1, then it can be seen
x . yx Ci)

that > 1 a implies . Hence, from (4) and (2),
y X 1-0)

h(y1},r,b)g(r,b)e ê(n1n0) ê(n1n0) C Ci)
5)

g(r, b) + ê g(r, b) + e En0 E 1

Otherwise, n1 <n0. In that case, by Lemma 78,
n1 n0

(6)
1=1

Each of (5) and (6) imply h({y1}, r,b) (1 + a)(g(r, b) + ê). Thus, from (3),

h({y1}, r, b) (1 +a)(g(r,b)+ê) <(1 + a)2g(O,b) = (1 + e)g(O,b). 0

in
Proposition A.3. If 0 >0, urn = 0, and 0 < g(0, b) < oofor all b 0, then

n*oo fl 1=1

f({y1),b) h({y1},r,b) h({y1},r,b)
urn lim = lim =1.

(b)* g(0, b) (b)*oo g(0, b) (b)-400 f({y1}, b)r*O r-40

PROOF. For any e >0, there exist by Lemmas 27 and 81 positive /3,8 such that
f((y1},b) h({y1},r,b)1e< and <H-s
g(0,b) g(0,b)

for all b,r satisfying (b)>fl and IIr-011<8. Since f({y1},b)h({y1},r,b) for all
b, r, we conclude that

urn
f((y1},b) = urn h({y1},r,b)

= 1.
(b)*oo g(O, b) (b)*oo g(0, b)r*6

h({y1},r,b)
It follows that lim = 1. o(b)oo f({y1},b)

r*t9
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A.11. Measurability off({Y1}, b) and h({Y1}, R, b)

We now have most of what we need to apply the provisional result of Proposition
A.2. The following lemma consolidates everything so far.

Lemma 82. Suppose that 0 >0, 0< g(0, b) < oo for all b 0, { Y } is a-mixing with
= O(n2) for some 2> 1, E[Y1] = 0, 1= 1,2,, and urn R = 0 with probability 1.

fl*oa

If f( { Y1 }, b) is measurablefor all b, and if h( { Y }, R, b) is measurablefor all b, n, then

li
E[f(fY1}, b)] urn

E[h({Y1}, R, b)] E[h({Y1), R, b)]
1

(b)+ g(O, b) g(0,b) (boo E[f({Y},b)]
n-900 floo

PROOF. It suffices to show that the four conditions of Proposition A.2 are satisfied.
Condition (1) holds by assumption, and condition (4) holds by Lemma 33. By Lemma 8,

1
urn = 0 with probability 1. Thus, since urn R = 0 with probability 1, we obtain

n =i nc,o

h({Y1J,R,b) f({Y1},b)
lim = 1 with probability 1 and urn = 1 with probability 1,

(b)*oo g(0, b) (b)*oe g(0, b)
fl*oo

by Proposition A.3. Since the functions are measurable, conditions (2) and (3) are there-
fore satisfied. o

All that remains is to address the assumption that f( { Y }, b) and h( { Y }, R, b) are
measurable functions. Section 4.10 showed that f({Y1}, b) is measurable when {Y} is an
independent sequence, but we now need a more general argument.

Opinions differ on how difficult this task should be. Referring to real functions,
Billingsley (1986, p. 183) says that measurability "is usually easy to check." In a discus-
sion of estimators, Lehrnann (1983, p. 19) says that the sets and functions of interest
"usually turn out to be measurable although verification of their measurability can be
quite difficult." We lean towards the latter view, and in retrospect think it might have
been better to adopt Lehmann's treatment of measurability issues: "we shall pay little or
no attention to (these) technical difficulties?'

Our goal is to provide a reasonably convincing explanation, but we do not claim that
this constitutes a thoroughly rigorous proof. (it is to be hoped that the argument is not so
devoid of rigor as to be "not even false", in Wolfgang Pauli's famous rebuke.) Whereas
an expert might settle these issues with a few brief observations, we find it useful to break
the problem into smaller, more easily comprehended pieces.

We will start by reviewing the terminology, after which we will consider the func-
tion f({Y}, b). The function h({Y1}, R, b) uses similar but slightly more complicated
arguments, due to the additional random component R.
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A.11.1. Definitions and Useful Results

The definitions and descriptions here are taken from Billingsley (1986). Let be an
arbitrary space or set of points co. A class 5 of subsets of is called a a-field if:

(i) eS;
(ii) A e .9 implies Ac E ., where A is the complement of A;

(iii) A1, A2,... E.9 implies A1 U A2 U E .

For a class 4 of sets, the a-field generated by A, denoted a(A), is defined as the intersec-
tion of all a-fields containing A. Let .f/?.' be the a-field generated by the bounded rectan-
gles in Rk, where R" is k-dimensional Euclidean space. The elements of 5 are called
the k-dimensional Borel sets. The 1-dimensional Bore! sets are called linear Borel sets.

The pair (, 5) is called a measurable space if is a a-field in i Let (, ) and
(L', S') be two measurable spaces. For a mapping T: -* 2', the inverse image is
T'A' {co E : To) E A') for A' ce'. The mapping T is measurable F#/#' if
T1A' E . for each A' E

For a real function f, the image space ' is implicitly understood to be the real line
R', and the a-field ' is the class of linear Bore! sets 3. Thus, as a shorthand notation,
we say that a real function f is measurable . if it is measurable

In probability contexts, a real measurable function is called a random variable.
Thus, to say that X is a random variable is to say that it is a measurable function with
respect to some underlying measurable space (, .9). For a finite or infinite sequence
X1, X2,. of random variables, a(X1, X2,...) is defined as the smallest a-field with
respect to which each X, is measurable.

A random vector X is a mapping from L to R! measurable 5. For each element
E , the mapping has the form X(co) = (X1(co), . . . , X(co)), where each X,(co) is real.

A random vector X is measurable if and only if each X, is, and thus a random vector is a
k-tuple of random variables.

Now, consider f((Y1}, b), where b is fixed. Since f is a function of a sequence of
random vectors, there are actually two mappings to worry about. One takes points from
an underlying space and maps them into another space, say 5, in which each point is an
infinite sequence { Y Y2'" ) of vectors. The other mapping (f itself) takes points from
S and maps them to R1. Let be a a-field in , and let be a a-field in S. We will
want to show that f({Y1), b) is measurable, by which we mean measurable . To that
end, the following theorem is useful (Billingsley, 1986, Theorem 13.1).

Theorem 13.1: Let (, ), (a', p'), and(", St") be measurable spaces, and let
' and T': Y -+ " be maps.

(i) If T'A' e for each A' E 4' and 4' generates ./', then T is measurable S/S'.
(ii) If T is measurable /' and T' is measurable '/", then the composition

T' T is measurable S/S".

Using (ii) on the problem at hand, if { Y } is measurable / and f is measurable / 5?.!,

then f( ( Y1), b) is measurable . /3 Thus, our strategy boils down to these steps:
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(I) Define the cr-field in a useful way.
(2) Show that f is measurable ' /. Part (i) is useful in this regard.
(3) Show that {)'} is measurable By assumption, (Y1) is an a-mixing

sequence of random vectors, so by definition { Y } is measurable with respect to
something. We need to relate this "something" to (S, ).

A.11.2. Cylinders in Sequence Space

The first step is to establish a reasonable definition of the measurable space (5, )
for the board sequences. A good starting point is sequence space, the set of infinite
sequences of 0's and l's. If two different board types are labeled 0 and 1, then sequence
space can be used to represent all possible infinite sequences of the two board types.

Let S be sequence space. An element of 0 can be written as { f1' J2' }. For a

sequence u1, . . . ,u of 0's and l's, the set {{i1i2... ) E S: j = u1,1 = 1,..., is a
cylinder of rank n. Let be the a-field generated by the cylinders in sequence space.
By definition, (5, o) is a measurable space.

The utility of the above construction will be seen later. What we need to do now is
modify it so as to accommodate more than two board types. For K board types, we can
simply define sequence space as the set of all infinite sequences of integers from 0 to
N 1. Likewise, cylinders can be defined as above, except that the sequence u1,. . . , u,,
consists of integers between 0 and K 1.

This is still not quite in the form we want, however. Instead of a sequence of inte-
gers, we use a sequence Yi' Y2'" of vectors to identify board types. So, we define the
sequence space S to be the set of infinite sequences of K x 1 integer-valued unit vectors.

Likewise, the set {Yl'Y2," 5: y1 =Uj,t= l,...,n}. where u1,...,u are Kx 1
vectors, is a cylinder of rank n. Let 'e be the a-field generated by the cylinders in S. As
before, (S, ) is a measurable space, by definition.

A.11.3. Measurability of f((Y1}, b)

Let (S, ) be the measurable space described above. For fixed b , the function f
maps elements from S, as defined above, into R'. We will now show that f is measur-

able / It suffices to show that { { y1 } E S: f( { Y }' b) for all x (Billingsley,
1986, Thm. 13.1(i) and accompanying comments). Note that the inner braces indicate
sequences, while the (large) outer braces indicate a set.

Recall from the definitions in Section 4.3 that an optimal solution to the problem
represented by f((y1), b) can be constructed from the first L((y1}, b) elements of {yj}.
For fixed b and all {y1}, let C({y1}) be the cylinder defined by y, . . . , YL'({51J,b) For
every sequence {91}eC({y1}), it can be seen that f({y},b) f({y1},b), because the
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first L( { y }, b) elements of { 9 } and { y } are the same, so there is an optimal solution for
{ y1 } that is feasible for { 9 }. Hence,

{(yi}es:f({yi},b)x}=u{c({yJ):f({yi},b)x}.
Since the number of cylinders is countable, the right-hand side consists of a countable
union of elements from , and since is closed under countable unions (by definition,

since is a a-field), it follows that { { y } E S: f( { y }, b)
Having shown that f is measurable / 5 we now want to show that { Y1 } is mea-

surable 5/, where (, 5) is the measurable space on which the Y1's are defined. Since
each 1' is a random vector, it is measurable 5/5?, by assumption. But we are interested
in the mapping of the entire sequence, not individual random vectors. Using part (i) of
Theorem 13.1, along with the fact that the cylinders in S generate , it suffices to show
that for every n and every cylinder C,, of rank n,

{ E : {Y1(a), Y2(o),.. } E c} E 5. (1)

For an arbitrary cylinder C,, of rank n, let u1,.. . , u,, be the values of the first n elements.
That is, y = n, I = 1,. . . , n, for each {} E C,,. Thus, (1) is equivalent to

E : Y(w) = U1, 1= 1,.. . , E 5. (2)

For each k = 1,. . . , K, let k1 be the kth element of the random vector Y1, and let UkI be
the kth element of u1. Thus, (2) is equivalent to

x1(o e : Ykl(1o) = Uki, I = 1,..., nJ ES.

If each set in braces is in 5, then the intersection is in 5, because S is a a-field. Thus, it
suffices to show that for each k 1,. . . , K,

{ec:Yl(o)=ukl,I=l...,n}Es. (3)

Each 1' is measurable 5, by assumption (i.e., the sequence of random vectors 1' is
a-mixing, so by definition the Y are functions on a common probability space). Hence,
each kL

is measurable 5, because a random vector is measurable S if and only if each
element is. It follows that a(Ykl,.. . , Y,,) cS. Thus, (3) will be satisfied if

E: Yks()=ukj,t= 1,...,n} e a(Ykl,...,Y). (4)

Since k1 takes only the values 0 or 1, it is by definition a simple random variable.
Therefore, (4) is satisfied as a consequence of Theorem 5.1 (Billingsley, 1986):

Theorem 5.1: If X1, . . . , X,, are simple random variables, then the a-field
a(X1,. . . , X,,) consists of the sets

E : (X1(w),.. . , X,,(a)) H}

for H c R; H in this representation may be taken finite.
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Thus, letting H be the single vector (UkI,. . . , uk), the theorem says that cr(YkI,. .. , Y)
contains the set

E : (YkI(),. .
,Y()) = (Uk!,...

and thus (4) holds. Since (4) holds for each k, (3) holds for each k, and thus (2) holds, as
does (1). Hence, { '1 } is measurable /.

Since {Y1} is measurable and f is measurable we conclude from Theo-
rem 13.1(u) that f({Y1}, b) is measurable /1 Since the ci-field will always be
implicit in the assumption that { Y } is a sequence of random vectors (having a finite
range), we simply say that f( { Y1), b) is measurable.

A.11.4. Measurability of h({Y1}, R, b)

The question for h( { Y1 }, R, b) is more complicated, because in addition to (V1 },
there is the random vector R. In order for h( {Y1 }, R, b) to be a measurable function,
it is necessary (by definition) that { Y } and R be defined on a single measurable space.
Likewise, it is convenient to view the separate mappings as an ordered pair ({ Y1 }, R)

mapping into a common space. To do this, we need some more definitions.
Given sets X and Y, the Cartesian product X x Y is the set of all ordered pairs (x, y)

with x E X and y Y. If (X, I) and (Y, Y) are measurable spaces, then a measurable
rectangle is a set of the form A x B, where A E I and B Y. The o-field generated by
the measurable rectangles is denoted by I x Y (not the same as a Cartesian product).

It is convenient to assume that each R is a discrete random vector, which by defini-
tion means that the range of R is countable. It is also assumed that the R are defined on
a common probability space. This is implied by the assumption that urn R = B with

fl*oo

probability 1 (the statement makes no sense if the R are defined on different probability
spaces). Thus, each R maps elements into a space having a countable number of K x 1
vectors (the total number is countable, because there are a countable number of R each
having a countable range).

Let (, ) be the measurable space on which the '1
and R are defined. Let (D, ))

be the measurable space into which the R map, where is the class of all possible sub-
sets of (the countable set) D. Let (S, ) be the measurable space into which (V1 } maps,
as described in the previous section. As a pair, ({Y1}, R) maps from into the product
space S x D, and from there the function h maps to R'. In symbols,

({Y1),R) h
(,S) -. (SxD,x2J) .-+ (R',5'?)).

Since {Y1} is measurable I/ and R is measurable it can be seen that the
mapping ({ 1' }, R,) is measurable . /' x Thus, in order to apply Theorem 13.1 (ii), it

* Since x 2 is generated by the measurable rectangles A x Ad, where A e and Ad E , it suf-
fices by Theorem 13.1(i) to show that the inverse image of any such A x Ad is in 9. This holds because
the inverse image of A is in 5 and the inverse image ofAd is in .9, so their intersection is in S.
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remains only to show that h is measurable x D/5'. For that purpose, it suffices to
show that

{({yt},r)ESxD:h({yi},r,b)x}Exi foralix. (1)

Here, the sign is reversed compared to what we did for f, but the test is still valid (Bartle,
1966, Lemma 2.4), because the intervals (oo, x] and [x, oo) both generate 51

Establishing (1) is made easier by the assumption that D is a countable space. If we
identify the elements ofD as r1, r2, , then we can write (1) as

Tk) e S x D: h({y1}, Tk, b) E ) for all x.

If the set in braces is in x 2 for each k, then the union is, because x is a a-field.
Hence, it suffices to show that for each k,

{({ys},rk)ESxD:h({yl},rk,b)x}Ex foralix.

.D contains every subset of D, so Fk E . Hence, we need only show that for each k,

{ (y1} ES: h({yl},rk,b) x} E for all x. (2)

Both b and Tk are now assumed to be fixed. For all { y1 } in which h( { y1 }, r,b) <oo,
let C({y1}) be a cylinder defined by y1,. . . , Yn(Ay1},b)' where {f1} is a sequence of
indices for h( { y }, Tk, b). For every sequence { 911 E C({ y1 }), it can be seen that

n((A1y},b) R({Ajys},b)
h({yt},rk,b)= C1y, = Ch91 h({y},rk,b). (3)

1=1 1=1

The left-hand equality holds by assumption, and the middle holds by the fact that the first
n({Ay1},b) elements of {9} and (y} are the same, so
The right-hand inequality holds by the definition of h({9}, rk, b), and by the fact that the
first ñ( { A,y1 }, b) element of { j } are valid cutting-policy indices for { 9 }. That is, there
is some {j} E ({9}, rk, b) such that J = j1 for each I = 1,... ,n({Ay1},b), and thus

fl(( Ay},b) fl({A1Y},b) fn({A3yj},b)
1

ChYI = CJ9 max C191: ñ({AJ1Yt),b)<oo=h({Y},rk,b).
(J}Ej((y),rk,b) j

From (3),we have h({91},r,b)h({y1},r,b) for all {91}eC({y1}). Thus,forallx,

{y ES:xh({yl},rk,b)<oo}=U{C({yI}):xh({Yl}rkb)<oo}E. (4)
As before, countable unions of cylinders are members of , because the cylinders in S
generate . From (4), we also obtain

{{yl}:h((yj},rk,b)=oo}C={{yl}:Oh({yt},rk,b)<oo}E.

Thus, {{yi}: h({yt},rk,b)=oo}E. and since{{yi} ES: xh({yl}rk,b)<oo}E
it follows that the union is in . Thus, (2) holds. This completes the rather excruciating
task of demonstrating that f( { 1'1 }, b) and h( { Y1}, R, b) are measurable.
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A.12. Conclusion

We can now refine Lemma 82 by removing the assumptions on measurability. The
assumption that f( { Y }, b) is measurable is redundant, as Section A. 11.3 showed, and the
assumption that h({Y}, R, b) is measurable can be replaced by the more practical
assumption that R is discrete, as Section A. 11.4 showed.

Proposition A.4. Suppose 0 >0, 0 < g(O, b) <oo for all b 0, { '1 } is a-mixing with
cz = O(n) for some %> 1, E[Y1] = 0, 1 = 1,2,, and lim R = 0 with probability 1.

n*oo

If the R are discrete random vectors, then
E[f({Y1), b)} E[h({Y1}, R, b)] E[h({Y}, R, b)]

(b)-.+oo g(0, b) g(0, b) (e E[f( { V1 }, b)]
=

fl*oo fl*oo

PROOF Section A.11.3 showed that if each V1 is measurable 5, then f({Y1}, b) is mea-
surable 5. Section A. 11.4 showed that if each V1 is measurable 5, and if R is discrete
and measurable 5, then h( Y }, R, b) is measurable 5.

Since the Y1 are a-mixing random vectors, they are by definition measurable func-
tions defined on a common probability space. Thus, f( { Y }, b) is measurable. The R
are also measurable functions, and it is implicitly assumed that they are defined on the
same probability space as the Y1 (otherwise, E[h({Y1}, R, b)] makes no sense). Thus,
since R is discrete, h({Y1}, R, b) is measurable. This holds for all b and n, so Lemma
82 can be applied. o

An immediate corollary can be obtained for the special case where the Y1 and the R
1

are independent and identically distributed. In the following, let i = X. The V1

n ,
are, as usual, assumed to be nonnegative, integer-valued random unit vectors.

Corollary. Suppose that Y1, and X1, X2,... are independent and identically dis-
tributed, with E[Y1] > 0. If 0< g(E[Y1], b) <oofor all b 0, then

F
E[h({Y1},X,b)]

1
(b)*oo E[f({Y1},b)]
n,00

PROOF Since { V1 } is independent, it is a-mixing with each a =0. By the strong law
of large numbers, lim X, = E[Y1] with probability 1. Hence, Proposition A.4 applies. 0

floo

As a last detail, we might ask if suitable measures even exist under the given
assumptions. We want to know that results such as Proposition A.4 "are true not merely
in the vacuous sense that their hypotheses are never fulfilled", to use Billingsley's words.
We can assume that a suitable measure exists for { 1'1) and another for the R. These need
to be combined on a single probability space, so that E[h( ( Y1), R, b)] makes sense.
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If {Y1} is defined on (X,X, p) and the R are defined on (Y,Y, v), then there exists a
product measure r on Xx2/ such that ,r(A x B) = p(A) v(B) for all A E X and BE Y.
Thus, if { Y } and R are independent (with respect to each other), then the probability
space (X x Y, X x Y, ir) preserves the probability characteristics of the two original prob-
ability spaces. For that reason, we can say that a suitable measure exists for the case
where (}'t } and R are independent (of each other). Of course, Proposition A.4 also
applies to any other measure that happens to exist on the product space.

A.13. Other LP/Samphng Functions

The function h({ y }, r,b) represents the maximum possible cost to fill an order
using the LP/sampling approach. The definition allows Proposition A.4 (and other
results) to be easily applied to other functions based on the LP/sampling method. As dis-
cussed in Section 6.5, if E[f({Y1 }, b)] E[i((Y1}, R, bJ E[h({Y1), R, b)] for all b, n,
where I represents the cost under an arbitrary implementation of the LP/sampling
method, then

E[h({Y1}, R, b)}
= 1

E[h({Y1}, R, b)1
lim implies urn = 1. (1)

(b)*oo E[f({Y1 }, b)] (b)-3oo E[f({ Y1 }, b)]
fl-9oo fl*oo

As in Section 6.5, let i({y}, r, b) be an arbitrary function that for each b, r satisfies
fl({Ay},b)

h({y1},r,b)= C,y1 for some {j1}
L=1

Clearly, '({Yi). r, b) is a function representing costs under the LP/sampling approach.
If ñ({A1y}, b) <00, then f({y}. b) 1({y1}, r, b) h({y1}, r, b), because ({y}, r, b)
represents the cost of a filled order (we are assuming that 1( { y }, r,b) is based on the
sequence {j1)). It may be that fl({Ay1}, b) = oo, however, in which case the order does
not get filled and the cost inequality may not hold.

Although we cannot show that the order always gets filled, it is enough to show that
under the assumptions of Proposition A.4, it gets filled with probability 1. In that case,

f({Y1}, b) 1({Y1}, R, b) h({Y1}, R, b) with probability 1, (2)

which implies E[f((Y1),b)] E[i({Y1},R,b] E[h({Y1),R,b)}, and thus the implica-
tion in (1) holds.

Let {y1 } be a sequence in which each board type appears infinitely often. At any
point in the sequence, it is possible to fill the order from the remainder (we are assuming
that g(O, b) <00). If Cl > 0 for all j, then cumulative costs will eventually trigger the
use of greedy cutting policies in the LP/sarnpling method, forcing dimension parts to be
produced and thus filling the order (these ideas are embodied in Lemmas 16 and 21 of
Appendix E).

Otherwise, Cl = 0 for some j. In that case, there always exists a maximal-element
cutting policy in which nothing is produced. Hence, an extra assumption is needed to
guarantee that the order gets filled. The simplest is to always select first from the set of
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policies that are both maximal-element cutting policies and greedy cutting policies. If
this set is empty, fall back to the standard method. This avoids the (theoretical) possibil-
ity that an endless stream of boards will pass by without being cut.

In both cases, if each board type occurs infinitely often in { y }, then the order gets

filled. Under the assumptions of Proposition A.4, lim l' = 0 > 0 with probability 1,
"°° fl t=i

so each board type appears infinitely often with probability 1. Hence, tile order gets filled
with probability 1, and thus (2) holds.

We also need 1( { '1 }, R, b) to be measurable, so that E[i( { Y }, R, b)} is defined.
This will usually be the case in practice, as noted at the end of Section 6.5.

A.14. Special Case for C1 = C2 = . . C

The asymptotic result in Chapter 6 is based on a simpler definition of the LP/sam-
pling formulation than presented in this appendix. This simpler definition applies to the
case where C1 = C2 = ... = CN, which means that every yield vector within a board type
has the same cost (i.e., the cost of cutting a board is just the cost of the board). This spe-
cial case can really be considered as the usual case, since incremental cutting costs are
usually ignored. The simpler formulation avoids most of the technicalities of changing
over from maximal-element policies to greedy cutting policies, and it is consistent with
the description of the LP/sampling method given in Chapter 3. In fact, the main body of
this thesis never considers anything but the case where C1 = C2 = CN.

This section provides a proof for Proposition 6.1. It is obtained as a consequence of
Proposition A.4 for the special case where C1 = C2 . . . . = C,. The consequence would
be immediate, of course, if the formulation in Chapter 6 were the same as here. But the
special case permitted Chapter 6 to use a simpler formulation, so we must show that this
simplified version has the same limiting behavior as the original.

To avoid confusion, let h'({yL}, r, b) represent the function as defined in Table 6.1,
and let h({y1}, r, b) be the function as defined in Table A.1. Likewise, let '(y, b) be the
index set of greedy cutting policies as defined in Table 6.1, and let (y, b) be as defined
inTableA.l. NotethatifC1 =C2=...=C,then'(y,b)=(y,b).

The proof starts by showing that the set of greedy cutting policies and the set of
maximal element cutting policies overlap (unless g(r, b) = oo). This eliminates the need
to monitor the "virtual cutting process" described in Section A. 1. In addition, it makes it
easy to show that the valid sequences of indices defined in Table 6.1 are simply a subset
of those defined in Table A. 1. Hence, the function h'( { y1 }, r,b) is another LP/sampling
function in the sense of Section A.13 (Other LP/Sampling Functions), so the same argu-
ments can be used. We will assume without proof that h'({Y1}, R, b) is measurable
under the assumptions of Proposition A.4.

The following lemma embodies the intuitively obvious notion that producing a
needed dimension part is always a reasonable alternative to not producing a part, as long
as there is no additional cost. As usual, this simple idea is obscured by the notation
needed to keep track of rearranged matrices.
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Lemma 83. If r 0, g(r, b) < 00, and C1 = = CN, then X(r, b) fl '(y, b) 0.
PROOF. If g(r, b) <00, then the LP for g(r, b) has a solution and thus X(r, b) 0.
By definition, we have either '(y, b) = {1,. . . , NJ or '(y, b) ={j: (Ay) o b o} 0.
If'(y, b) = { 1,... ,NJ, then X(r, b) (V'(y, b) = X(r, b) 0, as desired.

Otherwise, '(y, b) = {j: (Ay) 0 b o} 0. Select an arbitrary value j X(r, b).
If j e '(y, b), then obviously X(r, b) fl '(y, b) 0. Otherwise, (A1y) 0 b 0. In
that case, let k be the element of y that is nonzero (i.e., Yk = 1). There exists a matrix A;,
where 1 j N, such that all columns are the same as in A except the kth, which is
replaced by the kth column of one of the matrices in '(y, b). Hence, (A;y) o b 0, and
thus j E '(y, b). Furthermore, A;r A3r and C;r = Cr.

Let x be an optimal solution to the LP for g(r, b), where x is a maximal element of
x (such an x exists, because j E 3C(r, b)). Let i be the same as x, except that the values
of x and x; are swapped. Thus, ; is a maximal element of i. Also, £ is a feasible
solution to the LP for g(r, b), because A;r Air. To see this, first note that if a fi 0
and u v 0, then au + fly flu + av. Thus, ;A;r + x;A;r + x3Ar (since

= x and = x;), and it follows that [A1r ANT]1 [A1 r ANT]X b. Further-
more, i is an optimal solution, because [C1r. Cr]I = [C1r C,r]x = g(r, b).
Since 1; is a maximal element of i and i is an optimal solution to the LP for g(r, b), we
have 3 .(r, b) by definition. Since 3 e '(y, b), the conclusion follows. 0

Lenuna 84. If r 0 and C1 = = CN, then s"({y1J, r, b) c 7({y1), r, b).

PROOF. If g(r, b) = 00, then LF({y1}, r, b) = ({y}, r, b) by definition (greedy cutting
policies are used exclusively in the sequences of both sets). Otherwise, g(r, b) <00. By
the previous lemma, each sequence { j1 } in Y( { y1 }, r, b) meets all the criteria for a
sequence in ({y1}, r, b), because each element of {j1} indexes both a greedy cutting
policy and a maximal-element cutting policy. Therefore, S'( { y1), r, b) c ( { }, r, b). 0

Proposition A.5. Suppose that 0 >0, 0< g(O, b) <00 for all b 0, C1 = = CN,
{Y1J is a-mixing with a O(n) for some %> 1, E[Y1] = 0 for each I = 1,2,-, and
urn R = 0 with probability 1. If the R are discrete random vectors, then
fl*ao

E[f({Y1}, b)] E[h({Y1}, R, b)] . E[h({Y}, R, b)]
lim = lim = lim = 1.

(b)* g(0, b) g(0, b) (b>*oo E[f({Y1}, b)]
fl-300 fl*oo

PROOF The previous lemma implies that h'({y1}, r,b) is an LP/sampling function in the
ñ(( Ay1 },b)

sense of Section A.13. That is, h'({y}, r,b) = Cy for some {j) ({y1}, r,b).
1=1

Hence, f({ 1' }, b) h'( { 1'1 }, R, b) h( { Y1 }, R, b) with probability 1, as described in
Section A.13. Thus, for all b and n,

E[f({Y), b)] E[h'({Y1J, R, b] E[h({Y1}, R, b)].

The conclusion follows easily, using the same arguments as in Section A.l3. 0
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As a final note, we construct a counterexample to show that Propositions A.4 and
A.5 do not necessarily hold if optimal dual prices are used to generate cutting policies.
Section 6.3 (Cutting Policies and Price Vectors) described how the cutting policies used
in the mathematical development relate to the price vectors used in practice. It would
simplify the implementation somewhat if we could use dual prices in place of the price
vectors used in practice. But this undermines Propositions A.4 and A.5, as will be seen.

By definition, a maximal-element cutting policy A3 is "optimal" at the dual prices n,
in the sense that k'A3r (or r'Ar C3r, in the more general case when the C3's are not
all the same) is maximized among all j. But the converse is not necessarily true (i.e., if j
maximizes ir'Ar, it does not always follow that A3 is a maximal-element cutting policy).
This means that if dual prices are used to generate cutting patterns, the effective cutting
policy will not necessarily be a maximal-element cutting policy. This causes problems,
as the counterexample below demonstrates.

The board class in this example consists of only one board type, so there is no sam-
ple variation. Let

1(13 1 O=[l),

Hence, the LP for g(r, b) is this:
minimize: x1[6]r + x2[6]r + x3[ 6]r

31 2 rol
subject to: x1 0]X2

2
r-I-x3[31rb

xO
Since there is no sample variation, the sample vector r is simply a positive number, which
for convenience we will assume to be 1. The table below shows optimal bases and dual
prices for the conditions b1 > b and b1 <b2, where b1 and b2 are the first and second
elements of the order-quantity vector b.

Condition Optimal Basis Dual Prices Yield Vectors

BJ 21 x'=[6 6]B'=[2.0 1.01
131 121

Lo 2] [oj' L2i

b1<b2 B=10 21 K'=[6 6}B'=[l.O 2.0] 0 121

P 2] H' L2i
The yield vectors in the last column are the possible solutions obtained by solving the
knapsack problem at the corresponding dual prices. Thus, for every board, there are two
equally valid yield vectors at ,t = (2.0, 1.0) and two at r= (1.0,2.0).
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Now, suppose that at iv = (2.0, 1.0) and iv = (1.0,2.0), the knapsack algorithm

never chooses Furthermore, suppose that the initial order quantities are b
k 1

where k is large. Thus, b1 > b2, and if we use the dual prices to cut the first board, we
will use iv (2.0, 1.0). Thus, solving the knapsack problem for the first board, we obtain

the yield vector . After updating the order quantities, we have b = remaining

to be cut. This time, b1 <b2, so the new dual prices are iv = (1.0,2.0). Cutting the sec-

ond board yields , leaving b = remaining to be cut. Once again, b1 > b2, and it

becomes clear that the order will be filled by an alternating sequence of yield vectors:

31 ol 3 0
0]' 3]' 0' 3

It can be seen that for large k, the cost of filling the order will be approximately 4k,
since the number of boards needed to fill the order is about 2k/3 and the cost of each
board is 6. If we use maximal-element cutting policies, however, the sequence will con-
sist (up until the last two boards cut) of one vector:

2112112 2

2]' L2]' L2' 2

For this case, it can be seen that the cost for large k is approximately 3k, since the num-
ber of boards needed to fill the order is about k/2. Thus, for large k, the LP/sampling
method (based on maximal-element cutting policies) generates costs that are about 25%
less than the dual-price alternative above. Clearly, this implies that Propositions A.4 and
A.5 can fail to hold under "dual-price cutting policies."

Although counterexamples exist, as we have just shown, using dual prices is proba-
bly fine in most circumstances. In the context of the maps in Chapter 3 (e.g., Figure 3.6),
the vector of dual prices will always be located at one of the vertices, whereas the prices
corresponding to maximal-element cutting policies will be in (or on the boundary of) one
of the regions containing the vertex. Since the regions are quite small, at least in the mid-
dle of the map, the distance between the two price vectors will be small.
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Appendix B. The Phenomenon of Identical Prices

Gilmore and Gomory (1963) noted the relatively high frequency with which two or
more dual prices turn out to be the same. They called this the "phenomenon of identical
prices." "Normally in linear programming one would not expect identical prices any
more than one would expect duplication of the values of the primal variables. Neverthe-
less ... such duplication occurs extensively. Although we do not really understand this
phenomenon, we will advance a rather unsatisfactory partial explanation." They suggest
that a cutting pattern in the LP basis can often be replaced by another pattern that is the
same except for having one size replaced by another (e.g., a cutting pattern with two 36"
paper rolls is replaced by a cutting pattern with a 36" roll and a 32" roll). "If the same
price is given" to the new size as to the old, "the new pattern will price out to zerojust as
the old one did."

Identical prices do indeed arise frequently. Occasionally, every dual price will be
the same. A closer look at one of these cases suggests a possible mechanism. The order
in this example was for 7 different dimension-part sizes, and the basis columns for the
optimal solution are listed below:

Basis Columns (Cutting Patterns)
Dimension Part #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7

#1 10 24 11 3 17 54 1

#2 6 26 14 8 12 2 53
#3 20 34 1 6 4 0 0
#4 25 0 34 27 0 0 23
#5 13 0 0 18 19 16 0
#6 0 0 21 27 25 14 0
#7 15 5 8 0 12 3 12

The significant feature is that each column sums to 89. The dual prices are given by
= c19B, where B is the matrix of basic columns and CB are the costs. If the cost for

each column is the same, say 1, we can write ,r'B = 1'. Each column of B sums to 89, so
setting each element of x to 1/89 satisfies the equation. Furthermore, the solution is
unique because B is non-singular.

This example shows that identical dual prices can originate from identical column
sums. The next example shows how identical sums over a subset of rows and columns
can also lead to identical dual prices. The original basis is printed on the left, with the
cost for each cutting pattern printed along the bottom.
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Dual DualOriginal Basis Rearranged Basis
Prices Prices

.2140 6 15 7 7 17 .2140 6 15 17 7 7

.2124 8 14 8 10 8 .2140 15 6 4 4 4

.0155 7 7 16 12 7 .2124 8 14 8 10 8

.2140 15 6 4 4 4 .2124 8 2 8 11 8

.2124 8 2 8 11 8 .0155 7 7 7 12 16

Cost 8 8 6 7 8 Cost 8 8 8 7 6

By rearranging the rows and columns, as shown on the right, it is possible to create
blocks within which the column sums are all equal. Columns in the upper-left-hand
block sum to 21, and columns in the middle-left-hand block sum to 16. Note that there
are three groups of columns and three groups of rows, and that each column within a
group of columns has the same cost. Under these conditions, it can be concluded from
the proposition below that each row within a grouping of rows has the same dual price,
which means there are no more than 3 distinct dual prices. The calculated dual prices
confirm this result.

Proposition B.!. Let B be an n x n matrix, and let a, be the element from the ith row
and jth column of B. Let c be an n x 1 vector where c is the cost associated with the
jth column of B. Let it' = c'B1. For some integer m, m n, suppose that
{ Qj, Q2,. .. , Q,, } is a partition of the set of column indices and { R1, R2,. . . , R,j is a
partition of the set of row indices, where Q. and R are subsets of respectively the column
indices and the row indices:

UQk={1,2,...,n},CflQJ=øforij,
URh={1,2,...,nI, R1flR=øforij.

Suppose also that for any given k, every c such that f c Qk is equal. Finally, suppose
that for each h = 1,2, . . . , m and k = 1,2,. . . , m there is a number 5hk such that

a, = shk for each jECk. Then for any given h, every ,r such that iERh is equal, and
IERh
the elements of r take on at most m distinct values.

PROOF. Define the matrix 5:
S11 S12 SIm

s = [5hk]
52i 22 52m

5m1 5m2 5mm

The rank of S is m. To see this, think of S as being constructed from B in two steps. In
the first, the n rows of B are collapsed into the m rows of S (for each Rh, the rows
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corresponding to the indices in Rh are added together). Since the rows of B are linearly
independent, so are the rows in S. In the second step, columns are removed so that only
one from each set Qk of the column partition is retained. Since each column removed is a
duplicate of one that remains, there is no further reduction in rank.

Let v be the m x 1 vector having as elements Vk = c3, where jEQk (by assumption,
every c3 such that jEQk is equal). Let p' = v'S'. For each h = 1,2,. . . , m and each
iERh, set 'r = Ph Note that the number of values taken on by the irk's is at most m.
Consider 'A.:

2rja,= Z phaU.
i=1 h=lIERh h11ERh

Suppose jE Ck. Then

Ph a.J = E PhShk = Vk = C.
h=1 1GRh h=1

Since r'A. = c for each j, it follows that ,r'A = c' and ,r' = c'A', where ,r consists of
at most m distinct values. 0

Proposition B.! suggests a plausible mechanism for the phenomenon of identical
prices. If there are subsets of dimension parts having similar dimensions and therefore
being fairly interchangeable, then the conditions required by Proposition B. 1 may possi-
bly be satisfied. On the other hand, the conditions of Proposition B.! are not necessary
for identical prices, as the following example shows:

261
r'B=[l 1 2] 4 2 1 =[l0 10 lO}=CB.214

The only partitioning that satisfies Proposition B. 1 has three groups (each row group has
1 row, and each column group has 1 column), but r does not contain 3 distinct values.
So equal column sums do not "explain" the two identical prices in this case.
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Appendix C. Small Cutting Orders

The methods used in evaluating large orders may be applicable in some cases to
small orders. We have not explored these small-order applications in much detail, so it
isn't clear whether the ideas presented here can be used in a reliable procedure.

C.1. Very Small Cutting Orders

The method described here generates solutions in such a way that a test for optimal-
ity can be applied. The test either confirms optimality, or it leaves the issue unresolved.
A consolation prize in the latter case is that the solution may be optimal for the number of
dimension parts actually produced, which will be in excess of those desired.

Most of the assumptions are the same as for large orders. In particular, it is assumed
that the supplied boards must be used in the order they appear in the sequence. Also, it is
assumed that the only costs are for the boards there are no incremental cutting costs.
The difference is that calculations are based on the actual boards to be cut rather than a
random sample. The initial objective is to find the smallest number of boards that is able
to generate a solution requiring less lumber than in the "sample." This can be illustrated
by a cutting-order that requires nine 2.875x33's, eight 3.875x25's, and seven 3.125x33's.
Using the first 3 boards in a sequence of pine boards results in an LP solution requiring
1.23 units, where a unit is the total number of board feet in the three boards. It is there-
fore impossible to produce the order from these three boards. Using the first 4 boards
results in a solution requiring .93 units, where the unit is now based on four boards. It
may be possible to produce the order with these 4 boards, but it is not guaranteed, since
the LP solution may be too optimistic compared to the true integer solution.

When we first get enough boards to yield an LP solution requiring at most 1.0 unit,
the columns generated while solving the LP are used to construct an integer program.
The integer program is formulated so that exactly one colunm is selected for each board,
with the usual constraint that the totals need to meet or exceed the order quantity. If the
integer program is feasible, then the resulting solution is optimal to the original problem.
If it is not feasible, then another board is added to the LP calculation, new columns are
generated, and a new integer program constructed. If the new integer problem is feasible,
it is not immediately possible to say whether the solution is optimal. To possibly find out,
the integer program can be rerun using only those columns from the LP which have rela-
tive cost coefficients of zero. If the integer solution to this modified problem is feasible,
then the cost to produce the quantities in the solution is minimized: relative cost coeffi-
cients of zero mean that all columns represent knapsack solutions at a single set of prices,
so Proposition 4.1 says there is no cheaper way to produce the resulting quantities. If the
quantities in the solution exactly equal the ordered quantities (or if the excess is confined
to the last board), then the solution is optimal to the original problem. Otherwise, it is
optimal for the number of dimension parts actually produced.
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mm.: [1111 111 11111 111]x

6002 002 00930 3060053 400 110006 000 80411 020 08064 350
s.t.: 1111 000 00000 000Xl0000 111 00000 0000000 000 11111 0000000 000 00000 111

x,0/1, i=l,...,15

Table C. 1. Integer Program Constructed from LP Columns

Using the 4 boards in our example, the columns generated while solving the LP are
used to create the integer program in Table C. 1. The problem can be solved by general-
purpose integer-program algorithms or by special-purpose programs such as B alas' algo-
rithm for integer programs with zero-one variables (Balas, 1965). The columns in bold
(x3, x5, x11, and x15) represent an optimal solution. The total quantities produced are
(9,9,7), compared to the desired quantities (9,8,7). Since a solution was found for 4
boards and a solution for 3 boards is impossible, the solution is optimal for the original
problem.

We can also try to apply Proposition 4.1. The optimal dual prices obtained were
= (1.86143, 1.70632,2.32679). Columns 1, 4, 5, 11, 12, and 13 are optimal at the LP

dual prices. A feasible discrete solution can be created using columns 1, 5, 12, and 13:

6 0 0 3 9 9
0 + 4 + 6 + 0 = 10 8004 3 7 7

Unfortunately, this does not meet the conditions of Proposition 4.1, because the sum of
the first three columns is not less than or equal to the right-hand side. If it had turned out
that the third column was the last column and vice versa, then the conditions would be
satisfied and we could confirm that this is an optimal solution.
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C.2. Moderately Small Cutting Orders

A key feature of the very-small-order method is that all boards to be cut are ana-
lyzed before processing. When this is possible, there is another way to approach the
problem. This method also starts by finding the minimum number of boards required by
the LP solution. Instead of solving an integer program, however, the first board is simply
cut according to a cutting pattern that has a relative cost coefficient of zero (i.e., a cutting
pattern that solves the knapsack problem at the LP dual prices). The first board is then
dropped from the LP and the solution recalculated. The procedure repeats in this manner
until the order is completed. If the recalculated solution requires more than one unit,
where a unit is the volume of boards used in the calculation, then additional boards are
added until the unit requirement drops back below one.

The idea is that prices calculated in this way should be approximately correct for the
boards actually being cut, compared to calculations based on random boards: The LP dual
prices represent a fixed set of prices that apply specifically to the boards being cut. Of
course, the fixed prices are based on a continuous-variable approximation of the problem,
so they are not guaranteed to produce optimal solutions to the true integer problem. Still,
if the order can be satisfied by cutting most of the boards at or near the initial set of dual
prices, then the solution should be reasonably good. As yet, we have not tested this pro-
cedure.




